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1. PRINCIPLES ESSENTIAL TO RADIO.

l.1 Radio Communication is the art of sending information from one point to a distant point
or points by means of free electric waves, The study of radio, therefore, involves
the consideration of the Free Electric Waves from the following aspects

(i) Basic Nature,
(ii) Produotion,

(iii) Propagation, and
(iv) Reception,

I% is assumed that the reader has an undersbanding of the subject matter contained in
Applied Electricity I, II and IIl. However, as a preliminary to the study of the
nature, production, propagation and reception of Radio Waves, a short revision of the
essential electric principles applicable to radio will be given here. Some of the
symbols used in radio circuits are shown on pages 6 and 7.

1.2 Electron "T399Ee Much of the phenomena associated with radio communication may be
explained in terms of electron behaviour or electron flow, and a brief review of the
properties of electrons and atoms is desirable, [he modern conception of electricity
is based on the theory that all matter is built of atoms which, in turn, consist of
various combinations of electric charges. An atom (being normally electrically
neutral) is composed of equal positive and negative charges, the number of charges
varying with the element concerned. Brief definitions of the basic units of inter
est are

8le0tr0re The Electron is the smallest particle whose mass and charge have been
determined, and it is the particle that constitutes most of the flow of current
encountered in thermionic valves. [he Electron is a negatively charged particle.

Positron. [he Positron is the particle having the same mass as an electron and
carrying the same electric charge, [he Positron is of opposite polarity from the
electron, that is, positive,

AeubI0J« he Neutron is a particle without an electric charge but having a mass
about 2,000 times greater than an electron or positron,
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Proton. The Proton is a unit equivalent to a neutron associated with a positron, that
magnitude of charge as an electron but has a mass about 2,000
of the difference between their masses, equal numbers of
electrically neutral.

is, it possesses the same
times greater. In spite
protons and electrons are

4on Another particle is called an Ion. An ion is usually created from a normal atom
4yomolecule by the addition or removal of one or more electrons or protons from its
structure. The mass of such ions is always much greater than that of the electron, and
their charge is an integral multiple of the charge of the electron and is not restricted
to negative sign,

Atoms are composed of various combinations of electrons and protons and, in order to
obtain some idea of electronic behaviour, a sketch of the inner structure of an atom is
shown in Fig. l. The sign + indicates a unit charge of positive electricity, and the
sign - indicates a unit charge of negative electricity. All the weight of the atom
appears to reside in the central nucleus, which is made up of more positive charges than
negative charges, so that a positive charge is always associated with a relatively large
amount of matter. Electrons, on the other hand, are almost weightless and, therefore,
can carry on a separate existance as disembodied electricity.

In ordinary uncharged matter, the electricity that electrons carry is neutralised by the
net positive charge on the nucleus of the atom. Thus, although electrons are present in
every substance, electric shocks are not necessarily experienced when the substance is
touched by hand,

Fig. l is a diagrammatic sketch of the possible construction of an atom. This particular
atom has a nucleus (of 10 protons and 5 electrons) and 5 planetary or free electrons,
An atom of copper has a nucleus (of 6 protons and 35 electrons) and 29 planetary
electrons.

ATOMS ARE MOSTLY SPACE:

Nucleus of this atom contains 10 protons (marked +) and 5
electrons (marked -), and there are 5 free electrons.

FIG. 1.
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The atom may be likened to a solar system, the free electrons being the orbital planets
and the nucleus being the Sun. As this planetary system is maintained in a state of
equilibrium, there is an appreciable amount of energy expended in keeping the electrons
bound to the nucleus. If, however, sufficient additional energy is imparted by some
external means to the free electrons, they may be separated from their parent atoms to
form a current flow. This additional energy may be imparted by several methods, four
of which are -

(i) Chemical, as in the case of a battery.
(ii) Magnetic, as in the case of a dynamo.

(iii) Thermionic, as in the case of radio valves.
(iv) Light action, as in the case of photo-electric tubes.

Due to the reactions of the chemicals, etc., endeavouring to make up the initial, deficienoy
of electrons, the current flow of electrons will continue as long as the influence of the
external force is applied. This f'low of electrons is termed a current. It is of
interest to note that this conception of electron f'low from negative to positive is at
variance with the theory formulated by early scientists, who arbitrarily determined that
current flow was from positive to negative. However, this distinction need not cause
confusion if the latter point is remembered.

Further reference will be made to this subject when discussing emission.

(As a matter of interest, the effect of the "atomic bomb" depends on the release of this
atomic energy by smashing the nucleus of an atom having a large number of orbital
electrons, such as uranium,)

The velocities of the free electrons in a material depend on the temperature of the material.
If an e.m.f. is applied to the two ends of a metallic conductor, these free electrons will
drift towards the positive pole. This drift of electrons constitutes a current flow.
The electrons collide with the metal atoms and impart energy to the atoms, causing them to
vibrate more violently and thus heat the conductor. A particular electron need not pass
completely from one end of the conductor to the other. It might displace an electron
from an atom and the displaced electron, in turn, might displace an electron from another
atom. Further reference will be made to this effect also when discussing emission.

1.3 In materials classed as insulators, it is assumed that only a comparatively few free
electrons exist. The structure of the atoms of insulators is such that all electrons
are securely bound to the nucleus, and the application of even a high voltage merely
deforms the atom by stretching the bonds. An appreciable flow of current is not
possible without an electron flow and as the electrons in an insulator are merely caused
to change the path of their travels around ihe nucleus and do not move from their own
planetary system, current will not readily flow through an insulator.

An electric current, therefore, consists of electrons in motion. Each electron has
associated with it an electric field which radiates in all directions. This field is
caused by the lines of force which also radiate from the electron in all directions,
If an electron is set in motion, the associated lines of force move with it. Thus, an
electric current has associated with it a moving electric field and, if the value or the
direction of the current varies, the field will vary in strength and position according
to the number and motion of the electrons constituting the current. If the current is
alternating, the associated electric field will move to and fro in space, in accordance
with the motion of the electrons.

An important secondary effect occurs when the current variation is rapid. Under these
conditions, the lines of force cannot immediately follow (throughout their whole length)
the motion of the electrons to which they belong, and a certain time lag elapses between
the movement of the electron and the change in position of the associated lines of force,
A mechanical analogy will illustrate this point. Consider a long rope fastened firmly
at one end, and the other end held in the hand. If the rope is suddenly jerked, the
portion of the rope which is held in the hand will follow the movement of the hand exactly.

/ A
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A little way along, however, the jerk in the rope will take place a little after the
motion of the hand, and the farther the distance away, the longer the time elapsing
before that particular portion of the rope is affected. The ultimate effect is to
produce a ripple which travels along the rope to the far end. This ripple O0Ours
on]y_mhon the rope is_jerked, If the hand is moved slowly up and down, the rope is
able to follow the motion completely throughout its whole length and no ripple will
result,

There is another important difference between the two cases which should be noted.
If the hand is moved slowly up and down, the whole rope moves and the actual movement
grows less and less as the distance decreases, until, at a short distance away, there
is no appreciable motion. If the rope is jerked, however, the ripple which travels
along the rope is nearly as large at the far end as it was at the beginning.

A similar phenomenon takes place when an electron is set in motion. If the motion is
slow, the electric field follows the electron faithfully and can only be detected at
a short distance, the strength (according to the law of inverse squares) being in
versely proportional to the square of the distance. The ordinary electric field of a
condenser or coil falls off in this manner. When the motion is rapid, however,
ripples are formed in the lines of force associated with electrons, and these ripples
travel outwards for appreciable distances with little reduction in strength, the
field strength being inersely proportional to the distance. As Wireless Telephony,
Telegraphy and Television are dependent on these ripples or electromagnetic waves,
the immediate concern of this book is how these ripples or electromagnetic waves may
be produced and controlled. These first papers deal with this subject.

1.4 Alternating Durrente. The principles of alternating current are dealt with in detail
in Applied Electricity, which should be studied in conjunction with these papers. As
Radio is a development of these principles, they must be understood if a proper
appreciation of Radio is to be attained.

2. RADIO CIRCUIT ELEMENTS.

2.1 Inductance, Inductance is the property of a circuit by virtue of which self-induction
o0curs. This property is dependent on the fact that, if a current is passed through
a wire, a magnetic field is set up round the wire. If the wire is made into a coil,
the field becomes stronger. This field increases or decreases in direct pr0portion to
the change in the current., The RATIO OF THE CHANGE IN FLUX to bhe CHANGE IN CURREN!
has a constant value, known as the INDUCTANCE of the coil.

2,2 It should b~ stressed that, whenever a current passes through a coil, it causes a
magnetic field around the coil; that the strength of the field varies as the current
varies; and that the direction of the field is reversed if the direction of current
flow is reversed. As explained in other books of the Course of Tehnical Instruction,
the converse is also true, namely, that if a magnetio field passes through a coil, an
electromotive force is induced in the coil that if the applied field varies, the in
duced voltage varies; and that if the direction of the field is reversed, the direc
tion of the current produced by the induced voltage is reversed. !his phenomenon
provides the explanation of many electrical effects. It serves, in the present
instance, to give some understanding of that valuable property of coils - Self
Inductance. When an alternating current flows through a coil of many turns of wire,
the field around the coil will increase and decrease, first in one direction and then
in the other direction, The varying field around the coil, however, will induce a
varying e,m.f. in the coil, and the current produced by this induced e,m.f. will
always be in the opposite direction from the current originally passed through the
wire. his self-induction of the coil, therefore, tends to prevent any change in the
current flowing through it and limits the amount of alternating curr~nt flowing.
This effect can be considered as electrical inertia.

Unit of Inducvance, The unit of self-inductance is the Henry. A coil has a self
inductance of l henry when a rate of current change of l ampere per second causes an
induced voltage of l volt. his basic unit is generally used with iron-core coils (as
in power-supply filter circuits), but is too large for convenience in many radio
applications. / Radio
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Therefore, smaller units are also used. These units are the millihenry (mri), equal to
one-thousandth henry, and the microhenry (iH), equal to one-millionth henry. Stated
generally, the self-inductance of a coil is inversely proportional to the reluctance
of its magnetic circuit and is proportional to the square of the number of turns. If
the magnetic circuit is a closed iron core, the inductance value might be several
thousand times what it would be for the same coil without the iron core, the reluctance
being that much less than with an air-core. If the number of turns is doubled, the
inductance would be four times as great,

Inductances_in Series and in Parallel. Coils may be connected in series, in parallel
or sh seiies7parader. Te donneotda sn series, the total inductance is increased
(provided the magnetic fields do not link), just as the total resistance is increased
when resistances are in series. With the same reservation, the total inductance of
coils connected in parallel is reduced, just as the total resistance is reduced when
resistors are connected in parallel. Correspondingly, coils may be connected in
series/parallel combinations. The equations for inductances in series, in parallel
and in series/parallel are the same as those for resistances with the proper inductance
values substituted for resistance values.

Magnetic Energy Store_("). The tendency of coils to prevent change in current flow
gives them the ability to store energy. This energy storage is proportional to the
inductance of the coil and to the square of the current,

Energy stored in coil = LI
5

where the energy is in joules or watt seconds, L is the inductance in henrys and I is
the current in amperes. This property is of particular importance in the filter
systems used for radio transmitter and receiver power supplies.

Inductive Reactance (X,). A coil tends to limit the amount of current which an
a1tcrnatfhg voltage causes to flow. An important fact is that a given coil with a fixed
amount of inductance will retard the flow of a high frequenoy alternating current more
than a low frequency current. The characteristic of a coil in retarding an alternating
current flow depends on the inductance of the coil and on the frequency of the current.
This combined effect of frequency and inductance in coils is termed reactance or inductive
reactance (X,).

The inductive reactance formula is -

A* = 2mfL

where z = the inductive reactance in ohms,
f = the frequency in c/s, and
L = the inductance in henrys.

From this, it is evident that inductive reactance is directly proportional to frequency
and also to the value of inductance.

Self-Inductance or Self-Induction. Self-Inductance is that property of electrical
circuits which opposes a change in the current flowing. he opposition to the change
in current manifests itself in the form of a back e.m.f. that is developed when the
current is changed. This opposition is present only when the field is varying and is
termed self-induction, because it is an e,m.f. induced in a conductor by its own moving
magnetic field. A circuit is said to have an inductance of l henry if it develcps a
back e.m.f. of 1 volt when the current through it changes at the rate of l ampere per
second.

Because of the manner in which the back e.m.f. in a circuit is related to the time rate
of change of the magnetic field, inductance is related to the number of flux linkages per
unit current in the circuit. A flux linkage represents one flux line encircling the
circuit current once. Flux linkages may be fractional as well as integral. The
relation between inductance, total flux linkages and current is given by /

Inductance
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ubua.l Induob8noe. In general, whenever two coils are near one another, a part of the
flux produced by a current in one coil will pass through the other coil. If the current
in the first coil changes, the flux through the second coil will change and an e.m.f.
will be induced in the second coil. The magnitude of this induced e.m,f, will depend
on the rate of change of current in the first coil, the number of turns of wire in each
coil, the geometry of the coils and, perhaps, on other factors. Mutual inductance may
be defined in terms of the number of flux linkages in the second coil per unit current
in the first coil, or vice versa, In practical units the relation is -

Flux linkages in the second coil
produced by current in the first 0oil ,

1
o-

M = Current in the first coil

and vice versa, where M is the mutual inductance in henrys.

Mutual inductance may also be defined as the voltage induced in the second circuit when
the current in the first circuit is changing at unit rate.

Coefficient of 0oupl1n&. The maximum value of mutual inductance between two coils of

inductance I and Io isNLL", which occurs when all the flux of one coil links with

all the turns of the other coil, The ratio of the mutual inductance actually present
to the maximum possible value is called "the coefficient of coupling" (K), and is
written as -

K is a dimensionless quantity having a maximum value of l,

Combinations of Induotanoes involving Mutual Inductances. mhe total self-inductance of
combinations of inductances depends upon the self and mutual inductances involved.
The total inductance resulting from two inductances in series is -

Aiding

Opposing

bi + b + 2M

hi + P - 2M

he total inductance resulting from two inductances in parallel is

Aiding

Opposing •••

... 5, - 1°
E +P - 2M

2
bi"" - M

where I and Lp are the self-inductances of the two coils and M is the mutual inductance
between them, In general, the total self-inductance of a number of inductances in
series is the sum of the self-inductances of all the components plus the algebraic sum
of the mutual inductances of each one of the component parts to all the other parts,

9on@densers and 0epaol*J. Condensers form as important a part as coils in radio circuits
and, in fat, condensers and coils are generally associated, The condenser, as explained
in Applied Electricity I, consists essentially of two or more metal plates separated by
a thin layer of some insulating medium from a second similar plate or set of plates,

/ The
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The insulating medium between the metal elements of the condenser is termed the dielectric.
Unvarying direct current cannot flow through a condenser because of the insulation between
the plates, but a steady voltage applied to the terminals of such a condenser will cause it
to become charged., The effect, to return to a discussion of electrons, is simply that one
element of the condenser is provided with an excess of electrons, thus becoming negatively
charged, while the other plate suffers a deficiency of electrons and is, therefore, positive
ly charged. If the charging voltage is removed and the two elements of the condenser are
jointed with a conductor, a flow of electrons will take place from the negative to the
positive plate. In other words, a current would flow.

98pa0j5a7oe. If two similar parallel conductors, separated by an insulating medium, are
aeE charged with the same quantity of electricity but of opposite sign, a difference of
potential will be set up between the conductors. Such a combination is said to possess
"capacitance," and is known as a condenser or capacitor. Capacitance may thus be defined
as the ratio of the charge on one of the conductors to the difference of potential between
them. Capacitance should not be taken to mean "the amount of electricity that a condenser
can hold," but rather "the amount of electricity that a condenser requires to bring its two
conductors to unit difference of potential." Capacity depends on the geometry of the con
ductors and the nature of the dielectric between them.

08paoiby of a 9on0denser. The number of electrons necessary to establish a difference of
"om6ti$1 mom##» €w 5hates is a measure of the capacity of the condenser thus formed. mhe
defining relation for capacity may thus be written -

c -1

where C is the capacity in farads, Q is the charge in coulombs and E is the potential in

volts.

From this, Q = CE

Capacity may also be defined in terms of the energy stored in the electrostatic field about
the condenser plates, thus -

oz°w5

where W is the energy stored in watt-seconds (joules), C is the capacity in farads and E is
the potential in volts. Capacity has the dimensions of length when expressed in electro
static units, thus the capacities of similar condensers are directly proportional to their
linear dimensions.

E@red. The unit of electrostatic capacity is called the "Farad." A condenser has a capacity
en farad when a charge of l coulomb will establish a potential difference of l volt between
its plates. This unit is too large for practical use and submultiples of the farad, namely,
microfarad (one-millionth of a farad) and micro-microfarad (one millionth of a microfarad),
are generally used.

Dielectrics. The insulating medium that separates the plates of a condenser is known as
ms gas1setric, and plays an important role in determining the characteristics of the con
denser,mis presence of a dielectric, other than a vacuum, raises the capacity of the con
denser (in comparison to its capacity in the absence of the dielectric) by a factor known
as the "Dielectric Constant" or "Specific Inductive Capacity" (symbol "k"). This character
istic determines the quantity of charge which a given separation and area of plates will
accumulate for a given voltage. When the air dielectric in a variable condenser is replaced
with a fluid dielectric, the maximum and minimum capacitance values of the condenser are
multiplied by "k" and the "sparking" potential is increased.

/ Fluid
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Fluid dielectrics repair themselves after a breakdown unless an are is maintained which
carbonises the oil, Dry oil is a good dielectric with low losses. When solid
dielectric is used, it should be borne in mind that dielectric strength (breakdown
voltage) becomes lower as temperature rises. Breakdown is a function of time as well
as voltage. A condenser, which will not break down under several thousand volts for a
few seconds, may break down when connected to 2000 volts for some time,

Condenser Losses and their Hep-resent@*ion. A perfect condenser, when discharged, gives
up Ai. th o1dotribal energy that was supplied to it in charging. Aotual condensers
never realise this ideal perfectly but, rather, dissipate some of the energy delivered
to them, Most of the loss in ordinary condensers occurs in the dielectric. Other ways
by which energy can be lost in a condenser are from the resistance of the leads and the
metal plates, from leakage resistance between the plates and as a result of corona,

The merit of a condenser from the point of view of freedom from losses is usually
expressed in terms of the power factor or phase angle, The power factor represents
the fraction of the input volt-amperes that is dissipated in the condenser, while the
phase angle is the angle by which the current flowing into the condenser fails to be
90° out of phase with the applied voltage. When the losses are low, which is
generally the case, the phase angle expressed in radians is equal to the power factor,
The power factor (or phase angle) is a ratio representing the fraction of the input
volt-amperes that is dissipated in the condenser. For a given type of condenser, the
power factor tends to be independent of the applied voltage and of the condenser size,
etc,, and with ordinary dielectrics is substantially constant over wide frequenoy
ranges.

The effect of the condenser losses on the circuit, in which the condenser is connected,
can be obtained by replacing the actual condenser by the combination of a perfect con
denser of the same capacity with a resistance in series (Fig. 2), or a resistance in
parallel (Fig. 3), The value of the series (or shunt) resistance is so selected that
the power factor of the combination of perfect condenser with its associated resistance
is the same as the power factor of the actual condenser. The values of the resistances
are-

Series resistance
Power factor

21f0

Shunt resistance " - (eoJ (0ever taetdrj
1

where R is in ohms, f is in c/s and C is in farads.

l0Av
C RI

EQUIVALENT CONDENSER LO88. ALTERNATIVE CONDENSER LOSS.

FI0.2•
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When a direct current voltage is applied to a condenser, it

will cause a sudden charging current in one direction, but an alternating voltage will
result in the condenser becoming charged first in one direction and then in the other.
his rapidly changing charging current is actually the equivalent of an alternating current
flow through the condenser. Many of the condensers in radio circuits are used to allow
an alternating current to flow through some portion of the circuit but, at the same time,
prevent the flow of any direct current.

Condensers, however, do not permit alternating currents to flow without offering some
opposition, and the term "Capacitive Reactance" is used to describe this opposition,
Condensers have a reactance which is inversely proportional to the capacitance and to the
frequency of the applied voltage. he formula for capacitive reactande is

x
C

where X is the capacitive reactance in ohms, f is the frequency in c/s, and C is the
C

condenser capacitance in farads,

Where the capacitance is in microfarads (µF), as it is in most practical cages, the
formula becomes -

- 1°z, ° zed

Condensers in Series and Parallel. Condensers may be connected in series or in parallel.
Connecting condensers in parallel makes the total capacitance greater. The equivalent
capacity of condensers connected in parallel is the sum of the capacities of the several
condensers so connected, thus -

The equivalent capacity of condensers connected in series is expressed by the following
formula -

When two condensers are connected in series, the following expression can be used to
determine the resultant capacity value -

9, %
C -•0 + %

When the net capacitance of a series/parallel combination is to be found, the capacitance
of the series groups can be determined separately and then added in parallel combination

Connecting condensers in series increases the breakdown voltage of the combination but
decreases the capacity available.

Condensers of identical capacitance are most effectively connected in series for this
purpose. Voltage tends to divide across series condensers in inverse proportion to
the capacity, so that, if the condensers are of equal voltage rating, the smaller of two
series condensers will break down first. Before selecting filter condensers, the
operating conditions, voltage peaks and R.M.S. values should be carefully considerad.,

/ Energy
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Bner&y Stored in Condensers_(i). Magnetic energy, as explained previously, is stored
in coils and, likewise, energy is stored in condensers, In the case of the coil,
however, the amount of energy is associated with current value but, in the case of a
condenser, the amount of energy is associated with the e,m.f. and is termed electrostatic
energy• [he amount of energy stored by a condenser is given by this equation

oz°
Energy stored in condenser =z

where the energy is in joules (or watt-seconds), C is the capacity in farads, and E is
the e,m,f, in volts. When the capacitance is in microfarads, as is usual in practical
cases, the equation is

Energy stored
2 x 16

joules.

This energy storage relation for condensers, like the energy storage relation for coils,
is of importance in filter circuits,

Resistance-Capacitance Time Constant (A9). If a charged condenser had infinite
resistance between its plates, it would hold a charge indefinitely at its initial value,
However, since this ideal condition does not apply to practical condensers, the charge
is gradually lost. High class condensers have a very high "leakage resistance,"
however, and hold a charge for a long time.

In a circuit containing only capacitance and resistance, the time required for the
potential difference between the charged plates of a condenser to fall to a definite
percentage of its initial value is determined by the capacitance of the condenser and
the value of the resistance. The relation is of practical importance in many radio
circuit applications, such as the time delay with automatic volume control, resistance
capacitance filters, etc, For the voltage to fall to 37 per cent. (0.37) of its initial
value -

t = RC

where tis the time in microseconds (millionths of a second), R is the resistance in
ohms and C is the capacitance in microfarads. RC should be divided by l million to
give the answer in seconds. This is called the time constant of the combination,
The time required for the voltage to fall to one-tenth (l0 per cent) of its initial
value can be found by multiplying RC, as given above, by 2.4 when time constant, t

(for 90 per cent. fall in voltage) = 24 S, t being in seconds, R in ohms and C in µr,
10

A circuit diagram of an audio-frequency oscillator used for operating practice, which
will serve to illustrate the effect of time constant on the output of a circuit, is

shown in Fig• 4. he operation of the
oscillator is such that, when the key is
closed, condenser C charges slowly through
the resistance R, When the condenser is
charged, it discharges quickly across the
neon bulb and, at the same time, causes a
current to flow through the receivers.
During the time the key is closed, there
will be a series of charging and discharging
of the condenser and a tone will be heard
in the receivers. [he frequency of the
tone can be altered by changing the value of
C or R, or both. For instance, if the
value of R is reduced, the condenser will
charged and discharge more quickly and. the
frequency will increase,

NEON
BULB

C

KEY

1j.*er•
R

PRACTICE AUDIO OSCILLATOR.

FI09. 4:
/ If
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If the value of R is increased, the rate of charge and discharge of C will be decreased,
with a consequent reduction in frequenoy.

RADIO I.

The functioning of most radio equipment
of electrical circuits and apparatus -

(i) Resistance, (ii) Inductance, (iii) Capacity.

2.3 Impedance.
properties

depends upon three important

Resistors, coils and condensers are usually built to have as much as possible of one of
these properties with as little as possible of the other two. These "lumped" properties
can then be utilised in a circuit to produce the required effect on the current and
voltage distribution, However, in all coils and condensers there is a combination of
all electrical properties, and not just the one property for which the apparatus is
used. For this reason, most design work is somewhat of a compromise. Every coil and
transformer winding has resistance and distributed capacity between the turns, in addi
tion to inductance, and every condenser has some resistance and more or less inductance.
Resistors, as another example, often have appreciable inductance and distributed
capacity.

Applied Electricity III deals in detail with the varied combinations of these properties
and a brief resume only will be given here.

The importance of these characteristics is realised when an attempt is made to apply
Ohm's Law to circuits in which alternating current flows. If inductances did not have
any resistance, the current through the coil would be equal to the voltage divided by
the reactance. However, the coil will have resistance, and this resistance will act
with the reactanoe in limiting the current flow. The combined effect of the resistance
and reactance is termed "impedance" in the case of both coils and condensers. The
symbol for impedance is "Z and it is computed from this formula -

Where R is the resistance in ohms and X is the reaotanoe of the coil in ohms. Z is also
expressed in ohms. Ohm's Law for alternating current circuits then becomes -

E
1 7 E

Z = 53 E-IZ.

For a given coil and condenser, the inductive reactance increases with frequency, tho
capacitive reactance decreases with frequency, Kj, is conventionally considered positive
and X, is negative. Thus, in a circuit containing both XI, and X, the net reactance
will be the difference between that of the inductance and that of the condenser. In
most cases, the resistance of a high class condenser is such that it is negligible
compared with the reactance, and Z is not computed unless the conditions warrant this
step.

Other formulae frequently used are -

Inductance and Resistance in Series.

Capacity and Resistance in Series,

-4 c

Inductance, Capacity and Resistance in Series.

/ Enduotanoe
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Inductance and Resistance in Parallel.

9spacity and Resistance in Parallel,

In the general parallel case, the inductance and the resistance (effective resistance
of coil) are considered as being in series with the condenser shunted across the com
bination. The impedance in this case approximates -

z

Phase Relationshipg.

In Non-Reactive Circuits. When an alternating current voltage is applied to a non-
1adu5€3e e.uTt, +he current value is obtained by Ohm's Law (E = RI). At zero
voltage, therefore, the current is zero, and, at maximum voltage, the current is also
at a maximum, In other words, the current and the applied electromotive force are in
phase. This condition is in Fig. 5, which shows curves for the instantaneous e.m.f.
(e), current (i) and power (p).

In Inductive Circuits. In the case of a circuit containing pure inductance, it can
be shown that the current and electromotive force are out of phase by 900, with the
current lagging the applied 0.m.f. In other words, when the voltage across the
inductance is a maximum and decreasing, the current through it is zero and starting
to increase. The current leads the self-induced electromotive force by 900, The
lagging of the current is the result of the 'inductance" or "self-induction" of the
coil, which causes an e.m.f. (1800 out of phase with the applied e.m.f.) to build up.
Fig, 6 shows this effect, and it will be noticed that the current is a maximum when
the two e,m.f's, are zero. (er, = induced em.i,) The shaded portion of the figure
is the instantaneous power, and it will be seen that, over one cycle, this is zero,
that is, power cannot be dissipated by a pure inductance.

L ,,
I I

I
360°

ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUIT
WITH RESISTANCE ONLY.

L
(600

lo
ih

ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUIT
WITH INDUCTANCE ONLY.
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In Gepaeitive Girouits, In this case (Fig. 7), the applied e,m.f, and consequent current
are 90° out of phase. Phis time, however, the current leads the e,m.f, by 90°.

t
i e
/

Effect of Resistance. The effect of resis
tance on the phase angle in the last two
cases is to reduce the angle to one less
than 90°, depending on the magnitude of
the resistance. It also reduces the value
of current flowing for a given e.m.f. and
causes a loss of power through dissipation
equal to I?R, Expressed mathematically,
the angular difference may be obtained by
any of the following relations -

FIG. 7. ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUIT WITH
CAPACITY ONLY.

R
cos Q = 7

x
sin 0 = 7

x
tan 0 = i5

where 0 = phase angle, R = resistance, X = reactance, and Z = impedance.

Power Factor, In the case of direct current circuits the current and voltage are always
in phase and the power in the circuit is obtained from the product of the current and
voltage. In the case of alternating current circuits, however, it has been mentioned that
the current and voltage are not always in phase, and the power cannot be computed so
simply, since allowance must be made for the fact that the maximum values of current and
voltage are not always roached at the same instant, If the current and voltage are meas
ured, the product represents the "apparent power" of the circuit, To obtain the true power
in an alternating current circuit, this product is multiplied by the "power factor," which
is a factor related to the phase angle. Numerically, the power factor is equal to
Rt which, it will be recalled, is the cosine of the phase angle. Thus -

Power in alternating current circuit = (Ex I x cos 0) or EI cos Q.

Sine cos Q is always less than l, the power in an alternating current circuit is always
less than the apparent power. The difference between the true and apparent power is known
as "wattless power," as it is really ineffective in the circuit. While on the subject of
alternating current circuits and power, mention must be made of effective average values,
ebo,

Average and Effective Values. The average value of an alternating current for a complete
oycle is zero, Thus, the ordinary direct current instrument, which reads average values,
will read zero when connected in an alternating current circuit. The usual meaning of
average value as applied to alternating current is the average ordinate of a half-wave,
and this can be shown to be equal to 0.637 of the maximum value. The average value of an
alternating current or voltage is of minor importance, the Effective or Root Moan_ 99uare
(R,M.S.) value being important.

THE EFFECTIVE VALUE OF AN ALTERNATING CURRENT IS THAT VALUE OF DIRECT CURRENT WHICH WILL
PRODUCE THE SAME HEATING EFFECT.

This is also known as the R.M.S, value and is the square root of the mean value of the
squares of the instantaneous values taken over one complete cycle. The heating effect
would be the same as in direct current circuits, that is, proportional to the square of
the current, It is of interest to note that, due to squaring, the effect of the negative
half-cycles of current is considered, which is not the case with the true average value,
The effective value is found from the maximum value as follows -

""re - 0.707 maximum E (or l"rr, = 0.707 I max,

/ SELE-SUPPORTING.
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The average value, however, is of importance when alternating current has been rectified
to direct current, so the three relationships should be remembered. The relationships
are

E (E x 1.414) = (E x1.57)
max " R.M.S. av "

Es.M.s. (E_x 0.707) ("v. x1.11)max"

E (E_ x 0.636) (E, x 0.9)av . ma.x" R.M.S.

The current relationships are the same as those given above for voltage. he usual
alternating current ammeter or voltmeter gives a direct reading of the effective or R.M.S.
value of current or voltage. A direct current ammeter in the anode circuit of a
thermionic valve approximates the average value of rectified anode current. Maximum
values can be measured by a peak thermionic valve voltmeter.

Complex Alternating Durrent Waves. Alternating currents, having the ideal sine wave form
just described, are rarely found in radio circuits, although waves closely approximating
the perfectly sinusoidal wave can be generated with laboratory-type equipment. Even the
current in power mains is somewhat non-sinusoidal, although it can be considered sinu
soidal for most purposes. In the usual case, such a current actually has components of
two or more frequencies integrally related, as shown in Fig. 8. The lowest and principal
frequency is the fundamental. The additional frequencies are whole-number multiples of
the fundamental frequency (twice, three times, etc.) and are called harmonics. A harmonic
of double frequenoy is the second harmonic, one of triple frequency is the third harmonic,
etc. Although the wave resulting from the combination is non-sinusoidal, the wave form
of each component taken separately has the sine wave form.

8A4
E-...- 0ox<
4
5
9

4
0

COMPLEX WAVE

Ee¢; =•[a 20
= 75 V

3CYCLE

FUNDAMENTAL

5ecc"7¥

THIRD
HARMONIC
5ecc "2.8v.

The effective value of the current
or voltage for such a complex wave
will not be the same as for a pure
sine wave of the same maximum value.
Instead, the effective value for
the complex wave will be equal to
the square root of the sum of the
squares of the effective values of
the individual frequency components,
that is -

where E is the effective value of
the complex wave, and B,, E,, eto.,

are the effective values of the
fundamental and harmonics. [he same
relation also applies where currents
of different frequencies not
harmonically related flow in the
same circuit.

COMPLEX WAVE AND ITS SINE WAVE COMPONENTS.
/ Combining
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Dombining Alternating and Direct Currents. mhere are many practical instances of
simultaneous flow of alternating and diret currents in a circuit, When this occurs

there is a pulsating current,
and it is said that an alternating
current is superimposed on a
direct current, As shown in
Fig. 9, the maximum value is
equal to the direct current
value plus the alternating current
maximum, whilst the minimum value
(on the negative alternating
current cycle) is the difference
between the direct current and
the maximum alternating current
values. If a direct current
ammeter is used to measure the
current, only the average or
direct current component will be
indicated, An alternating
current meter, however, will
show the effective value of the
combination, This effective
value is not the simple
arithmetical sum of the effective
value of the alternating current

and the direct current, but is equal to the square root of the sum of the effective
alternating current value squared and the direct current value squared, that is

GMw<,
t0 --t>
s0...z »0Aec e dee o E:> -u

O
TIME

PULSATING CURRENT COMPOSED OF ALTERNATING
CURRENT SUPERIMPOSED O1 DIRECT CURREN.

F10. 9:

1 - a.c
2 2

+ Fa

where l"l8 the effective value of the alternating current component, I is the effective

value of the combination and + ls the average (direct current) value of the combination,

If the alternating current component is of sine wave form, the maximum value will be the
effective value, as determined above, multiplied by l.4l4. If the alternating current
component is not sinusoidal, the maximum value will have a different ratio from the
effective value, depending on its wave form, as discussed in the preceding section,

The Power from Pulsating Current. In a resistance circuit, the power developed by a

pulsating current will be IR watts, I being the effective or R.M.S. value of the
current and R the resistance of the circuit in ohms, In the special case of sine
wave alternating current having maximum value equal to the direct current, which
represents 100 per cent, modulation of the direct current by the alternating current,
the effective value of the alternating current component is 0.707 (approximately 70
per cent,) of its maximum alternating current value and likewise of the direct
current value. If the two maximum values are each l ampere

1 - [? ",o.7o7° or i.5 «ion = 1,226 aaporos.

and P - IR or 1.5R,

Hence, when sine wave alternating current is superimposed on direct current in a
resistance circuit, the average power is increased 50 per cent, if the maximum value of
the alternating current component is equal to the direct current component. If the
alternating current is not sinusoidal, the power increase will be greater or less,
depending on the alternating current wave form. This point is dealt with further in
connection with speech modulation,

/ To
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To summarise, a flow of electrons through a wire constitutes an electric current, and
tuts current will, under certain conditions, give rise to electric and magnetic effects
as changes in the current flow take place. he inclusion of an inductance or coil in
an alternating or direct current circuit will tend to prevent any change in the current
flowing in the circuit, because of the magnetic field around the inductance. This field
varies in strength with each variation of current flow. The field around a coil can
also link with the turns of a second coil, thus inducing voltages in the second coil -
voltages which vary in accordance with the changes in the original current flow.
Further, a condenser can be charged by an applied voltage, and the energy represented
by this charge can cause a current to flow in any conductor which is connected across
the condenser terminals. Lastly, in an alternating current circuit, inductance causes
the current to lag the voltage, while capacity causes the current to lead the voltage.

An examination of the circuit diagram of almost any piece of radio equipment will
reveal one or more combinations of coil and condenser, that is, of inductive reactance
and capacitive reactance, In order to be able to read and understand radio circuits,
therefore, it is necessary to understand the.principles of inductance, capacity and
resistance. The following paragraphs explain how these properties form the tuned
circuit.

2.4 The Tuned Oiroui/, an Important Radio 5lement. Assume that a condenser 0 and coil L are
oonneoe«a, a% mo#. is his. 1o, a% rom a Eaplo tuned or oscillatory circuit, and +hat

the condenser is initially charged as indicated in
(a), one plate having a surplus of electrons and,
therefore, being negative, while the other plate,
being correspondingly deficient in electrons, is
positive. When the condenser plates are connected
together through the coil L, there will be a flow of
current as shown by the arrow in (b). The rate of
flow of current will be retarded by the inductive
reactance of the coil and the discharge of the con
denser will not be instantaneous, even though the
velocity of flow is constant. As the current con
tinues to flow from the condenser into the coil, the
energy initially stored in the condenser as an
electrostatic field will be stored in the electro
magnetic field of the coil. When most of the energy
in the circuit has been stored in this field, the
lines of force about the coil begin to collapse, and
thus cause a continued flow of current through the
circuit, the flow being in the same direction as the
initial current. his operation again charges the
condenser, but in opposite polarity to the initial
charge. hen, when all the energy has been stored
again in the condenser, the sequence is repeated in
the opposite direction. This process is one of
"Oscillation." Because an external driving source
is not applied to the circuit after the initial con
denser charge to sustain oscillation, these oscilla
tions are known as "free oscillations," During one
complete cycle,'the energy is twice stored in the
condenser and twice in the coil, and there is one
reversal in the direction of current flow, This
represents a complete cycle of alternating current.
The process would continue indefinitely if the
circuit possessed only inductance and capacitance,
but all circuits contain some resistance, here
fore, during each cycle, a part of the energy will
be dissipated in the resistance as heat. Each cycle
will be of less amplitude than the preceding one,
and the process will finally stop because there is

no longer energy to sustain it, the waves being said to be damped. In practical
oscillatory circuits, as will be shown later, this damping caused by resistance is
overcome by continuously supplying energy from a generator to replace the energy
dissipated. / Natural

(a) Electrostatic Energy
Stored in a Condenser.

(b) Electromagnetic Energy
Stored in Coil.

(e) Electromagnetio Field
Coll@pses.

PIG. l0. BASIC TUNED CIRCUIT.
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Natural Freguenoy of a Tuned Oireuit. In such an oscillatory circuit, tho larger the coil
Ls made the greater will be its inductance and the longer will be the time required for the
condenser to discharge. Likewise, the larger the condenser and the greater its capac
itance, the longer it will take to charge or discharge. Since the velocity of the current
flow is substantially constant, the circuit with the larger coil or condenser will take a
longer period of time to complete a cycle of oscillation than a circuit where the induc
tance and capacitance are small, that is, the number of cycles per second will be greater
as the inductance and capacitance values become smaller. Hence, the smaller the coil or
condenser, or both, in the tuned circuit, the higher will be the frequency of oscillation.

The important practical aspect of all this is that, in a circuit containing capacitance,
inductance and a low resistance value, the introduction of a pulse of electrical energy
will cause an alternating current oscillation of a frequency determined mainly by the
values of inductance and capacitance. This frequency is known as the "natural fr0Oum9J"
and is the frequency of free oscillation, that is, the frequency at which the circuit
will oscillate, and is given by -

»l21 LC

where L inductance in henrys,
C capacity in farads,
R effective resistance of circuit, and
f frequency in cycles per second.

The Aperiodic (or Non-Oscillatory) Circuit. If the quantity R~ in the formula for
l4L

natural frequenoy is equal to or greater than Tr» then free oscillations in the circuit

are impossible, for when -

f will equal zero. [he current in the circuit will not reverse its direction but will
cease. he circuit is said to be in an "aperiodic" condition, that is, without period or
oscillation. From the above, it may be seen that the value of resistance above which the
circuit becomes aperiodic is given by -

Forced Oscillation in a Tuned Circuit. For any combination of inductance and capacitance
in a tuned circuit, there is one particular frequency at which maximum current will flow.
It has been shown that the inductive reactance of the coil and capacitive reactance of the
condenser are oppositely affected by frequency. Inductive reactance increases with fre
quency and capacitive reactance decreases as the frequency increases. In any combination
of inductance and capacitance, if a constant alternating voltage is applied to the circuit,
a constant alternating current is produced with an amplitude which does not vary, that is,
oscillations will be forced in the circuit at the frequenoy of the applied voltage, and
the oscillations produced are known as "forced oscillations." Energy losses in the
circuit are supplied from the external source of power.

Natural and Resonant Freguencies Compared. It must be stressed that a circuit oscillates
at its natural frequency only when its electrons are disturbed and left to return to rest.
While such effects occur in radio, the natural frequenoy of free oscillation is usually
of small importance, but the determination of the impedance value of various circuits
to obtain maximum effect from the "driver" (generally a valve oscillator) is important.

/ In
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In such cases, the oscillations are forced" at a definite frequency whatever the
constants of the circuit, and adjusting the circuit components for maximum current flow,
or TUNING it, is simply arranging for the capacitive reaction to be equal and opposite
to the inductive reaction, so that the circuit will be non-reactive or resonant.

While it is essential that the distinction between these two processes should be clear,
it is interesting to note that the natural frequency of FREE oscillations is
approximately equal to the resonant frequenoy of FORCED oscillations when the resistance
is small, for if R is zero then -

bocomes ± _l /
21r LC

which simplifies to l
2r io

Note-also that, while a circuit having a resistance equal to or greater than 2 4 is

APERIODIC or NON-OSCILLATORY as regards FREE oscillations, it still has a RESONANT
frequency at which a driver will feed the maximum FORCED oscillations through it,

Calculation of Frequenoy of Circuit in Practical Unite. In practice, the following
formulae can be used to calculate either the natural or the resonant frequency of a radio
circuit,

When L is in henrys and C is in farads -

f (e/s) l=
21 +16

Or, when L is in µH and C is in pµF -

± (c/s) 1o°=
21 50

and f (kc/s) 16°=
21 50

And, when L is inµHi and C is in µF -
z19:f (kc/g) =+

er ic

LC Constants. From this it may be seen that the product of L and C is a constant for
a given frequency, and that the frequency of a resonant circuit varies inversely with
the square root of the product of the inductance and capacitance. In other words,
doubling both the capacitance and the inductance (giving a product of 4 times) would
halve the frequenoy or, reducing the capacitance by one-half and the inductance by
one-half would double the frequenoy. Leaving the inductance fixed and reducing the
capacitance to one-half would increase the frequency only 40 per cent. Reducing either
the capacitance or the inductance to one-fourth and leaving the other fixed would
double the frequenoy.

/ 3.
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3. RESONANT CIRCUITS WHICH MAKE RADIO POSSIBLE.

3.l In a circuit containing elements of inductance, capacitance and resistance in either
series or parallel combination, a condition may be set up where the inductive and
capacitive reactances are equal in magnitude. Since they are fundamentally 180°
out of phase, this condition means that their reactive effects are equal and
opposite and therefore cancel, Thus, a definition of Resonance may be given as
"that condition in a circuit containing inductive reactanoe and capacitive reactance
when the net reactance is zero". (In the parallel oase there can be a ~light
departure from this, but, as normally applied to radio, this definition is
satisfactory.)

It will be recalled that the reactive values are -

Inductive reactance = 2N fL or (L ohms

1 1Capacitive reactanoe * 5,*4o °"47" ohms

where f - frequency in c/s,
L inductance in henrys,
C « oapacity in farads, and

(omega) = 21f.

Thus, the resonant condition implies that -

l
' - a

1+hat 1s, 21fL = "fed

Since the common variable is 'f", it follows that there must be some value of "f'
which will give the resonant condition, This value may be determined from -

Resonant frequenoy (f_) = + (Very important formula!!)
r2n FE6

The frequenoy "f_", at which the above condition is set up, is termed the 'Resonant

Frequency", but the behaviour of the two types of circuits (series and parallel) is
entirely different when an alternating current at the resonant frequenoy is applied
to them.

3.2 Series Resonant Giroui*. Consider first the series circuit show in Fig. ll.
circuit consists of a coil of inductance L, a resistance R and a condenser of

capacity C connected in series with E, a
source of alternating current potential,
This combination gives a circuit in which
the charge and discharge of a condenser and
the rise and fall of a magnetic field are
taking place simultaneously. It so happens
that these two events tend to cancel the
effects of each other. he energy required
for the rising field is supplied at exactly
the right instant by the discharging
condenser, and the energy needed to recharge
the condenser is supplied at exactly the
right instant by the collapsing field.

This

L R

e

FIG. l1. SERIES CIRCUIT.

At low frequencies, the reactance value of C is large and the reactance value of L is
small, and the magnetic field of L can only supply part of the energy needed for the
condenser"

/At
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At high frequencies, the reactance value of L is large and the reactance value of (
is small, and the discharge of ( can only provide part of the energy needed to
establish the field around L, There must be some intermediate frequency, however,
at which these two reactance values are equal. At this particular frequency onlyy
the charge on C and the field round L involve exactly equal amounts of energy»

Since L and ( supply each other's needs exactly, the two jointly offer no reactance
to the flow of current, which is therefore determined entirely by the value of R.

If alternating current at the resonant frequency is applied to the circuit of Fig.
ll, the reactances cancel out, the circuit resistance becomes equal to R and the
current will be a maximum limited only by R. R is the effective resistance of L
plus any additional resistance in the circuit, the resistance of the condenser
usually being negligible, that is -

where B
R
I

applied voltage
impedance at resonance
current.

effective resistance, and

Since the individual reactances may be made relatively high with respect to the
resistance, the relatively large resonant current will result in the building up
of high voltages across these elements, but their joint effect in the circuit is
nil due to their 180° phase separation, This effect is of great use in radio
circuits, as a small applied voltage may be used to generate high voltages across
tuned circuits,

Example. When 20 produces_2,000. An alternating current of 50 volts at a
frequency of 159.2 kilocycles per second is applied to a circuit consisting of an
inductance of 1,000 µH, a condenser of 0.001 µF and a resistance of 10 ohms, find •

(i) Current flowing.
(ii) Reactive voltages.

At resonance, I= J = ~ = 5 amperes.

* 6L 2 X 3.24 x 159,200 X 2,900

1o°

Since *£ x at resonancec

x 1, 000 ohmsc

l,000 ohms

Voltage across Ar = TL 5 x 1,000 5,000 volts

and voltage across A, = 5,000 volts.

Thus, an applied voltage of 50 vol]ta results in reactive voltages of_5,000 volts st
the resonant frequenoy!:!

A series circuit is often termed an "acceptor" circuit, because maximum current flo
through the circuit when alternating current at the resonant frequency is applied,

3.3 Parallel Case. he parallel case is somewhat different, since there are three
conditions which may be regarded as being resonant conditions -

/(a)
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(1) where a = g, that is, f,
1

(ii) When power factor = l, that is, R = Z,

(iii) When the reactive currents are equal, that is, Ea, = (CE.

In the series case these conditions occur simultaneously, but in the parallel case
the resonant frequencies are slightly different. However, for radio purposes
(i) is of major importance, therefore this case only will be considered.

L

C

l.r
c

Fig 12 shows the generally accepted condition of a
parallel tuned circuit, the resistance and coil
comprising one arm and the condenser the other arm.

When alternating current at the resonant frequency
is applied to the circuit of Fig» l2, the impedance
rises to a maximum and the current drawn from source
is a minimum,

PARALLEL CIRCUIT.

PIG. 12.

If the resistance is considered to be in the inductive
arm (which is usually the case), it can be shown that
the dynamic resistance of a parallel circuit at
resonance is -

Effective resistance= C~ ohms

where L is in henrys, C is in farads and R is in ohms.

Ex85pl.e. Consider the values used in the series case in paragraph 3.2

Thus, in the series oase R

1 1,099x10°Effective resistance = p
1,000 x 10-? , 10

100,000 ohms,

10 ohms, and in the parallel case R = 100,000 ohms

I
C

current through condenser 29 < 10° x 1,000
1o}2

(= 10° gee series example)

BoC 50 mA,

I1 = current through inductance = ,}1 = 50 -:- 106 x 1,000 x 10-6

= 50 mA,

Thus, currents through reactances = circulating current = 50 mA.

2,5ox 20' ",• 50
Es -o.

CR

Current from source mA,

Thus, a current of 0.5 mA from source maintains a circulating current of 50 mA
through the reactances!!!

A parallel circuit may be termed a "rejector" circuit because it offers maximum
impedance to currents at the resonant frequency. /3.4
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3"4 It will be convenient to compare mathematically the series and parallel resonant cases
as they affect or are affected by the following -

(a) Impedance.
(b) Reactive Voltages.
(c) Reactive Currents.
(d) Supply Current.
(e) Effect of "Q".

L(f) Effect of f Ratio.

(g) Effect of Resistance.

1± SERIES CASE. PARALLEL CASE.

(a) Impedanoe±

4 R2 :2r,2
z - .a,-1 *a

(1- "°1ey° + 8a°
Z = R at resonance. Lz - o5ab T980nance.

z = QoL

(b) Reactive Volts.

r Tu i - Ta

%
I I

" aC " ae

µ - ,- 0
(e) Reactive Currents.

1-E. E ECZ R a
(a) Supply Current,

1.2. I B ECR
Z R - E"I

I - 0¥g

(o) Effect of "9"± "Q" is a useful factor furnishing a measure of coil
efficiency, and hence of tuned circuit selectivity. It is the ratio
of reactance to effective resistance of the coil, that is

Q gE Fem0tanoe_.
R resistance

Therefore, the higher the Q, the greater the efficiency and selectivity
of the coil and associated circuit. he effect of Q on the series and
parallel circuits will be considered.

/ Series
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Sez10@ Gas@e A sharp rise in voltage occurs at the resonant frequenoy aoross
the reactive elements, the magnitude depending upon Q as follows

Let % = voltage aoross the condenser,
EI voltage 80r08s the inductance,
g applied voltage, and
I current through circuit,

%Current at resonance I = +

so bhat the reactive voltage at resonance equals Q imes the supply voltage, that
is, E; = 08, and so Q may be termed the "voltage amplification factor" of the
coil or circuit,

RADIO I.

Parallel Case. In the parallel case, at resonance -

z.2CR

Multiply by o = cg (this does not alter relative value).

I
- 0 *a
- Qo L.

Thus, the impedance of a parallel circuit at resonance is "Q" times the reactance
of one branch of the circuit.

Another useful application of Q in the parallel case is when¼ is small compared
to unity (that is, Q is large),

In this instance, E = IZ = IQL

.'. T
E=-

Q6L

but # _ oiroulating current.
0gG

thus I circulating_current
Q

or circulating current = Qx supply current,

It will, therefore, be appreciated that the factor "Q" is of equal importance in
series or parallel resonant circuits, hence the endeavour to keep resistance
losses at a minimum in tuned circuits%

/ (e)
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(£) Effect of # Ratio.

RADIO I.

Series Case« If the value L x 0 and the resistance Roof a series circuit are kept

constant but the ratio% is altered, the current at frequencies "off" resonance is
decreased as this ratio increase.

Reverting to the expression for impedance

z• {"em -15)
21fC

it will be seen that an alteration to either L or
the bracket, If L is increased n times (n y l),
that is, divided by n to keep the ratio constant.
then becomes

l l
2mtn - Gies" - n (entt- 6as

m

C or both will "ffect the term in
then C must be decreased n times,

The expression in the bracket

At resonance these reactances are still equal and cancel, but "off" resonance the
bracket is n times the value before L and C were altered and, consequently, bho
impedance is higher and the "off" resonance current less.

Suppose R = 4, Ai - A" = 5, and n = 4

+• a [g.s.6.4a

•z,- [K«t. 5yr. ao.4 on.
So that the net effect of increasing the½ ratio, while keeping the product constant,
is to sharpen the tuning of the circuit,

Parallel Case. An increase in the ratio f affects the current at non-resonance in
a complicated manner. It is the effect at resonance, however, with which radio is
concerned. In this case, the current is given by the expression -

1 - z.ax
thus an increase in the ratio f increases the current taken from the supply, where
as in the series case the resonant current was unaffected.

(e) Effect of Resigtanoe,

Series Case. An increase of R in the series circuit decreases the resonant current
and flattens the tuning, since the current at resonance equals f and Q is inversely
proportional to R,

This effect is independent of the ratio f, excepting as the alteration of inductance
affects the effective resistance. This, however, is usually negligible.

Parallel Case» An increase of R in the parallel case increases the current at

resonance, since I= E~C. It also has a similar effect on the tuning and.

selectivity.

In both cases, the Q of the circuit is reduced.

/ Summarised
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Summarised Comparison between Series and Parallel Circuits,
difference is that an acceptor or series circuit provides an
currents at the resonant frequency and a more difficult path
a rejector or parallel circuit provides a difficult path for
resonant frequency and an easier path for all others,

The essential
easy path for
for all others,
currents at the

whereas

At resonance, current through an acceptor is inversely proportional to its
resistance, while current through the rejector is directly proportional to its
resistance,

At resonance, current in the acceptor circuit is independent of the ratio of
inductance to capacity; in the rejector case this is not so,

The resonant frequency for an acceptor circuit is independent of resistance» [he
resonant frequenoy for the rejector circuit is not indepenu rt of resistance but,
for the small resistances usually encountered, it is substantially equal to that
given by the series formula -

1
f

2r «Ec
35 Resonance Curves,

Series Circuit. If an e,m.f, of constant amplitude but varying frequenoy is applied
to a series circuit and a graph made of the currents at the various frequencies

against the percentage variation
of frequency above and below
resonance, the curves shown in
Fig. l3 will be obtained. These
curves are known as series resonance
curves, or resonance curves of the
circuit. The "steepness" of the
curves is a measure of the
selectivity of the circuit,
effect of resistance on the circuit

SERIES

l11w-h
C R L

L Rr
PARALLEL

INCREASING FREQUENCY.-
SERIES AND PARALLEL RESONANT

CIRCUIT CHARACTERISTICS.

FIG. 13.

The

is shown by curves B and C"

Parallel Circuit, Instead of
plotting current versus frequenoy in
this case, it is more informative
to plot impedance versus frequenoy»
The curves obtained in this manner
are similar in shape to the series
curves and enable the same set of
curves to be used for both
conditions by suitably designating
the ordinate. One important
difference in the parallel case,
however, is that the flattening of
the curves is the effect of varying
for variation of resistance in thethe½ ratio, the result of this being the same as

series Oase,

Universal Resonance Curves.
series circuit is similar to
and, by suitably designating
calculations in either case,
Resonance Curves""

As
the
the

A

mentioned above, the resonant rise of current in a
resonant rise of impedance in the parallel case,
ordinates, the same set of curves may be used for
set of curves so drawn is known as "Universal

/ It
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It is to be noted that the curves flatten out as the applied frequency nears tho
resonant frequency and the internal series resistance is increased, but the curves
are of similar shape for all resistances at frequencies further removed from the
resonant frequency. [he sharpness of tuning or selectivity (ability to seleot one
of a number of voltages of different frequencies) in such cirouits is governed by
the relative sharpness of the resonant curve near the resonant frequency and is
extremely important in radio circuit design. Since the effective resistance is
practically all in the coil, the condenser resistance being negligible, the
efficienoy of the coil is the important quality determining the "goodness" of a
tuned circuit, A useful measure of coil efficiency, know as Q, was defined in
paragraph 3.4.

The value of Q may be determined directly from the resonant curve of either a series
resonant or parallel-resonant curve as show in Fig. l4. Q is given by the ratio

of the resonant frequency to the
difference between the frequencies
at which the series current (for
the series-resonant circuit) or
the parallel voltage(for the
parallel-resonant circuit) becomes
70 per cent. of the maximum
value. A Q of 100 would be con
sidered good for the medium wave
band, while the Q of short-wave
coils may run into several
hundred. It must be remembered,
however, that Q represents a ratio
so that the actual frequenoy
width of the resonance curve
would be proportionately greater
for a high-frequency circuit than
for a low-frequency circuit
having the same Q.

1• -----1--
E

et- *0g
E5o
5g01
63a!
!!!i 1 I5
iE1

i
S%I
RIe i
LibFREQ. -» {r {1

FI0. 14, RESONANT CURVE.

Parallel-Resonant Circuit Impedanoe. The parallel-resonant circuit offers pure
resistance (its resonant impedance) between its terminals at resonant frequency, and

becomes reactive for frequencies
higher and lower. [he manner in
which this reactanoe varies with
frequency is shown by the curve in
Fig. 15. This figure also shows the
parallel resistance component, which
combines with the reactance to make up
the impedance. he reactive nature
of parallel impedance at frequencies
off resonance is important in a
number of practical applications of
parallel-tuned circuits (in both
transmitters and receivers). Note
bhat the reactance component becomes
practically equal to half the
resistance component, capacitively
above and inductively below resonance.
The maximum value of parallel
impedance which is obtained at
resonance is proportional to the
square of the induotance and inversely
proportional to the series resistance.
(This resistance should not be confused
with the resistance component of

parallel impedance which has just been mentioned,) / Resonant
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Resonant impedance =

24t_L
d • r "ana sincec = G

Resonant impedance (2nfL) Q.

In other words, the impedance is equal to the inductive reactance of the coil (at
resonant frequency) times the Q of the circuit. Hence, the voltage developed
across the parallel resonant circuit will be proportional to its Q. For this
reason, the Q of the circuit is not only a measure of the selectiviy, but also
of its gain or amplification, since the voltage developed across it is proportional
to Z, Likewise, the Q of a circuit is related to the frequency stability of an
oscillator in which it is used, the frequenoy stability being generally better as the
circuit Q is higher, This is shown in practical applications described in subsequent
Papers.

4. COUPLED CIRCUITS.

4.l When two circuits are so arranged that energy can be transferred from one to the
other, they are said to be coupled. Such coupling may be classified into "mutual"
and 'direct" coupling, according to the nature of the path connecting the one circuit
to the other.

Mutual Coupling has already been
where, owing to the proximity of

PRIMARY

RI
SECONDARY

R2

FIG. 16. MUTUAL COUPLING.

encountered when dealing with mutual induction,
the two inductances, the changing magnetic field,

due to a changing current in one,
sets up voltages across the other.
Fig. l6 shows the most general
form of mutual coupling, where the
two coils J, and I, are coupled by

mutual inductance M. [he resist
ances R, and K, and capacities U,

C2 and O, represent the resistance and

capacity usually associated with
+his type of oirouit, and l" and li
represent the leakage inductances.
The leakage inductances correspond
to magnetic flur lines that do not
produce linkages to any secondary
circuit.

4.2 Coupling Coefficient_(a). As stated earlier, the common property of two coils which
gives transformer action is their mutual inductance (M). The value of mutual
inductance is determined by the self-inductance of each of the two coils and their
position with respect to each other. In practice, the coupling between two coils is
given in terms of their coefficient of coupling, designated by "I". The coupling is
maximum (unity of 100 per cent.) when all the flux produced by one coil links with all
the turns of the other coil, With air-core coils in radio-frequency circuits, how
ever, the coupling is much "looser" than this, It is generally expressed by the
following relation -

in which K is the coefficient of coupling (expressed either as a decimal
when multiplied by 100, as a percentage), M is th~ mutual inductance, l
inductance of one coil, and U, is the self-inductance of the other coil,* must be in the same units (henrys, millihenrys or microhenrys).

part of l or,
is the self-

M, E, and

/4.3
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4.3 Critical coupling is that which gives the maximum transfer of energy from the primary
to the secondary. However, the sharpness of resonance for the combination is con-

siderably lessened under this
Ra Li L2 R% condition, the resonance curve

usually having two peaks appreciably
separated, For good selectivity,
the coupling is, therefore, made

IN0UT considerably less than the critical
value, even though this reduces the
amplification or gain, With the

sl{y)L__L» coil combinations used in radio
receivers, coupling of approximately
K = 0.05 per cent, or less is
represenative, whereas, for critical
coupling, the coefficient might be
0"5 per cent. to l.0 per cent. he
value of the coefficient for critical
coupling is also related to the
respective Q's of the two coils -

Copling_ Through Common Impedanoo nm.

IN

Ra 11 L2

OUT

Coupling Through Oommon Tppedanoe Lm.

Ra Li 12 R5

IN OUT

K =+
sri+ fee

"p*s

where the two Q values are for the
primary and secondary, respectively.
For instance, if the primary and
secondary Q's are equal, the valuo
of critical K is the reciprocal of
the Q for one ooil - 0.0l or l per
cent, where each has a Q of 100%
Therefore, for the same value of
self-inductance, K becomes smaller
as Q becomes higher.

It should be remembered that, as
previously mentioned, both single
resonant circuits and coupled cir
cuits are used in conjunction with
other circuit elements. hese
other elements introduce resistance
into the resonant circuits and
modify the constants. In practice,
it is seldom possible to precalculate
the effect of such reactions, since
the other quantities are usually

unknown. In any case, it is usually necessary to arrive at "best conditions" by the
practical process of adjustment, However, the foregoing general information is help
ful in preliminary design or choice of tuned circuit combinations and in understanding
why certain changes are likely to cause different behaviour in circuit performance.

Coupling Through Common Impedance 0m.

IMPEDANCE COUPLING CIRCUITS.

(No*©. Capacitive coupling may be
pt4Rhed by substituting condensers
for L, and L•)

FI0. 21:

4.4 Direct Coupling may be of two types -

(1) he two circuits may contain a common impedance, the actual portion of
the circuit whioh is common being a resistance, an inductance or a
capacity. These couplings are shown in Fig. l7, Current circulating
in one LC branch flows through the common element (that is, the
inductance, resistance or capacity) and the voltage developed across
this element causes current flow in the other CL branch.

/ (2)
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(2) he two circuits may be connected together through an impedance which does not form
a part of either individual circuit. Fig. 18 shows three of this type. The two
circuits LI,°, and I,89, are connected by a resistance R, an inductanoo V or a

capacity "" these impedances not forming part of the individual circuits. [he

third case shown is commonly seen either with or without the condenser shown dotted.

IN OUT

E" - Coupling Resistance.

RI 1.0 R2

1N Our

L_ = Coupling Impedance.0
Ill co R2

1N OUT

•
" = Coupling Impedance.

FI0. 18. COUPLING OIRCUITS,

The coupling most common in high frequency circuits, however, is that shown in
rig. 19. In such an arrangement, the coupling value may be changed by changing

the number of active turns in either coil or
by changing the relative position of the coils
(distance or angle between them.) All of the
above coupling schemes may be classified as
either tight or loose. Coupling cannot, how
ever, be measured simply in "inches" separation
of coils. fhe separation between the coils
(distance and angle between axes) and the
inductance in each determine the "coefficient of
coupling". Many turns in two coils very close
together give a tight coupling and a large trans
fer of power. Few turns in two coils at right
angles or far apart give a loose ooupling with
small actual energy transfer. More detailed
descriptions of coupling methods will be found in
the papers dealing with audio and radio frequency
amplifiers. /5.
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EI0H FRBQUBNOY_COUPLING CIRCUIT.
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5. IMPEDANCE MATCHING.

5,1 It is a principle in telecommunication design that the maximum gross power of a
generator, such as a thermionic valve, will be delivered to its load when the load
resistance is equal to the internal resistance of the generator. In other words,
maximum power will be taken from the generator when its resistance is matched 9 bhe
load resistance. Although this particular statement is literally true, it might
not describe the most desirable condition for loading a valve. For one thing, the
efficiency would be only 50 per cent., half the power being consumed in the generator
and half in the load. From the principle, however, a system of more or less standard
practice in designing radio circuits has developed which comes under the broad
heading of "impedance matching". The term means, generally, that the load impedance
presented to the source is transformed to suit given requirements. This is
accomplished by transformers and other coupling devices,

Iron core transformers are widely used for coupling between load and valve, in audio
frequency amplifiers for instance. In such cases, the value of proper load
resistance (load impedance) for maximum undistorted power output will be given for
the valve. This load resistance, it will be noted, is not the same as the rated
anode resistance of the valve, which is equivalent to its internal resistance as a
generator. A second figure will be given for the actual impedance of the load
device to which the valve must supply undistorted power. [he matching of this load
to the given requirements of the valve is a function of the coupling transformer.
This function is to make the actual impedance of the load device match the rated load
impedance of the valve, so far as the valve is concerned. [his requires that the
transformer will have the proper ratio of secondary to primary turns. Phe turn
ratio will be equal to the square root of the impedance ratio -

-fp a
where N" and N, are the numbers of secondary and primary turns, Z, is the impedance
of the load device and Z, is the rated load resistance of the valve.

Transformers are also used to provide proper impedance matching in radio-frequency
circuits, although here the problem is not one of simply choosing a calculated turn
ratio, The right condition is obtained by varying the mutual inductance between
the output circuit and the load, that is, by adjustment of turns and distance between
coils, as will be shown in later Papers.

5.3 Matohjin& by "Tapped Circuits. In addition to impedance matching by indirect inductive
coupling with tuned circuits, frequent use is made of directly tapped resonant cir

cuits. [wo methods for parallel resonant circuits are shown
in Fig. 20. In one case (a) the tapping is across part of
the coil, while in the other case (b) the tapping is across
one of two tuning condensers in series. In both cases, the
impedance between the tapped points will be, to the total
impedance, practically as the square of the reactance between
the tap points is to the total reactance of the branch in
which the tapping is done. If the coil is tapped in the
centre, the reactance between the tap points will be one-half
the total inductive reactance and the impedance between these

points will be (½)2 or one-fourth the total parallel impedance
of the circuit. Similar results are obtained if the tap
is made across one of two equal capacitance condensers con
nected in series» If the condenser across which the tap is
made has twice the capacitance of the other, however, the
impedance Zo will be one-ninth the total, since the reactance
between the tap points would then be but a third - capacitive

PARALLEL RESONANT CIRCUITS. reactance decreasing as the capacitance is increased. These
methods are, of course, equivalent to adjusting the coupling
between the two circuits. / Aerial

zi
zo*hzi
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FIG. 20.
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AERIAL COUPLING UNITS IN COURSE OF MANUFACTURE.
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5.4 Link 0ouPllmge Another coupling arrangement used for imp~dance matohing radio
frequenoy circuits is that known as "link coupling". It is used for transferring
energy between two tuned circuits which are separated by space, so that there is
not a direct mutual coupling between the two coils. Link coupling is especially
helpful in minimising incidental capacitive coupling between ·the two circuits due
to the distributed capacitance of the windings, thereby minimising the transfer of
undesired harmonic components of the desired fundamental. [wo typical versions
of link coupling are shown in Fig. 2l. Both versions represent an impedance step
down from one tuned circuit to the coupling line, and then an impedance step-up
from the line to the other tuned circuit, [he arrangement of Fig» 2la will be
recognised as an adaptation of the impedance-tapping method previously shown in
Fig. 20a. It is sometimes called auto-transformer link coupling, because the
link turns are also included in the tuned-circuit turns. fhe arrangement of
Fig. 2lb differs only in that the link turns are separate and inductively coupled
to the tuned-circuit turns. The latter system is somewhat more flexible in
adjustment than the tapping method, since the coupling at either end of the line
can be adjusted in small steps by moving the link turns with respect to the tuned
oirouit coils,

OUT 1N
1N. HIGH En HIGH OUTz z

(a-) (8)
FIG. 2l. LINK COUPLING.

6. FILTER CIRCUITS.

6.1 Although any resonant circuit is useful for selecting energy of a desired frequenoy
and rejecting energy of undesired frequencies, certain combinations of circuit
elements are better adapted to transmitting more or less uniformly over a band of
frequencies, or to rejecting over a band of frequencies. Such rejecting action is
known as "Attenuation" and such combinations are called "Filters". Filter
combinations are basically of three types, as shown in the simple forms of Fig. 22%

6.2 Low Pass Filter. A "low pass" filter, as shown in Fig. 22a, is used to transmit
energy below a given frequenoy limit and to attenuate energy of higher frequencies.
Filters of this type are generally used with iron core coils or filter chokes in
anode power supply systems for transmitters and reoeivers.

A combination of inductance and capacitance elements of the arrangement of Fig. 22a
is known as a'! or "pi" section, beoause its appearance resembles that of the
Greek letter.

6.3 Riga Pass Filter: A section of the type show in Fig, 22b is of opposite character
to that shown in Fig. 22a, passing frequencies above a designated cut-off limit
and attenuating lower frequencies and, therefore, being designated "high-pass".
The section shown is known as a '' section, because its form resembles that letter.

6.4 Band-Pass Filter» A type of filter for transmitting over a band of frequencies and
attenuating outside this band is shown in Fig. 220. A combination giving this
action is termed a "band-pass" filter. [he particular section shown will be
recognised as having the same form as the indirect-capacitive coupling arrangement
of Fig. 2l. Similar performance is also obtainable with two tuned circuits
inductively coupled, Therefore, such tuned transformers with proper coupling are
used as band-pass filters, particularly in the intermediate-frequenoy oirouits of
superheterodyne receivers. / 6.5
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6.5 Band {ejection Filter. A particular combination of series-resonant and parallel-
resonant circuits intended to attenuate over a narrow band of frequencies and

transmit at frequencies
outside that band is shown
in Fig. 22d. The series
resonant circuit would give
a very low shunt path
impedance at one particular
frequenoy, while the
parallel-resonant circuit
in the series path would
have high impedance at that
frequenoy. Both circuits
would, therefore, combine
to reject or trap out energy
over a narrow band of
frequencies. Such action
is used in wave traps.

6.6 A given type of filtering
action is increased by using
more sections in cascade,
or combined effects are
obtained by combining
different types of filter
sections.
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6.7 Bridge or Neutralising
Circuits, Another special
type of circuit, widely
used in radio transmitters
and to some extent in radio
receivers, is the bridge
circuit. Employing combin
ations of inductance and
capacitance, it is used
especially to neutralise the
undesired coupling effect

of a capacitance while permitting desired coupling» For instance, bridge combinations
are generally used for neutralising the grid-anode capacitance of triode valves in
transmitter radio-frequeny amplifiers to prevent the feedback of energy from the
anode to the grid circuit. Such bridge circuits are generally of the forms shown
in Fig. 23.

FIG. 22. CHARACTERISTICS OF FILTERS.

Cl
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OUT OUT

FIG. 23. BRIDGE CIRCUITS.
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When a voltage is applied to one pair of terminals and the bridge is balanced, there
will be no voltage across the other pair of terminals, In most practical cases, two
arms of the bridge will be capacitances C and C2, as shown in Fig. 23a, or
inductances II and Lp as shown in Fig, 23b, In both oases, Q" is the capacitance to
be neutralised, while O, is the capacitance adjusted to obtain the balance. With the
capacitance arms of (a), balance will be obtained when -

,°a
and, with inductance arms of (b), balance will be obtained when -

+-,
When C1 ='Cp in (a), or when Lj Lp in (b), then C, = C3. This represents a
desirable condition in practical neutralising circuits, because balance will be
maintained over a wider frequency range of I1, Lp or C1, Co tuning,

Bridge circuits are also used in resistance, inductance and capacitance measurement.
Such bridges usually have calibrated resistances in two arms, and a calibrated
resistance, inductance or capacitance in the 'n" arm, the apparatus to be measured
being connected in the 'x" arm.

7. TEST QUESTIONS.

l. A current of 0.5 ampere at a frequency of 159,000 c/s is passed in series through a
condenser of 1,000 µµF and an inductance of 800 microhenrys. Find the voltage across
each and across the two together. Resistances may be neglected.

2. An alternating voltage of l00 volts (R.M.S.) at a frequency of 100,000 c/s is applied to
a circuit consisting of a coil of 1,500 microhenrys inductance, a condenser of 0.007 µF
capacitance and a resistance of 25 ohms all connected in series, Find the value of
and the phase angle of the resulting current.

3• A condenser, resistance and inductance are connected in series across an alternating
current supply of l00 Volts, 500 c/s. If the capacitance of the condenser is 2
microfarads, the inductance l henry and the resistance l0 ohms, what is the current
flowing in the circuit, and what is the voltage across each item?

4• An inductance and condenser are connected in series and are found to resonate at a
frequency corresponding to a wavelength of 750 metres. A second condenser of 250 LIE
is connected in parallel with the first condenser, and the wavelength is now found to
be 1,000 metres. What is the value of the inductance and the capacity of the first
condenser?

5. What is meant by resonance in a circuit? What is a resonance curve and how is it
affected by resistance? A condenser of 1,000 µIF is connected in series with an
inductance of 500 µE. What is the wavelength at which this circuit would resonate?
If an' additional condenser of 250 UµF is connected in series, what will be the wave
length of resonance?

6. A tuned circuit consists of a condenser of 0.0005 µF capacitance and an inductor of l
mH. What is the wavelength at which it will resonate? What will be the effect on
the wavelength of adding a condenser of 0.0003 µF in series with the original con
denser and an inductor of 0.4 ml in parallel with the original inductor?

END OF PAPER.
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1 • INTRODUCTION.

1.1 The basic circuit theory of radio has been discussed,but, before studying the pract
ical application of these principles, it is advisable to examine briefly the praot-
ical design of elements used in radio circuits. Ihese elements are

(i! Resistors,
(ii) Inductors,
(±ii) Condensers, and
(Iv) Dielectrios,

2. RESISTORS FOR RADIO.

2.,1 A Resistor is a circuit element so designed that electrical resistance is its import-
ant property» A resistor consists essentially of an electrical conductor, usually
of' relatively high resistivity, formed in such a manner that a relatively high
resistance is enclosed in a relatively small volume.

2.2 Physioa] end Electioa} Conditions• Resistors find application in circuits for
current and voltage adjustment, and may be required to carry large or very small
currents which may be at audio, radio or very high frequencies or direct current.
In such applications, there are two general considerations. First, the energy dis-
slpation and, second, the accuracy of the resistor resistance value. I'he first of
these factors must be considered in order that the resistor will not be physically
damaged by overheating. Many communication circuits require that the value of a
resistance should be constant and should not vary with temperature, humidity or
frequency change, and also that it should not alter with age, The proper choice of
resistance material will minimise the effects of humidity, temperature and time, but
careful design is necessary to minimise the effect of frequency. This is further
discussed under "Variation of Electrical Quantities with Frequency" in paragraphs
5.1-5.3.

2.5 Energy Dissipation, Temperature Kise. mhe electrical energy dissipated in a resistor
of resistance R may be measured f.am the power, which equals IR, where I is the
effective current. The energy dissipated is the product of power and time and
equals IRt, where t equals tie time in seconds, the product being watt-seconds or
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joules. It is thus seen that the total electrical energy dissipated in the resistor
is in the form of heat. The resultant temperature increase in the resistor may con-
sttute a hazard to the resistor materials or a fire hazard to nearby materials» In
order to safeguard against the various conditions, certain standards of temperature
rise have been adopted.

The resistive conductors, which have general use in the construction of resistors, are
usually alloys containing various proportions of nickel, chromium, iron, copper,
manganese and zinc. The materials which serve as supports for the conductors are
prepared in many forms and include mica, micarta, porcelain, pottery, lava asbestos,
vitreous enamel and other compositions. The non-metallic resistor elements are usual-
ly formed with carbon or graphite, generally in the form of powder, and held together
by suitable binders.

CONTROL: DESK AT VIC TRANSMITTER.

Radio transmitters, such as VIC, depend to a large extent on the quality of the com
ponents, such as resistors, inductors and condensers.

2.l Jolee• Potentiometers (used as volume controls), fixed resistances, or wire-wounad or
composition forms of resistors may create microphonic noise when carrying current.
his noise may be due to poor sliding contacts, loose connections, resistor material af
poor composition, or to thermal agitation in the resistor material. Thermal agitation
increases with the temperature. When resistors with these defects are used in circuits
followed by high amplification, the resulting noise in the oubput circuit may seriously
affect the amplified signal. Construction of resistors should be such that microphonio
disturbances will not occur during normal operation. /2.5
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2.5 Types of Resistors.
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Vitreous Enamelled Resistor» This type of unit has many uses in moderate and small
power asuita , suer as voltage dividers, loads, ballast and grid leaks in high power
transmitters. Windings are generally of one of the nickel-chrome-iron alloys, such
as nichrome, nilvar or manganin, wound on a ceramic tube with a winding pitch usually
not less than twice the wire diameter. The resistive conductor, ceramic base and
vitreous enamel are chosen on physical and electrical merits, for these units operate
at high temperatures and must be physically and electrically sound, Typical values
range from 1 to 100,000 ohms with ratings from 5 to 300 watts, sizes varying from 1/
ineh diameter by 1 Inch long to 1-1/ inch diameter by 81/2 inches long•

Wire-Wound Resistors. There are many uses for this resistor unit (which consists of
a Waag on a spool (£ram one to three inches long) af same insulator material) in
both small power and high precision applications. he resistive conductor (nichrome,
advance, manganin) may be wound on this spool and covered in several forms, dependent
on the intended use. If considerable energy is to be dissipated, the winding may be
placed on a small porcelain cylinder, with a brass core added if greater dissipation
is required, Adjacent turns may be insulated from one another by the use of silk,
cotton, mica, asbestos coverings or spacers, or the wires may be enamel or oxide
covering. When very high dissipations are intended, the winding is usually covered
with a refractory cement, otherwise the covering may be of paper or fibre. The
resistance of precision resistors is specified within a tolerance of plus or minus l
per cent, They are usually wound non-inductively, and bypical uses are voltage
multipliers in meters, unit resistors in attenuators and laboratory plug-in resist-
ance boxes. Since the resistance in resistors for power use generally need. not have
a precise value, these are made with greater tolerance - plus or minus 5 per cent.

Kre-ounud Flat Ems· Another form of wire-wound resistor having general use is that
554 «ldh bare Wading is applied to an insulating oard or strip of fibre. mhe
single layer resistive conducior is wound in values of 10 to 5,000 ohms, which may be
centre-tapped to a precision of 1 per cent. at voltages to about 20 volts and dissipa
+ions to about 3 watts. Typical applications are bias resistors, loading centre
bapping alternating current-heated valve filaments and telephone communication
circuits. Another type commonly used as a loading unit, which may be used at high
frequencies as well, is constructed by weaving the resistive conductor into supporting
strands of long-fibre asbestos thread, [his produces a unit which is very light,
rugged and well ventilated, These units may be combined to provide an adjustable
load up to 7 kilowatts.

-e of carbon Rggjetore- mhero are numerous epp]jeations in cogmuntoat.ton
.sad1ts Were non-netalido resistors are used. These resistors generally incorporate

powdered carbon or graphite in their
construction, although the grid lead
resistor may be formed with a metal-
1i0 film,

The fixed resistor of the composition
type is made by combining in the
right proportions -

(i~ an inert material,
(ii) a synthetic resin bond, and

(iii) a material which is an
electrical conductor»

Most composition resistors use for
the inert material a sand, talo,

CARBON RESISTORS. asbestos pulp or some such substance
as filler. The filler, with the

appropriete quantity of powdered carbon or graphite, is bonded with a synthetic resin
to give a resistor unit of the desired rating. Design requires that the unit be able
to dissipate safely the energy liberated within it, and the resistance must not be

/unduly
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unduly influenced by temperature, humidity, or voltage or frequency of the current
trough it, and must also maintain the value while aging. Typical applications of this
type are grid bias resistors, anode load resistors, voltage dividers, voltage reduction,
decoupling resistors, oscillation suppression, etc. Values range from ohms to megohms,
with power ratings up to approximately 10 watts, These resistors are painted according
to a colour code which is fairly generally adopted. Resistors are painted with three
distinguishing colours

(i~ The bod,y of the resistor indicates 1st digit of value.
(ii) The end colour indicates 2nd digit of value.
(iii) mhe dot or band indicates the number of ciphers following the first two digits.

The colour code far composition resistors is as follows -

O Black
1 Brown
2 Red
3 0range
A Yellow

5 Green
6 Blue
7 Violet
8 Gray
9 white

For example •

Red body 2 l
Green end 5 = 250,000 ohms.
Yellow dot 4 ciphers

2.6 Non-Reactive Wire-iound Resistors. Reactance effects associated with wire-wound resist»
ore (i@rd-ea do again 1a€a5J aan be minimised by special winding arrangements.

The inductanoe of a resistor is determined. primarily by the number of turns of wire and
the area enclosed by the individual turns. To keep the inductance low, each turn
should enclose the minimum possible area and the wire should have as many ohms per foot
of length as possible so that the length required to obtain the desired resistance will
be small. In addition, it is desirable that adjacent turns carry current in opposite
directions, so that the residual inductance of an individual turn is neutralised by the
effect of adjacent turns. A low capacitive reactance associated with a resistor is
obtained by arranging the winding in such a way that adjacent turns of wire have a low
potential difference between them and are as far apart as possible» Methods that can
be used to minimise the reactive effects associated with a resistor are shown in Fig. 1.
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FI9. 1. SOME METHODS OF REDUCING THIE INDUCTIVE AND/OR OAPAGITITVE NEEB0TS OF
WIRE-WOUND RESISTORS.
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The Mica-Card. type uses a single-layer winding on a thin mica form provided with
copper end strips to serve as terminal s and reinforcing. A low inductance can be
obtained by making the card very tin and using small gauge wire 'to give a high
resistance per burn.

The Ayrton-Perry bype of resistor is constructea by winding a spaced layer of
insulated wire on a thin strip, after which a second wire is wound in the opposite
direction between the turns of the first winding . The bwo windings are connected
in parallel and, therefore, produce practically zero resultant magnetic effect,
The disbributed capacity is low because adjacent turns have very little potential
difference between them.

The Reversed-Loop winding obtains low inductive effects by making a half hitch at
the end of' each turn and thus reversing the direction of the current in adjacent
burns,

The Fish-Line type of resistor consists of a fine resistance wire wound over a slk
cord. that serves as a core, and the resulting "fish-line" is then space wound on a
cylindrical form,

The Bifilar Winding has negligible inductance, but the capacity is relatively large
because the beginning and the end of the resistance are close together.

The Woven bype of resistor has been ref'erred to previously, but there is also a low
rated type using silk thread in lieu of the asbestos fibre mentioned.

3. INDUCTORS FOR RADIO.

5.1 An inductor is a circuit element designed to possess the quality of inductance.
There are two main types used in radio

(i) Inductors designed to operate in low frequency circuits., These usually
possess ferrous cores"

(ii) Inductors designed to operate at radio frequencies. These may have air
cores or special low=loss powdered iron cores.

RADIO INDUCTORS.

3.2 [ow Jreguergy Tn0yotgEs• By the use of some ferrous core to for a complete magnet
*o path within a coll winding , the inductance can be increased from several hundred
to several thousand times its air core value. The basic expression for the induct
ance of an iron core with a single-layer winding appears as

L (mierohenrys) = 0.4m* A/ x 16"*

where n = number of turns of winding,
A = oross-section of winding in centimetres,
, = mean length of winding in centimetres, and
u = effective permeability for conditions of use,

/his
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This is a fundamental equation for any magnetic circuit and has general use in magnetic
equations.

Losses in Ferrous Cored Inductors. Sine the core of an inductor is an integral part
are tu% advt8e, energy losses Wilah occur in this material are considered as energy
losses in the inductor. The losses in the core, therefore, must be added to the loss
due to the current flow in the inductor winding» This gives a total loss -

w (total) = W% + Wµ + IR.

where We = eddy current loss,
Wh = loss due to hysteresis, and
I = effective current flowing through the winding with an ohmic resistance

.R under a given set of conditions.

Due to the factors involved, the total loss will vary with frequency. When it is
essential that an iron-core inductor has a more constant inductance, minimising the
effects of direct current saturation and high alternating current magnetomotive
forces, an air-gap is left in the magnetic oirouit, This causes a reduction of the
amount af self«induction possible with a given winding» The amount af decrease
depends upon the comparative lengths of' iron and air in the magnetic circuit and upon
the degree of saturation of the iron.

Applieeti.one.
Eilter A08cl9Is• Ferrous-cored inductors find uses in communication oireuits involv-
6 croquenodeg from 120 c/s to the broadcast frequenoy band, The ma.Jjor use for
inductors at the lower end of the frequency spectrum is found in the power supply for
cominication equipment, where current at power frequencies must be rectified to pro-
vide continuous currents. The filtering systems of such supplies are composed of
capacitors and reactors, the latter commonly known as "choke" coils. Designed with a
wide range of direct current ratings, winding resistances and potential ratings, filter
reactors are rated up to values of about J0 henrys.

Audio Chokes. Certain cominioation circuits require a means for the suppression of"aas eyequenoy currents, and this action is effected by the audio reactor ar retard.
Suok coils may be constructed of laminated silicon steel or of a pressed composition
core with iron or ferrous alloy powder. A wide variety of applications requires a
wide variety of constructions, etc. Nominal inductance ratings extend up into
hundreds of henrys.

3.3 Inductors for Raio Frequencies. The problem af the design of an inductor has many
aodSTrsaelona , and tu% Laa1 design will depend on many factors. A general requiro
ment in the design of an inductor is that the largest inductance value be produced for
a given length of wire, This part af the design includes the determination of the
best shape of coil for to give the required inductance with a minimum resistance or a
certain inductance value within a given spa0e.

Best Coil Form It can be show that with a given length of wire, wound with a given
zaauii ts single-layer coil which has the maximum inaduotanoe value is so shaped that
the ratio -

wa"*5%" 8.46 aprrortaatois.
Precision design can be effected only when the inductor is to be used at low frequeay»
At: radio frequenoy, the problem is mainly the reduction of resistance and distributed
capacitance. A oil is designed for use in a certain range of frequencies and, general-
1y, an attempt is made to construot a coll with a uniformly high value of Q in this
range, The radio frequenoy resistance is redued by a special construction of tie
winding conductor, such as hollow tubing, flat or edge wound conduotar, and stranded
0able such as "Litz,"

/Form
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Eorn of rinding» Coils may be wound in a great many forms, and each form will have
some part.drslar application and frequency range. The coil form most generally
meeting the requirements of high Q, moderate size, and reasonably small distributed
capacitance is the single-layer solenoid. Among other types are honeycomb, multi
layer, basket weave, bank+-wound, etc.
As the operating frequency becomes higher, the design grows more difficult. Some
typical formulae for single-layer solenoids are included as a matter af interest.

Some Useful. Inductance Formulae»
Inductors. Sin5lo-Layer Solenoid-
L (microhenrys) =pa

where n = number of turns,
d = diameter of coil in inches, and
F = quantity dependent on the ratio of diameter to length of coil.

Some typical values of F ere

d
0.1 1.0 10.0Z 0•5 5.0 50 100

F 0.0025 0.01 0.018 0.043 0.05 0.075 0.088

when d and are in inches.,
A simple approjIte formula for the low-frequency inductance of a. single-layer
coil is -

1 (mterohenrys) = rfnf
9r + 10%

where r = radius of coil in inches, and
f, = length of coil in inches,

The above formula is accurate to within 1 per cent. for > 0.8r, that is, if
the coil is not too short.

4. CONDENSERS FOR RADIO.
41 A Capacitor or Condenser consists essentially of two conductors (the surf'aces of

which are relatively close together) separated by an insulating medium called the
dielectric. The dielectric is that part of the condenser which is mainly
responsible for the properties af the condenser itself.

The main types of condensers are •
(i! Fixed Value Condensers,
(ii) Variable Condensers, and
(iii) Electrolytic Condensers.

4"2 Fixed Value Condensers. Fixed value condensers generally make use of some solia,
soh as hfea, paper or glass, as a dielectric, Ihe mica condenser is usually
assembled by placing one or more sheets of mica between bwo sheets of metal foil
and building up many small sections of this type into stacks, The impregnated
paper condenser is usually built up of multiple layers of paper and foil, and
these layers are formed into a roll. This permitsthe construction of a relative
ly large capacitance in a relatively small volume, Larger types suitable for use
at relatively high voltages, such as are encountered in radio transmitters, may
consist af solid metal plates immersed in oil, compressed air or some other insert
gas. The essential advantage derived in use of these fluids, ebo., is the in
crease in dielectric constant and dielectric strength as compared with normal
pressure air, The self-healing characteristic is desirable as compared with the
condition following breakdown of a solid dielectric condenser, which in the latter
generally ends its useful life.

/Rating
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BabjIs• At low frequencies, the volt-ampere rating of a solid dielectric condenser is
limited by the dielectric strength of the insulation. At high frequencies, since the
voltage drop through the condenser greatly diminishes, the safe heating of the dielectric
limits the rating of the condenser, It must be recalled that solid dieleobrio
materials, such as glass, paper, rubber, wax, etc», lose their insulating properties very
rapidly as the temperature increases. The effect of energy loss on the insulation
requires a variable volt-ampere rating for a condenser. Typical rating of a 0.001 µF
mica condenser is shown below

Frequenoy. Safe Current. Safe Voltage. Safe kVA.

0.1 ko/s 1.9 amperes 3,000 volts 5.7
0.3 kc/s 5.65 amperes 3,000 volts 17
1.0 ke/s 11.2 amperes 1,780 volts 20
3.0 ko/s 11.4 amperes 605 volts 8.9

10.0 ko/s 14,2 amperes 178 volts 2.0

1' ,,

\~\i:\ ..•. •.·.· :•· +··, __ .

*"_j
'

' kat f
Gae:

•*s*
au:

TYPICAL RADIO CONDENSERS.

L0SSSS• The losses in solid dielectric condensers may be grouped under the following
Laa6gs -

7)
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(i) Loss due to leakage through or round the dielectric. Loss is appreciable
when the insulation resistance of the dielectric is low,

(ii) Acbual conductor resistance loss of leads, connections and of the plates
themselves •

(iii) Loss due to dielectric absorption or hysteresis.
(av) Corona loss due to discharge from plate edges.

It is difficult to determine separately the individual losses. Therefore, for any set
of conditions, the losses are determined together, and the total is known as "equiv~l-
en series resistance." The value of this resistance, when multiplied by the square
af the alternating current flowing in the condenser, represents the rate of energy
consumption in the condenser, that is, its power loss.

45 yarlable 0on@users. Variable value condensers usually consist of two sets of metal
plates , one set being mounted for rotation on a shaft. It is, of course, necessary
to maintain the separation between the condenser plates, and this is generally done by
he use of supporting and mounting insulation. Apart from this material, the
dielectric between the plates is air. Variable air condensers have their greatest
use in adjusting the electrical characteristics of circuits at radio and higher
frequencies, For this, the units are constructed to have a maximum capacitance
(plates completely overlapping) between 500 and 15 µµr. The latter sizes have a major
application in the generation and reception of "short-wave" signals on frequencies
higher than 5,000 ke/s, The variable air condenser, having very little loss in the
dielectrio and separating insulation, will show negligible change in capacitance with
frequency« Accurate measurements of the capacitance values at audio frequencies may
'herefore be depended upon at radio frequencies with a high degree of precision» The
variable air condenser, therefore, finds a singular application as a capacitance
standarad, and, for this use, units are made with capacitances up to 5,000 µµr

Effegt of stay Gapaciuarge. Generally, condensers of variable capacity have relative-
ly small values, and in a circuit, particularly at high frequencies, the capacitance
effects of the various other parts of a circuit will be appreciable as compared with
the condenser unit, Every part of the apparatus has capacitance to other parts, and
these small stray capacitances may have to be taken into account as well as the
capacitance of the condenser which is intentionally inserted in the circuit, [he
stray capacitances are particularly objectionable beoause they vary when parts of the
cirouit or conductors nearby are moved, for this makes it difficult to keep the
capacitance af the circuit constant. These effects may be minimised in practice as
follows

(i) by keeping the condenser a considerable distance away from conducting or
electric masses;

(ii) by shielding the condenser; and
(iii) by using a condenser of sufficiently large capacitance so that stray capacitances

are negligible in comparison,

A combination af (ii) end (iii) is the most satisfactory compromise for general
practice.

Condensers having various shapes of plates designed for particular circuit conditions
are met with. Typical of these condensers may be mentioned •

(ii Straight-line capacitance.
(ii) Straight-line frequency.
(iii) Straight-line wavelength,

Type (ii) is probably the most satisfactory for general radio use since the variation
of the condenser setting is directly proportional to the frequency for which the total
circuit is tuning« Ihe importance of this type follows from certain considerations

/an
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in radio communication which require the spacing of broadcasting stations from each
other by equal increments of frequency, Thus, this type af condenser will tune for the
various broadcasting stations at equally spaced points on the condenser dial, Fig, 2
shows capacitance versus scale reading for the abovementioned types.

1. 300

s
E
os200f}I

$

S.L.F.

4.4 Electrolytic Condensers. re two
aluminium plates are immersed in a suit
able electrolyte, such as a solution of
ammonium borate or sodium phosphate, and
connected to a source of diret current,
a thin film of aluminium oxide form on
the positive plate which will gradually
insulate the plate from the solution,
The thickness of the film depends upon

the voltage value used in its formation, higher voltages resulting in thicker films.
Owing to the extremely small thickness of the film, a capacitance of from 0.1 to 1.5µF
per square inch of area is obtained, depending on the forming voltage. Very large
values of capacitance, therefore, can be obtained with only a fraction of the space
required by paper-dielectric condensers. he film gradually disintegrates if the im-
pressed voltage is removed from the cell. Ihe film is again formed when the voltage
is reapplied, accompanied by a large leakage current which soon drops to the normal
value of about 200 microamperes per µF for working voltages of about 450.

60 80 100 120 140 160 180
ANGLE OF ROTATION. DEGREES.

FIG. 2, CAPACITANCE VERSUS SCALE READINGS.

The ratio of maximum to minimum capacit
ance of the variable condenser governs
the tuning range of the circuit if the
coil inductance is fixed. Thus, if a
3 : 1 frequency range is to be covered,
a 9 : 1 change in capacitance must be
provided. Average values vary from
about 10 : 1 to 25 : 1, the latter ratio
applying to the larger sized condensers.
The distributed capacitance of the coil
and the input capacitance of the valve
or other associated apparatus must be
considered with the minimum condenser
capacitance in computing the tuning
range of the circuit.

The film possesses three distinct characteristics

(a) It will conduct more freely in one direction than the other.
(di) It will break down as an insulator between the metallic electrode and the solution

when voltages above a critical value are applied.
(iii) By reason of the extreme thinness of the film, it will hold a substantial 'charge

at potentials below the breakdown. voltage«

By reason of the film holding a charge for a given potential, the device assumes the
important characteristic of an electrical condenser and, as such, finds considerable
application as by=pass and filter condensers in radio-receivers in parts of the circuit
where a. direct current potential is present and where a moderate leakage current oan be
tolerated. Electrolytic condensers are also to be found in the anode power supplies of
low power transmitters and power supply units in laboratories, broadoasting sudios, etc"

Electrolytic condensers are characterised by -

Low cost per microfarad.
Very large capacity in proportion to volume,
High power factor.
Appreciable leakage,

/Broadcast
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The characteristics, such as capacity, leakage resistance and power factor, depend
greatly upon the applied voltage, temperature, previous history of the condenser, etc.
The ordinary electrolytic condensers used in radio work are polsrlsed, so that the
voltage on the anode plate must never be allowed to become negative, even instantane-
ously. This limits the use of this type of condenser to circumstances where the
alternating voltage present is less than the superimposed direct current voltage, that
is, this type of condenser must not be used in circuits carrying alternating current
only•

'E2S£• There are two main types of electrolytic condenser, the "wet" and the "dry"
bypes,

In the wet type, the anode consists of folded aluminium foil immersed in the electro-
lyte, which is held in an aluminium container, This container acts as the cathode
electrode for the purpose of connection to outside circuits, and is usually lined
inside with a perforated insulating material to prevent contact between the anode and
the cathode. The anode is folded or spiralled so that it presents as large a sur-
fa0e to the electrolyte as possible"

In the dry type, the positive and negative electrodes consist of aluminium foil
separated by paper or gauze that is saturated with an electrolyte, which is either a
highly viscous liquid or a fudge-like solid. The entire assembly is wound in a roll
and. mounted in a waxed cardboard tube or box, Ihe insulating film on the anode is
formed, chemically before assembly anad, finally, the condenser is subjected to a re
forming process to repair any damage that may have occurred during assembly.

4.5 Dielectrjog» The insulating medium thet separates the plates af a condenser is known
as EEz lg3slectrie," and plays an important part in determining the characteristics
of the condenser. The presence of a dielectric (other than a vacuum) raises the
capacity of the condenser, in comparison to its capacity with vacuum as the dielectric,
by a factor known as the "Dielectrio Constant" or "Specific Inductive Capacity." The
dielectric constants of some of the more commonly used insulating materials are shown
in Table 1 and, of these, plastic and ceramic bypes are perhaps the most important.
Some of the plastic dielectrics, such as bakelite, cellulose acetate, vinylite, etc•,
have very poor power factors. Others, notably polystyrene, have an unusually low
power factor which, in some cases, approaches that af quartz. The more important
ceramic dielectrics include steatite, cordierite and titanium dioxide ceramics and
mycal.ex,

The term Steatite refers to ceramic products that contain hydrous magnesium silicate
(talc) and a predominant constituent of the fired body, Steetite materials combine
low dielectric losses, high dielectric strength and high insulation resistance. They
are particularly suitable for general insulation purposes at high frequencies and high
temperatures• It is possible to employ dry pressing in forming the product so that
parbs can be manufactured in automatic presses to good accuracy and with economy.

Cordierite is a complex magnesium aluminium silicate. Ceramics based upon coradierite
can be made that have an unusually low coefficient of thermal expansion, so the this
material is particularly suitable for coil forms,

The itaniu Dioxide Ceramics are characterised by a high dielectric constant and low
dielectric losses. This material finds its chief use as a dielectric of condensers,
and gives high mechanical stability and a high capacity in a relatively small volume,
The temperature coefficient of capacity of such condensers depends upon the mixture,
and values can be obtained that range from substantially zero to relatively large
negative values. This gives the possibility of providing a condenser that will cor
rect for the positive coefficient of the remaining coils and condensers in a circuit.

Mycalex is made from ground. mica and lead borate glass mixed and fired. Metal inserts
can be moulded into mycalex pieces because of the relatively low firing temperature
anad the fact that there is no shrinkage, Mycalex can be machined, although with
difficulty. It is used in radio transmitters for coil supports, control shafts,
antenna insulators and in other places where an insulatormust be employed that is
capable of withstanding high voltage, /Table 1.
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Power Ba.obor
Dielectric Dielectric PeCent. Specifio Machineabiliby

Cons'an' 60 c/s 1 ke/s 1 Mc/s Gravity

Anbes 2.9 0"2 1.1 Very Good

Casein, 6.4 6 1.33 Very Good
Moulded

Cellulose 6.8 7 3+6 1.3 Very Good
Acetate

Cordi.erite 5-5.5 0.61 0.4-07 2.1
eremi.es

Fibre 45 6+9 5 5 1.3 Very Good

Glass, Pyrex 4,5 0.5 0.2 2.25 Very Poor

Mica, Clear 7-7.3 0.03 0.02 0.02 2.8
India

Mycalex 6+8 0.6 0.3 3.5 Poor

Phenol, Pure 5 2 1 1.3 Vey Good

Phenol , Cloth 5.6 5 5 5 1.38 Good
Base

Porcelain, 6.2-7.5 2 1 0.7 2.3 No
Dry Process

Quartz, Fused 4.,2 0.03 0.03 0.03 2.21 Very Poor

Rubber, Hara 2. 1 1 0•5-0,9 1.15 Fair

Steatite 6.1 1 0"4 0.3 2.5 No

Sbyrene, 2,4.2.9 0.02 0.02 0.03 Good
Polymerised

Titanium 90=170 0.1 0.06 45 No
Dioxide

Vinyl Resins 4 1"4 1.7 1.35 Very Good
Unfilled

1ADI 1-

Dieleotrio Effie1engY• Dielectric efficiency is the ratio of the energy output to the
energy input, thereby baking account of any waste of energy that occurs during the charge
and discharge of a condenser. The waste may be considered as being made up of the
following losses

(i) Conductor losses.
(ii) Chemical action which may take place if damp is present.

(iii) Leakage losses. These may be due to faulty insulation or to corona discharge from
points and edges of condenser plates.

/(av)
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(av) Dielectric absorption. When a condenser is charge~, the initial rush af
current is followed by a relatively small, more gradual current, which appears
to "soak in" to the dielectric. Similarly, when discharged by short-
circuiting, the initial heavy discharge, which should leave it praobioally
uncharged, is an incomplete one. If the condenser is set aside with the
short-circuit removed, and. again short-circuited a few minutes later, a second
discharge can be obtained, This is due to the charge absorbed by the
dielectric, which gradually leaks out into the plates and so gives the con
denser another charge. If the condenser is charged and discharged period
ically, this absorption causes heat to be generated in the dielectric and can
be looked upon as a resistance in series with the condenser. Absorption loss
varies with frequency, becoming less as the frequency rises, due to the fact
that there is less time available for the absorption to take place.

This last cause of loss of efficiency (absorption) also causes an apparent variation
of dielectric constant with frequency since, if the condenser is unable to absorb
its full charge each time, it is equivalent to a condenser having a smaller capaoiby
or a different dielectric. When the dielectric is air or gas, absorption is
negligible.

4.6 Some Useful Formulae for Condensers.

Simple Parallel Elate Oondenser.

o =.H,µµ
11.3a

where k = dielectric constant of separating medium,
A = area of each plate (square centimetres), and
d. = distance apart (centimetres).

Aar 0 = 0.2244 1$ uF
where A is in square inches and d is in inches.
Multiple Flate Condenser,

C _ kA (n - 1} ''"F
= 1.3a

where n = total number of plates,
A is in square centimetres, and
d is in centimetres.

5. VARIATION OF HIEOTRIOAL QUANTITIES ITU FREQUENCI.

5.1 It might be inferred from the discussion on resistors, inductors and capacitors that
their values are constant with frequenoy, but this is not the case. The ohmic
resistance of a circuit is greater to radio frequency than to direct current, and a
coil which at first sight would seem an inductance may actually have capacitive
reactance, or a resistance may be merely a low capacitive reaobance. The three
quantities will now be discussed from this aspect.

5.2 Resistamoe. The resistance value of' a given resistor depends primarily upon the
rebdstaity and physical dimensions of the wire (or strip) used for the winding. In
practically all materials, the resistivity will change as the temperature varies.
he temperature changes may be due to the absorption of energy from outside sources
or from energy dissipation due to current flow in the resistor. In conductors of
large cross-section or in ANY conductor carrying currents of high frequonoy, the
current flows more readily near the skin or outer surface of the wire than in the
high impedance inner filaments of the wire. This phenomenon is known as "akin
effect,"

When a current is flowing through such a conductor, the magnetic flux that results is
in the form of concentric circles around the wire. Some af this flux exists within
the conductor and, therefore, links with (that is, encircles) current near the centre

/at
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of the conductor while not linking with current flowing near the surface. The result
is that the inductance of the central part of the conductor is greater than the induct
ance of the part of the conductor near the surface because of the greater number of flux
linkages existing in the central region. At radio frequencies, the reactance of this
exbra. inductance is sufficiently great to affect seriously the flow of ourrent, most of
which flows along the surface of the conductor (where the impedance is low) rather than
near the centre where the impedance is high. The centre part of the conductor, there
fore, does not carry its share of the current, and the effective resistance is increased
since, in effect, the useful cross-section of the wire is very greatly reduced. It can
be shown that skin effect in a conductor depends, in addition to the thickness of the
conductor, on the parameter -

where µ is permeability of the material, f is frequency of the current and p is volume
resistivity in miorohm-centimetres.

Energy loss will occur in the insulation on the wire or in any material within range of
the electric and magnetic fields set up by the wire, When this loss occurs in materials
which usually form an integral part of the resistor, it may be attributed to the resistor
and manifests itself as resistanoe in addition to the resistance of the winding. [his

loss may be either a dielectric loss in
the insulating material or hysteresis
and eddy current loss in the conducting
material and, as these losses vary with
resistor current and frequency, the
total resistance of the resistor will
not be consbant, This effect, together
with the action'of inductance and
capacitance, may cause considerable
variation in the total impedance.
Examples of this effect will now be
given for several types of resistors.
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Vitreous Enamelled Resistor, Fig. 3
shows a. frequency characteristic curve
of a. porcelain wire-wound resistor,
illustrating the effects of distributed
capacitance and inherent inductance of
the solenoid winding. For very high
frequencies, the resistar impedance
falls off rapidly as the distributed
capacitance by-passes the current from
the high-resistance winding»

jdre-ounad Resistors. Fig. l shows the
frequency characteristic curve of a
wire-wound precision type resistor. The
effect of inductance and distributed
capacitance is seen in the impedance
variation which occurs at frequencies
over 100 ko/s,

(Composition Carbon Resistors. mho
1au6tine• posses@ea b A£6 type o£
resistor is that which would be found in
a. short straighi conductor of the same
size, and is of practically negligible

value, The capacitance effect is that due to the electric influence af one connection
terminal to the other. This is also of very small value and can usually be disregarded
in the frequency bands up to about 30 Mo/s.
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5%5 Inductors with Air Coxes. Distributed inductance in an inductor is determined mainly
by the spacing between the turns of the coil winding and particularly between those
turns near tlie opposite ends of the winding. To diminish this distributed ospacitenoe,

the burns should be spaced
and. wound in such a manner
that po~nbs at a great differ»
ence of potential are kept
apart. From this consider~
ion, it is seen that a
longer coil has less oapacii»
ance than a shorter coil af
the same inductance be0suse,
in the shorter coil, the ends
are closer together. Multi
layer coils, in general, have
greater distributed capacit
anoe tan single-layer coils.
Of these, the closely wound.
layer winding has the most
capacitance, the banked wind
ing, a deep narrow winding or
a spaced layer winding all
having less than the close
wound. layers. With the flown
af direct current or low
frequency current through an
induebor winding, there is
practically a uniform dis
tribution of current in the
winding conductors. With
increasing frequency, however,
there is a change in current
distribution in each conductor
and in the whole winding»
This causes a change af the
flux distribution through and
about the conductors. As an
indication of the effect on
oolls of currents in the radio
broadcast range, some curves
of resistance variation are
given in Fig. 5 for an induct
ance value af 291 microhenrys
at% 1 ke/s on hard rubber
formers.
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A is a Four Bank 0oil (32/38 Litz).
B is a lo Bank 0oil (32/38 1its).
C is a Single layer 0oil (32,/38 Litz).
E is a Single Layer Coil (28 A.W.G.).
F is a Two Bank Coil (28 A.W.G.),
G is a Four Bank Coil (28 A.W.G.).

Fig. 6 shows the resistance
FT»_D• variation of inductor windings

bebween 1,000 and 6,,000 kc/s.
The coils were space-wound on a 4-1/8 inoh former with 5 turns per inch, giving an
inductance value of 10 µH at low frequencies» It will be noted that solid conductors
give better performance above about 2"000 ke/s.

Cores for Inductances. The advantages of ferromagnetic cores in increasing and oon-
oet2at.mg tde Flux linkage with a coil for a given current are well known, The
difficulties found in their use with radio frequenoy currents arise principally from
the loss of energy due to eddy currents in the core, Two effects, mainly, are
produced

(i) The apparent resistance of the coil is greatly inoreased due to power losses,

/(21)
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The flux produced by the eddy currents is in the opposite direction to that
produced by the magnetising current in the coil. The resultant flux is
much smaller than with a direct current of the same value, that is, the perme
ability seems lower.
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RESISTANCE VARIATION OF INDUCTORS.

Each coil 4-1/8" diameter, 8 turns, 5 per inch.
L = 104H at 1 kc/s.
A is 30 A,W,G», 0.89 ohms, D.0.
B is 96/38 Iitz, 0.07 ohms, D.0,
0 is Aluminium Ribbon, 0"4, ohms,

7I9.6•

The eddy current losses increase
with frequency, and so the
inductance of the coil decreases
with increasing frequenoy.

Various methods of powdering the
material are sometimes used to
improve the characteristics of
iron cores,

Use of "Litz" Wire• One of the
construction problems in the use
of libzendraht wire for coil is
that frequently strands of wire
are broken or are not connected
into the circuit. The effect
on the coil characteristics is
not serious when a few strands
are disconnected, but the dis
connection of over half' the
strands causes about 100% in
crease in the radio frequenoy
resistance of a coil.

This effect is shown in Table 2
on a coil af 52,/38 litz wire at
a frequency of 750 kc/s%

INCREASE IN RESISTANCE OF LITZ WIRE DUE TO BROKEN STRANDS.

ez.6

No» of Broken Strands 0 6 12 18 2A 29 30 31 l
Resistance (Ohms) 3.1 3.4 4.hµ 6.1 9.5 21.7 42"4 51.6 I

(The increases should be note)

TABLE 2.

5.4 Capacitors or Condensers. The solid dielectric condensers whioh find their application
in communication circuits generally have either mica or an impregnated paper as the
dielectric. Because of the imperfections of dielectrics, there is a change in the
condenser capacitance with frequency, The capacitance of a condenser decreases as the
frequency is increased. However, the amount of change cannot be predicted accurately
from a knowledge of the phase difference due to dielectric loss. his loss is general.
ly bhe major cause for energy dissipation in the solid dielectric condenser, ana it
can be said only that the change in condenser capacitance is great when the dielectric
dissipation is great.

When the leads inside the case of a condenser are long enough to have appreciable
inductance, the capacitance measured at the terminsls appears to be greater than it
actually is, due to the lead-in inductance«

/.any
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MANY TYPES OF RADIO APPARATUS MAKE UP THIS LOW POWER
U.H.F. RADIO TELEPHONE UNIT.

RADIO I,

How many different types can you identify?

Fig. 7 shows the variation of equivalent series resistance of a 400 µuF mica condenser
with frequency, the condenser having a metal case or other high loss insulating material.

Fig. 8 shows the variation of equivalent series resistance af a variable air condenser
with frequency with condenser set at 500 µr.

/84g. 7
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The effect of dielectric losses, eto., in increasing the resistance of a capacitive
circuit have already been discussed. In order to bring out the most important
point about capacities at high frequencies, that is, the low reactance of even
minute capacities and the eddy shunt paths they provide, Table 5, comparing the
reactances af a. condenser af 0"001 F and an inductance of 100 microhenrys, is
given

Reactance of Condenser Reactance of Induotor
Frequenoy 10 100 AH (XL = 2wf x 10"*)0.001 µF (X¢ =-'*)

2mf

100 o/s 1.59 megohms 0.063 ohm

4 ko/s 159,000 ohms 0.63 ohm

1 Mc/s 159 ohms 630 ohms

100 Me/s 1.59 ohms 63 ,000 ohms

TABLE_}-
6. SHIELDING AND SCREENING.

6.1 The successful operation of laboratory instruments, radio receivers, transmitters and
studio equipment depends upon the effectiveness of the shielding between the various
parts. Insufficient shielding will result in interference due to unwanted inter
coupling between units, wiring and components and to the effects of external fields.
Shielding has to be provided against the effects af both electrostatic and electro
magnetic fields, and is particularly necessary in circuits carrying high frequency
currents or very low level currents, such as microphone outputs.

6.2 Magnetic and Electrostatic Fields can be confined to restricted spaces, or oan be
prevented from entering a particular space, by the use of suitable shields. The
most effective means of controlling magnetic fields at radio frequencies is by the
use of shields consisting of a good conductor, such as copper or aluminium. Mag
netio flux penetrates such a shield only with great difficulty because, as the flux
cuts into the conducting material, it produces eddy currents that oppose the pene
ta±ion. Io be most effective, such shields must completely enclose the space to
be protected, and all joints should be well lapped to minimi se the resistance
offered to the eddy currents. Where the shielding must be extremely effective, as

/in
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in signal generators, joints should be soldered wherever possible and, in other cases,
should be literally watertight. The thickness should be a number of times the skin
depth of current penetration where the latter is given by the formula -

Depth of penetration (centimetros) = 5033/

where p = ohms per cubic centimetre,
f = frequency in cycles per second, and

= permeability of conductor»

6.3 Shielded oils» One of the most important examples of s conducting shield is the copper
or aluminium cover frequently placed around air-cored coils. Such shields serve to
confine most of the magnetic field to the space within the cover. These covers also
reduce the effective inductance of the coil by restricting the cross-sectional area
through which the flux can pass, and increase the losses as a result of the energy dis-
sipated in the shield by the eddy currents. However, if the clearance between the
coil and its shield is at least equal to the radius of the coil, the reduction in
inductance and the decrease in coil Q produced by a copper or aluminium shield will not
be serious.

Design formulae are published in many books relating length and diameter of coils,
shields and frequencies.

6 .4 Magnetic Shields for Low Frequencies. Shields for unidirectional and low frequenoy
magnetic fields are made of magnetic material, preferably having a high permeability»
Such shields act as low reluctance paths for the flux, thereby diverting the flux from
the space to be shielded. Fig» 9 represents a coil carrying current, the whole com-

pletely enclosed in a ferromagnetic shield box• Lines of force
from the coil take the shortest path to the shield and travel.
through it, the latter acting as a magnetic short-circuit prevent-
ing the flux from spreading outside the screening box» This
method is camonly seen in the audio frequency stages of radio
receivers and elsewhere when the frequency is below about 15 ke/s.
It is of prime importance to minimise voltages induced into audio
circuits and equipment by the magnetic fields of power frequencies
such as would be associated with power transformers and chokes.
By placing transformers in ferromagnetic boxes or covers (as in
Fig. 9) or in short cylinders of similar material with closed
ends, a good degree of shielding is provided. The degree af

protection obtained in this way depends on the size and thickness of the shield and upon
whether the shield consists of a single layer or several concentric layers separated by

ililrjii,7
Yu!ii9ij//%xbooloo7274
/{111+i\!k
I I \ \ \ \

FERROMAGNETIC SHIELD.

F70. 9-

air spaces.

When the degree of shielding required is greater than that obtainable from a single
shield, two or three concentric magnetio shields are employed, as shown in Fig. 10.
When the total thickness of such a shield is greater than one-third the radius of the
equivalent sphere, this subdivision of the magnetic material into concentric layers
separatea by air spaces gives more effective shielding than if the air spaces were
filled solidly with magnetic material. The effectiveness of concentric magnetic
shields to alternating currents can be greatly increased by placing copper shields in
the air spaces between the magnetic shields. I'he behaviour in a typical case with and
without copper shields is shown in Fig. 11. With direct current, the copper has no
effect upon shielding»

The effectiveness of magnetic shields depends primarily upon the initial permeability af
the metal used. Permalloy and similar magnetic materials having high initial perme
ability are accordingly superior to ordinary cast iron or silicon steel, particularly in
the case of multilayer shields.

A magnetio shield enclosing an air-cored coil causes the inductance to increase as a
result of the lowered reluctance offered to the flux paths by the high permeability
material• [he effective resistance of the shielded coil is also increased because of
eddy current and. hysteresis losses in the iron.

/Fig. 10.
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6.5 Magetic shields for Radio Frequencies. At radio frequencies, it is found that mare
@rfdt6v% HE±d1a1Lg fa provaea by employing a atfrerent principle. mhe ferromagnetic

screening box is replaoed by a
non-magnetic metal of high con
ductivity, and shielding is
achieved by eddy current action.
Fig. 12 shows the arrangement af
shielding in a radio frequenoy
amplifier circuit. The magnetio
fields that are produced around
the radio frequency coils L1L2
and. L3L4; when an alternating
current signal is applied to the
oircuit are confined almost
entirely to the enclosed oom
partments of the shields as
shom. The action may be sum
marised as follows

SHIELD N°I

gamma.
g8r

T. R.

N.¢.

+ B +B

When a varying magnetic field is
-B moving about the radio frequenoy

coils, the flux will tend to
NON-MAGNETIC spread out in a more or less oir-

SHIELD cular movement, in which the
distance of its travel depends

TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF NON-MAGNETIO SHIELDING. upon the intensity af the cur
rents flowing in the respective

FIG. 12. coil circuits. If, therefore,
the fields are strong enough and

the to radio frequency transformers are in the magnetic axis af each other, instabiliby
and. self-oscillation will result. If, homever, the coils are enclosed in a metallic
compartment of non-magnetic material, such as copper, aluminium or brass, and, assuming
that the compartment forms a complete electrical circuit, the varying magnetic fields
around the coils will tend to displace electrons in the shield at the particular fre
queney in which the magnetic field is varying». This action generates eddy currents
which, in turn, produce magnetic fields and oppose the field created by the high fro
quenoy currents circulating in the ooils. This opposing effect varies directly with
frequency, so that, as the frequenoy increases, the shielding effect is greatly improved.

Th efficiency of the shielding depends a great deal upon tie high oonductivity af the
material used, so that it is essential to ensure that all ends of the compartment are
thoroughly soldered to form a complete current path, Fig. 13 compares the magnetio
and non-magnetic shields.

NEOSR' \ \EFFECT ON MAGNETIC \¢}

iEs or yAcNenic J}i]}
METAL BAR /i!Ii

di HI
11i

MAGNETIC
BAR

MAGNETIC SHIELD NON- MAGNETIC SHIELD

FIG. 1}- MAGUETIG AND NON-MLAGAETIO SILTELIS:
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6.6 Electostabio Shields. Any conductor can be used as an electrostatic shield. There
ere no particular requirements as to thickness or conductivity. It is necessary
merely that the electrostatic fielads terminate on the shield instead of passing
through to the space being protected. To be most effective, electrostatic shields
should be continuously close surface, but even a screen will give fair shielding.
The conducting and magnetio shields for magnetic flux discussed above, therefore,
simultaneously provide electrostatic shielding along with the magnetic shielding,

Electrostatic Shielding without Me etio Shiela g• Electrostatic shielding can be
obtained (without affecting magnetic flux) by surrounding the space to be protected

with a conducting non-magnetic shield
arranged to provide termination for

INSULATING CLOTH electrostatic flux lines without provid-OR PAPER±'ing closed loops of low resistance
around. which eddy currents can circulate.
Such a shield is show in Fig. 1h,
(This shield is also known as a "Fara
day" soreen or shield.)

. SHIELDING WIRES
CEMENTED TO BASE-BUSBAR CONNECTINGA 1ERMINAL

ALL WIRES +M

FI9, 1- BLEOTROSTATIO (FARADAY ) SCREENS:

ELECTROSTATIC
SHIELD

CORE

Electrostatic shielding is frequently
used in transformers to prevent electro
static coupling bebmeen the various
windings. Such a shield consists of a
metal foil wrapped around the windings
in order to enclose the windings oom
pletely, but with an insulated lapped
Joint (as shown in Fig. 15) so that the
foil does not aot as a short+circuited
burn. Electrostatic shielding replac
es direct capacity ooupling bebmeen
ooils by capacity from the individual
coil to the shield (that is, to the
earth).

FI0. 15-

Double and treble shielding of this
nature is sometimes required, as in
very low level audio-oiroulbs, for

BALANCED SEOONDARY WINDING WITH example, microphone amplifier input
EL0mos1A.to ail1Lb. eiroutte.

6.7 Effects of Shielding. he inductance of a coil will decrease when enclosed in a non
magnetic shielad, owing to the reduction of the magnetic flux around the coil. This
decrease in the inductance takes place because the magnetic fields set up by the eddy
currents in the shield circuit are in opposition to the coil flux, resulting in a
reduotion of the total lines of force. Hence, since the inductance of a coil depends
upon the amount of energy that is stored in magnetic form, any decrease in the number
of the magnetic lines results effectively in a decrease of the inductance»

SHIELD

DIST. CAPACITY

I
SHIELD TO EARTH CAP
iIE SHIELD UNEARTHED

ILLUSTRATING DISTRIBUTED CAPACITY
OF A COIL IN A SHIELD.

FIG. 16.

The electrostatic capacity, however, increases
when a coil is placed in a non-magnetic shield,
owing to the relationships of the various parts
of the coil to the shield (see Fig. 16). The
capacity effect may greatly increase the effective
resistance af the coil, particularly at high radio
frequencies, since the condenser effect introduces
additional energy dissipation or loss. These
losses may be reduced by arranging that the shield
be equivalent from all portions af the coil with
a spacing at least equal to the radius of the coil.
he shields must be efficiently earthed to avoid
a. "floating" effect of the shield above the earth
potential.
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If the shielding is not earthed, an electrostatie field may exist between the shield
and earth, owing to the potential difference between these points. If, therefore,
any wires or circuit parts are situsied in this fiolad, serious instability may
result owing to the effect of' the field upon the associated circuits.

6.8 Miscellaneous Points to Reduce Instability Effecjg-
(i.) Connect all common return leads to one point in as direct a manner as possible

to reduce voltage drops, particularly as the frequency increases.
(ii) Use a busbar or copper«ribbon strip (not the chassis) for common earth returns.
(iii) Keep grid and anode leads as short as possible, so that magnetic or electro

static fields may not exist bebween these leads with preceding or succeeding
radio frequency stages,

(iv) Shield radio frequency valves, particularly high gain valves.
(v) Completely shield all high frequency units for maximum degree of efficiency

and. stability,
(vi) Shield all low frequency and power components with magnetic shields.

COIL CARRIES
CURRENT

COIL IN WHICH
VOLTAGE IS

INDUCED
SHIELD
s7G. 17-

7. TES7 QUESTIONS.
1. Whet methods are adopted in practice to reduce the effects of capacity and inductance

in resistances used for high frequency measurements?

PLANAR SHIELD.

6.9 Planar Shield. An important case of
shielaing exists where a flat sheet af con
ducting material is used to reduce the
voltage induced in a second coil by cur-
rent passing through a first coil. Fig•
7 shows a typical case where the two coils
are coaxial and similar and the shield is a
sheet placed at right angles to the axis,
To obtain best results, the length and
width of the shield should be considerably
greater than 24 or D + Di, whichever is
larger.

2" A condenser has five plates, each measuring 5 centimetres by 2 centimetres. These
plates are separated by mica plates 0.1 millimeter thick and having a dielectric con-
slant of • Calculate the capacitance in micro-microfarads.

5. A condenser of eleven rectangular plates, each 2 inches by 1 inch, separated by mica
plates 4 mils thick, has a capacitance of 4,000 µµF. What is the dielectric oon
sbant af the mice

4. A variable condenser has a maximum capacitance of 1",000 µµF and a minim capacitance
of 100 µµF. When in the maximum position, the condenser is charged to 1,000 volts,
The charging supply is then disconnected and the condenser turned to the minimum
position. What was the original energy and the final energy stored in the condenser?
Explain the reason for any difference.

5. Describe the construction and explain the action of one type of electrolytic oondenser.
How does the working voltage affect the capacity? Why is a direct current potential
necessary?

6. mo condensers of capacities 2 µF and 5 µr are in series and a voltage of 500 volts is
applied. Find the equivalent capacity, the charge in each condenser and the division
af the voltage bebween them»

7. The apparent resistance of conductors to the flow of high frequency alternating our
rents differs from that for direct current. What term is used to express this resis'.
ance to distinguish it from the direct current resistance? Explain why the apparent
resistance varies with frequenoy,

END OF PAPER.
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l. THERMIONIC EMISSION.

l,l he basic theory of electron activity was referred to in Paper No. l and the applications
of this theory to thermionic valves are dealt with in greater detail. There are
several methods of producing electron emission, but Thermionic Emission is the immed
iate interest, As the name implies, thermionio emission is electronic emission due to
heating of the emitting element, which is usually metallio.

1,2 In a conductor, a large number of free electrons move around with various velocities.
As the temperature of the conductor increases, the average velocity of the free
electrons increases. At the surface of the conductor, there exists a restraint on
the movement of the electrons in the form of an electrostatic force. This restraint
is analogous to surface tension in a liquid and tends to prevent free electrons from
escaping beyond the surface of the conductor. As the temperature is raised, however,
a proportion of the electrons breaks through the surface of the conductor, just as an
increase in the temperature of a liquid causes evaporation. [he breaking through of
the electrons appears to be due to an increase of the kinetic energy of the electrons -
only those possessing a velocity greater than a certain minimum value succeed in
escaping. [he amount of work represented by this escape is know as the "thermionic
work function," and represents the minimum amount of kinetic energy the electron must
have in order to pass through the surface. The energy (in electron volts) that an
electron must have before it can leave a metal is known as the ''Work Function" of the
metal. The emission of electrons thus depends on

(i) The temperature of the emitting metal, and

(ii) The work function of the metal,
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The source of the electron emission is known as the "CATHODE" and, as stated later,
cathodes may be directly or indirectly heated,

1.3 Cathodes« Most pure metals are capable of electron emission but, because of their
relatively low emission rate, are seldom used. Tungsten, however, is an exception.
Tantalum is the only metal other than tungsten with possibilities as a practical
emitter. Although the melting temperature of tantalum is 3,300° K as against 3,655° K
for Wyngsten, the function of tantalum is such that at any temperature less than
2,500 K the electron emission is at least l0 times that for tungsten, A disadvantage
of tantalum is that it is easily contaminated by residual gases, which form oxides
that greatly_reduce omission. (K, that is, kelvin or absolute scale, is obtained by
adding 273,1° to the reading of the centigrade scale,)

Tungsten Cathodes« Tungsten, although a relatively poor emitter, can be operated at
very high temperatures. Tungsten is extensively used as the cathode of high power
valves, because of its durability under the exacting conditions in such valves, part
ioularly as regards the positive ion bombardment which is associated with high power
triodes. This bombardment,in the case of coated cathodes, would result in the dis
integration of the emissivo coatings with the consequent loss of efficien of the
valve. Tungsten cathodes operate at temperatures between 2,400 and 2,500°* K with
currents ranging from milliamperes to hundreds of amperes.

Thoriated Tungsten Cathode~s There are many metals with a higher emission rate than
tungsten which cannot be used because of low melting temperatures. It is possible,
however, to place a thin layer of such a metal on tungsten, and thus take advantage of
the high melting temperature of tungsten and the high emission rate of the other metals.
Thorium on tungsten gives the highest emission of any combination of this character.
The layers of thorium resulting from the formation procedure are molecular in thickness.
Thoriated tungsten emitters are formed by using tungsten wire in which from l to 2 per
cent. of thorium oxide has been added. he thoriated cathode is placed in valves in
the usual way and then subjected*o an activating process. Normal operating temp
eratures -are from l,800 to 2,000° K.
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FIG. 1. EMISSION PROPERTIES.

Oxide Coated Cathodes. The most efficient
type of emitter is the oxide coated cath
ode, which consists of a metallic base of
some pure metal or alloy with a coating
of the oxides of some of the alkaline
earth metals« [he base metals, known as
cores, on which the oxide coating is formed
may be of pure metal, such as platinum.
Better emission results are, however,
obtained from certain alloys, such as
platinum-iridium, niokl- platinum and
nickel-silicate. [he best emission
results from the use of an alloy of
nickel, iron, cobalt and titanium, known
as Konel metal. he best alkaline earth:
are barium, strontium and calcium, which
are copious emitters of electrons at mod
erate red heat. [he coating is applied
to the core in the form of carbonates and
subjected to an activation procedure.

Cathodes coated with these oxides have a
very long life, a high emisgion rate at
temperatures of about l,l00" K, and aro
economical in cathode power.

C05par1son of Emitters. Fig. l shows
the relative emission properties of some
of the common types of emitters• / he
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The emission in milliamperes per square centimetre is plotted against heating power in
watts per square centimetre,

Practical Cathodes. Cathodes are in two main classes

(i) Directly heated cathodes, and

(ii) Indirectly heated cathodes.

Directly Heated 0athodes. In these cathodes, the metal (tungsten, oxide-coated, etc.) is
in the form of a filament suitably supported, and the heating current passes directly
through the filament, which thus acts as the emitting source. In most cases, the heating
source must be direct current, as alternating current would cause a noise in radio cir
cuits. Some types of direct heated cathodes are shown in Fig» 2. [hese cathodes are
arranged so that the temperature is as high as possible for a given input power. All the
cathodes have spring suspensions that allow for the expansion of the filament wire.

Indirectly Heated Cathodes. In the directly heated cathode type valve, hum is caused
won the cathode as heated by alternating current. he thermal capacity of the cathode

is such, due to its small diameter,
that it may cool appreciably between
alternate peaks of current causing a
rise and fall in emission at twice tho
supply frequenoy. (In high power
valves with large diameter cathodes
cooling between alternations is not
appreciable.) Hum also results be
cause the ends of the cathode are at
different potentials, and thus one on
acts as a grid to control the space
charge at the other end.

SIDI VIEW FRONT YIEY
(a) (b) (c)

THREE TYPES OF DIRECTLY HEATED CATHODES.

PIG. 2.
1M5ULATIOW

*•2't4.

CATHODE

le YEATER

(b)
THREE TYPES OF INDIRECTLY HEATED CATHODES.

In the indirectly heated cathode type
of valve, the functions of emission and
heat supply are separated (see Fig. 3.).
An indirectly heated cathode consists
of a cylinder of thin sheet nickel with
an emitting coating which contains the
heater wire. The heater wire (gen
erally called the heater) is invariably
tungsten covered with some insulating
coating, such as aluminium oxide.

The cathode is brought to emitting
temperature by either conduction or
radiation from the tungsten heater.
Other insulations used are silica and
porcelain.

Summar of Cathode Materials and
Operating Ohareoteristics,

(1) Tyngeten cathode. Uaed mainly
in indirectly heated valves and high
power triode valves. Currents range
from milliamp~rs to hundreds of
amperes. (Average life 1,000-2,000
hours.) / (1i)
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(ii) Thoriated Tungsten Cathode. Used extensively in low and medium
power radio circuits with anode voltages of 500 to 5,000 volts.
Cathode currents range from 0.l to several amperes. (Average life
2,000-4,000 hours.)

(iii) Oxide-0oated Cathode. Cathode currents about 0.075 to 0.5 ampere.
Not satisfactory where anode potential exceeds 500 to 2,000 volts,
because of detrimental effects of positive ion bombardment.
(Average life 5,000 hours.)

Oxide coated emitters have longer life and greater emission per watt of heater
power than other types, and are used wherever possible and almost exclusively in
radio receiving valves.

1.4 hygioal Construction of Other Elements. Grids and anodes of valves are made of
metals, such as nickel and molybdenum. In the case of anodes, it is essential
to choose a metal with a high melting point (to withstand the heat generated) and
which does not exude accluded gases that might impair the valve's operation by
reducing the vacuum, Nickel, molybdenum, tantalum, zirconium, copper and carbon
are typical metals used for anodes.

1,5 Abbreviations. The. abbreviations frequently used in this Paper are -

% -e: load impedance.

"at . volts 802088 load.

I z anode current,a
r =.anode impedance.a
E . input signal to grid.g
E - output voltage.0

5" = mutual conductance.

A= amplification factor.

*ax " maximum power.

Other abbreviations are given throughout the Paper.

2. THERMIONIC VALVES.

2.l The valve consists of a glass or metal container within which are two or more metallic
parts known as the elements. After the elements have been placed within the valve,
the air and gas are removed. During the removal process, the container is heated
to drive the gas from it, Later, the elements are heated so that various gases in
these metal elements may be removed. The modern valve is a high vacuum valve.
When the exhaustion process is complete, the container is sealed and the remaining
gas removed by the use of a "getter" (see Paragraph 10.5). Finally, the glass bulb
or container is cemented to a suitable insulating base, in the bottom of which are
four or more hollow brass rods which connect to the various valve elements and also
make contact with the external circuits.

2.2 Basie Prinojplos of Thermionic Valye Operation. It is recalled that electrons aro
negative elements and are thus attmabtsa to a positively charged substance (that is,
positively charged with respect to the emitter.) The resulting electron flow con
stitutes a current, and this current is maintained so long as the electron emission
continues. An elementary valve thus consists of an emitter and a collector (that
is a cathode and an anode). Such a valve is known as a "diode". / Val

a. V8s
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VALVES IN ACTION.

Clarity of reception in distant countries is determined by
this unit - the modulator - of Australia's l00 kW short
wave transmitter VLA at Shepparton, Victoria. In the back
ground are the self-locking safety doors.
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Types of Valves. Valves may be broadly grouped, according to the number of elements
they contain, as follows -

Diode, two elements, comprising the cathode and anode,

Triode, three elements, comprising the cathode, anode and one grid,

Tetrode, four elements, comprising the cathode, anode and two grids.

Pentode, five elements comprising the cathode, anode and three grids.

Jexode, six elements, comprising the cathode, anode and four grids,

i9pbode, seven elements, comprising the cathode, anode and five grids,

9E9e, eight elements, comprising the cathode, anode and six grids,

There are also a number of compound types referred to later.

3• DIODE VALVES.

3"l The Diode or Iwo-Electrode valve is the simplest type of valve and consists of an
exhausted glass bulb containing two elements - an emitter or cathode and a collector

or plate (anode). When this valve is
connected, as shown in Fig. 4, the
ammeter indicates a current flowing in
the circuit. his current flows
because the positive anode attracts the
electrons emitted by the cathode, so
that they move to the anode and thence
flow around the external circuit through
the meter back to the cathode The
amount of anod~ current flowing for a
given cathode temperature depends on
the value of the anode potential. At
low potentials, the anode field is
weak and only attracis a relatively
small number of electrons which have
reached the extremities of the space
charge. As the anode potential is
increased, however, the attractive
power of the anode increases and more

electrons are attracted to it, resulting in a higher value of current in the circuit.
A point occurs at which the anode potential is attracting every electron emitted by
the cathode, and an increase in anode potential does not bring about an increase in
current. his effect is shown in Fig. , where the anode current is seen to rise
rapidly until the curve tends to flatten out. This point is known as the saturation
point of the valve at the particular cathode voltage and is shown as point 'x" on the

CATHODE

~----------~t-----'
ANODE
5uPPLY

3I0. 4: DIODE VALVE.

curves.

When the cathode voltage is increased, an increase in emission results and the
saturation point is extended to a higher anode voltage, curves B and C. There is a
limit to the cathode potential which, if exceeded, results in the collapse of the
cathode,

A curve showing how the current through any device increases as the voltage increases
is called a "Characteristic Curve." In Fig. 5, the curves show the effect of anode
voltage on anode current and are, therefore, known as 'Anode Characteristic Curves,"

/ rig. 5
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FI0. 5: ANODE CHARACTERISTIC CURVES.

Diodes are chiefly used as Detectors, Rectifiers in power converter circuits and
Automatic Gain Control Voltage Rectifiers.

3.2 5pa0e Char&Se All electrons emitted by the oathode do not go to the anode, but many
hover about the cathode in the form of a cloud. The density of this cloud depends
to some extent on the anode potential, since for a given cathode potential the
electron emission is constant. Only those electrons, however, which posses suffic
ient velocity to travel to the area where the influence of the anode potential
extends, are attracted to the anode (which explains why low anode potentials result
in low anode currents). Since the cathode is emitting electrons it must have a
deficiency of negative charges, that is, it may be regarded as being positively
charged with respect to the electrons and thus exerts an attractive force on them.
This tends to keep a cloud hovering about the cathode, and this cloud, being
negatively charged, tends to repel the electrons leaving the cathode, with the result
that the actual current flow is limited by the repulsion between the electrons and
not entirely by the emission capabilities of the cathode.

Variation of the anode potential varies the extent to which its influence penetrates
the space charge field - the higher the potential the greater the penetration and the
higher the resulting collection of electrons and current.

Modern design tendency is to manufacture valves with a surplus electron emission, and
to make use of the space charge effect to obtain a limiting equilibrium condition
which sets a limit to the current that can flow for a given potential differenoe
between the electrodes. Under these conditions, the current is said to be "space
charge limited." In this case, the space-charge may be likened to an electron
reservoir from which the anode draws electrons in accordance with its potential, the
reservoir also having a cushioning effect on small variations of the filament supply
potential.

/ 4.
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4.l When a third electrode is placed between the anode and cathode of a diode valve,
it offers a means of controlling the flow of electrons between the cathode and
anode. fo permit the passage of electrons between the two latter electrodes,
the added electrode must be open in construction and is referred to as the
Control Grid. As a positive charge applied to the anode attracts the electrons
emitted by the cathode, a similar charge applied to the grid would cause the
electrons to be attracted to the grid. However, due to the open structure of
the grid, the majority of electrons pass through the grid and are attracted to
the anode,

Similarly, a variation in grid potential would cause a variation in the number of
electrons attracted, as in the case of anode potential variations. Owing to the
fact that the grid is nearer to the cathode than the anode, the effect of slight
changes of grid voltage produces the same effect on the electron flow as a large
change in anode voltage.

When the grid potential is negative in respect to the cathode, this negative pot
ential tends to repel electrons emitted by the cathode and so reduce the anode
current flow below the normal value, this being the anode current flowing with
zero grid potential. When the grid potential is made sufficiently negative, anode
current does not flow, as the field due to the grid plus the space charge effect
neutralises the field due to the anode in the region close to the cathode. [ho
potential applied to the grid is usually termed the Grid Bias.

It was shown in the case of the two-electrode valve, that, when the electron flow to
the anode is less than that corresponding to the total emission from the cathode, the
current to the anode depends upon the electric force which is acting near the
cathode, that is, the current is limited by space charge. Under these conditions,
the presence of the grid when it is at cathode potential, results in a lower value
of the anode current than would flow if the grid were absent. Suppose that a
battery (usually called the C battery) is inserted in the lead connecting the
cathode and grid, by means of which the grid can be made positive or negative with
respect to the cathode by any desired voltage».. When the grid is made somewhat
positive, it exerts an attractive force upon the electrons near the cathode, and a
greater number leaves the cathode and starts across the valve. In fact, the
current flow increases until the space charge effect neutralises the force of the
anode as well as the force of the grid. Most of this electron current flows
through the spaces between the grid wires to the anode, so that, as a result of a
positive voltage on the grid, the anode current increases. A negative voltage on
the grid produces the opposite effect, for then the force exerted by the grid
opposes the force of the anode and the anode current is reduced. In fact the grid
voltage can readily be made negative enough to stop completely the current flow
through the valve.

It is evident, therefore, that the grid acts as a control over the current flow to
the anode in that, by variation of the voltage of the grid,· the current to the anode
can be increased or decreased, The electrons pass through the grid to the anode
and, unless the grid voltage is made positive, very few hit the grid wires. The
current to the grid is, therefore, practically zero and only a small current flows
from the C battery, so that little power is required to regulate the voltage of the
grid.

/ Modulator
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4,2 Fig, 6a is a schematic sketch of a triode, Fig, 6b shows the equivalent alternating
current circuit with a resistance load, and Fig, 60, shows the inter-electrode
capacitances.

GRID

tZ£
ZL Eo

ATHODE
la

P°%
"a4H lac

SUPPLY HEATING SUPPLY
SUPPLY

(a) Schematic Circuit, (b) Equivalent A.9, Circuit.

GRID T ANODE (PLATE)

1
5$ °g* 0

CATHODE

(o) Inter-electrode O@pao1ties.

ELEMENTS OF THE TRIODE VALVE.

FIG. 6.

These oapaoitanoes play an important part in the performance of triodes, and more
information about these is given later in this Paper.

Fig. 60 indicates the following -

Grid-oathode capacitance ("/°

Grid-anode capacitance (°"./°

Anode-cathode oapaoitance ("µ/•

The triode is studied in some detail, since, if the triode's principles are appreciated,
the performanoe of other valves is more readily understood.
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4.3 Performanoe of Triode Valves. mhe performance of triodes is best studied by reference
to certain parameters or constants and to what are termed "Characteristic Curves,'

c8I8I°l°EE• The more important characteristics of a triode are expressed in terms of
bhree parameters -

Amplification Factor ••• •• •
Anode (or Plate) Resistance •.%
Mutual Conductance or Transconductance

Symbol

A (Greek Letter Mu)
ra
gm

Amplifioabion Fa0tor is a measure of the relative effectiveness of grid and anode volt.
ages in producing electrostatic fields at the surface of the grid, The amplification
factor depends on the spacing and size of the network of wires in the grid, that is, the
loser the spacing the greater the screening effect of the grid on the electrostatic
field of the anode, It also varies directly with the distances between the anode and
the cathode and between the grid and the cathode, The nearer the grid is to the cathode,
the smaller is the voltage which is needed to produce a field around the cathode equal to
the field set up about it by the anode. Thus, a valve having a largo amplification factor
uses a fine grid mounted at a short distance from the cathode, as compared with the distance
between the anode and the cathode,

The flow of electrons, therefore, is influenced by an electrostatic field which is the com
bination of the fields due to the anode and grid charges, he amplification factor is,
therefore -

".2ek
Pak

where U"i ls the electrostatio capacity of the anode and cathode,
and Ggk is the electrostatic capacity of the grid and the cathode.

his relation implies that the amplification factor is a constant and depends only on the
valve structure and not on the operating voltages, It explains also why the curves show
ing the relation of grid voltage to anode current for various constant values of anode
voltage are approximately parallel to each other, [he amplification factor is not affect
ed by those factors which influence anode resistance, such as electrode area and cathode
condition, nor is it altered by changes in the applied voltage, except that at low anode
voltages it may decrease slightly.

Actually, the amplification factorµis not quite constant but varies with the grid and the
anode voltages, [he explanation of this effect is that a change in grid and anode volt
ages causes a change in the shape and location of the space charge. [his, in turn, changes
the effect of the grid and anode voltage on the flow of electrons,

The amplification factorµ is,
portion of the characteristic

$50

500 '450 ~
- '350 \

N3

'250 ,
200

0 5 10 i$ 20 26
AMPLIFICATION FACTOR

$0

RELATION OF AMPLIFICATION'
FACTOR TO MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE.

FI0. 1•

however, practically constant in value over the straight
curve. The value of the amplification factor of a valve

expresses the relative effects of grid voltage and an
ode voltage on the anode current, and so determines
the anode resistance of the valve. An increased
amplification factor corresponds to an increased anode
resistance, and vice versa. A change in the ampli
fication factor also affects the Mutual Conductance
(defined later) to some extent, even though the anode
area, cathode length and other factors remain con
sbant. A valve with a high amplification factor
shows a lower mutual conductance than a valve of
similar construction but with a lower amplification
factor, This effect is shown in Fig. 7 for a
number of valves with different amplification fact-
ors but using the cathode and anode construction of a
UX-120 valve. Fig. 7 shows that a low value of the
amplification factor is used in order to gain tho
advantage due to improved mutual conductance, pro
vided that the impedance load can be adjusted to a
suitable value. / Such
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Such conditions are conducive to maximum power output. For voltage amplification in circuits
in which high anode resistance is not important, as in resistance - or impedance-coupled
amplification, a high value of the amplification factor µ is desirable, because it allows an
increase in voltage amplification to be obtained from each stage of the amplifier.

The Amplification Factor µis a measure of the maximum voltage amplification obtainable from
the valve alone. he grid-to-cathode voltage due to the reception of a radio signal appears
in the anode circuit multiplied µ times, [he voltage developed across a high-impedance
load placed in the anode circuit is nearly equal to the value µE_,

g
Amplification Fa0tor is defined as the ratio of a small change in anode voltage to a small
change in control-grid voltage under the conditions that the anode current remains unchanged
and that all other electrode voltages are maintained constant.

Anode (or Plate) Hesistanoe. When this term is used, it normally refers to the dynamic or
alternating current resistance of the valve, the direct current resistance being of little
interest. The dynamic resistance of valves is important, since in operation they are
equivalent to alternating current generators and, as such, must be matched into their load
impedances. As any alternating current resistance depends on the rate of change of current
and voltage, the dynamic resistance of a valve between anode and cathode is a function of the
rate of change of anode current and anode voltage, Anode resistance, therefore, is regarded
as the impedance offered to the passage of alternating current through the valve.

Anode Resistanoe is defined as the ratio of a small change in anode voltage to the small
change sn anode current produced, subject to tosomaining electrode voltages being haaatained
constant. The anode resistance depends upon the dimensions and relative positions of cathode,
anode and grid.

utual Conductance. One of the most useful parameters is the one which expresses the
relationship between control-grid-voltage and anode current. Both the anode resistance and
the amplification factor of a valve affect its performance as an amplifier. Mutual conduct
ance takes both of these factors into consideration, which makes it useful in comparing the
merits of valves. Mutual conductance is the ratio of the amplification factor to the anode
resistance. It is commonly expressed in micromhos or milliamperes per volt, the latter term
giving the change in anode current for one volt change of grid potential.

in anode current to the smallMutual Conductance is defined as the ratio of a small change
change sh grid «oltage producing it.

he three parameters given above are defined as follows -a a30,03s z
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4.4 Significance of the Valve Constants. mhe significance of the amplification factor and
the anode resistance is more readily appreciated if an actual example involving
alternating current voltage were solved. This is done in Fig. , using a valve having
the anode characteristics shown. Fig. 9a shows the valve with steady voltages of -8
volts and l00 volts applied across grid and cathode,and anode and cathode respectively.
Let an alternating current signal of 4 volts, E_, be applied to the grid as shown.

&
This signal causes the grid voltage to vary between -4 and -l2 volts. Consider the
100 volt anode curve. Without a signal (that is, the grid is at 8 volts potential),
the anode current is 3mA. When the grid is at -4 volts, however, the anode current
is 4.5 mA, and at -l2 is l.5 mA, thus the anode current is varying l.5 mA above and
below its normal value. [his is equivalent to having l.5 mA alternating current
superimposed on the anode circuit.

Leave the grid-voltage at 8 volts and see what values of anode voltage give the same
1.5 mA variation of anode current.

4Vw- (o)
es (¥

hik
-8v I0OV

-8v

24 20 I6

GRID VOLTS

i-2I
I
I--t---

1
I
i
I
I

O 4 8 12

AMPLIFIED
SIGNAL JEg

-INCOMING
A.C. SIGNAL E9

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE AMPLIFICATION FACTOR.
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It will be seen that the anode current is 4.5 mA when the anode voltage is 120 volts,
and 1,5 mA when the anode voltage is 80 volts. Thus, the anode voltage must vary
between 80 and 120 volts to produce the same effect on the anode current as a 4 volt
signal on the grid, [he anode voltage variation is equivalent to a 20 volt alter
nating current signal superimposed on the steady l00 volt anode potential (see Fig»
9b). Therefore, it may be said that a 4 volt signal on the grid produces a 20
volt signal in the anode circuit, or that the valve has an amplification factor of
20
,- 5.

An alternating current voltage of 20 volts applied across a circuit and resulting in
an alternating current of l.5 mA means that the circuit has an impedance of -

20 volts
1 = 13,333,33 ohms,• 5 mA

The only impedance in the circuits shown is the impedance offered by the anode to
cathode circuit inside a valve, and is the anode resistance, ""» referred to previously.
A valve may, therefore, be regarded as an alternating current generator developing a
voltage of µE" and having an internal impedance r" E" being the alternating signal
voltage applied to the grid.

4.5 Characteristic Curves, One of the more convenient methods of expressing valve
characteristics is by 'Characteristic Curves." hese curves show the manner in which
variation of potentials or current of one electrode affect the potentials or current
on other electrodes, he most commonly used characteristic curves are -

Crid-voltage/anode current.
Grid-voltage/grid current,
Anode voltage/anode current,
Anode voltage/grid-voltage,

+ 1Oz
Lu.
a:
cc
Gos

/

/

I
,I

~
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4
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L

"
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< O
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Grid-Voltage/Anode Current Oharaoteristio Curve. mhe control which the grid exerts
on the anode current is shown by the characteristic curve representing the relation

1·5between anode current and grid-voltage.
his curve is shown in Fig» l0 for a type
of tungsten cathode receiving valve» The
anode voltage is 60 volts and the cathode
current is 0,65 ampere. he current which
heats the cathode also produces a drop in
potential along it, so that, when one speaks
of the grid or anode being so many volts
positive with respect to the cathode, a
particular point on the cathode must be
specified, Usually, it is customary to
bake the terminal of the cathode, which is
connected to the negative terminal of the
cathode battery, as the point of zero pot
ential, and the grid and anode voltages are
then measured relative to this point. Thus,
in Fig. lO, the grid and anode voltages are
measured relative to the negative cathode
terminal, The grid is at zero voltage when
it is connected to the negative cathode
terminal (that is, without C battery).

- 4 -2 O
GRID - VOLTAGE

+ 2 + 4

HOW GRID-VOLTAGE CONTROLS ANODE CURRENT.

(utual Characteristic.)

FIG. 10.

The curve of Fig» l0, which shows how the grid-voltage controls the flow of current in
the anode circuit, is of first importance in explaining how the thermionic valve
operates, and will be referred to later. his curve is also known as the 'Mutual
Characteristic,"

/ Grid
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{rid-Voltage/(rid-Current Characteristio 0urve. Another important curve shows the
current which flows to the grid for different values of grid-voltage. Such a curve

is given in Fig, ll for the same valve
as used for Fig. l0 at the same anode
voltage and cathode current. As
stated before, the current flow when
the grid is negative is negligible, but
the value of the current flow increases
as the grid becomes positive, because
some of the electrons on their way to
the anode are attracted to the grid,
The currents to the grid, as shown in
Fig. ll, are small compared with the
currents in the anode circuit. [he
grid currents are measured in micro
amperes (millionths of an ampere), while
the anode currents are measured in
milliamperes (thousandths of an ampere),
The grid current is of importance in the
action of the valve as a detector when a
grid capacitor and grid leak are used,
and also is of some importance in con
nection with amplifiers.

iz
L
$ a
~
C

0a
<.,

I I I I I I I

ANODE VOLTAGE=6OV I--- CATHODE CURRENT I-- = 0·65 AMP.
J

i/
A

,.,
y-0

- 0·2 O +02 +04 +06 +0.8
GRID - VOLTAGE

RID-VOLTAGE/GRID-CURRENT CHARACTERISTIO
CURVE.

FIG. l1.

Anode Voltage/Anode Current Characteristio 0urve. If tho anode voltage is varied
and the corresponding anode current variations blotted against the anode volts, the
resulting curve is termed the "Anode Characteristic." By repeating this test over a
range of grid voltages, a set of curves is obtained which is commonly known as "the
anode or plate family." These curves are of use in calculating power output, dis
tortion, optimum load resistance, etc., as shown later,

Anode Voltage/Grid Voltage Characteristio Curve.
voltage is plotted against grid voltage each curve
known as the "Constant Curren' Characteristic" and
of radio frequency power amplifiers.

A form of this curve, in which anode
being for constant anode current, is
is particularly useful in the case

Stabio Gharaotorisbios« These curves are usually obtained by incremental variations
of direct current potentials, and are termed "static" characteristics because the valve
is not functioning in a normal manner, that is, with alternating current grid voltages,
Also, there is no load in the anode circuit. Fig, l2a shows this condition. [hese
curves serve, however, to indicate the suitability of valves for particular purposes.

jel-

ra

4oyl1lp

(a) Static Conditions.

4_6_1l4la
Eb

(b) pynamie Conditions.

VALVE CHARACTERISTICS.

FIG. 12.
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Bynamio Characteristics» These are measurements made with an alternating voltage
on the control-grid and with various values of direct current potentials on the
electrodes. They include the three constants previously mentioned, namely, ll,
"" and £," and, used in conjunction with load conditions, determine the operating

characteristics of the valves. Fig. l2b shows this condition.

4.6 Application of Characteristio Curves,

Anode lamilX• Consider first a set of anode characteristic curves such as shown
in Fig. l3. hese are for a typical triode valve and are obtained as described
above» Prom these curves, the amplification factor, anode resistance and mutual
conductance may be readily calculated.

RADIO I.

Amplification Factor, By definition -

dE
- as* (with I" constant)

g
where dE, = a small change in anode volts, and

dE"" a small change in grid volts.

12
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6
!z
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FIG. 13. ANODE CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPICAL TRIODE VALVE.
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Referring to Fig. l3 -

Let E 275 volts, and E_ = -l2 volts, then I_ = 10.4 mA.a g a

Change Ea to 250 volts, and it is then necessary to change the grid voltage to about
-10.5 to restore the current to its original value of l0.4 mA. From these figures

dr = 275 - 250 25a

dE = 12 - 10.5 = 1.5g

and I 25
- 5.,5 - 16.7.

Anode Resistance. By definition -

dE
"" " a* (4th s constant)

a

Let E be 275 volts, B_ be -12 volts, and I," be 10"4 mA as before, and change E, toa ga
250 volts, then with E" at -12, I" has ohanged to 7.4 mA.

dR" = 275 - 250 = 25 volts

d7" 10.4 - 7.4 = 3 mA

25• " o,oo5 - 8,333 ohms.

Mutual Conductance.

&_ J
m ra

- 23000 micromhos»

4.7 Mutual Eami±X The anode characteristios are replotted to give the mutual character.
istics shown in Fig. l4. [he information they furnish is the same, but, as mentioned
before, these curves are often of more use than the anode family since they relate
input voltage to output current. It is of interest to calculate the three constants
using a different set of values, and then compare the results.

Amplification Factor.

Let E_ 250, and E_ = -8 then I_ 17 mA,a g a

also let E_ 200, and E_ = +5,a g

then, if I" is constant (17 mA)

» - P-°2.16.7
/ rig. 14,
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FI0. 14. MUTUAL CHARACTERISTICS NOR TYPICAL TRIODE VALVE.

Anode Resistance.,

d.E
F. = s (with E constant)
a fa &

with A" = 14, and E" = 300, then F" 10 mA

and with B" = 250, then I" = 4.1 mA

309.-29922. 8rue +" 6,o16 o.oog1 * 6,0o55 - •,5o0 ohms.
/ Mutual
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Mutual Conductanoe.

Thus 8, "

Lot E_ 300, and E --13, thon I 12.l mA.a g a

Change E_ to -l4, and I_ = 10.0 mA.g a

12.1 - l0
14 - 13

2.l mA
-Ivole

2,100 mioromhos or 2.l m4 per volt.

4,8 he results of the two sets'of methods are compared as follows

Anode Curves. Mutual Curves.

A- 16.7

r_ = 8,333 ohms
8

5" " 2,000 µ mhos

A= 16.7

r = 8, 500 ohms
8

€" * 2,100 µ mhos

The results are in close agreement, since these three 'constants" are not really
constant.

4.9 Load Line. The characteristio curves referred to in the previous paragraphs are
know as "Statio" curves, but the addition of a load line or lines converts them to

"Dynamic Curves," and they are then used to
calculate the performance of the valve
under operating conditions. The load
line is added to either the anode or mutual
characteristics, the anode family being
more generally used since it involves
less work. The load inserted in the anode
circuit is in the form of a resistanoe,
choke, transformer or tuned circuit, etc.,
and modifies the characteristic curve, as
show in Fig. l, which shows the effect of
different values of load impedance on the
mutual characteristic of a triode. Al
though really belonging to amplifier dis
oussion, the use of the load line is shown
here, since it is associated with char
a0teristic curves.

•E
§
§ l·O~--+-+--+-,,_...~-+-◄
t#ea
8
t

- -2 - 0
GRID VOLTS

EFFECT OF LOAD RESISTANCE ON
Amii cue or ires 2k6 hALvk.

Curve A.,
Curve B.'
Curve C%
Curve D.
Curve E.

ZL, = O
Z1, = 100,000 ohms.
ZL, = 250,000 ohms.
Z, = 500,000 ohms.
Z, = l megohm.

FI0, 15:

Construction of the Load Line The load
1in is draw independently of the curves,
it being only necessary to know the anode
supply voltage and the load resistanoe.
Fig. 12b shows a valve with an external
load 'L,• The limiting conditions of
operation may be considered as being -

(i) Zero current through the load impedance.
(ii) Maximum current through the load

impedance"

Condition (i) occurs when the grid voltage
is such as to reduce the anode ourrent to zero, the anode voltage then being a maxi
mum, Condition (ii) occurs when the voltage drop across the load is equal to the
supply voltage, that is, leaving the anode at virtually zero potential. / Let
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Let the anode voltage be 300 volts and the load 3,000 ohms, as in Fig,
A is at the intersection of 300 volts and zero current, that is, at A.
occurs when 300 volts is dissipated across the load, that is, when the

300equals 5,5co = 100 aA.

assumed conditions.

4
E

bi..aa0
Z<

ANODE VOLTS

CONSTRUCTION OF LOAD LINE (let MT1OD),

FIG. 16.

16, Point
Point B

current

Join points A and B, and this is the load line for the

This method, however, does not make use of the additive effect in the anode circuit
of a voltage applied to the grid, A voltage Bg applied to the grid produces
approximately IEg volts in the anode circuit, and this is considered as an additional
anode potential superimposed upon the steady supply voltage. By consideration of
this point, the output power from the valve is increased appreciably,

The other method of determining the load line is somewhat different, and is now
described as applied to a triode Class A amplifier. It is necessary to know the
anode supply voltage and the amplification factor of the valve, and, having these
and the anode family curves, the following is determined -

Power output.
Second harmonic distortion.
Optimum load resistance.
Correct grid bias voltage,

To determine the load line by this method, let the two points determining the slope
of the line be termed Y and Z, as shown in Fig. l7.

E
In Fig. 17, Y = zero-signal bias point= -0.68 :

where E" " supply voltage,

and µ= the amplification factor»

Z is a point on the zero-voltage direct current bias curve (E_ = 0), and is determined
by the maximum-signal anode current which is twice the value '? the anode current at
point Y, /rig. l7.
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9ONES@RUCTION OF LOAD 11VB (2nd METHOD),

FI0, 11,

Let E" = 200 volts and µ 5

then Y 9.66 3 299 ".27.2 volts
5

that is, point Y is at the intersection of the 200 volt ordinate and the -27.2 grid
voltage curve.

The anode current at this point is l0 mA, therefore, point Z is at the intersection of
2 xl0 = 20 mA and zero-bias curve,

Join YZ and extend it to X.
conditions,

XYZ is then the load line for the assumed operating

4.10 Examples on the Use 9f tho Load Line. In calculating performance from the load lino,
it is always assumed that the peak alternating grid voltage is sufficient to -

(i) Swing the grid from zero-signal bias to zero bias on the positive half
oycles, and

(ii) Swing the grid to a value equal to twice the zero-signal bias voltage
on the negative half-cycles.

/ The
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he following formulae (where I is in amperes) are then applicable

(.. •- ±±) ("ax +"G,
Power Output PVEttt,"-"E1E watts

8
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(See Section ll of this Paper for derivation of this formula,)

I + Imax min

Percentage Second)
Harmonic Distortion)

Optimum Load)
Resistance)

Grid Bias Voltage

2 - I 0
I - I .max min

"tar - min
T_7 ohms
max min

0.68x Ea

x 100

A
where E anode voltage at peak of negative swing,max

Emin anode voltage at peak of positive swing,
I anode current at peak of positive swing,max
Imin anode current at peak of negative swing, and

I anode current at zero-signal bias point.0

4.ll The following examples of thermionic valve calculations indicate the method of
using Characteristic Curves.,

aaP]9l. Fig. 18 shows a set of Anode Characteristics for a triode having an
amplification factor of 7.

Let E
a

then Point Y

300 volts
0.68 x 300

7 -29 volts

50

8

<
E
f»z
u.j
0:
c-u1ca0z
<
9

o

50 100 ISO 200

FIG. 18.

Ea ANODE VOLTS

ILLUSTRATING THE USE OF LOAD LINE. ANODE CHARACTERISTICS. TR1ODEH 1.
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Plot Y at the intersection of the 300 volt ordinate and -

E -29 volts.g

The anode current at Y is 19 mA (I_).
0

2(I) = 38 mA, thus point Z is at the intersection of " 0 and I
8

38 1A, Draw
the load line ZYX Line 'M".

Let a 29 volt peak signal be applied to the valve at Y. [he positive excursions of
this signal drive the operating point to Z (E_ = 0) and the negative excursions to X.

&

Point Z is the location of minimum anode voltage and maximum anode current.
is the location of maximum anode voltage and minimum anode current.

At Z, E_ is 172 volts, and I_ = 38 mA.a a
At X, E" is 460 volts, I" = 0 mA, and I, 19 mA.

Substituting in formula -

Point X

a- vet%en yr*ls
Power Output=-a*' =s -. 1,37 watts.

38+9.19s2nd Harmonic)
Distortion) 38

x l00 = 0 per cent,

Optimum Load)
Resistance. )

Example_2.

46 - 172 _2O0 •7,500 ohms (approximately).0.036 0 * 0.055 -

Let E = 200 volts (see Fig. 18)
a

then Y! = -19,4 volts

I! 1l mA0
and Zi 22 mA

Draw load line ZYX,
are obtained

Line 'N". Apply 19.4 volts peak signal and the following values

""ax 290 volts, P"in l08 volts, "mar " 22 ma,

"ain O, I = l1.0 mA,0

From these values -

Power Output = 500 mi,
Distortion = O per cent., and

Load Resistance = 8,270 ohms.

Try an example using the first method (as show in Fig. l6) of drawing the
Let E_ = 300 volts and Z, = 6,800 ohms (similar values to Example l).a·

Point A is at the intersection of 300 volts and zero current ordinates» Point B =

8_za8 " 45.3 mA. Join AB. Noto that point A is at approximately -38 volts,

thus the maximum peak signal that may be applied is 19 volts. With a signal of this
value, the operating point is at C. (Line "0".) D Point of l", and +"a±' /The

Example_b:
load line,
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he following values are read from the graph -
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E = 300 volts,max

*min " O

From which -

""in " 125 volts, "max

" = 13.2 ma.

26 mA,

Power Output = 572 mW, and
Distortion (2nd Harmonic) 0.77 per cent.

Comparing Examples l and 3, it is seen that the output power is considerably reduced
by using the first method of drawing the load line. In fact, the output with the
first method (Example 3) is not much greater than that obtained by using the second
method with an anode voltage of 200 volts (Example 2)"

Bzampl9 4+ Fig. 19 shows the anode characteristics of a type 45 triode. With the
aid of this figure, calculate the power output, 2nd harmonic distortion, optimum load
resistance and correct grid bias for anode supply voltages of -

(1) 280 volts,
(ii) 200 volts, and

(iii) Using the first method with a load resistance of 4,000 ohms
and an anode supply of 280 volts.

The results should be as follows -

(4) 2.38 w.
(1i) 760 mW.

(411) 1.1 W.

5.7 per cent.
2.73 per cent.

10.7 per cent.

3,900 ohms. -54 volts.
6,800 ohms. -39 volts.

(with 43 volt peak signal.)
80
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5 . SCREEN-GRID VALVES.

5,l

ti-TE-OUTPUT
CATHODE

9g! (Kw

In Fig, 60, reference was made to the interelectrode capacitances associated with a
triode, and these are shown in Fig. 20a. [he most important capacitance is that

between the anode and grid, since
this, in effect, couples the out
put and input cirouits together,
giving rise to oscillation and
stability and preventing full
advantage being taken of the ampli
fication properties of a triode.
At audio frequencies, the coupling
is not noticeable, as the reactanoe
of C is high, but, at radio

ga
frequencies, the reactanoe becomes
low enough for a transfer of
energy between output and input
circuits via this capacity, pro
dueing the undesirable effects just
mentioned.

(a) Triode Valve.

&WOOtl

I i

8PUT

1PUT

cga

I.-",L.tr "TT"
EQUIVALENT

I I
I I

s z ca-*g i

EN
$. GRID! i

Ct-I* A ----•---1---• ♦HT i
t'C? =e cak
!CowT. GRID "r
!i

i
og s* I*gee j •vror

ii
I I
I I

(b) Screen-0rid Valve.

GRID

p--------------.-Ag6 [ s2@iEj--------- w
i(cg-a) Icg *g » ca-*g iI .j

INPUT

Ill 1 Ill-t mt
4ti sen»et @en&Luu s7e)

(c) Equivalent Screen-urid Oirouit,

INTER-ELECTRODE CAPACITIES OP VALVES.

FIG. 20.

serve to compare a typical soreen-grid valve and

5.2 This trouble is minimised by
incorporating some form of neutral
ising as is done in high power
transmitting valves, but, for low
power circuits, the use of a Screen
Grid Valve obviates the necessity
for neutralising. In these valves,
an electrostatio screen in the form
of a grid is introduced between the
control grid and anode. This
extra electrode, termed the screen
grid, is effectively connected to
the cathode via the condenser 02 in
Fig. 20b. The effect of this grid
is to split the grid-anode capacity
into two series capacities with the
input short-circuited from the out
put by the connection between the
screen-grid and the cathode. This
is show in Fig, 20¢. In normal
operation, the screen-grid is given
a positive potential equal to about
two-thirds of the anode voltage,
and, under these conditions, the
amplification factor can be made
much higher than for an equivalent
triode. he following table will

a typical triode valve.

Triode Valve Screen-Grid Valve.

Anode-Grid Capacity 2-8 µµ p 0.001-0.02 uu r
Anode Resistance 20,000-50,000 ohms 0,2-1 megohm
Amplification Factor 15-50 100-1,500
Mutual Conductance 0.9-3.5 mA/V 0.5-4.0 mA/V

,.
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[he result of inserting the screen-grid is effectively to screen the control grid from the
anode, so that changes in anode potential have negligible effect on the electrostatic
field around the control grid, Being closer to the space charge area than the anode, the
screen-grid exerts an attraction for the electrons which, however, when they reach the
vicinity of the screen-grid, come under the stronger influence of the anode and most of
them pass through the screen-grid mesh and travel on to the anode» In other words, the
anode, being shielded by the screen-grid from the other electrodes, has little effect in
withdrawing electrons from the space charge area around the cathode, and the screen-grid
virtually functions as the anode of a triode, herefore, as long as the anode voltage is
higher than the screen-grid voltage, anode current in a screen-grid valve depends mainly
on the screen-grid voltage and very little on the anode voltage,

The curves of Fig, 2l show the anode and screen-grid characteristics of a screen-grid
valve with a fixed screen-grid voltage, together with a typical circuit.

1o

12

ANODE CURRENT

1- 8z
L.lcc
ct:::,
C

4

A. suitable capacitor in the screen
to cathode connection prevents the
screen supply from being short
circuited, whilst still providing
an effective alternating current
short circuit. When the anode
volbage is zero, bhe anode current
is likewise zero, but the screen
current is high due to the screen

Em being operated at a voltage a little
A lower than the working anode voltage.

As the anode voltage rises from zero,
the anode current rises rapidly -
more rapidly than for a triode -
since the high screen voltage attracts
electrons from the space charge and
bhe increasing anode voltage causes
an increasing number of electrons to
pass through the soreen and on to the
anode" Thus, bhe screen current
decreases and the anode current
increases. [he effect of the anode
and screen voltages is to accelerate
the electrons emitted by the cathode
and passing to the anode (primary
emission) and to give them such a

high velocity that, on striking the anode, they dislodge other electrons by their impact,
These are termed secondary electrons and this effect is known as "secondary emission,'
At low anode voltages, the effect is slight, since the velocity of the electrons is com
paratively low, Increasing the anode voltage increases the velocity of the primary
electrons and the amount of secondary emission. Some of the secondary electrons are
attracted to the screen which, as yet,· has a higher potential than the anode, the result
being an increase in screen-grid current and a decrease in anode current. On the anode
characteristics of Fig. 2l, the anode current rises rapidly until the anode voltage reaches
a value X. Beyond this value, the effects of secondary emission become mapked, causing
the anode current to decrease with an increase in anode voltage, Beyond an anode voltage
of value Y, bhe anode current increases again, because the increasing anode voltage can
retain all of the secondary electrons emitted by the impact of the primary electrons.
Beyond an anode voltage of value E_ _ the anode current increases only slightly with anmax
increase in anode voltage. This is because the anode voltage plus screen voltage is
attracting all electrons from the space charge at anode voltage *ar and an increase of

anode voltage beyond *,a "erely draws a few electrons away from the screen.

I
I
IE MAX.
I
I
I
I,
I
I
I

so 100 I50
ANODE VOLTAGE

200

ANODE AND SCREEN-GRID CHARACTERISTICS OF SCREEN-GRID
VALVE.

FIG. 21.

/ The
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The screen current is the inverse of the anode current, that is, as the anode current
rises the screen current falls, and as the anode current falls the screen current
rises. [his point on the characteristic curve is commonly known as the "dip,"
When the valve is operated near this point, this dip produces serious anode distortion
and resultant harmonic generation.

5.3 Constants of Screen-Grid Valves. he three constants of screen-grid valves differ
E.ot +hose or an equivalent triode as follows -

Anode Resistance. Above anode voltage E, the anode current is practically
independent of anode voltage, that is, large changes in anode voltage produce only
small changes in anode current.

dEaThus, At is large, much larger than for an equivalent triode, that is, a valve
a

with the same spacings between control grid and cathode and control grid and anode.
This only applies when the anode voltage does not fall below value E.

Mutual Conductance. Unit changes in grid voltage produce the same
anode current for screen-grid valves and their equivalent triode.
conductance, 8 for the two valves is the same.

Amplification Factor. Since r is higher for the screen-grid valve than for its
equivaldHm ta1ode, and since gi*for the two is the same, the µ of a screen-grid
valve is much higher from the relationship µ = T_8m• This increase in amplifi
cation factor only applies provided the anode voltage does not fall below E, and is
thus secured at the expense of providing a higher anode voltage for the screen-grid
valve than for its equivalent triode.

changes in
Thus, the mutual

6. PENTODE VALVES.
6,l Pentode valves (see Fig. 22a) contain a

developed to remove the "dip" from the

ANODE

SUPPRESSOR

CONTROL
i_

GRID

cathode, an anode and three grids, and were
anode current curve of the screen-grid valve

which was referred to in the
previous paragraphs,

SCREEN-GRID
LOAD±

(a) Circuit.
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he additional grid is
introduced between the screen
grid and anode and is termed
the "Suppressor Grid." By
keeping this grid at cathode
potential, it is negative
with respect to anode and
thus intercepts secondary
electrons emitted by the
anode and repels them from
the screen causing them to
retum to the anode» A
pentode is shown schematically
in Fig. 22a, and the anode
characteristics of a pentode
and a screen-grid are shown
in Fig. 22b to bring out the
effect of the suppressor grid.

he pentode has practically
replaced the tetrode in modern
radio receivers» This valve
is regarded as a constant
current generator over the
usual operating range,
since the anode current is
essentially independent of
anode voltage,

(b) Anode Characteristios of Pentode and Screen-urid Valves,

FIG. 22. PENTODE VALVE. / 6.2
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6.2 Variable Nu Pentode« A glance at the mutual characteristics of an ordinary pentode
shows that the anode current cuts off sharply at the lower end of the curve (Curve A,
Fig. 23).

6

a -
I I
I I

3m

-
a

l/-~-1,-O

I
I I,

.I n
" VI/--V /-0

-30 -27 -24 -21 -18 -15 -12 -9 -6 -3 O
GRID VOLTAGE

FI0. 23: MUTUAL CHARACTERISTICS PENTODE VALVE.

his cut-off prevents the satisfactory use of Automatic Gain Control and also intro
duces distortion with large grid swings. [he requirement of Automatic Gain Control
is that the valve bias (E_) may be varied over a wide range without introducing

&
distortion, the variation of bias producing a corresponding variation of µ and thus
effectively controlling the amplification of signals. Curve B in Fig. 23 shows the
variable mu characteristio• The difference on the lower position of the curve is
evident. The variable mu characteristic is obtained by variation of the design of
the control grid structure, such as tapering the over-all diameter, variation of
spacing between the turns, etc. his type of valve also assists in reducing the
effect of cross-modulation in a radio-receiver. [he electrodes of a pentode valve
may be connected in several ways to give special characteristics, such as those
show in Fig. 24,

- +
H.T.

MEDIUM µ. TRIODE Miaµ. TRIODE
• %
G. P

SCREEN-GRID

sh--Tp_y--
SPACE -CHARGE- GRID

SCREEN -GRID

FI0. 24± PENTODE VALVE ARRANGED IN VARIOUS WAYS.
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Pentode-type screen-grid valves are used as radio-frequency voltage amplifiers and
as audio-frequency voltage amplifiers to give high voltage gain per stage, since the
pentode resembles the tetrode in having a high amplification factor. Pentode valves
also are suitable as audio-frequency power amplifiers, having greeter anode efficiency
than triodes and requiring less grid swing for maximum output. he latter quality
can be indicated in another way by saying that the "power sensitivity" (ratio of
power output to grid swing causing it) is higher, In audio power pentodes, the
function of the screen-grid is chiefly that of accelerating the electron flow rather
than shielding, so that the grid is often called the accelerator grid, In radio
frequency voltage amplifiers, the suppressor grid, in eliminating the secondary
emission, makes it possible to operate the valve with the anode voltage as low as the
screen voltage, which cannot be done with tetrodes,

As audio-frequency power amplifiers, pentodes have inherently greater distoriion
(principally odd-harmonic distortion) than triodes. The output rating usually is
based on a total distortion of 10 per cent,

7. BRAM POWER VALVES.
7.1 The conventional power pentode, when operated as a Class A push-pull amplifier, has a

rather large third-harmonic content in the output. The large third-harmonic compon
ent in the output is caused by a non-uniformity in the electron density between the
screen and the anode. This condition, in turn, is due to an insufficient density of
electrons in the stream to the anode. To remedy these conditions, the so-called
Beam-Power Valve" was designed,

7.2 In the beam-power valve, a cross-section of which is shown in Fig. 25, non-uniform
density of electron stream and insufficiency of electrons are corrected by beam form

ing plates, which concentrate the
electron stream into a well-defined
beam as shown in Fig. 26. In the
tetrode type of beam-power valve, the
beam forming plates function in place
of an actual suppressor to repel second
ary emission. his they do by virtue

ANODE of their physical shape, which causes
their bent edges to coincide with that
portion of the beam wherein it is

BEAM-FORMING desired that the space charge shall be
I\I- eajE intensive enough to prevent stray

secondary electrons from returning to
the anode» Hence, a suppressor grid
is not needed. In the pentode type of

SCREEN GRID beam power valve, an actual suppressor
grid is used to repel secondary emission.

7.3 Over-all efficienoy of this valve
is increased by a careful placement of
the electrodes within the valve, so that
the beam-forming plates and the grids
will operate on certain critical port
ions of the electron stream. Typical

FI0. 25. 0ASS-SE0TT0N OF BEAM-POWER VALVE, examples of tho tetrode-type beam-power
valve are the 6L6 and the 6L6G. Beam

power valves using an actual suppressor are the 6V6 and the 6V6G. The tetrode type
of beam-power valve has found some application also as a orystal oscillator in trans
mitter circuits. A feature of the beam-power valve is its low screen current, The
screen and the grid are spiral wires wound so that each turn of the screen is shaded
from the cathode by a grid turn, This alignment of the soreen and the grid causes
the electrons to travel in sheets between the turns of the screen, so that very few
of them flow to the screen, Because of the effective suppressor action provided by
space charge, and because of the low current drawn by the screen, the beam-power
valve has the advantages of high power output, high power sensitivity and high
efficienoy./Fig.
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Fig. 26 shows the structure of a beam-power valve employing space-charge suppression
and how the electrons are confined to beams. he high-density space-charge region is
indicated by the heavily dashed lines in the beam.

RADIO I.

BEAM -FORMING
PLATIll

GR1Dfl

SCREEN

(a) Construction.

FIG. 26.

la

(b) Difference in Charaeteristics
of Beam and Postode Valves.

BEAM-POWER VALVE,
Note that the edges of the beam forming plates coincide with the dashed portion of
bhe beam, and thus extend the space-charge potential region beyond the beam boundaries
bo prevent stray electrons from returning to the screen outside the beam.

8. VALVE INTER-ELECTRODE CAPACITY.

8,1 Inter-electrode capacities were referred to when discussing the screen-grid valve, and
this section gives more information on this valve characteristio,

8.2 Effects of Inter-electrode 0apacity. mhe elements of a valve form an electrostatic
system, each element acting as one plate of a small capacitor, As stated previously,
these capacitors are

Grid-to-cathode capacity,
Grid-to-anode capacity, and
Capacity of the grid-to-anode and grid-to-cathode connected together.

The total capacity of a valve includes the capacity of the electrodes of the valve and
the lead-in wires, and the capacity of the base, [he capacity between the grid and
the cathode and between the anode and the cathode may be about µir. The capacity
between the grid and anode is larger, being, for example, approximately 8 µiF in the
Type 210 valve.

The inter-electrode capacities of a valve, as measured when the elements are free, are
not the same as when the elements are connected. Thus, the "direct" capacity between
the grid and anode is increased by the mutual capacity from grid to cathode and from
cathode to anode. he direct capacity between the grid and anode of a Type OlA valve,
when the cathode has been removed, averages 6 uiF, while the capacity as measured
between ±hese two elements in a complete valve is 8.l µµr. The effective value of
this capacity is further increased by the capacity of the wiring of the valve socket,
the valve base, and also by the amplification action of the valve.

Input and Output Circuits with Electrode Capacities. when a valve is in use its
input cirouit is considered to be from the grid to the cathode, and its output cir
ouit from the anode to the cathode through a battery and some external load. [hus,
the capacity of the input circuit may be considered as that of a capacitor, which has
the grid for one plate and the anode and cathode connected together for the other
plate. If an alternating voltage is applied to the grid-to-cathode circuit of a
valve, an alternating current will flow in the grid circuit because of the grid-to
cathode capacity. Whether the cathode is heated or not, this grid voltage will
cause a current in the anode circuit due to electrostatic induction through the
capacity from the grid to the anode.

/ While
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While the grid-to-cathode capacity and the anode-to-cathode capacity do not affect the
performance of a valve at audio frequencies and have little effect at radio frequsn
cies, the grid-to-anode capacity has a very marked effect on a radio frequency ampli
fier. As far as the valve itself is concerned, the capacities between the elements
of a valve introduce a reactance effect.

When amplification is given in terms of the applied grid voltage, the cathode-to
anode capacity has only a small effect, so that the amplification is not affected by
frequency for values up to several thousand ke/s. Usually, however, the amplificat
ion is given as the ratio of the output power to the input power, and the effect of
the reactance due to electrode capacities depends on the kind of circuit that is
used. If the reactance of the output circuit has the effect of capacity, or if the
output circuit consists of a resistance, the input resistance is positive. Under
such conditions, power is taken by the valve from the input circuit. The value of
this power which is used is so small at ordinary frequencies that it may be neglected.
At high frequencies, power is not taken by the grid circuit, but the electrode
capacities offer a path to the input current and thus reduce the amplification.

The increase in effective inter-electrode capacity may become so large under certain
load conditions as to affect the performance of the valve at high audio frequencies.
Thus, in a resistance-coupled amplifier, the effective capacity reaches a value of
250 to 300 UµF, which is high enough to cause a decrease in amplification at
frequencies over 5,000 o/s.

8.4 In general, the effect of inter-electrode capacity is to produce a coupling between the
input and output circuits. Consequently, the valve does not have a true unilateral
or single-direction characteristic curve. The extent of the coupling depends on the
circuit constants. This kind of coupling may cause a feedback of energy to the input
circuit or, with certain circuit adjustments, an absorption of energy from the input
circuit. The effect of inter-electrode capacity is to reduce amplification at high
frequencies.

9 • RELATION BETWEEN VALVE CONSTANTS AND STRUCTURE.

9.l The two main factors in the design of thermionic valves are the Amplification Factor
and the Anode Resistance. The amplification factor (u) depends upon the mechanical
construction of the valve. In practice, it is found that u is not quite constant but
decreases slightly at low voltages, although the variation is not appreciable within
the operating range. Fig. 8 (which appears early in this Paper) shows how the con
stants vary under different operating conditions.

The anode resistance (ra) is inversely proportional to the surface areas of the anode
and the cathode. It depends also upon the operating voltages. The value of ra is
further affected by I, which, as stated previously, depends almost entirely on the
structure of the grid and its position with relation to the anode,

An amplifying valve gives best operation when its anode resistance is equal to the
impedance with which the valve operates. In cases where this is not possible, the
total anode resistance may be reduced by operating the valves in parallel, or, by the
use of an "output transformer'; the anode resistance of a valve may be matched to the
impedance of the device with which it operates.
The mutual conductance &., being equal to H, depends on the factors which determine

mra
these terms. In some types of valves, it is necessary to make this ratio (±) asa
large as possible, Then, for a given value of I, r, must be as small as possible.
To make large and r," small, therefore, the grid musi be close to the cathode.
When a valve is to be used as a detector, it should have a low internal resistance
which changes suddenly within narrow limits when the grid voltage is varied. Since
the amplification factor depends on the ratio of the change in the anode voltage to
the change in the grid voltage to produce the same change in anode current, the
maximum action is obtained, when, for a given change of the grid voltage, the necess
ary change of the anode voltage to provide the same current is a maximum, Thus, in
a detector valve, the resistance must drop suddenly from a maximum to a minimum for
a small change in grid voltage. he nearer the grid is to the cathode and the
farther the grid is from the anode, the better are the detecting and voltage
amplifying qualities of a valve. / 10.
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10.l Valves with special application are described in the appropriate sections, and a
reference only can be made to some of the large number of compound or multi-purpose
valves developed for special conditions,

10.2 Multi-Purpose Tp9s. A great many types of valves have been developed to do special
work in receiving circuits, Among the simplest of these are full-wave rectifiers,
combining two separate diodes of the power type in one bulb, and twin-triodes, con
sisting of two triodes in one bulb, for Class B audio amplification, To add the
function of diode detection and automatic volume control (described later) to that
of amplification, a number of types are made in which two small diode anodes are
placed near the cathode but not in the amplifier-portion structure, These types
are known as duplex- diode triodes or duplex-diode pentodes, depending upon the typo
of amplifier section incorporated,

Another type is the Pentagrid Converter, a special valve working as both oscillator
and first detector in super-heterodyne receivers, There are five grids between
cathode and anode in the pentagrid converter, The two inner grids serve as the
control grid and anode of a small oscillator triode, while the fourth grid is the
detector control grid, The third and fifth grids are oonnected together to form a
screen-grid, which shields the detector control grid from all other valve elements,
The pentagrid converter eliminates the need for special coupling between the
oscillator and detector circuits.

Another type of valve consists of a triode and pentode in one bulb, for use in cases
where the oscillator and first detector are separately coupled, Still another type
is a pentode with a separate grid for connection to an external oscillator circuit,
This "injection" grid provides a means for introducing the oscillator voltage into
the detector circuit by electronic means.

10.3 Poyer Valves - Special Considerations. Valves intended for use as power amplifiers
must be capable of dissipating anode and grid losses in proportion to the desired
power, Likewise, the electron emission from the cathode and the value of voltage
that can be applied to the anode with safety must be in proportion to the power out
put that the valve is to develop, Small power valves are often merely large
receiving valves constructed according to the standard receiving-valve technique,
involving oxide-coated cathodes, "getters"to obtain and maintain vacuum, etc,
Such valves are not robust, however, and the maximum power that can be developed with
this type of construction is limited.

1er8e_Valves. Larger valves up to dissipations of several hundred watts, are
normally still enclosed in a glass envelope, but are constructed along lines entirely
different from those of receiving valves. The anodes are commonly molybdenum,
although tantalum carbon is sometimes used. Grids are usually molybdenum with
tungsten and tantalum as alternatives, Cathodes are sometimes oxide-coated, but more
frequently are thoriated tungsten carbonised for long life, The exhaust procedure
ensures that a high degree of vaouum can be maintained without a getter, The
various electrodes inside the valve are heated to high temperatures during exhaust,
and the glass envelope is simultaneously baked at a temp~rature just below the
softening point, and this process is continued until all the occluded gases have been
removed, It is possible in this wayto obtain a degree of vacuum such that a satis
factory life can be obtained with thoriated tungsten cathodes even at high anode
voltages, particularly if tantalum is used for the anode,

Air and later 0Goo]17&- In valves where the anode dissipation is of the order of
kilowatts, the anodes of the valves are in the form of copper cylinders, which are
part of the envelope and are cooled by means of circulating water, or by being
soldered to a radiating structure with many fins which are cooled by means of an
air-blast. Analysis and experience indicate that water and forced-sir cooling are
about equally effective when used with thermionic valves having external anodes,

/ Decision
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Decision as to which type of cooling is preferable depends upon the individual factors in
volved in the particular case, Thus, air-cooled valves behave better in operation than
water«cooled valves with respect to "flashback". With forced-air cooling, the anodes tend
to run hotter, but the glass ends run cooler than with water cooling, which has some avant
ages and some disadvantages. With forced-air cooling, the anode capacity to earth is in
creased by the large cooling structure - something to be avoided at very high frequencies.
The most effective way to employ water-cooling is to arrange the water jacket so that the
water passes over the anodes in a very thin stream of high velocity. In this way, any
steam bubbles that may be formed on the anode tend to be scraped away by the velocity of
the cooling water. [he tendency for such bubbles to form limits the amount of heat that
can be dissipated by a water-cooled anode, since, if the tendency of the bubble to stick to
the copper is not over-come by the flow of cooling water, then that particular spot on the
anode ceases to be cooled by direct contact with the water, and may readily become hot
enough to cause failure of the valve.

In valves with external anodes that are water cooled, there is a tendenoy for the grid to
produce a focusing effect on the electrons, which causes high spots to be produced on the
anode at the point where the electrons concentrate. This is much more troublesome with
water cooling than with forced-air cooling. With water cooling, these high spots tend to
cause steam bubbles to form on the surface of the anode"

The cathodes of valves employing water or forced-air cooling are always tungsten, !his is
because such high power valves are operated at very high anode voltages, and it is not
practicable to exhaust copper-anode valves as thoroughly as glass-envelope valves, where the
anodes can be brought to incandescent heat during the exhaust process. Thoriated-tungsten
cathodes accordingly do not behave satisfactorily, and pure tungsten must be employed. The
thoriated-tungsten and oxide-coated cathodes should be operated at the rated voltage to obtain
maximum life. With tungsten cathodes, however, decreasing the cathode voltage will increase
the useful life at the expense of reduced electron emission (and hence lowered peak anode
current)", Varying the voltage applied to a tungsten cathode by 5 per cent. from normal will
double or halve the life as the case may be, while a l0 per cent., variation affects the life
by a factor of four. A study of the optimum diameter of a tungsten cathode, if the cost or
power and valve replacement are taken into account, indicates that the optimum diameter is
one that would correspond to a life of approximately 10,000 hours.

Arc-Back. In water-cooled or forced-air cooled valves_ operating at high anode voltages
gen as 15 to 20 kilovolts), trouble is frequently encountered from are-back or "flash-ares"
in the valve. These are ordinary high current ares that suddenly form between cathode and
anode, without apparent reason, and short-circuit the anode supply. After such an are has
been broken by opening of the circuit breakers and the anode voltage has been reapplied, the
valve may continue to operate for many hours or days without any further trouble, while in
other cases another flash-arc may occur almost immediately. A valve that has a tendency to
aro back will generally improve in this respect if it is put through a conditioning process.
This conditioning process involves applying an alternating potential of about 25,000 volts
between anode and cathode of the valve with the cathode unheated, with suitable relays and
current limiting devices in the circuit to prevent damage from arcs. [his results in the
production of many flash-aros in the valve, which gradually clean up the gas that is causing
the trouble and bring the valve to a satisfactory operating condition,

9D8Tall9E» Power valves are commonly operated so that the grid becomes positive during
pant5r he oyole. This results in grid current and causes power dissipation at the grid of
the valve, which is sometimes the limiting factor in valve operation, Consequently, the
grids of power valves often operate at relatively high temperatures, and such materials as
molybdenum, tungsten or tantalum are accordingly generally used. Ihe fraction of the
primary electrons intercepted by the grid depends upon the grid potential relative to the
anode potential and upon the grid structure. In ordinary triodes with equal grid and anode
voltages, the effective grid area, insofar as intercepting the flow of primary electrons is
concerned, is between l20 and 180 per cent. of the actual grid area.

The grid heating that takes place is determined by the number of primary electrons inter
cepted by the grid and by the grid voltage. The actual D.C. grid current, as measured by
a meter, may differ from the number of primary electrons received by the grid as a result

/ of
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of secondary emission, causing the grid to lose secondary electrons at the same time
that it receives primary electrons. [he amount of current thus lost through
secondary emission will be affected by the electrode potentials, by the grid temper
atur~ and by the character of the grid surface. In the case of thoriated-tungsten
and oxide-coated cathodes, the secondary emissions may, under some conditions, become
quite large as a result of cathode material that has been deposited upon the grid.

10.4 Re0eiYin& Valves. Receiving valves may be divided into two main classes -
(i) The glass envelope valves, and

(ii) The so-called "metal" valves.

The glass envelope valves, as the name implies, have a glass envelope, and the elec.
trodes are mounted on leads running through either a stem or a glass cup to whioh the
bulbis sealed after the electrodes are mounted and adjusted. The metal-envelope
valve employs a metal shell in place of the glass bulb, with all the leads (except
perhaps a control-grid lead) brought through a glass button or glass beads in the
base of the valve.
The cathodes of receiving valves (either filaments or heaters) are generally of the
oxide-coated type. The grid and anode electrodes and side rods are usually con
structed from nickel, and a "getter" is used to obtain the desired degree of vacuum.
The exhaust, and also many of the other assembly operations, are performed on auto
matio machines.

10.5 "Getters." A high vacuum is obtained in receiving valves by means of a "getter",
which is volatilised inside the valve for the purpose of removing residual gas by
either chemical or mechanical action. Magnesium is widely used as a getter, but
other materials, such as barium berylliate, zirconium, phosphorus, etc., can also
be employed as well as various mixtures. A getter should be initially inert, but
should be of such character that it can be made highly active by some process, such
as a chemical change or vaporisation of material at room temperature. Some getters
also act as "keepers", in that they not only remove what gas is present in the valve
at the time of flashing, but also combine with any gas that may subsequently be
liberated within the valve during normal operation. Getters cannot be used in valves
where the anode dissipation is large, because the large amount of heat liberated in
such valves would vaporise the getter and destroy the vacuum,
Certain metals have the property of absorbing gases when raised to a high temperature.
For example, tantalum when very hot, will absorb gases, which makes it a desirable
metal to use in power valves for anodes and grids, Zirconium is also a useful metal
in this regard and, at l,400 degrees, will absorb copious quantities of such gases as
oxygen, nitrogen, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide.
A small supply of the "getter" is assembled on a small metal plate attached to one of
the element supports. After the valve is sealed, the "getter" is volatilised by
heating the valve with a high frequenoy coil, and usually condenses in a silvery film
on the inside of the container. The life of a valve depends to a considerable extent
on the efficienoy of the action of the getter.

11. POWER OUTPUT FORMULA.
ll.l The Power Output formula given in paragraph 4.l0 is derived as follows -

Fig. 27 shows the fluctuations of anode voltage E" about a mean steady state value
E • It is seen that -mean

mhe peak amplitudo A - z- z ""ax_..,..._-;;:-~-------- --r- Ema.it,

I
X
I
I

E . •min
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Similarly, Fig, 28 shows the current variations, and -

r 'max - ""in.The peak amplitude B =f=
2

1
jg$Ai

j .____--_-_-_-_"-_-_-_--_-_J__--_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- 1nu_·_n_

FIG. 28.
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Since these are peak amplitudes, they must be multiplied bY, (0.707) to obtain the
effective values. Thus - 2

arr

1
and !"fr =•: fi 2

The power output is the product of these effective values and is equal to -

1 E E . 1 I I .
P - - ( ax- EI) k - (Fr- miry
% 2 tz

2 E E. I IS de-7 c-7my

(®esr Sin)(/~ " 5sin)
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12. TEST QUESTIONS.

l, (i) Explain the terms "Thermionic Emission," "Work Function," and "Indirectly
heated Cathode,'

(ii) Name two materials commonly used for cathodes,

2. Describe the construction and, briefly, the operation of a simple triode,

3, What is a load line and what is its function?

4, Define the following -

(i) Amplification Factor,
(ii) Mutual Conductance, and

(iii) Anode Resistance,

5. Explain the effect of the "space charge" on the op~ration of a triode valve,

6. (i) What is the normal function of the "screen-grid" in a tetrode?
(ii) A certain disadvantage of a tetrode led to the introduction of a

suppressor-grid." What was this disadvantage?

7, What advantages does a beam valve possess as compared with an ordinary pentode?

END OF PAPER,
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1. INTRODUCTION.

1.1 Radio Transmission and Radio Reception are concerned with the building up to high
values of minute voltages and currents generated at various sources, such as micro
phones, oscillators and aerials» In order to accomplish this effectively,
Amplifiers are required which possess no inertia, amplify without distortion,
operate economically and require a minimum of maintenance and adjustment.

The Thermionic Valve Amplifier possesses most of these features. This amplifier may
be regarded as a pure resistance device, hence the only frequency discrimination
involved (except for frequencies in the region af 100 Me/s or higher) is that due to
the associated circuits» By using a number of amplifiers in series (or casoade),
signals may be amplified many millions af times,

A Thermionic Valve Amplifier may thus be defined as a device for increasing the
energy from a souroe without appreciably altering the quality. This Paper will only
deal with the performance of valve amplifiers when operating in circuits associated
with alternating currents and voltages. The frequencies at which these circuits
function may vary from relatively low audio frequencies (below 15,000 c/s) to
relatively high radio frequencies (extending beyond 330 M/s). A radio signal is
usually a combination of both audio and radio frequencies, and the valves are
required to amplify and rectify these currents.

These alternating voltages to be amplified are applied to the grid of a valve and
act in addition to the steady anode battery voltage» Since the current which flows
through the valve is carried by very light and easily influenced electrons, changes
in the grid voltage can take place very rapidly, and the anode current will respond
instantly. Even if the frequency af the alternating voltage applied to the grid is
50,000,000 c/s, the anode current can follow this frequenoy readily, so that valves
oan be used to amplify and detect at almost any frequenoy.

At present, these actions are treated in an elementary manner, in order to give a
general idea of the functioning af the valve. The matter is treated in greater
detail later.

•
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Abbreviations+ The abbreviations frequently used in this Paper are -

" = load impedance,

*zi, volts across load,

I = anode current.a

"" anode impedance.

" 5input signal to grid,

E, = output voltage.

8 mutual conductance.

= amplification factor.

*x 5 maximum power.

Other abbreviations are given throughout the Paper.

1.2 Elementary Amplifier. mhe following is an elementary discussion of the action of the
valve as an amplifier with a reference to input and output power, and may be omitted
by those familiar with these principles,

For this example, assume a valve having the grid-volt/anode-current ourve shown in
Fig. la and the grid-volt/grid-current curve of Fig. lo. Let point A be chosen as
the operating point (zero bias), and let an alternating voltage of 2 volts (R.M.S.)
be applied to the grid under these conditions. The applied signal causes the grid
voltage to vary between V and W, and this, in turn, causes the anode current to vary
between points B and C on the curve. It is noted that the output signal is a replica
of the input signal, that is, it is undistorted due to operation being on the straight
portion af the ourve.

Now, as in Fig lb, change the operating point to A' (by increasing the bias to -3
volts). The applied signal now causes the grid voltage to vary between V' and W'
and the anode current to vary between B' and C'. The output signal form is not a
replica of the input signal, that is, distortion is present. This distortion is the
result of operating too near the bottom of the curve, where bending occurs. In
other words, the valve is operated so that the negative swing of the grid voltage
causes the anode current to be cut off for a portion of the cycle.

In Fig. la, bhe positive half'-cycle causes I" to rise from h mA to 6 ma, an increase
of 2 mA, and the negative half'-cycle causes Ia to drop to 2 mA, a decrease of 2 mk.
Thus, the variation is ± 2 mA and is symmetrical about the normal value of l mA. The
alternating component thus has an R.M.S. value of 2 mA (that is, l.llh mA effective).

In Fig. 1b, the positive half-cycle causes the anode current Ia to rise from 1 ml to
3 mA, an increase of 2 mA, but, on the negative half-cycle, the current cannot drop
beyond zero current, which makes the decrease only 1 mA. Thus, there is a 2 mA
increase on one half-cycle and a 1 mA decrease on the other half-cycle, and the
variation is no longer symmetrical about the normal value and distortion occurs.

If the steady voltages acting on the valve are so chosen that the operating point
is on a straight portion of the grid voltage-anode current curve, then variations in
the grid voltage will produce similar variations in the anode current. This is true
whether the variations of grid voltage are simple sinusoidal variations produced by
an alternator, as shown, or of a complex form, such as the speech currents. (There
is a second limitation, namely, that as soon as the grid voltage becomes sufficiently
positive a grid current flows. This absorbs power from the input circuit, reduces
the effective amplification and introduces distortion.) This explanation illustrates
the use of a valve as an amplifier. / FIG. l.
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The varying current of Fig. la is the same as would result if an alternating ourrent
and a direct current were both flowing in the anode oiroui. The anode current can,
therefore, be considered to have two components one an alternating component and
the other a direct oomponent. The letter is the average value of the varying current.
In Fig, la, the average current is 4.0 mi, which is the same value as the steady
current flowingwhen an alternating voltage is not impressed upon the' grid, The
alternating component has an amplitude of 2 mi corresponding to an effective current
of 1.h4 ma, Because of the distorted form of the wave in Fig. 1b, however, it ia
evident that the average value af the current is greater when the alternating voltage
is applied than it wouladbe if no such voltage were aoting on the valve. Since
direct current instruments responad to the average value of the current flowing, a
direct current ammeter in the anode oirouit of the valve, under the conditions
assumed for Fig. 1a, would show no change in reading when the alternating voltage is
applied to the valve, The ammeter woulad, however, show an increased reading under
the conditions of Fig. 1b upon the application of the alternating voltage. This
change in average value of the current is of vital importance in the operation of the
valve as a detector, and, in this use, the distortion produced by operating the valve
on a bending portion of the characteristic serves a. useful purpose.

1.5 Anpue ans Output Forrer of Valves. The grid signal voltage assumed above (2 volts)+is
sonar Elg than usually encountered, so, for this example, a signal value of
0.1 volt will be assumed. Let this signal be applied to the valve. Refer now to
Fig, i0,

npui Eger, The grid voltage will vary between points x and y on the curve, result
Ing in the following values of Eg and Ig "

Positive half-cycle A" 0.1 volt and I"_ 0.7 mior&ampere

Negative half-cyole _ " 0.1 volt and l" 5 0.3 mioroanpere

Normal F,=0.0 volt and I_ = 0.5 microampere
8 g

The alternating component of the grid-current has, an amplitude af 0.2 microampere
(R.M.S. ) which equals -

0. 2 x 0.707 = 0. 141h mi~roampere (effective).

The effective value of the grid voltage equals -

01 x 0.707 = 0.0707 volt.

The power taken from the source of grid voltage is equal to the product of the
effective values of voltage and current

W=BxL,

-6= 0" 1414 x 10 x 0.0707

= 1 x1g"® "atts.

Out.pui, Koser• In the previous example (paragraph 1.2), the effective value of the
Alt&mh.hg caponent of the anode current was 1.414 ma, Sinoe the signal voltage
now being oonsidered is 1/20th af that used above, _the effective anode current will
be 1.4i4% 20 whioh equals 0. 0707 ma or 7.07 x 10- amperes. The value of the load
resistance for this valve under the assumed conditions is approximately 10,000 ohms.

Pomer output = Ip

= 7.07 x 1o"? " 7.07 x 1o " 10,000

= 50 x 40°® watts (approximately).
/ Thus,
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Thus, the ratio of output power to input power is -

50 x 10-°
Ig =5,000 1.

1 x 10
The output power is, therefore, 5,000 times as great as the input power. There is
no violation of the law of conservation of energy in this result, for the output
power is supplied by the anode battery, the grid of the valve acting merely as a
control over the current being drawn from this battery. It is now justifiable to
say that the valve is acting as an amplifier, because it has been shown that -

(i) The output current is of the same frequency and wave form as the
input voltage, and

(ii) The output power exceeds the input power.

It is evident from the shape of the grid current-grid voltage characteristic that
the current in the grid circuit can have a distorted wave form relative to the wave
form of the applied voltage, in a similar manner to the case discussed above in
connection with the anode current. Similarly, also, when the operation takes place
over a curved portion of the characteristic, the average value of the grid current
will be different, when the alternating voltage is impressed, from that flowing when
the voltage is not impressed. This action is also utilised for the purpose of
detection in circuits in which a grid condenser and grid leak are employed.

1.4 An amplifier (to expand the definition given earlier) is a device in which an input
(voltage, current or power) is used to control a local source of power, so as to
produce an output (voltage, current or power) which is greater than and bears a
definite relationship to the input.

A thermionic valve amplifier, therefore, is one that employs thermionic valves to
effect the control of power from the local source.

1.5 Amplifiers may be classified in a variety of ways descriptive of their character,
properties, frequency range, etc. It is convenient in these notes to discuss
amplifiers as follows -

(i~ Summary af.' con:mon types af.' amplifiers.
(ii) Amplifiers for audio frequencies.
(iii) Amplifiers for radio frequencies.

2. TYPES OF AMPLIFIERS.

2.1 A summary of the common classification types of amplifiers is as follows -

(i) According to predetermined operating characteristics -

(a~ Class A amplifiers.
(b) Class B amplifiers.
(e) Class C amplifiers,

(ii) According to output requirements -

(a) Voltage amplifiers.
(b) Power amplifiers.

(iii) According to the method of coupling the valve into associated circuits

(a~ Transformer coupling.
(b) Resistance coupling•
(c) Impedance coupling.
(ad) Direct coupling,

/ Reference
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Reference is also made to amplifiers as being "Narrow-Band" or "Wide-Band!
amplifiers, depending on the width of the band of frequencies which will be satis.
factorily amplified. For exauple, an amplifier, such as tho Intermodiato Frequonoy
amplifier of a radio receiver for normel broadcasting channels, might amplify a
bandwidth of 15 ke/s, whereas a receiver for frequency-modulated signals might be
required to amplify a band of 200 kc/s. The former would be termed a "narrow-band"
amplifier and the latter a "wide-band" amplifier.

Before discussing amplifiers in more detail, reference is made to the more important
characteristics which should be designed for or guarded against.

2. 2 Amplifier Distortion. An amplifier should not introduce distortion into the signal
passing through it, that is, the output wave should be a replica of the input wave
In order to ensure this, three conditions must be satisfied -

(i) The output must contain only the frequencies contained in the input,

(ii) The output must contain all the frequencies contained in the input, and
the relative amplitudes of the various components mus' be the same as
in the input.

(iii) If any component of the output is shifted in phase relative to the
corresponding component of the inpub, all components must be shifted
by the same number of electrical, degrees of the fundamental cycle,

Failure to satisfy these three conditions results in three corresponding bypes of
distortion -

(i) Amplitude or non-linear distortion,
(ii) Frequency distortion (or frequency discrimination).

(iii) Phase distortion,

Amplitude Distortion+ Amplitude distortion may be defined as the generation in an
amplifier of frequencies not present in the input signal, and is usually associate
with a non-linear relation between output and input amplitudes. In thermionio valve
amplifiers, amplitude distortion is the result of curvature of the dynamic char~cberi
sties of the valves, Amplitude distortion can be minimised by proper choice of
valves, load impedances and operating vol±ages, and by avoiding too high an input

voltage. Overloading is the very noticeable amplitude distortion that occurs when
bhe input voltage is so large that the normal range of operation on the dynamic curve
of the valve is exceeded,

Freq1eno} Distortion. Frequenoy distortion is the variation of amplification or
sensitivity with frequency of the impressed signal. Frequency distortion results
from the dependence of circuit and inter-electrode impedances upon frequency, and can
be minimised by proper design of input, output and interstage coupling circuits.

Phase Distortion. Phase distortion is the shifting of the phase of the output
voltage or current of an amplifier relative to the input voltage or current by an
amount that is not proportional to frequency. Phase distortion is due to the same
causes as frequency distortion and may be minimised by the same methods.

2.5 Amplifier {yp@s, The amplifier types referred to in the preceding general summary
will now be treated in more detail,

(i) 0lass A Amplifiers. A Class A amplifier is one in which the grid bias
voltage permits a steady anode current flow of such a value that the
anode current varies directly with the grid voltage for the complete
eyele of 360 electrical degrees. In other words, the valve is
operated about the centre point af its characteristic Eg/Ia curve (see Fig. 1a).
The operating conditions are so adjusted that the resulting output voltage,
for an ideal Class A amplifier, is an exact reproduction of the grid voltage,

/ The
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The characteristics of the lass A amplifier are -

Relatively lo power output.
Relatively low anode power efficienoy (maximum
theoretical effioienoy 50 per cent», average
efficiency 25 per oent. to 30 per cent.).

Low distortion,
Anode dissipation is maximum at zero output.
Average value of anode current does not change during
the cycle, so that the input anode power is constant.

It is usual, in practice, to operate a Class A amplifier in such
a way that the grid potential is never positive at any point in its
cyoe; this is not, however, essential to the definition of a Class A
amplifier,

In the majority of cases, where a small triode is operated at a law
anode voltage, a typical set of operating conditions would be as follows -

Grid bias voltage equal to two-thirds of cut-off value (or
anode supply voltage divided by 1-1/2 times the amplification
factor).

Anode load impedance equal %o double the anode slope resistance
of the valve.

Alternating grid-voltage; peak value equal to the grid bias voltage»

Class A amplifiers may be found in the stages preceding the power stages in
public-address systems, in audio systems, modulators, radio-frequency and
intermediate-frequency amplifiers in receivers, etc.

(ii) Class n Amplifiers: A Class B amplifier is one in which the grid bias is
approx.mktsly equal to the cut-ff value, so that anode current flows only
during the positive half-cycle of the alternating grid voltage, bhat is,
anode current flows for approximately 180 electrical degrees.

i
I

The characteristics of the Class B amplifier are -

Comparatively high power output.
Relatively high anode efficiency (theoretical 78.5 per cent,
practical about 65 per cent. at full output).
High distortion,
The anode dissipation is a minimum and fairly low at zero

signal, increasing rapidly to
approximately constant value at
about 25 per cent. full output.

OPERATING POINT The power input to the anode
increases, however, with signal
and. power output until, the peak
output is reached. Therefore, bhe
anode current is a variable, and
the anode supply voltage requires
good regulation,

Fig• 2 shows Class B amplifier
operation» Such an amplifier can
be used in two ways -

(a) As an Audio Frequency Amplifier.
For this purpose, it is necessary
to operate two valves (or groups of
valves in parallel) in a push-pull
irouit. The negative half of the
input wave for one valve is identical

/ with
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FIG.2. 0LASS D AMPLIFIER OPERATION
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with the positive half for the other valve, except for polarity,
Thus, one half of the input wave is handled by each valve, the
complete wave form being then reconstructed in the output transformer.

(b) To amplify a Modulated Radio Frequency Wave. T'he modulation wave
form appears substantially without distortion on the positive
halves of the radio frequency wave when the negative halves are
suppressed. Hence, this function can be carried out by a single
ended amplifier. The radio frequency wave form is reconstructed
by the resonant circuit which, in this case, always forms part of
the radio frequency load circuit.

01ass_b Audio Amplifiers. For audio-frequency amplification, two valves must
be used to permit Class B operation» Fig• 3 shows that, although the anode
current pulses are of the same shape as the positive signal swing, considerable
distortion at audio frequencies would be introduced if only one-half of each
cycle were present in the output. For this reason, a second valve, working
alternately with the first, must be included in the amplifier circuit, so
that both halves of the cycle will be present in the output. A typical
method of arranging the valves and circuit so that this end is achieved is
shown in Fig• 5.

»5IGNRL

SIGNAL

OUTPUT

1Ta

I
I

RNODE CURRENT OF ONE VRLVE / OUTPUT

I
I
I

RNODE CURRENT OF OTHER VRLVE

AUDIO AMFLITIER (GLASS 3),
FIG.>:

The signal is fed to a transformer T,, The secondary winding of 4 is divided
into two equal parts, with the valve grids connected to the outer terminals and
bhe grid bias to the centre. A transformer Tp with a similarly divided primary
is connected to the anodes of the valves, the anode voltage being connected at
the centre-tap» When the signal swing in the upper half of T4 is positive,
valve No. draws anode current while valve No. 2 is idle; when the lower
half of I becomes positive, valve No. 2 draws anode current while valve No. 1
is idle. The corresponding voltages induced in the halves of the primary of
Tp combine in the secondary to produce an amplified reproduction of the
signal wave-shape with negligible distortion, The Class B amplifier is

/ capable
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capable af' delivering much more power oubput for a given velve size than is obtain
able from a Class A amplifier. In contrasi to the Class A amplifier with its steady
anode current, the average anode current drawn by the Class B audio amplirier is
proportional to the amplitude of the exciting voltage, For reasons to be discussed
in a later Paper in connection with the design af Class B modulators, valves most
suitable for Class B audio service are generelly those with high µ's.
01ass 5 Raio rreguenoy Amplifiers. Olass B radio frequnoy amplifiers are used as
Linear amplifiers to raise the output power level in radio telephone transmitters
after modulation has baken place, A linear amplifier is a radio frequenoy power
amplifier adjusted so that the voltage developed across the load is proportional to
the exciting voltage applied to the grid of the valve. Fox this service, it is
essential that the output power be proportional to the square of the excitation
voltage, which varies at an audio-frequenoy rate, The valve can be driven into bhe
upper-bend region of its characteristic, giving some flattening of the anode current
pulse at the top, but, since the distortion is only present in the radio-frequenoy
wave and not in the audio-frequency modulation, it can be filtered out is the resonant
anode circuit,
In radio transmitters, Class B radio frequency amplifiers are often used where a
fairly high power gain is required, even though it is not essential that the amp.ifi
cation be linear. With the bias set to out-off, the excitation requirements are not
as severe as with the high-efficiency Class 0 amplifier to be discussed later.

S2ass 9 Amplifiers. A Glass G amplifier is an amplifier in which the grid-bias voltage
Is appreeskbly higher than the bias required for anode-current cut off, and the anode
current flows for a period less then 180 electrical degrees during the half-cycle when
he grid-swing is positive with respect to the bias voltage. The grid-swing is
usually to the point of saturation, in which case the R.MS. anode current is
proportional to anode voltage and is not proportional to the grid voltage,
Alternatively, a Class G amplifier is one operated so bhet the alternating component
of the anode current is diracily proportional to the anode voltage, The output power
s, therefore, proportional to the square of the anode voltage. An amplifier so
operated is capable of being modulated linearly by anode voltage variations, as
described in Paper No. 10 Other characteristics inherent to Class C operation are
high enode efficiency, high power output and a relatively Io power-amplification ratio,
The grid bias for a Class 0 amplifier is ordinarily set at approximately twice bhe
value required for anode current cut-off without grid excitation. As a resuli, anode
current flows during only a fraction of the positive excitation cycle. The exiting
signal should be of sufficient amplitude to drive the anode current to the saturation
point, as shown in Fig• l. Since the grid must be driven far into the positive region
to cause saturation, considerable numbers of electrons are attracted to the grid at
the peak of the cycle, robbing bhe anode of some that ii would normally attract. This
action causes the drop at the upper bend of the characteristic, and also causes the
anode current pulse to be indented at the top as shown in Fig. h

SNODE
CURRENT
$WING

SIGNAL

FI0, k CLASS C AMPLIFIER OPERATION.
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The anode current wave form is not a replica of the grid voltage wave form or even
of' the positive half of it. Consequently, the Class C amplifier has no applica
tion in the amplification af audio frequenoy or modulated radio frequenoy grid
voltages. Class C amplifiers are used with advantage for the amplification of
radio frequenoy grid voltages of constant amplitude. The wave form is restored by
a resonant circuit which is always associated with the load. By proper adjustment,
including the use of a grid bias of at least double the cut-off value, the
amplifier can also be made to operate with constant efficiency over a wide range
of' anode supply voltages, and hence can be used to convert a modulated direct
current anode supply to a modulated radio frequency+output.

Combinations of A and > Amplifiers, Since the basic A, B and C Class amplifiers
represent thee aa±tsot Steps An the operation af thermionic valves, it naturally
becomes possible to adopt a set of operating conditions which uses two of the classifi
cations although not adhering strictly to either. Such "midway"methods of operation
can be classified as "AB" and "BC", but only the "AB" type of operation is in general
use, The Class AB amplifier is a push-pull amplifier in which each valve operates for
more than half but less than the whole cycle of the exciting voltage cycle. The
amplifier bias is set so that the valves draw more anode current than in Class B
operation, but less than for Class A operation. The anode current of the amplifier
varies with the signal voltage, but not to the extent of the Class B operation. The
Class AB amplifier is also occasionally called Class A Prime.
The efficiency and output of the Class AB amplifier are between those obtainable with
Class A or Class B operation. Class AB amplifiers tend to operate as Class A amplifiers
with low signal voltages and as Class B with high signal voltages, thus overcoming the
chief objection in Class B operation - the distortion present with low-input-signal
voltages. The Class AB amplifier is widely used where it is necessary to obtain a
power output af' considerable magnitude with a minimum of distortion.

2.4 Classification According to Output Requirements.
Vol5age Amplifiers. A voltage amplifier may be defined as one which provides a greatly
mag.raga heproauotion of the input signal without regard to the power delivered to the
load. Voltage Amplification is the ratio of the signal voltage available at the ouUpub
terminals of the amplifier to the signal voltage impressed st the input terminals. he
symbol generally used is µ.
Voltage amplifiers are usually operated in such a manner that amplitude distortion is
small. Much can be learned regarding their performance, therefore, by taking into
account only the fundamental components of anode current and making use of the
equivalent-anode-circuit theorem, The results obtained are closely verified by
laboratory experiments. When it is necessary to determine the harmonic content ar to
compute the amplification more accurately, the graphical methods associated with the
use of a load line may be employed (see Paper No. 3).
The simplest form of thermionic valve amplifier consists af a single valve with an
impedance in the anode circuit, which is shown in Fig. ba, and the simplified
equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 5b%
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(o) Equivalent for
Pentodes.

FI. 5- THERMIONIC VALVE AMPLIFIER A EQUIVALENT GIROUTTS,
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In the simplified circuit, the valve is replaced by a voltage generator delivering µE
volts through the anode impedance of the valve and the load impedance Z1, in series. &
The grid-cathode capacitance 0gk and the anode-cathode capacitance Oak are replaced by
bhe capacitance C% = (Ogg + C"µ), and may be neglected at low frequencies because the
reactance is high, Under this assumption, the voltage amplification is -

PL EL *LLA z-nj -id
5g g Pa + PL

(See also Section 6.)
It will be seen from this that the voltage amplification approaches the amplification
factor µ when the load impedance ZL, becomes large in comparison with the anode
resistance ra• At high frequencies, where the reactance of U". is comparable with the
anode resistance, the effective load impedance consists of the parallel combination of
Zj, and the reactance of Op, This impedance causes the voltage amplification to fall
off at high frequencies. The voltage amplification that can be realised in practice
with triodes approximates 80 per cent. of the amplification factor of the valve. The
type of equivalent circuit referred to above is not very convenient when dealing with
pentode valves, and another type is often used to simplify the analysis of pentode
amplifiers. This circuit is known as the constant-current form, and is obtained by
considering the valve as generating a current -glg that flows through the impedance
formed by the anode-resistance of the valve in parallel with the load resistance
(Fig• 50).

This circuit expresses the same relation as the constant-voltage form and leads to the
same result as far as the load is concerned. The constant-current circuit is the most
convenient to use in practical calculations when the anode resistance of the valve is
much higher than the load resistance, as is the case with pentode and beam valves»

The constant-voltage circuit is most convenient when the anode resistance is of the
same order of magnitude or less than the load resistance, as is commonly the case with
amplifiers using triode valves,

Porer Amplifiers, A power amplifier is one designed to deliver a relatively large
amount 6f power to a load (for example, a loud-speaker in the case of an audio amplifier,
or an aerial in the case of a radio-frequency amplifier),

Generally speaking, the last stage of any amplifier, whether audio or radio, is a power
amplifier, since power is required for the operation of sound-reproducing devices and
for the excitation of aerials, Amplifier stages preceding the last stage may be either
voltage or power amplifiers, depending upon the purpose for which the equipment is
designed. In audio circuits, the power valve or output valve in the last stage usually
is especially designed to deliver a considerable amount of audio power, while requiring
but negligible power from the input or exciting signal. The power amplification -
ratio of output power to power supplied to the grid circuit - is consequently very high,
Such valves generally require a large grid voltage swing for full power output, however,
so that the voltage amplification - ratio of output voltage to signal voltage - is very
small, Triode audio power amplifiers of this type often will give a power amplifica
bion ratio almost infinite, while the voltage amplification ratio may be less than 5
to 1. To obtain the voltage swing required for the grid circuit of such a power valve,
it becomes necessary to use voltage amplifiers employing valves of high I, which
greatly increases the amplitude of the signal, Although such valves are capable of
relatively high voltage output, the power obtainable is small. Voltage amplifiers are
used in the radio-frequency stages of receivers as well as in audio amplifiers.

As explained earlier, the portion of the valve characteristic which can be utilised for
distortionless amplification is limited. In radio-frequency circuits, where the input
and output circuits are resonant, harmonic distortion of the radio-frequency wave form
often can be neglected, since most of the harmonics so generated are filtered out in
the tuned circuits with the result that the whole valve characteristic can be used,
This leads to increased efficiency and higher power output for a given valve capacity,

/ To
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To obtain high efficiency in the anode circuit, it is necessary that the grid be driven
positive during part of the exciting signal cycle. During the time that the grid is
positive with respect to the cathode, electrons are attracted to the grid and a flow of
grid current results. This action, in turn, requires that the source of the exciting
signal be capable of supplying the power. For this reason, it is usually found that all
the amplifier stages in a transmitter, where high efficiency and maximum power output
are desirable, are power stages. The voltage amplification in such a case is secondary.

In voltage amplifiers, the output voltage is proportional to the input voltage, but, in
a power amplifier, bhe output poer is proportional to the square of the input voltage,
consequently greater input voltages are required for effective operation. If power is
to be developed in the output circuit of a valve, the load resistance or impedance must
not be too high, Thus, if a low resistance load circuit is required to absorb power, a
valve having a low anode impedance must be used, as the maximum power will be transferred
to the load impedance only when its ohmic resistance is equal to that of the valve
impedance.

Maximum power output (Po) watts.

The maximum possible undistorted poYer output may be obtained, however, when the load
impedance is bwiOe the anode impedance. This allows the introduction of a minimum
amount of second harmonic distortion, which does not noticeably impair the quality.

For this case -

P =ma.x
°ks_°c_ watts.
8* "

2.5 Classification According to Coupling Methods.

Transformer 00up}ling In the transformer-coupled amplifier, bhe load impedance in the
anode circuit of the valve is supplied by a step-up transformer (unless special condi
tions require a 1:1 or step-down ratio) that delivers its secondary voltage to the grid
of another amplifier valve as shown in Fig 6a. The amplifier valve exciting the trans
former is ordinarily a triode having an anode resistance of approximately 10,000 ohms
and a direct current anode current of a few milliamperes. Transformer coupled
amplifiers are used primarily for supplying the exciting voltage of power valves.
Compared with a resistance coupled amplifier, a transformer coupling has a low resistance
in the grid of the succeeding valve. A transformer coupling will also permit a higher
voltage to be applied to the anode of the valve, which will give a higher undistorted
output. Transformer coupled amplifiers are more expensive than resistance coupled
amplifiers, and provide less gain and reduced frequency response.

The more important applications of transformer coupled amplifiers are in the excitation
of a push-pull amplifier from a single-ended amplifier stage, and in cases where the
direct current resistance in the grid-circuit of the driven valve must be low because
of grid current.

Due to the characteristics of the coupling transformer, the exact equivalent circuit is
rather complicated. Fig. 6b shows the exact equivalent af Fig. 6a, and Fig. 60 shows
the practical equivalent circuit.

In Fig. 7, the simplified equivalent circuits are shom for low, medium and high
frequencies, since his approach lessens the complexity of calculating performance.
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({b) EXACT EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
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EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

TRANSFORMER COUPLED AMPLIFIER AND EQUIVALENT CIROU.ITS.

E" = D.0. resistance of primary.

E' = Primary leakage inductance.

A"_ = Resistance representing eddy
current loss»

A" = Resistance representing
hysteresis loss.

", Incremental primary inductance.

2} = Resistance of secondary winding.

LI = Secondary leakage inductance.

FIG. 6.

""_ = Total leakage inductance.

C} = Secondary distributed capacity,

O, = Primary distributed capacity.

C_ = Capacity bebween primary and
m secondary windings of transformer.
I
" Tput capacity of valve to whichE is delivered,

n =Ratio of secondary to primary burns,
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At low frequencies (Fig. 7b), the reactance of the leakage inductance and secondary
capacitance can be neglected, but L must be taken into account. The shunting effect
of 'he primary inductance I, causes*a dropping off at the low frequencies. Ai high
frequencies (Fig. 7c), the primary inductive reactance has little effect, hut the total
sbray capacitance O across the secondary has considerable influence. The reactance of
G_ must be high at the highest frequenoy to be amplified,

Far the medium frequencies, leakage and primary inductance can be neglected, and ha
amplification approximates the product of the turns ratio and the amplification
that is -

Amplification at medium frequencies

Transformers for Amplifiers» It is appropriate at this point to refer beiefly to the
in feet\es er tensfocmer suitable for vss in a transformer coupled onplifiex. The
correct design is not a simple mat'er, as a compromise must be made between conflicting
requirements. A satisfactory response ai low frequencies, for example, raguine» u. high
primary induetenee, and high frequencies require low leakage inductance and saa*!
distributed cappoibanoe, These letter two effects mey be minimised by proper mihofs cf
winding and careful choice of shspe and arrangement or coils, bub, with any cf
wincing, bhe inorease or distribubedd capacitance with number of burs ~ffesis high-
frequency response adversely« Sine s high transformation ratio requires eithsz a k~li
mer of primery turns or a large number of secondary turns, or both, it follows ilaz
the inorease in voltage amplification, wiioh results from the use of e cum
be obtained only at the expense of poor response at lam or high frequencies, or boil

The common audio transformer euplcys a silliaon steel core with a small such
as io give maximum primaxy inductance with bhe normal direct current anode dumueno
the velve passing ihrough the primary. The primary and, secondary axe
(secondary on the outside) wibh a uusns ratio of aboui 2:1, The use of
periability core materials, such as permalloy, increases the frzcuano; ran.gs i'or
given size, or permits the design or a smaller transiamm fox a siren tongs.
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Resistance Coupled Amplifiers, In Voltage Amplifiers, the object is to obtain from the
amplifier output as much voltage as possible to be applied to the grid of the succeeding
amplifier valve. One way of doing this is to place in the amplifier anode circuit a high
resistance load called the coupling resistance+
The circuits of practical resistance coupled amplifiers, using triode and pentode valves,
are shown in Fig. 8a, in which R is the resistance load across which the amplified
voltage is developed. The grid leak resistance and the coupling condenser are for the
purpose of preventing the direct current voltage applied to the anode of the amplifier
valve from also being applied to the grid of the valve to which the amplified voltage is
delivered. The coupling condenser should be large enough to offer a low reactance to the
frequencies to be amplified, while the grid leak should have a very high resistance in
order that the shunting effect of the grid leak and coupling condenser upon the coupling
resistance may be small. The most important property of the resistance coupled amplifier
is the way in which the amplification varies with frequency,

WITH TRIODE
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(a) Equivalent oirouit for Lor Freguenojes,
RESISANCE COUPLED AMPLIFIERS.

= Output voltage.
Ra = Coupling resistance.
'y0 = Grid leak resistance.
O, = Coupling condenser.
0" = Total shunt capacity (a" + o,).

I •
Q" = Anode-cathode interelectrode

capacitance plus capacitance
of wiring to left of 0%•

I
9" = Input capacitance of valve

plus capacity of wiring to
right of 0a•

The constant-voltage equivalent circuit is used for the triode case, and the constant
current equivalent circuit is used for the pentode case as discussed previously,
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Such a characteristic is show in Fig. 9 for a representative case, and has, as its
distinguishing feature, an amplification that is substantially constant over a wide
frequency range but which drops off at both very lon and very high frequencies.
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FYFIOAL HESFONSA OF KESISTANOB COUPLED AMPLIFIER.

F10. 9•
The falling off at very low frequencies is a result of the fact that the high reactance,
which the coupling condenser O offers to low frequencies, absorbs some of the low
frequenoy voltage that would otherwise be developed across the grid leak. The reduction
in amplification at high frequencies is caused by the valve and stray capacities, which
shunt the coupling and grid leak resistances and which have low enough reactanoe at high
frequencies to lower the effective load impedance with a consequent reduction in the
voltage developed at the output,
Fig. 8 shows the circuits of resistance coupled amplifiers, together with equivalent
cirouibs and simplifications of the equivalent circuits. From these equivalent circuits,
the following information is obtained -
For constant voltage generetor (for triodes) -

, 8Amplification in middle range of frequenoies =y* pay
g L a

For oonstart current generator (for pentodes) ,
Amplification in middle range of frequencies = 7*7 &" *%a

g

Where l = The equivalent load resistance formed by the coupling resistance
and the grid leak in parallel -

" "z*"A,ek,
o &%

and R"_, = The equivalent resistance formed by the anode resistance of the valve,
eq the grid leak resistanoe and the coupling resistance, all in parallel.

Generally, r" is usually much higher than R ana l, , then -
R R

R =R =.o,&l""A +g
At high frequencies, it is necessary to take into a0count the effect of the capacities
shunting the coupling and grid leak resistances.
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Aotua] amplification at high frequencies _
3a@.13r16a€ion ah ladle range-

1

R 2
1+ ()

8

Where X_ 5 ;z- = Reactance of total shunting capacity O"»s ZIT1v

and R_ =Resistance formed. by anode, coupling and grid leak resistances all in parallel.eq
The extent to which the amplification falls off at high frequencies is, therefore,
determined by the ratio which the reactanoe of the shunting capacity O_ bears to the
equivalent resistance obtained by combining the anode resistance, coupling resistance
and grid leak resistance in parallel.
At low frequencies, the shunting capacity O, has such a high reactance as to be equiva
lent to an open oirouit, but the reactance of the coupling condenser O", becomes
sufficient to cause a falling off in the amplification,

Amplification at lov frequenojes "
Amplification in middle range

1

X 2
+ ()R

Where X
0

= ~ = Reaotanoe of coupling condenser C0
Ro "aana R =F"g* il4rc a

= Resistance formed by grid leak in series with the combination
of anode and coupling resistances in parallel.

I
Eg
I

CHQXE COUPLED AMPLIFIER

EQUIVALENT FOR LOW FREQUENCIES

EQUIVALENT FOR MIDDLE RANGE
Ee. R!
€¢" ins

EQUIVALENT FOR HIGN FREQUENCIES
CHOKE COUPLID AMPLIFIER.

L =: Inductanoe of ohoke»
*gt 5 Grid leak resistance.
R, = Equivalent resistance of

"1," due to eddy currents.

. * *a3 "NE,e 87
FIG. 10

The extent to which the amplification
falls off at low frequencies is,
therefore, determined by the ratio of the
reactanee of the coup.ling oondenser to
the equivalent resistance obtained by
combining the grid leak in series with the
parallel combination of coupling
resistance and anode resistanoe.

Impedanoe or Choke Coupling» mhia
coupling method is of value when the
anode supply voltage is not high, as
for instance, the 130 volt anode supply
battery of carrier equipment. This low
voltage is not high enough to permit
the use of resistanoe capacity coupling
due to the voltage drop in the load
resistanoe, particularly if a. decoupling
resistance is required

Fig. 10 shows the Choke Coupled Amplifier
with its equivalent circuits» At low
frequencies, the amplification is deter
mined by the inductance of the choke, the
reactanse af which must be large for the
lowest frequenoy to be amplified, The
coupling oondenser is large, so that the
reactance is small at the lowest
frequency. At high frequenoies, the
shunt capacities at the grid of the
succeeding valve must be small, so that
the reactance is high compared with the
combined direct current resistanoes of
the ohoke and grid leak in parallel.

/ Direct
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Direct-oupled amplifier, A direct-ooupled amplifier is one in which the anode of
a given stage is connected to the grid of the next stage, either directly or through
a biasing battery. Basio circuits of two-stage amplifiers with direct coupling are
shown in Figs, 1la and 11b%

INPUT

+
(a) With Batteries,

L

(b) Jtth Voltage Divider.

DIRECT COUPLED AMPLIFIERS.

FIG. 11.

The biasing battery adjacent to the grid of the second valve in Fig 1la is required to
make the grid of the second valve negative with respect to its cathode» The several
sources of voltage of Fig. 1la may be replaced by a single voltage souroe and voltage
divider as shown in Fig. 1lb. The function of the by-pass condensers, whose reactances
are much smeller than the resistances they shunt, is to prevent the application to the
grids of signal voltages caused by the flow of alternating anode currents through the
voltage divider.

Direct-coupled amplifiers respond down to zero frequenoy, that is, they amplify changes
of direct voltage. Although the small frequenoy distortion and the response at zero
frequency are the advantages of this amplifier, the response to changes of steaay
voltage makes it difficult to use more than bwo stages without speoisl design, suoh as
the use of inverse feedback.

3. MISCELLANEOUS AMPLIFIER NOTES.

3.1 Amplifiers for Audio Frequencies anad Same Relevant Data. or the ampliriera just
described, those suitable for use at audio-frequencies are -

Class A,
Class B)
Class AB) Push-pull only, and
Direct-ooupled (limited application).

Class A may be used with resistance, impedance or transformer coupling,

Class B and AB may be used with either resistance or transformer coupling, though an
output transformer is essential.

3. 2 Somo Advantages of 01ass B Push-pull Amplifier.

(i) Distortion is reduoed by the balancing-out of the seoond-harmonic s
generated due to Class B operation»

(ii) The power output is greater than twice that of a single valve for the
same distortion oonteni.

(iii) Owing to the fact that the direct current anode current components are
always in opposite directions, the resulting magnetio fields canoel.
This is advantageous in the case af the oubput transformer, because it
prevents magnetic saturation of the iron core by the normal direct current

/ anode
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anode current oomponenis. It also tends to simplify the design and,
therefore, the cost of this transformer.

(iv) The possibility of a hum frequenoy due to the ripples developed in the
power supply system is praotieally eliminated, since these ripples are
in phase in the respective halves of the primary winding of the output
transformer and will tend to cancel out.

3.5 Amplifier Risborj1gn Definitions of amplifier distortion were given at the beginning
of this Paper, but a slight amplification of those remarks seems desirable. Some
causes of amplifier distortion are -

Excessive grid swing»
Improper grid bias,
Improper anode voltage.
Improper balancing in push-pull circuit,
Core saturation of audio-frequency transformer.
Improper load-impedance matching,
Improper reflected impedance from secondary circuits.
Improper filtering»
Self-oscillation.

Any one af these conditions may cause an alteration of the anode-curve characteri
stic and produce an unsymebrioal wave-shape. Consider bhe anode-current characteri
stic shown correctly biased in Fig. 12a, f the bias is excessive, bhe result is
distortion, as seen from Fig. 12b. If the bias is correct but the signal voltage is
excessive, Fig. 12 results» If the load impedance is too low, the anode-current
diagram resembles Fig. 12

(a) Correct
Operation.

(b). Excessive
Bias:

E
<il
(c) Excessive"@,*25Flak:

(a) Mismatched
LoadHE@nae-

ILLUSTRATING DISTORTION IN AMPLIFIERS.

FIG. 12.

The total distortion in any amplifier is practically entirely dependent on the
magnitude of the second and third harmonic components.

The presence of excessive distortion, due to harmonics, may be practically determined
by inserting a milliammeter in the anode circuit. Since the generation af harmonios
develops a condition resembling rectification, the milliammeter will rise or decrease
about its normal reading while signal voltages are being received,

3. 4 Egner 0utpu} and rarmonio galoulations. These calculations have already been given
for Class A, but are repeat@a fer comparison with Class B.

/ Calculation
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Calculation for- Class A (Resistance Load) Class B (rush-pull)

Power Output (E_ -E_, ) (I - I . ) I , -*.u?ma.x min ma.x min ma.x
8 2

Anode Efficienoy (s_ -1_.,) (I -I,,,) E.max min max min 7 (1 - S:, i a.

2nd. Harmonic 1 + I . - 2 IDistortion ma.x min a.
h

Load Resistance ax - E. E - E. (Anode
min 4 a. min toI - I . Imax min max Anode)

Where *"", Maximum instantaneous value of anode voltage,

*"i, Minimum instantaneous value of anode voltage,

*aux Peak anode current,

i: Minim anode current, and

" = Anode supply voltage.

Note The efficienoy of a power amplifier may be defined as the ratio of
power output that can be developed with a moderate distortion to the
direct ourrent power supplied to the anode,

/z4
3.5 Use of Cathode Resistors to Provide Bias. It is unnecessary to use a separate voltage

souree me suppIy gF.alb2ks voltages. me normal steady components of anode and grid
currents may be used to cause a voltage drop across a resistor in the cathode circuit
as shown in Fig. 13.

tec
OUTPUT

Kr t

*", = Bias Rosistor. " Decoupling or By-pass Condenser.

PEG. 13: AMPLITIER VITH SELF-BIAS.
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The steady anode currents passing through the bias resistors Rae cause a steady
voltage drop, which is of such polarity as to make the grid negative with respect to
bhe cathode, The correct value ot biasing resistance for any stago is equal to the
required bias divided by the sum of the static operating screen ana anode currents.

For example, let bias required be -6 volts, I" 4mA and I" = 2 mA,sg

6 6
"%, " (2 a zJ kl "o.cos = 1,000 oh.

(Note• Milliamperes must be reduced to amperes.)

then -

If the resistance alone is used, the signal voltage produced across this resistance
is also applied to the grid, and, being in opposite phase to the input voltage,
reduces the amplifioation, (This is actually a form of negative feedbaok, discussed
later.)

This effect may be prevented by shunting the resistor with a by-pass condenser, e*
whose reactance is small at the sign»l frequency. To ensure that tha amplification
does not fall off et low frequencies, this condenser must have sufficiently high
capacitance, so that the alternating voltage across !".. ls negligible at the lowest
frequency to be amplified. This by-pass condenser also serves to reduce hum by
preventing ripple voltage (whioh appears across !",, due to poor B supply filtering)
fram being applied to the grid,

3. 6 Amplitude (Yo]uno) Control. The most common method af controlling the amplifiaation
6f audio-frequenoy amplifiers la by means of a voltage divider, which varies the
signal input voltage to one of the valves. The control must be located st a point af
sufficiently low power-level in the amplifier that there is no possibility of stages
being overloaded before the control can reduce the volume, and should not adversely
affect the frequency response of the amplifier. Two typical methods are shown in
Fig. 1k, one for a transformer coupled amplifier and one for a resistanoe coupled
amplifier, The potentiometers should be of 500,000 ohms resistance or higher.

A [
V0LJ0MA9 (0NT'ROLE,

ZIG» 1l

5. 7 Tone Control. Variation in the aooustioal properties of different room, non-uniform
response f loud-speakers, individual preferences and the fact that the sensitivity
of the ear falls off at low and high frequencies often make it desirable or necessary
to ohange the frequenoy characteristios of audio frequenoy amplifiers. Sometimes
tone oontrol is combined with the manual gain control in suh a manner thet the
amplification is reduced more at the middle of the audio range than at the upper and
lower ends. This combination tends to oorrect the apparent loss af low and high tones
et low sound level caused by the non-uniform response of the ear, Typioal tone
aontrol eirouits are show in Fig. 15
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MN3
FREQUENCY2+4 CONTROL

LOW
FREQUENCY

r%' CON1RGI

-HT +
(a) Tone-compensated volume control. (b) Combined high and 1on

frequengy control.
FIG. 15: TONE CONTROLS,

3. 8 De00upling or, by-Passi7g Another important consideration in the design af all types
of amplifying systems, including both radio and audio frequenoy amplifiers, is the
proper isolation between coupled stages to prevent interstage coupling and reactions.
This is particularly important in high gain amplifiers, where the possibility of common
coupling (common impedance) is prevalent, owing to the use of a single power supply for
all stages. Common coupling may produce serious distortion in amplifiers, owing to the
circuit reactions causing variations of grid voltages at different frequenoies, thereby
distorting the signal wave-shape. In many cases, the reactions my be great enough to
produce whistling and howling, particularly in high gain amplifiers.
A common source of feedback in audio-frequenoy amplifiers is poor B supply regulation»
Because of variation of voltage drop through the rectifier valves and filter, the
terminal voltage af a B supply varies with the current drain. This type of feedback
causes low-frequeney oscillation, aptly termed "motor-boating". Typical decoupling
circuits are shown in Fig• 16.

HT
8, = Grid Filter Circuit
R, O, = Anode Filter Circuit

(a) For Transformer coupled-

NT4

R, O, = Anode Filter Uirouit
C5 = Grid Filter Cirouit

R, i Required)
(b) For Re'sjatanoe Coupled:

111[

(e) 9hoke pegbuplins- (a) Filtering in "Jmput",

FIG. 16. DECOUPLING CIRCUITS.
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Chokes may be used as in Fig. 16¢, particularly in radio frequenoy amplifiers. Chokes
have the additional advantage of not appreciably reducing the operating plate voltage.

RADIO I.

Fig. 16d shows the adaptation of filtering to the INPUT circuit of a high-gain amplifier.
This point, of course, is bhe most critical in regard to hum Suppose C, has a reactanee
of 1,000 ohms at 100 c/s (ripple voltage), then the first filter C,R will reduce this
ripple voltage to 1/1,000th of its original value. The e.m.f. across C, is impressed on
the second similar filter 0Ry and is furbher reduced by the same proportion; so the
final reduction is 1,000,000 : 1. The complete stabilisation that may be obtained in
amplifiers using this method has resulted in its wide adoption among radio engineers.

3.9 Eeeabaok +plif1ors. Much improvement in the operating characteristics of an amplifier
may be obtained by feeding back a portion of the output voltage to the input. An ampli
fier so designed is termed a "feedbaok" amplifier. If this feedback is in the proper
phase relative to the input signal, the amplified feedback will tend to cancel the
output noise and distortion» This advantage is obtained at the expense of reduced signal
output, and so the feedback is said to be "inverse" or "negative". By proper design,
it is possible to reduce the noise and distortion generated in the amplifier, to make
bhe amplification substantially independent of electrode voltages and valve constants
and to reduce greatly the phase and frequency distortion. The operation may be under
stood by reference to Fig. 17a. Here A represents an amplifier which has a gain A, mhen
used as an ordinary amplifier, and which is supplied with a signal voltage E". Feedback
is introduced by superimposing on the amplifier input a fraction g of the output voltage
E", so that the actual input consists of a signal E" plus the feedback voltage (E.

The effective gain of the amplifier is then equal to a
(oE£• When feedback is negative, { is negative.)

SIGNAL ES OUTPUT E
AMPLIFIER

~ GAIN "A"

FEEDBACK CIRCUIT
%-

Actual Amplifier Input ='l2+ BE
Amplifier Oubput = E = A (S"_ + fE)

(a) Explanatory Daasram-
VOLTAGE DIVIDER

g•

FEEDBACK- -VOLTAGE

AMPLIFIER
---T-

VOLTAGE

t--~-;-------L

(b) Voltage Feedbag).

INPur
FEEDBACK
j •

VOLTAGE'

AMPLIFIER LOAD

(e) Current Feedbacks-
TI9. 17,- FEEDBACKAMLIIGATJONS
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"Aegetive voltage feedback" occurs when the voltage fed back is proportional to the output
vol68ge across the load, and provides a reduction of the effective internal resistance of
the amplifier.
"Negative current feedback" occurs when the voltage fed back is proportional to the current
through the output load, and provides an increase in the effective resistance of the
amplifier. Fig• 17b shows these points,
Figs. 17b, 17¢ and 18 show some methods of obtaining feedback. In Fig, 18a, the method is
termed "current" feedback, in Figs. 18b and 18 it is termed "voltage" feedback and Fig. 18d
shows the operation applied to a push-pull amplifier.
When negative feedback is applied to include the output stage, then -

Voltage feedback reduces the output impedance, and
Current feedback increases the output impedance.

Ce
1-Eo

FEEDBACK CIRCUIT

(a) CURRENT FEEDBACK
RR NORMAL CATHODE RESISTOR

VALUE

(b) VOLTAGE FEEDBACK
RI AND R2 CONSTITUTE A VOLTAGE DIVIDER
AND FEEDBACK PROPORTIONAL TO FJ%e¢

E

(e) VOLTAGE FEEDBACK OVER TWO STAGES

(l) PUSH PULL STAGE
r$ ± FEEDBACK RESISTANCES
CP ± ISOLATING CONDENSERS

FIG. 18. FEEDBACK AMPLIFIERS.
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Some of the advantages af feedback amplifiers are -

Reduction of amplitude distortion.
Reduction of noise,
Reduction of phase and frequency distortion.
Increase of stability.
Reduction af sensitivity or variation of amplification
with input voltage,

Reduction of loud-speaker resonanoe,
Increased damping of loud-spanker transients,
A mouification of effective ihternal resisbanoe of the
amplifier.

4. TYPICAL AUDIO AMPLIF IER CIRCUI!S.

RADIO I

41 The circuits af several types of audio-frequenoy amplifiers are shown in Figs. 19,
20, 21 and 22.

4+ 1s0¥T0 300¥ + 10v '70 500v

JON-MD/OR-BOATING AMFLIPIWR (VOL/ACE GATN - 9,000)-

R, = 500,000 ohms.

E = 100,000 ohms.

Pg = 500,000 ohms.

Pg = 600 ohms.

G, = 8 µF electrolytic 25 volts.

O = 0. 06 µr.

9, = 0. 006 µr.

G = 8 µr electrolytic 25 volte.

Gg = 0.002 µr.

&g = 8 µF.

F = Decoupling filter as required.

R, = Volume control potentiometer.

R, = 600 ohms bias resistor.

I, 19:
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-3
51

•I[goat!
Es Ro _i

88

CASS A91. INVERSE FEEDBACK, FOR AMPLITITJR .

FIG. 20,

I

-3!

2APER MI9. J
PACE 27:

R, = 50,000 ohms.

8 5,000 ohm.
R", = 200 ohms.
"F1 5,000 ahme.

R, = 50,000 oh.

0, = 0.1 µl paper

= 0. 00001 to 0005
as required far
filtering»

9, 25 µ125 volts
as required for
filtering»

9) = 0. 00001 to 0.005
as required for
filtering,

G, = 0.1 pF paper.

---2
QBE.A4ER

{PI0AT A NATT AUDIO AMEL,ETTI TI'EE VOL~AG FEEDBACK,

310. 21%
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INVERTER)

15 JIATT AMPLIFIER PUSH-FULL, OUASS A1,
WITH NEGATIVE FEEDBACK OVER THREE STAGES.

R, = 30,000 ohms.

E = 250,000 ohms.

8, = 1 megohm.
E = 5,000 ohms.

0, = approximately 100 µµE.
FIG. 22.

5. RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIERS.

ohms,

ohms"

RADIO I.

LOAD
P-P=12,000*

35 = 50,000
Pg = 50,000
R, = 500,000
Pg = 500,000

ohms.

ohms"

5.1 Amplifiers for use in radio frequency circuits are usually associated with tuned
circuits, and may be any of the three types Class A, Class B or Class 0.
In practice, lass A amplifiers generally are found in crystal-oscillator circuits
and in the radio-frequency and intermediate-frequency amplifier stages of radio
receivers.
Class B amplifiers generally are found in buffer stages and following the modulated
amplifier stage in transmitters.
Class C amplifiers generally are found as modulators, where anode modulation is
performed, and in power amplifier stages where the amplification of unmodulated
carrier-wave is carried out. Class C amplifiers are also to be found in most
types of oscillator circuits,

5. 2 Tune Voltage Amplifiers. A tuned voltage-amplifier is a 0lass A voltage amplifier
in which the load impedance is supplied by a resonant circuit. Some typical
circuits are shown in Fig. 25; these are used to amplify signal frequency voltages
at radio frequencies in radio-receivers, including both radio frequency and inter
mediate frequency circuits. The important characteristics are -

(±48ii)
(4Ai)

Amplification at resonance.
Variation of amplification with frequency in the immediate vicinity of
resonance (see earlier notes on resonance curves),

The way the amplification changes as the resonant frequenoy of the tuned.
circuits is varied, for example, the way the amplification varies as
a receiver is tuned over its tuning range»

/ Fig. 23
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Fig. 23 also shows the approximate amplification formula at resonance of the circuits
shown»

L

Eg
Rgi Eo

E" 5 Mutual Conductance of Valve,

do= 21f,

L = Inductance of Coil.

0 = "Q" of Coil.

'gg Grid Leak Resistance,

Approximate Amplification At Resonance = 8, (IQ.

(a) Direct Coupling (Also galled Tuned Anode)-

M = Mutual Coupling Between P_ and L •p
4p

Q = "g" of Resonant Circuit.
Eg Eo

L = Inductance of Primary,p

HT+ L = Inductance of Secondary,
S

Approximate Amplification At Resonance = £," QVQ.

(b) [ransformer Coupling-

1, = Inductance of' Primary.

" = Inductance of Secondary,

Ct C2 K = Coefficient of Coupling,
Eo

9, - Effective Q Primary .of

8% = Effective ° of Secondary.

, = Twice Resonant Frequenoy.

Approximate Amplification when Primary and Secondary are Resonant at

a4mg=&" 5
K+

9, g

HT¥

Same Frequency

(e) Fend-rams Coupling-

FIG. 2z- TUNED VOLTAGE RADIO FREQUENT AMPLIFIERS,

5.3 Class a Amplifiers. Class B amplifiers have been defined as those which operate with a
bias approximately equal to cut-off', and in which the power output is proportional to the
square of the grid-excitation voltage, Class B amplifiers are used in radio telephone
transmitters to amplify the modulated carrier, and also in buffer stages immediately
following an oscillator. It was stated that, with audio-frequency amplification, a Class
B amplifier requires bwo valves in push-pull to avoid distortion. With radio frequency
amplifiers, however, a single valve operating Class B will not distort the modulated
envelope of the voltage applied to the grid, The tuned output-circuit restores symmetri
cality to the envelope, providing the dynamic characteristic of the tube is linear over
the operating range,

/ Harmonics
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Harmonies at the carrier frequanoy are present in ihe anode.current waves, but ihe use
af bwo valves in push-pull remedy tle and greatly reduce the burden imposed upon the
subsequent tuned circuit of filtering ovi ikese undesired harmuiss. These harmonics,
if allowed bo reah bhe aexial, would be radiated and would oausc interferenoe with
other stations.
The instantaneous peak output of the valve at 100 per cent. modulation (see later) is
EOE times the unmodulated output. The continuous power output with this degree of
modulation is 1.5 times the output at zero modulation,
Anode_ Eff iolen9r - 70 per cent. at 100 per cent. modulation,

35 per cent. unmodulated,
This type of amplifier is often referred to as a "Class B Linear Amplifier" ar "Linear
Amplifier. "

5.4 01ass 8 Amplifiers• Class 0 amplifiers are used in radio-transmitters in the sbages
preceding the modvlatod stage. These amplifiers cannot ordinarily be used to amplify
a modulated signal, since they are biased beyond cut-off and would cause serious dis
tortion» Class G amplifiers are characterised by high anode efficiency, and are use
primarily for the produotion af Large quantities of power at a single frequenoy. Some
bypioal circuit arrangements for Class 0 amplifiers are shown in Fig. 2l These cir
cuits differ from each other in aspects such as methods of coupling, neutralisation and
bias methods.
Triode valves are generally used for Class C high-power amplifiers, although pentodes
an screen-grid valves have the advantage of not requiring neutralisation. These
latter valves are not yet available in water-cooled types. The efficiency is high in
a. Class U amplifier, b~cause current is permittead to flow only when most of the anode
supg3y voltage is used as voltage drop across the tuned load circuit, and orly a small
fraction is wasted in heating the anode.
In Class A amplifiers, there is dissipation of power by the anode all the time, bui, in
Class 0 amplifiers, there is dissipation of power by the anode only a small peri ot the
time. Thus, the Class C amplifiers may be driven to higher outputs without damaging the

woroon.
"awn om.

(a) Direct Gouphlmu with Fixed 7jag, (b) Shut-reed Coupling, Grid-Lek Bies,
Cegpee:tiveky Coupled Aoa api Rioe um.con Direct Coupled Load and Hazeltine

Neusreligab1.em» ,Ir, Neutralisat1am

l~E-
MR1F. CO3ID.

(e) Noutzelimed Pugh-rul] Amplifier with Grid-Leek Bias and Jnduotively uoupled .lug»

FT8» 2k- CLASS O RADIO FRRQURNOY AMPLIFIERS.
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5.5 Fig. 25 shows a radio transmitter showing examples of th use of Class A, Class B
and. Class C amplifiers.

CLASS 'C'

R.E.
AMP.

CLASS 'C'

MOD.
AMP.

CLASS'B'

R.E
AMP.

CLASS 'B

--
CLASS 'A'

A.F.
AMP.

CLASS 'A'

AUDIO
[NPVT

(a) Low-Level Modulated Radio Transmitter.

CLASS A CLASS 'c'

R.E
AMP

CLASS 'A CLASS 'c'
MOD.
AMP.

-=
CLASS A'

AUDIO
NPvT

CLASS 'A'

A.F.
AMP.

CLASS'8

(b) High-Level Modulated Transmitter.

TYPICAL RADIO-TRANSMITTERS IN BLOCK DIAGRAM FORM SHOWING

TIE POSITION OF B AND C CLASS AMPLIFIERS.

PIG. 25-
5.6 Neutralisation of Amplifiers. A discussion of radio-frequency amplifiers is not

complete without reference to neutralising.

Since most high-power valves in transmitters are triodes, the grid-anode capacity
of the valve elements (inter-electrode capacity) tends to provide a coupling between
the input and, output circuits. Since these circuits are usually tuned to the same
frequenoy, this coupling is often sufficient to»make the valve oscillate, and thus
leads to instability, generation of harmonics, eta,

Neutralising may be regarded as a form of inverse feedback, in which sufficient out
of-phase voltage is fed back from the output to the input circuit to balance the
voltage generated across he grid-anode capacity. There are 'two conditions to
provide for -

Single-valve amplifiers, and
Push-pull amplifier!

singe-val¥o Amplifiera. There are three neutralising circuits in general use for
his case -

Neutrodyne or Hszeltine Method,
Rio& Method, and
Coil Neutralisation. / Circuits
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Circuits of these methods are shown in Fis, 26.

RADIO I.

In the Neutroddyne system, the coil I is closeuy oouplod to bhe primary and so polarised
that it applies a voltage to the neutralising condenser On, which is of opposite phase
from the alternating current voltage hetween anode and cathode. The circuit may be re
drawn in the form of a bridge (Fig. 26a, Simplified Sketch), where I and I,, are the
tuning and neutralising coils, and Oga and NC are the grid-anode and neutralising
condenser capacities respectively. It can be seen that, provided Imp anad I are equnl
when NC is adjusted to equal the grid-anode capacity, the circuit is balanced and the
potentials at A and B are always equal and opposite.

If the neutralising coil I, is closely coupled to its primary and the leads have
negligible inductive reactance, the neutralisation is substantially independent of
frequency over a wide frequenoy band,

Cn

BIAS

Ln •-E-HT

T

Cga•

INPUT (»1 NC
SIGNAL

SIMPLIFIED

(a) jameltine or leutro@yne Method:

(b) Rice Method.

c

Ln

(e) 0oil Method.

NEUTRALISING SINGLE VALVE RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIERS.

FIG. 26.
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In the Rice circuit, the neutralising capacity On is adjusted so that the current
through it neutralises the effect of the current through the grid-anode capacity, as
far as the tuned circuit associated with the grid of the tube is concerned. The bridge
diagram of the neutrodyne circuit is also applicable here, except that the grid-coil
is balanced instead of the anode coil. This form of neutralisation is theoretically
independent of frequenoy, just as is the neutrodyne type, but has the disadvantage
that only half of the signal voltage developed across the input circuit is applied to
bhe grid of the valve, and that neither side of the tuning condenser in the input
oircuit can be grounded,

In Coil Neutralisation, the neutralising inductance I is resonated with the grid
anode capacity Cga at the frequency for which the neutralisation is to be effective.
The coil is adjusted until it resonates with the grid-anode capacity of the valve, and
thus forms a parallel-tuned circuit which offers a high impedance at the resonant
frequenoy. The condenser C is merely a blocking condenser to prevent the short
circuiting of the anode supply voltage by bhe coil I•
Coil neutralisation is simpler than other types, but is effective for only one
frequency, which limits its convenient application to broadcast transmitters operating
at a single frequency.

Push-pull Amplifiers. Fig. 27a shows the push-pull or cross-neutralising circuit.
This does not require the addition of special circuits other than the neutralising
condensers, and is a form of neutrodyne that takes advantage of the fact that the
voltages on the two sides of a push-pull amplifier are of opposite polarity, thus
giving the phase relations required for neutralising. Fig. 27b shows that the puuh
pull circuit forms an easily balanced bridge, an, when balance is correct, there is
no transfer of voltage from the grid circuit to the anode circuit.

C,

VALVE 'A'

(a) Cirouit of Amplifier-
ANODE COIL

(b) Diagrammatjo Sketoh of (a):

PUSH-PULL NEUTRAL ISATION.

FI9. 27•
5.7 Earasjbjo Oscillations. Often it is found that, even though a circuit is perfectly

balanced, when the anode potential is applied, violent oscillations occur or voltage
unbalances are present along earth leads and grid, or anode leads.

These oscillations are generally high in frequency and occur through the valves and
neutralising leads in a parallel path. Special suppressors are required to eliminate
this form of oscillation - generally a radio frequency choke in parallel with a
resistance right at the grid of the valve and in series with the grid lead,
Oscillations of this type are more prevalent when valves are operated in parallel, and
it is generally essential to provide non-inductive resistors of low resistances in each
grid lead,/I
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In the case of high gain audio amplifiers or in feedback circuits, it is often
desirable or necessary to earth the anodes or grids of the stages at radio
frequencies, Non-inductive condensers of 0.001 µ! can be used for this purpose
without affecting the circuit at audio frequencies.

6. EXPLANAT ION OF VOLTAGE GAIN CALCULATION.

6.1 The Voltage Amplification Factor, or Gain, of a stage may be defined as the ratio of
output voltage variation across load impedance to the input voltage variation between
grid and cathode of valve. This gain is not equal to the amplification factor of
the valve alone, but can be made to approach it. Fig. 28a shows graphically how the
gain approaches the amplification factor of the valve as the load is increased.

°iIT-HP-AAnTTc
Fz75\fl[II[k[LI

#
g s\ill!
3
1.A

Z·5l[[FEEttl1
ts ollaabas'askas'sakaa'adaas'sad40

LOAD RESISTANCE OHMS

(a) Voltage Amplification versus Load Aesistanoe for
Theoretical Triode.

AODE RESISTANCE = 1O000 OHMS
AMPLIFICATION FACTOR = fO
TRANSCONDUCTANCE = {O00 MICROMHOS

-r-
R OUTPUr

Vo173

_!_
1.T. +

t 0 HT.-
E +

L.I

(b) Circuit.

VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION FACTOR.

FIG. 28.

It is first necessary to determine the change in anode current I" for simultaneous
changes in grid volts E" and anode volts Ea. The steady value of the anode current
I" is determined by the steady values of grid voltage lg and anode voltage Ea•
Suppose now that the grid voltage is changed by an amount ®g• If the anode voltage
is kept constant, the corresponding change in anode current i, will be given by -

i" &°g
provided the change is confined to the straight portion of the appropriate mutual
characteristic. It has been seen, however, that unless special arrangements are
made to keep it constant, the anode voltage is affected by the change in grid
voltage owing to the different ourrent flowing in the external oirouit. This
change in anode voltage, in turn, affects the net change in anode current. If tho
anode voltage from the supply changes by an amount ea, bhe change in ia from bhis
cause is connected with the ohange in Ka by the relation -

e

i=%
The total change in ia due to simultaneous changes in Bg and Ea is, therefore,
given by the sum of these two effects -

%
l_ =g e +-a mg a

Considering Fig. 28b, apply an alternating voltage variation of R.MS. value E
between grid and cathode of a valve as show. As a result, oscillator variating
will take place in the anode ourrent flowing, but it oannot be said that these are
given by -

/where
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where & is the slope of the "static" mutual characteristic.

VARIATIONS IN ANODE CURRENT CAUSE VARIATIONS IN THE VOLTAGE BETWEEN ANODE AND
CATHODE.

If the steady anode current is i, and the voltage of the high tension battery is Eo,
the actual potential difference between the anode and cathode is (Eo - iR). Any
change in anode current i" results in a change in anode potential given by Ea =
-i"R, The general formula for the determination of ig must, therefore, be used and
combined with the last result to give the actual value of i"• Thus, the two
equations following are both applicable to the circuits of a Class A amplifier -

E
E az . +a m g Fa

E =-iRa a

Solving this by substituting for E" in the first equation -

R*7&',-+° "a

••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••• (1)

Hence, the voltage "amplification factor", which is 9ePy} vOlEAE°, is given by -input voltage*

RE,-a
................. (2)

Equation (1) is an expression connecting the anode current variation with the grid
voltage variation» Instead of the variation being &,» it is now -

*ae- m=-=
+ a *,
"a

Equation (1) might also be retained -

• 555. a*.
a R*F" R+rg

The voltage amplification may also be conveniently found from the following
formulae -

The voltage amplification equals -

(a) Amplification factor > load resistanoe _ HA
Load resistanoe + anode resistance- p+ r,

(as) Transconductance ta mieromhos x 5a x A
10° (R + r")

/ It
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It is showm in the rirst formula that the gain actually obtainable from a valve is
less than the amplification factor, but approaches this value as the ratio of the
load resistence anode resistance is increased,

7. EE3T QUESZTONS.

1. What is the main difference between radio frequency and audio frequency amplifiers
as regards input and output circuits?

2 What advantages accrue from the use of negative feedback? What is meant by -

(i) Current feedback, and
(ii) Voltage feedback?

5 Show by means of a sketch how distortion may be introduced by incorrect biasing
of a valve in an amplifier.

4, Why is decoupling necessary in high-gain amplifiers? Illustrate your answer by
a simple sketch of a two-stage amplifier.

5% Name three bypes of distortion which can occur in an amplifier and refer to several
likely causes of their occurrenoe.

6. Whet is meant by Class A, Class B and Class C amplifiers? Which type would you
use in the following stages of a radio transmitter?

(i) Frequenoy multiplier stage.
(ii) Unmodulated radio frequency amplifiers.
(iii) Amplifier following the modulator.
(iv) For best efficiency in a Heising type modulator.
(v) In the speech amplifier units up to about 500 watts.

7. What is bhe purpose of neutralising an amplifier? Sketch a typical circuit
associated with s push-pull or balanced amplifier,

8 Illustrate three common methods of coupling audio frequency amplifier stages, and
briefly compare the merits of any two of them,

END OF PAPER,
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l.l Radio Broadcasting is concerned with the translation of sound waves into electrical
currents and radio waves, and converting these radio waves back into sound waves

possessing all the characteristics of the
original sound source. A brief review
of the principles of wave motion and
sound will first be given as an introduct
ion to microphones and loud-speakers - the
mouths and ears of radio!

1,2 Sound Waves» Sound, as explained in
other books, is a sensation appreciated
through the mechanism of the ears, when a
sudden compression is produced in the
atmosphere. his compression may be
violent, irregular and not repeated, in
which case it is recognised as a noise,
Compressions may be created, for example,
by the explosion of a bomb or gun, or by
the sudden beating of the air by lightning,
causing thunder,

If ohe compression is not violent and
regularly repeated, it is recognised as a
musical sound, If the compression is
irregular and yet prolonged, it may be a

RADIO AUSTRALIA SPEAKS TO TE NO5IDA sound called a speech sound, sound waves,
in general, find their origin in some sort

of mechanical vibration, caused by impacts (hammering, drums), friction (violin,
scraping) and other forms of energy dissipation in mechanical arrangements,

Musical sounds exhibit three qualities -

(i) Pitch or frequenoy,
(ii) Loudness or intensity, and

(iii) Quality or timbre.
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1.3 Pitch or {re0u0EOXe Pitch is the number of compressions which strike the ear per
second, and is the important characteristic that distinguishes musical sounds from
the heterogeneous mixture of frequencies called noise, A male voice is of a lower
pitch than a female voice, and a small bell has a higher pitch than a large bell,
The upper limit of audible pitch for most people is approximately 16,000 c/s.
Frequencies lower than about 32 c/s are felt rather than heard,

1,4 Loudness or IntensiEJe The intensity of a sound is really a moasure of its energy,
or the amplitude of its vibration, Intensity of sound is measured on an arbitrary
scale, in which two sounds that stand to each other in energy ratio as l to l0 are
said to differ by l bel (see Paper No. l), Taking the threshold of hearing (an in
dividually variable quantity) as having an intensity of l db, the approximte levels
of some sources of sound are given in the following table -

Threshold of hearing Unity (l db)

A quiet whisper at 5 ft. + l0 db

Ordinary conversation at 3 ft. + 50 db

Congested city traffic + 75 db

Pneumatic riveting hammers + 90-100 db

There are many instances, such as frequency measurements and calibrating oscillators,
where the frequencies of two alternating currents are varied until what is known as
"zero beat" condition is obtained. Similarly, the production of two or more sounds
of different frequencies results in a sound of periodically changing amplibule and
hence jnten@*IX - the phenomenon of "beats" If the beat frequenoy is small, the
individual pulsations are registered as such by the ear (say to about 30 c/g). If
bhe beat frequency is within the audible range above about 30 c/s, a musical tone can
be distinguished.

Fig» l shows the difference between a beat tone and a simple tone of the same frequenoy,
If the tones producing the best frequency are separated by 500 cycles and the simple
tone has a frequenoy of 500 cycles, the effect on the ear will be similar.

PRESSURE
0F

AMPLITUDE

4
I
I
I
} AH6aH4H6\Bo:\//HUH1UHM1#Hilt1HHHU48.. DIFFERENCE TONE

$ = 500.

Y8MEu w

* jhl....,.,L..,____.1_. "'-."""' ..,: -#-/ ..__~ SIMPLE TON£-<
FIG. l, BEAT TONE AND SIMPLE TONE OF SAME FREQUENCY.

1,5 8ualiby or Timbre. Quality is that characteristic of a sound which enables it to be
distinguished from the same frequency sound (note) payed on a violin, piano, trumpet,
saxophone or made by the voice, his characteristic depends on the complexity of
he vibration producing the sound or, in other words, the number of overtones or
harmonics present,

/ For
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For example, a note of 300 c/s is harmonically related to notes of 600, 900, 1,200
l,500,1,800 eto,, c/s, and it is the intensity and number of these harmonics
present that determines the quality of the sound. Generally speaking, the
harmonics do not have an amplitude as great as the fundamental, but the note can be
rich in harmonics so that a high percentage of the total sound energy is contained in
them.

Fig. 2 shows the wave forms of the musical sound Middle C (262 c/s) as originated by
several different instruments.

TUNING FORK

VIOLIN

OBOE

BASS FLUTE

CLARINET

CLARINET PLAYED
LESS VIGOROUSLY

INSTRURNYT SOUND WAVES (MIDDLE G, 262 g/s).

FIG. 2.

Fig. 3 shows the difference between two baritone voices intoning the same sound,

OO AS IN "GLOOM" VOICE "A"

oo AS IN "GLOOM" VOICE "g"

EE AS IN "BEE" VOICE "A"

EE AS IN "BEE" VOICE "g"

soup wAVES (tor9»),

TWO BARITONE VOICES SHOWING INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES.

FIG. 3.

Since these differences in quality are brought about by the harmonic content of a
sound, it will be apparent why so much thought has eer given to designing micro
phones, loud-speakers, amplifiers, eto., capable of reproducing these harmonics,

/1.6
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1.6 Pr9p888bion of Sound, Sound is propagated through space by wave motion in the
atmosphere or other medium, A movement of the sounding body causes compression or
rarefaction in the surrounding medium, [he compressed or rarefied atmosphere is
elastic and possesses inertia, so that the particles comprising it, after having
been displaced, return to and beyond their normal positions, causing the adjacent
regions to be rarefied or compressed. These regions, in turn, act in a similar
manner, transmitting vibratory energy to regions of the medium which are still more

distant from the source of sound. [his process continues until all of the energy
is dissipated, The particles of the medium vibrate back and forth, but do not
otherwise progress, although the vibratory motion and the energy of vibration are
propagated through the medium.

l.7 Wave Motion. Energy of vibration or wave motion may be propagated through a medium
in two ways. In some cases, as in a liquid or gas, the wave motion is parallel to
'the direction of propagation of tho 0nergy. In solids, the wav~ motion may be eithor
parallel or perpendicular to the direction of energy propagation. These wave motions
are respectively termed -

(i) Longitudinal wave motion,
(ii) Transverse wave motion.

1,8 Longitudinal Veve Nob1or The propagation of sound waves through the air is entirely
by longitudinal wave motion and may be appreciated by reference to Fig. 4

8A

ANALOGY OF LONGITUDINAL
WAVE MOTION.

F10. 4:

If a ball (say a billiard ball) is
driven against the row at A, one ball
will fly off the other end at B"
The reason is that, when the ball is
struck, it is momentarily compressed,
In recovering its shape, it com
presses the ball in front and so on
along the row, [he last but one
drives off the last ball. hus, a
wave of compression travels down uhe
row, If two balls, instead of one,
are used at A, then two balls will
fly off at B since two compression
waves, one following the other, travel
down the row,

A compression wave in air resembles this action. If vertical sections, of the air
are likened to billiard balls then, if the first section is suddenly driven forward,
the air in the neighbourhood of A is compressed. his air, in recovering, compresses
the air in front of it, and so on. If, on the other hand, the first section had
been pulled away, a lowering of pressure would have been produced and, in a similar
manner, a rarefaction would have been produced,

It will be seen therefore, that, if a piston is moving forwards and backwards, com
pressions and rarefactions are set up and the rate of motion determines the frequonoy,
while the total movement of the piston determines the amplitude,

It can be shown that a longitudinal wave can be represented diagrammatically by means
of a sine wave.

1,9 Transverse Wave« [he most familiar case of a transverse wave is that which travels
along a rope or string if one end is suddenly jerked sideways. If the rope is not
stretched too tightly, bhe wave can be seen travelling along it, If the end of the
rope is given a backwards and forwards motion, a succession of waves will travel
along it,

/ A
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A simple harmonic motion results, which can be represented as a
in Fig. 5, where the distance A to E is known as the wavelength.
usually designated by a Greek character (lambda).

TIME>

PAPER 1O. 5.
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sine wave as shown
Wavelength is

Al
I
I
I
I
y
49

B

b

FI0. 9:

D

TRANSVERSE WAVE.

1.10 Javelength, VY0loot*} and Fr0quenOJ« From the instant at which the string eommoncos
to move until the jerk ceases, a finite time elapses. During this time, ±e wave
motion will have travelled down the string away from the source of motion.
Referring to Fig. 5, if A is the source of wave motion and A' and A' the sideways
limits of the motion, then, during the time it takes to go from A to A' back through
A to A" and back to A, the string will have described the double-aro A B C D The
distance AE is called the "wavelength", the aro A B ( D E a "complete eyele of
motion", and the number of times A-E occurs in unit time (second) is termei the
frequency". It is apparent that the distance A-E will vary according to ke number
of cycles occurring in a second, since it is a function of time. Sound travels at
about l,l00 ft, per second in air, so that, with a frequency of one c/s, the distance
A-E would be 1,l00 ft. and would be covered in one second. Similarly, if {ho
frequency were l0 c/s, the distance A-E would be covered l0 times in one second, or

b 1,100 ft.the distance A-E would be4a = llO ft.

Thus, Wavelength, Velocity and Frequency are related, and may be summarised

V
- i

v "x

where

3

and f

Wavelength in same units as v,

Velocity of sound (l,100 ft. per second in air),

Frequenoy in c/s,

1.11 Reflection of Sound Vaess Where a compression meets a rigid wall, it can, in
recovering, compress only the sir behind it. he direction of a compression wave
is, therefore, reversed on meeting a rigid obstacle. [his process is known ms
reflection, and occurs whenever there is a discontinuity in the medium. Reza
factions behave similarly.
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l,12 Echoes« The reflection from a plain wall will give rise to a sound image. Thus, an
observer at E (Fig. 6) receives sound waves directly from A, and also waves which have

travelled from A to the wall and to E,
When the wall is close to A and E, as for
, due to the small time interval between

the two sets of waves, the cannot be dis
tinguished from one another« In an
ordinary room with plain walls, floor and
ceiling, the only effect of the reflection
is to increase the intensity of sound
observed. Anyone who compares the
difficulty of speaking or singing in the
open air to that in a small room will
appreciate this fact,

Wg W¢
A

""

----- ------
E

REFLECTIONS OF SOUND WAVES.

FIG. 6.

that is, sustained.,
will be heard, and,

If, however, the distance from A to the
wall is increased, as in W,r so that the
time of arrival of the direct and reflected
waves is about 1/30th of a second, the
sound, if of a sudden nature like a clap
of the hands, will appear to be drawn out,

If the time of arrival is about 1/20th of a second, two sounds
at greater distances, two distinct sounds will be easily heara"

From the above, it will be seen that, depending on the distance which, in turn, controls
the time of arrival of the direct and indirect waves, three conditions can be obtained

(i) Sound re-enforcement (less than 1/30th of a second),
(ii) Interference (about 1/30th of a second),

(iii) Echo (about 1/20th of a second or greater),

1,13 A0oousV1OS« The acoustic quality of nearly all sound waves from radio, telephone,
motion pictures, gramophone recordings and public address systems is largely influenced
by the acoustic properties of the rooms in which the sound to be transmitted on
recorded is generated, and in which this sound is later reproduced, The term "live"
and "dead" are often descriptively used to indicate the acoustic "feeling" of a room,
A "dead" room is one possessing little or no reflection from the walls or ceiling, and
singing or speaking in such a room is avoided, where possible, by artists or orators.
On the other hand, a "live" room possesses good reflection characteristics, hese
two characteristics may exist in only a particular section of the room, and in various
degrees of intensity. Thus, there are gradations between a very live room and a very
dead one, depending on its "reverberation" characteristics, that is, upon its ability
to reflect sound waves.

Thus, reverberation may be defined as the persistence of sound due to repeated reflect
ions, As mentioned previously, sound energy gradually fades away at a rate depending
on the surrounding media, This has been termed "the rate of decay" of sound energy,
and may be defined as the time rate at which the sound energy is decreasing at a given
point and at a given time. he pracbioal unit is the decibel per second.

Reverberation Time• Po enable comparisons of the characteristics of different rooms
and types of sound insulation, etc., to be made, a unit called "reverberation time"
has been adopted,

This unit may be defined as follows: The "reverberation time' for a given frequenoy
is the time required for the average sound energy, initially at a steady state, to
decrease to one-millionth (that is, 60 db) of its initial value after the source is
stopped. The time is expressed in seconds,

/ Absorption
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Absorption Goeffjoienk. mhere is an ideal time lag (reverberation time) and
volume proportion between the original and reflected sound striking the micro.
phone. If this is achieved, the resultant sound will be natural in quality,
neither too dead nor too alive.

The quantity relation between the original and reflected sound depends, among
other things, upon the efficienoy of the reflecting surface. Different materials
possess reflecting properties in varying degrees, dependent upon their structure
and surface. The value of the absorption coefficient increases with increasing
frequenoy of the sound waves. [he ideal number of fixed absorption units present
in a studio or hall depends upon a number of performers present and the instruments
involved. These characteristics will now be dealt with in a little greater detail,

1.14 Requirement~ for Good Acoustics.
is necessary that

In order that a room may have good acoustics, it

The sound be sufficiently loud in the room,
The room be free from noise whether of internal or external origin.
The room be free from echoes or interfering reflections.
The reflecting boundaries, that is, the walls, floor and ceiling
of the room be so disposed as to provide a nearly uniform
distribution of sound energy through-out the room,

The room be free from undesirable resonance.
The reverberation in the room be sufficiently reduced to avoid
excessive overlapping or commingling of excessive sounds of
speech or music, but that the reverberation be sufficient at
all frequencies to give a pleasing effect to either speech or
music as judged by the average listener,

It will be seen from the above that the requirements for good acoustics are many,
and no attempt will be made here to examine all of them. Instead, reverberation
and noise will be considered.

(4)
(4s)
(i41)
(iv)

(v)
(vi)

he time required for
will depend upon

(a) The number
(b) The amount

the intensity of the sound to be reduced a specified amount

of reflections which occur per unit time, and
of sound energy which is absorbed at each reflection.

If the room is a large one, there will be only a few reflections per second and,
in addition, if but a little sound energy is absorbed at each reflection, it will

require a relatively long time
for the intensity of ordinary
sound to be reduced appreciably»
Such a room will be excessively
reverberant. On the other hand,
if the room is small and the
boundaries highly absorptive, the
room will be free from reverber
ation. It will be seen, there
fore, that the reverberation of
a room can be controlled by its
dimensions and by the material
used at the boundaries,

REHEARSAL FOR "RADIO-REBEL" FROM
RADIO-AUSTRALIA'S STUDIO.

The reverberation of a room is
not the same for all frequencies,
and it is possible by the correct

selection of acoustic material
to control the reverberation to
conform to set requirements,

(Note microphones, acoustical treatment of room
and the producer of the programme.) / his
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This is necessary, as ii has been determined that it is desirable to have the lower and
higher frequencies more reverberant than the middle frequencies centred about 500 c/s,
Reverberation time is illustrated in the form of graphs as shown in Fig. 7,
[hes0 graphs show the desirable reverberation time at different frequencies for speech
and music in broadcast studios,

Far the acoustic treatment of studios, sound absorptive materials are used, generally
en the walls, and, of the many types available, "rock-wall" behind perforated metal
sheet, such as zinc, is used extensively, Recently, the zinc sheet has been dis
placed by perforated ply wood. The latter has the advantage of a better appearance,
"Rock-wool", as produced by one manufacturer, is basalt rock, which, when in the
molten state is forced through fine nozzles to give a thread-like result,
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REVERBERATION TIME FOR STUDIOS.

To achieve seme of the other requirements of good acoustics, it is usual to resort to
such devices as avoiding the use of panel walls and not having the ceiling parallel
with the floor, In addition, the walls and ceiling nay have curved sections in the
convex manner

Considering the quest_on of noise in studios, the noise from external sources is of
major importance, snd he principal means whereby noise enters a studio are as follows

(a) By means of penings, as windows, cracks around doors, ventilating duots,
or any other opening which will admit a free flow of air,

(b) By mesne of he refraction or transmission through partitions. This is
analogous to the refraction and transmission of light from air to water,
or between any two media.

(c) By means of the conduction of sound through solids, For example, "impact
sounds", such as footfalls, hammering on walls or floors, or the moving of
furniture on hardwood floors, are conducted through the dense and rigid
structural members of a building.

(d) By means of the diaphragm action of walls, which communicate sound from
one side of a partition to the other side,

Of the above, the refraction or transmission of sound from one media to another can
be ignored, as the effect is negligible.

The following methods are used to reduce noise from external sources -

(a)

(b)

(e)
(a)
(e)
(e)

Special attention to ventilating systems, such as quiet running machinery
and special ducts.

Build the studio so that it is a complete room in itself and resting on
pads of rubber, cork or felt. This will reduce the conduction of sound
through solids.

Use a sound lock at the studio door.
Use special windows,
Use materials of high absorptivity for the external walls.
Avoid the use of pipes between the studio and adjacent structures.
refers to heating pipes and conduits for power wiring,

This
/ 2.
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2.l A microphone is a device which changes acoustical or sound energy into electrical
energy, at the same time preserving all the frequency characteristics of the sound
energy• If the changes in the electrical circuit follow faithfully the sound
impulses, the microphone is said to have perfect fidelity.

Microphones must be able to fulfil the following general conditions -

(i) Reproduce with perfect fidelity the sound generated by a
symphonic orchestra, which contains practically all the
frequencies likely to be encountered in music. This
range is approximately from 30 to 16,000 c/s.

(ii) Frequencies not present at the souroe should not be added
by the microphone (that is, it should not introduce distortion).

(iii) The microphone must be capable of reproducing great variations
in sound pressure without distortion. he variation in
volume, which the microphone is required to handle, may be
approximately 60 db.

(iv) Any noise, such as hiss, generated by the microphone should
be at least 40 db below the weakest signal encountered.

(v) The microphone should possess an impedance that is readily
matched to a connecting cable and/or amplifier.

(vi) The microphone should possess high sensitivity, that is, the
power output into its electrical load must be as great as
possible for a given sound intensity,

MODERN MICROPHONES.

9ABDI9ID MICROPHONE (LEET) AND A DYNAMIC MICROPHONE.
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2.2 Typ9s of licr9phones« Microphones naturally fall into types descriptive of their
basic electrical design, he most generally used are

( . \1,
I •• )i1
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

(vi)

Carbon microphone.
Moving coil microphone.
Velocity or ribbon type.
Cardioid types.
Piezo-electric or crystal
Condenser type.

types.

Although types (ii) to (iv) inclusive are generally used in broadcasting, the other
tbree types will be discussed also since they are frequently used.

2.3 Carbon Mioropl9me. mhe Carbon Microphone is the simplest type of microphone and is the
baeio "transmitter" of telephone systems (seo Fig. 8). The carbon microphone depends
for its operation primarily upon the variation in resistance of carbon granules in
contact. The resistance of the carbon varies directly with the pressure exerted
upon it, The granules are behind and in contact with a diaphragm, which vibrates
according to the air pressure variations resulting from sound waves. [he resistance
of the carbon granules varies accordingly and controls the magnitude of a current
passing through the carbon. The output of a typical carbon microphone is not of a
very high quality, due to mechanical resonances which can occur; it is also liable
to "pack" and cease functioning.

Most carbon microphones have a relatively high output but generate a steady hiss,
owing to minute variations in the contact resistance of the carbon granules themselves.
Some carbon microphones are also sensitive to vibration and cannot readily be handled
in use.

Some improvement in characteristics was obtained by using two carbon granule chambers
with a tightly stretched diaphragm between them. This type reduced the mechanical
resonances and also the oubput, which was, however, somewhat improved by the push
pull action, Fig. 8a is a cross-section of a typical Double-Button type microphone,
and Fig. 8b is the associated circuit. As mentioned before, this type is seldom
used, but the description is included for its historic developmental interest. [he
output of this microphone averages about -45 db.

Fig. 8 includes a moder version of this type of microphone as developed for services,
such as police, ambulance, Toresi protection.

2.4 Moving Coil Microphone (Magnetio). mhe moving coil or dynamic microphone (see Fig. 9)
consists of a powerful cobalt-steel magnet, which provides a strong magnetic field
across a narrow annular air gap. In this gap, with a clearance of a few thousandths
of an inch, is a circular coil of aluminium ribbon wound on edge. This coil is
attached to a light but stiff duralumin diaphragm, so designed as to vibrate as a whole
up to a high frequency. he diaphragm has a dome-shaped centre portion, which
extends to the inner edge of the moving coil. This stiffens the centre of the
diaphragm, so that it vibrates substantially as a plunger throughout the frequenoy
range. [his type of microphone is a pressure operated device.

The electrical output of the moving coil microphone is low, and is approximately -60
db (reference l milliwatt) on average speech.

This microphone is of low impedance, 50 ohms, and must be used with a pre-amplifier,
except in connection with outside broadcast amplifiers.

Generally speaking, the frequency response is uniform from 35 to 10,000 c/s. However,
this is determined by the angle of incidence of the sound in relation to the micro
phone. A typical response curve is given in Fig. 9a,

Fig. 9b shows the essential parts of the moving coil microphone. Acoustic compen
sating devices are used to giv~ a satisfactory response. Fig. 9 includes some typical
designs of this type of microphone.

As the coil moves with the diaphragm in proportional response to the sound waves, it
cuts the magnetic lines of force between the poles of the magnet. Thus, there is
induced into the coil a current which, in frequency and amplitude, is a faithful
replica of the diaphragm movement. he current produced in the coil is the electrical
output of the microphone. / Fig. 8.
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loving coil microphones are considered to be of the semi-directional type, and a
typical graph of the direction characteristics is given in Fig. 10. However, if
moving coil microphones are used in the horizontal plane, they become non-direct
ional in the horizontal plane.

Another form of moving coil microphone, sometimes known as the "Billiard Ball'
type, is of the same basic design, but is smaller and is of spherical shape,
Phis microphone has the advantage that it can be used without being too con
spicuous, and is the type normally used on announcers' desks, An outline of this
type is shown in Fig, ll,

' ACOUSTIC SCREEN

IJi
WITH BAFFI,E

SEMI -DIRECTIONAL "
WITHOUT BAFFLE

"CMNI - DIRECTIONAL"

DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
MOVING COIL MICROPHONE,

"SEMI-DIRECTIONAL" .

MOVING COIL MICROPHONE
"BILLIARD BALL" OUTLINE.

FIG. 10. PIG. l1.

Moving coil microphones are robust, and one type is frequently used for outsido
broadcast work, chiefly for commentaries,

Velocity or Ribbon [Type Mior9phones. mhe ribbon microphone (soo Fig. 12) is
a special type of moving coil microphone in which the moving coil consists of a
flat piece of aluminium alloy, which is acted upon directly by tho sound waves
and which has a resonant frequency below the audible range. [he construction
of such a microphone is shown in Fig» l2a.

The ribbon is suspended between the pole pieces of the permanent magnet in such
a way that the magnetic field cuts the edge of the ribbon. By allowing very
small clearances, the ribbon is free to move back and forth between the pole
pieces without touching them. The ribbon is actuated by sound waves moving
past it at right angles to its broad surface. Such sounds form a pressure area
on one side of the ribbon base and a partial vacuum on the other side, the
ribbon being forced into the vacuum. When a plane wave passes by a ribbon micro
phone, the resulting force acting on the ribbon is proportional to the difference
in sound pressure on the front and back of the ribbon. The resulting force
exerted against the ribbon is proportional to the frequency and to the pressure
gradient or particle velocity of the sound wave, As a result, this type of
microphone is commonly called a "velocity" microphone.

The velocity microphone has a directional characteristic known as bi-directional,
as shown in Fig. l2b. This is because sound waves arriving from the side strike
both the front and back of the ribbon at the same instant, and so produce no
resultant force. his pattern can be used to advantage to minimise undesired
reverberation and noises. his microphone is particularly useful for interviews
and play production,

/ The
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The velocity microphone is not as robust as the moving coil types, and an
accentuation of the lower frequencies will occur if the microphone is too close to
the broadcasting artist, It also needs protection from sudden winds and draughts,

Due to the fact that the impedance of the ribbon is only a fraction of an ohm, a
coupling transformer is fitted as an integral part of the complete microphone, he
secondary impedance for departmental purposes is 50 ohms, he electrical output of
the velocity microphone is lower then for the moving coil types, averaging about
-100 db.

EARLY TYPE

MODERN TYPE

POL.E ~IECE

(a) CONSTRUCTION

o°

(I> DIRECTIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS

FIG. 12. VELOCITY OR RIBBON MICROPHONES.
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Cardioid Wi0r0p/0me. Basically, the Cardioid Microphone consists of a moving coil
and a ribbon type microphone in a common housing, so that, by means of a switch,
any one of three directional characteristics can be obtained. Those character
istics are shown in Fig, 13,

COMBINATION

UNIDRECTIONAL,

FIG. 13.

MOVING COIL

NON-DIRECTIONAL.

RIBBON

BI-DIRECTIONAL.

THREE POSITIONS OF A CARDIOID MICROPHONE.

In the first and second positions, either of the two microphones can be used alone.
In the third position, the two microphones are electrically connected and the
directional characteristic is of heart-like shape, hence the word "cardioid",

With the moving coil type cf microphone, the diaphragm always moves in the same
direction irrespective of the direction of the sound, This applies even if the
sound is from the rear of the microphone. However, with a ribbon microphone, the
ribbon reverses direction if the sound is from the rear instead of the front and,
by combining the two microphones electrically together, the directional character
istic is cardioid in shape.

2.5 Piezo-Electric ox Drystal Microphone. A crystal microphone is one in which the
electrical output results from the stress of a crystal having piezo-electric pro
perties, Such a crystal, when properly cut, if subject to mechanical stress, shows
charges of opposite polarity upon its faces, he magnitude of the charges is
dependent upon the displacement of the piezo-electric body Rochelle salts have
shown a marked superiority over other crystals and are used extensively for this type
of microphone» Although these salts are soluble in solution, suitable protection can
be obtained against moisture by enclosing the crystal in waterproof waxes and paper,
he construction of a typical crystal microphone, using a number of crystal cells
arranged to aid each other and improve the over-all sensitivity, is shown in Fig. l4,

This Crystal Microphone consists of (a) a rectangular frame of bakelite in each side
of which is supported (b) a thin Rochelle salts crystal unit, [he space between the
crystals and the frame is sealed by (c) a flexible air-tight ring, which permits the
crystal to vibrate freely with variations of air pressure due to sound waves» When
the entire unit is subjected to sound variations, the two sides of the crystal unit
vibrate in phase with each other, which produces a resultant in the generation of an
e.m.f, across them in direct proportions to the sound pressure, while, if the unit is
subjected' to mechanical vibration or shock, the voltages generated by both sides are
out of phase with each other. Owing to the fact that this microphone is purely a
pressure operated device and therefore non-directive, there is no cut-off effect at
the low frequencies, and the response is flat over the audio frequency range.

The output level of typical units varies between -65 and -75 VU approximately.

!he ruggedness, uniform frequency response and non-directivity in a horizontal plane
make this an excellent microphone for broadcast purposes, although special design is
needed to render it insensitive to atmospheric conditions. The horizontally non
directive properties, possessed by no other type, are often an especial convenience
in studio set-ups, enabling performers to be comfortably grouped around the micro
phone instead of being clustered in front of the microphone to avoid distortion due
to loss of the higher frequencies, / Fig. l4.
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DAMPING AND
SEPARATING SLABS

SOUND PiESSURE

MOUNT
(a)

SOUND PRESSURE

RADIO I.

AIRTIGHT
COMPARTMENT

CRYSTAL PLATES
()

(a) Microphone.

FIG. 14:

ADVANTAGES OF
CRYSTAL MICROPHONE.

Light Weight.

Ruggedness,

Ease of maintenance.

No battery required.

Non-directional,

(b) Construction.

TYPICAL CRYSTAL MICROPHONE.

DISADVANTAGES OP
CRYSTAL MICROPHONE.

High impedance makes matching
difficult with degrading
response.

Unstable with temperature and
humidity unless specially
designed.

Not acoustically overloadable,

No inherent background noise.

2.6 Condenser Ni0r0phone. A condenser microphone depends for its operation upon
variations of capacitance, Although not used often, this type is of interest in
illustrating the many designs that have been tried in an effort to produce a microphone
of high quality, In the condenser microphone, the diaphragm acts as one plate of a
condenser, The diaphragm, by its movement, alters the charge and, in so doing, pro
ducers a voltage drop across a suitable resistor in series with it and the charging
source, The voltage thus produced will be a true replica of the diaphragm movement
in amplitude and frequenoy. Because of the very small movement of the diaphragm
under ordinary sound pressures and the low capacity of the unit, very high values of
resistance and charging voltage must be employed to obtain a reasonable output,

/ mhe
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The high impedance and low output of the unit make it impossible to use this micro
phone with long leads, and a two or three stage amplifier is required, This ampli
fier is usually fitted with the microphone itself, the two becoming a self-contained
unit called a condenser microphone.

The condenser microphone has had wide application because of its reasonably good
frequency response, freedom from background noise and low transient distortion.

The disadvantage of the condenser microphone are lack of portability, comparative
insensitiveness, the necessity for an amplifier in close proximity, its sus
ceptibility to humidity and dampness effects and lack of ruggedness.

Thus, the condenser microphone has gradually been superseded by other types poss
essing greater sensitivity, ruggedness and other desirable qualities.

Fig. 15 shows a typical unit, the microphone output being approximately -95 db.

STRETCHED
DIAPHRAGM

f
INSULATION

10,000.0

H.T. 4
200¥

CONDENSER MICROPHONE UNIT.

FIG. 15.

2.7 lior9p/one Pl8oement+ mhe effective acoustics for any particular studio are very
much influenced by the type of microphone used and its placement.

In determining the proper placement of a microphone, it is necessary to take into
consideration the directional properties of the particular microphone being used as
regards both electrical output and frequency response characteristics. Each type
of microphone has a directional characteristic peculiar to its type, and both the
horizontal and the vertical plane directional pattern of the microphone must be
considered in connection with its application and placement. Some microphones are
unidirectional, other bidirectional, and still others non-directional in the
horizontal plane. These properties are extremely important and useful for dis
criminating against undesired sources of sound, and for obtaining a desired relation
between sounds from different sources.

/ It
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It is evident then that a simple way of instantly changing effective studio acoustics
is by using microphones having different directional characteristics. [he use of
different microphones, plus the use of absorbent and reflecting materials, enables an
adjustment of studio acoustics to be made over a reasonable range of conditions.

The use of more than one microphone for the pick-up of a given performer or groups
of performers working as a unit (orchestra, chorus, etc,) is generally avoided as far
as is practicable. Serious frequency and delay distortion is likely to result if
more than one instrument is employed for the pick-up, because, under these circum
stances, each microphone will be a different distance away from the sound source.
As a result, the sound waves do not reach each microphone at the same instant.

Not only does the type of microphone determine the results obtained, but also the
distance of the microphone from the artist and the acoustics of the particular studio
in use. If the microphone is close to the artist, the reverberation will not be
great, but, as the distance is increased, so the reverberation is increased.

In the case of the studio, particularly the type with a "dead end" and a "live end",
it is possible by both the placement of the microphone and the position of the artist
to obtain varying results, Likewise, in the case of orchestra and chorus type of
programmes, the actual arrangement of the musical instruments or the artists has a
large bearing on the final result,

I* can be stated then that the results obtained from the output of a studio are de
termined by the following factors

(i) The directional characteristics of the microphone used.
(ii) The distance between the performer and the microphone.

(iii) he effective acoustics of the studio, particularly reverberation
time,

(iv) The arrangement and position of the performers.

Even with the above aids, compromises must be made in setting up artists before the
microphone. Instruments having different frequenoy ranges will have differing re
flection characteristics, and also possibly different sound energy output, for example,
a double bass and a flute will differ greatly,

Sufficient has been said in the above notes to indicate that studio design, microphone
placement and acoustic treatment form quite a branch of radio engineering on their own.
The importance of this has been well realised by the introduction of production
engineers and technical courses dealing with the subject,

3. LOUD-SPEAKERS OR REPRODUCERS.

3"l A loud-speaker is a device designed to radiate acoustic energy into a room or open air.
The device is furnished with electrical energy, and the transformation to acoustic
energy is usually accomplished by causing a surface or diaphragm in contaot with air
to move, thus setting the adjacent air in motion,

3.2 D18pnra&ES In order to radiate large amounts of power into the open air, considerable
motion of the diaphragm is required. This requires that the diaphragms be supported
at their large ends by flexible "surrounds" or annular members, which have mechanical
resistance ss well as some stiffness. In large diaphragm speakers, the driving coil
or rod must also be supported by a flexible centring member or "spider". This is
usually made of a material such as bakelite, fibre or paper, which adds almost a pure
stiffness to the system.

3.3 Typ9s o£ Loud-speakers. (i) Moving-Tron Type· Early types of loud-speakers wero of
Em% tViE« Ii6En typo, in vaoh eh% a1aphiaga was attached to a small, 11ght soft
iron armature suspended in the field of a permanent magnet, The flux of the
permanent magnet was caused to vary by the electrical currents from the driving
source, and thus the armature vibrated in accordance with these variations and trans-
mitted them to the diaphragm and the air. / These
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These speakers usually gave poor reproduction of low frequencies and possessed a
high impedance varying with frequency, which made correct impedance matching
impossible. However, the*r performance compares favourably with cheap speakers
of the moving-coil type, and they still have a range of usefulness. Fig. 16 shows
the usual form of this speaker. Currents through audio current coil cause
variations in the magnetic flux in the field of the magnet NS. These variations
cause the magnetic armature to vibrate, thus transferring the vibrations through
the driving rod and pin to the cone,

(ii) MoYim&-oil T)Pe The loud-speakers in most general use are of the moving-coil or
dynamic type, as shown in Fig. l7. his type consists of a paper cone, to the
apex of which is fastened a coil (commonly called the "voice coil") located in a
strong magnetic field and carrying the audio-frequency currents to be transformed
into sound waves. In such an arrangement, the action of the magnetic field on the
coil current produces a mechanical force that vibrates the paper cone and causes
radiation of sound waves. fhe cone is supported in a metal frame around its outer
edge, while the coil is held in position and supported by means of a flexible spider
or a corrugated disc where dust proofing is essential, fhe entire coil is, there
fore, free to move as a unit and, under ordinary conditions, is proportional in such
a manner as to have a resonant frequency at the lower end of the frequency range to
be produced.

COIL
TERMINALS

PAPER CONE
DIAPHRAGM

MOVING-IRON SPEAKER.

FIG. 16.

11 uuST CAP

MOVING-COIL LOUD-SPEAKER.

FIG. 17.
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Fig. 18 shows the impedance characteristics of a typical moving-coil loud-speaker.
The cone must be mounted in a baffle or in a box, in order to prevent the radiation
from the front and back sides from cancelling at low frequencies.
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FIG. 18. MOVING-COIL LOUD-SPEAKER IMPEDANCE.

Operation. The operation of a moving-coil
sidering the basic theory of its operation.

N N

loud-speaker can be understood by con-
Assume a straight conductor carrying

current is placed between two
large plane pole faces of a
permanent magnet. The com
ponent fluxes are as shown in
Fig. l9a. The flux due to the
magnet is uniform in the gap
between the poles, as shown by
the equally-spaced parallel
straight lines. The conductor
lies in a plane parallel to the
pole faces, and current is flow
ing through it into the paper.
The lines of flux are concentricDIRECTION

Of MOTION

(a) (b)

ILLUSTRATING THE DISTRIBUTION OF FLUX LINES IN

THE MAGNETIC FIELD OF A MOVING-COIL SPRAKER,

circles,

F1O. 39.

The resultant distribution of
flux lines is shown in Fig. 19b.
On one side of the conductor,
the component flux lines run in
the same direction, and so the
field is strengthened as shown
by the packing of lines. he
resultant field is weak on the
other side, and the lines are
comparatively far apart. This
condition forces the conductor
to the right in a plane parallel
to the pole faces,

If the direction of the current
in the conductor is reversed, it
will be seen that the conductor
will move in the opposite dir
ection, that is, to the left,
he force obtained in a moving
coil is given by
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8ILi6 dynes

the flux density due to the magnet in lines per square centimetre,
the current in amperes flowing in the conductor, and
the length in centimetres of the conductor which is the region of
uniform flux density ~

3.4

It will be apparent that, as the conductor moves in the magnetic field, it is cutting
lines of force and will then follow Lenz's Law -

The direction of the induced e,m.f. produced by the motion of a
conductor in a magnetic field is such that, if induced ourrent could flow,
it would produce a force opposing the motion.'

This law is important as it explains the behaviour of the cone in respect to transient
response, for, if a large induced current could flow, a large foroe would oppose the
motion and the cone would lose its momentum quickly when the voice currents cease to
flow.

The permanent magnet type of loud-speaker is preferred for two reasons -

(i) Power is not required to excite the field coil.
(ii) Greater efficiency is obtained. Field excitation cannot

give the same flux density in the gap as a modern permanent
magnet.

Loud-Sp0aker DaPPID&• A loud-speaker possesses mass, and, therefore, inertia,
(mo Grage Se 1eFtia is to tend to retard the stopping or starting of a mass.)
In a loud-speaker vibrating under constantly changing frequency and amplitude con
ditions, the effect of inertia is to tend to prolong the cone excursions of, say, a
certain frequency. As a result, transients may not be reproduced effectively with a
consequent loss of quality of reproduction. This effect is minimised by "damping"

Every loud-speaker has a certain amount of internal damping, due to its construction,
but in most cases, the damping is insufficient to give good reproduction of tran
sients, he anode resistance of the output valve, as reflecbed through bhe coupling
transformer, acts as an additional shunt damping resistance. Since the audio output
voltage and the damping resistance are both passed through the same transformer, the
effect may be considered as on the primary. Only the ratio of the load resistance
(R,) to the effective anode resistance (R) need be considered, therefore, and this
ratio (R,/R) is called the 'damping factor'. Triodes have good damping factors,
but pentodes and beam power tetrodes, due to their high plate resistance, have very
poor damping factors. fhe application of negative (voltage) feedback will reduce
bhe anode resistance of a pentode or beam tetrode, and, if sufficient feedback is
applied, the damping factor may be made even greater than with triodes, but this is
not always desirable,

The damping, at frequencies at which the impedance of the loud-speaker rises above its
impedance at 400 c/s, is greater than that at 400 c/s, since Rj, is greater. This is
particularly beneficial in improving the reproduction at the bass resonant frequenoy.

The cone produces the sound waves and, at low frequencies, it acts approximately as a
piston or diaphragm having a diameter equal to the diameter of the cone. At
frequencies above l,000 c/s, the cone ceases to act as a simple piston and, instead,
bhe cone vibrations are in the form of waves travelling outward from the apex, with
the result that the centre part of the cone vibrates much more intensely than the
outer edges. By using a hard cone material or corrugating the 0one, the high
frequency response can be maintained,

At low frequencies, the sound waves have a wide angle of distribution, and it is
necessary that the cone be munted in some form of baffle in order that the waves
radiated from the two sides of the cone, which are produced with a phase difference
of 180°, will not cancel each other. / rne
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he baffle diameter should be approximately a half wavelength at the lowest frequency
for whioh little or no loss in the sound output is desired, and, for best results,
should have an irregular outline, in order to eliminate tho possibility of destructive
interference between front and back radiation at certain critical frequencies» In
the usual radio receiver, the cabinet supplies the baffle anad, wher~ good response
down to low frequencies is desired, the cabinet must be of ample size.

At high frequencies, the sound waves are projected in the form of a bsam, which results
in an unequal distribution of sound between the lower and higher frequencies, fo
reduce this effect, the multi-cellular horn has een developed. When fitted to a
moving-coil unit having an aluminium diaphragm somewhat like that of the moving-coil
microphone, a satisfactory distribution of the higher frequencies is obtain~d. For
the lower frequencies, a separate moving«coil speaker of the horn loaded type is used.
A dividing network is required to divide the upper from the lower frequencies. Mhe
network divides the frequencies somewhere in the range 200 to l,200 c/s, depending on
the type and design of the high frequency loudspeaker. Fig, 20a shows a multi
cellular high frequency unit, and Fig. 20b a combination high-quality unit,

(a) Multi-0ellular Horn, (b) Combination High Quality Unit,

LOUD-SPEAKERS.

FIG. 20.

3.5 Born Loaded [ouid-speak0re: mhe horn is essentially an acoustic coupling device, which
transforms energy at " high pressure and low velocity to energy at a low pressure
and high velocity. A horn can, therefore, be used to increase the load that the air
produces upon the driving mechanism of a loud-speaker, and thereby makes it possible
to obtain a better match between a relatively heavy driving mechanism and the fluid
air. It can be said that the horn is an acoustic impedance matching device.

In Fig. 20, a typical horn speaker is shown using a moving-coil driving unit and an
exponential multi-cellular horn. Sound waves produced at the throat by the diaphragm
vibrates travel along the horn, expanding in an orderly manner until large enough to
transfer their energy to space without undue disturbance. In an exponential horn, the
taper is such that the cross-sectional area is proportional to an exponent of the
distance along the horn,

/ me
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The exponential horn can be used to load the back part of th> cone of the ordinary
moving-coil loud-speaker as shown in Pig. 2la.

FIG. 21.

(@) Exponential Horn

MOVING-COIL.
LOUD-SPEAKER

(b) Folded Erponential Horn.

HORN LOADED MOVING-COIL LOUD-SPEAKERS.

With this arrangement, the lower
frequencies up to 250 c/s are
radiated by the front of the cone
directly to the air, while the
radiation from the rear of the
cone is made through the horn.
The frequencies above 250 c/s are
radiated from the front of the
cone only• [he horn includes an
acoustic low pass filter to ensure
this condition.

Fig. 2lb shows the practical form
of this arrangement.

The horn is made up of rectangular
sections and built into a cabinet,
so that the mouth opening is in the
same plane and direction as the
front of the cone of the loud
speaker. Thus, the advantages of
the horn loading are obtained in a
cabinet suitable for broadcasting
use•

3.6 Advantages and Disadvantages of the Baffle Mounted Moyins-0oil Loud-Speaker and the Horn
Evpe:

Baffle Mounted Type:

Disadvantages.

( i)
(ii)
(411)

(iv)

Low efficienoy, l0 to 15 per cent.
Back radiation.
Poor frequency response, due chiefly to the resonance of the cone
and poor efficiency at the lowest frequencies.

Poor impedance conditions adversely affecting the output stage
of an amplifier,

Horn Loaded Type

Advantages.

(a)
(11)

(31i)
(iv)

Higher efficiency, 25 to 30 per cent.
No back radiation.
Good impedance conditions.
Improved frequency response.

Disadvantages.

Size and shape. If of the folded type, shape is satisfactory. The size depends
chiefly on the lowest frequency to be produced. The folded cabinet used for the
national broadcasting system has a low frequenoy cut-off of about 70 c/s,

From the above, it will be seen that the horn loaded loud-speaker is the better, and the
arrangement which would give excellent results is s system which employs two speakers,
one to handle the lower frequencies and of the horn loaded type, while the other is of
the multi-cellular horn type to handle the high frequencies. This arrangement has the
added advantage that distortion of the loud-speaker system, due to intermodulation and
frequency modulation, is reduced to a very low value. / 3.7
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3.7 When operating more than one loud
introduce impedance mismatches.

600.0.

RADIO I.

speaker from one output; care should be taken not to
For example, suppose it was desired to connect four

600 ohm speakers to a 600 ohm
outlet, If the speakers wero
all placed in series, the impedance
would be 2,400 ohms, and, if they
were all in parallel the impedance
would be 150 ohms» Both ar~
obvious mismatches, but if placed
in a series-parallel combination,
an impedance match may be obtained
as shown in Fig. 22.

~ 8K
6000

s}' Ye
OPERATING FOUR LOUD-SPEAKERS. FROM ONE OUTPUT.

FIG. 22.

ZZZ wooD
[} ABSORPTION MATERIAL

3.8 Typical types of loud-speaker
cabinets are shown in F1g. 23,

FI0. 23- TYPICAL LOUD-SPEAKER CABINETS.

4. TEST QUESTIONS.

l, (i) Define the terms 'Wavelength", "Frequenoy" and "Reverberation Time"
(ii) What are the requirements that give a room good acoustic characteristics?

2. (i) Explain the terms "Unidirectional", "Bi-directional", and "Cardioid" as applied
to directional microphones.

(ii) State some advantages of the cardioid type of microphone.

3. Explain the operation of a moving-coil loud-speaker and illustrate with sketches.

4. (i) Name and define three distinguishing characteristics of sound,
(ii) What would be the main difference between a sound wave of similar frequenoy

originating from a tuning form and from a violin?

5% (i) What is a microphone and what desirable characteristics should one possess for
broadcasting use?

(ii) Sketch and briefly explain the action of a microphone other than a carbon type,

END OF PAPER.
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l. l Sound-recording and reproducing apparatus has many applications in radio. Artists
and. orchestras may be recorded at one place and hearad, by means of these recordings,
in many pars of the world, Another useful application is the recording of special
features, sporting fixtures and eduoationa] talks. Items may be recorded as
convenient and broadcast at suitable times; recordings may be sent to other
stations in the network or exchanged with organisations in other countries.

Recording facilities are available in several forms, three of these are -

(i) Mechanical reoording (sound on disc).

(ii) Magnetic recording (sound on tape or wire).

(iii) Optical recording (sound on film).

Each of these types will be desoribed in this Paper.

1. 2 The requirements for good recording and reproduction of sound are that

(i) The system (from the point where the sound reaches the pick-up device
to the point where it is reproduced as sound) must have a linear
relationship between its input and its oubput.

(ii) he system should have a uniform Response versus Frequency Characteristic.

(iii) A linear relationship should exist between its phase shift and the
frequency impressed on the system.
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2. MECHANICAL RECORDING.
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2.1 Mechanical recording is done by cutting a shallow undulating groove in a relatively
soft disc or record. This groove is cut by a steel or sapphire stylus actuated by
an electromechanical recording instrument.

Record materials are in two broad classes, wax and lacquer Wax, the softer of the
two, is generally used for making "pressed" or commercial disc records, but is not
suitable for "instantaneous playback" discs.

The introduction of "instantaneous playback lacquer" coated discs gave great
impetus to disc recording for broadcasting. Recordings of this type are usually
made on cellulose nitrate lacquer which has been applied to a disc of aluminium
or glass. (The term "lacquer" is used here for mixtures having about the same
degree of density and firmness, usually with cellulose-nitrate as a basic
ingredient plus resins, oils, lacquers, glycerine, paint products and a volatile
solvent.) The lacquer is soft but rapidly hardens after being cut; it is hard
enough to be played back immediately after cutting, hence the name. These discs
do not keep indefinitely without hardening, and must be carefully stored in
hermetically sealed tins to prevent drying out before being cut.

STOREHOUSE OF SOUNDS:
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Two general methods of' disc recording are in use -
(i) Lateral recording.
(ii) Vertical recording.

2. 2 Lateral Feoor0ding In lateral recording, .the frequenoy and amplitude variations of
bhe sounds to be recorded are translated into horizontal undulations of the cutting
stylus, resulting in a groove in the record which varies from side to side about a
mean position. See Fig.l which shows the action of the cutting stylus and a
reproducer stylus in a modulated groove.
The more commonly used method of lateral disc recording is known as engraving, and
the recording needle or stylus is set almost at right angles to the record surface.
The stylus cuts the soft material, just as a machinist's lathe cuts revolving
material with a cutting tool.

PAPER NO. 6.
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Two terms, Constant Velocity and Constant Amplitude, will be explained as a
preliminary to a description of lateral recording.
9onsbaru Ve1ociE} The velocity of lateral recording is the speed of travel of the
stylus from side to side. Constant velocity is where the peak lateral velocity of
the cutting stylus, which is attained as it crosses the centre of the groove, that
is, zero axis, remains constant for all frequencies for constant sound pressure at
bhe recording microphone. As the frequency is increased, the stylus must travel
across the groove many more times in unit time, and, if this lateral velocity is to
remain constant, the excursion distance each side of' the zero axis will diminish.
This is shown graphically in Fig. 2a. Thus, the amplitude of the groove is inversely
proportional to frequency. If the amplitude of the record groove for the sine wave
from an audio frequenoy oscillator is examined, it will be found that at the lower
frequencies a point is reached in the recording where the grooves run into one another.
The lower the frequenoy, the worse the effect. For this reason, constant amplitude
instead of constant velocity is used for frequencies below 250 c/s.
Dons*enu Amplibuude. With constant amplitude recording, bhe amplitude is constant
for constant sound pressure at all input frequencies as is shown in Fig. 2b. It
will be seen from Fig. 2b that the peak lateral velocity becomes very high at high
frequencies.

CUTTING STYLUS

REPRODUCER STYLUS

t

(a) Constant Velocity-

i-~--FREQUENCY

LATERAL TYPE RECORD GROOVE.
PIG. l.

(b) Constant Amplitude
RECORDING CHARACTERISTICS.

E19:8
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Brecbjoal Consideration. A cutting head for recording sounds may be either of the
magnetic type or crystal type, but the former only will be described since the
application of the latter, insofar as cutting is concerned, is restricted.

Theoretically, pick-ups and cutting heads
are interchangeable, but, practically,
this is not always the case. Basically, a
magnetic recording head records a frequency
response which has a constant velocity
characteristic, but, to avoid grooves
running into one another, this is changed to
constant amplitude below 250 c/s. This
involves attenuation of frequencies below
this, and the rate of attenuation is
6 db per octave, that is, 6 db at 125 c/s,
12 db at 62.5 c/s, and so on. Actually,
50 c/s is the lowest frequency considered.
Due to frequenoy response limitations of
equipment, the highest frequency used is
about 6,000 c/s. Fig. 5 shows this point.

COMPENSATED
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COMPENSATION

7
OUTPUT FROM

RECORD
IDEAL RECORDING CHARACTERISTIC.

FREQUENCY
io*e/s

Recording speeds. mhe two standard
FIC_2 recording speeds are 78 r.p.m. and

33-1/3 r.p.m, The former speed is used for
discs up to 12 inches in diameter, while, for the letter speed, 16 inch discs are used.
At 78 r,p.m, a maximum playing time of 4 minutes is obtainable, and, at 33-1/3 r,p.m,
a maximum playing time of 15 minutes is possible. These times refer to one side of the
disc only,

When a diso is recorded at 33-l/3 r,p.m., the velocity of the groove towards the inside
is so low that the higher frequencies are attenuated appreciably. Io minimise this
effect, the minimum diameter of the innermost groove is not less than 6-1/2 inches,
and an automatic equaliser is used which accentuates the higher frequencies to the
correct amount throughout the recording. This accentuation amounts to 16 db at
5,000 e/s for the innermost grooves and, at the outside, there is no accentuation. This
equalising is possible, as the maximum power in speech and music is present at about
400 c/s, but is down about 20 db at 5,000 e/s.

Fig• h shows the equalising applied at several radial distances.
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sisal/Noise Fabio: An important factor in recording system design is its signal-to-noise
ratio, which may be defined as the ratio of the loudest tone the system can reproduce
without objectionable non-linear distortion to the background noise of the system» It
is in many ways the most difficult characteristic of design considerations, and its
importance may be deduced from the continual investigations that are being carried outo improve this ratio,

An associated characteristic is the "aynamic range" of a system, which may be considered
as the ratio of the loudest sound which can be reproduced (for a given distortion) bo
the sound which is just distinguishable over the background noise of the system. The
dynamic range is also dependent upon the character of the sound and the band-width of
the system,

The dynamic range of an orchestra may be of the order of 70 db. This is too great a
range to be handled generally and modifications such as "compression" of loud passages,
and "expansion" of soft passages are used to reduce the range. This can be done without
seriously impairing the reproduction.

A large percentage of the surf'ace noise from a record is of a high-frequency nature,
and some systems of recording accentuate the higher frequencies during the recording
and attenuate them during replay to improve the signal to noise ratio, For example,
if the higher frequencies are accentuated l0 db, the noise will remain at the same
level. During replay, the high frequency end, inoluud1ng the surface noise, is
attenuated 10 db.

Recording (or (utter) Eead. mhe audio frequency voltages of the item to be recorded
are connected to the recording head. These voltages operate through an electrical
circuit which controls the movement of a special cutting stylus which is turn causes a
groove to be cut in a prepared disc» The electrical circuit iay be one of three
bypes

Crystal or piezo-electric.
Moving coil.
Moving iron,

Some of the requirements of a cutter head are conflicting. For example, it should be
small but robust, and reasonably independent of changes of temperature and ageing; it
should possess good sensitivity and yet accommodate changes of load on the cutter point
hat occur with different disc materials and different cutting speeds. No one type
meets all the requirements satisfactorily, but compromises enable reasonable
performance to be obtained,

Oars5a] SI'Yps. The Crystal. fype has some advantages but is seldom used because it is
not robust.

Moving Soi] Type. The Moving Coil Type has good frequenoy response, stability and low
distortion, but does not readily lend itself to small compact design. A useful design
employing a balanced armature is shown in Fig. 5a. In this type the "constant amplitude"
characteristic is obtained in the head itself; the high-frequency response is
controlled by a synthetic rubber-like material known as "viscaloid." There are three
adjusting springs; of these the centre spring (see Fig. 5a) is the retaining spring and
bhe two outer springs are used to centre the armature. The pole pieces are laminated and
an extension (not shown in Fig• 5a) fitted at right angles to the armature is centred in
a. soft damping medium "viscaloid."

/Moving
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Moving Iron {pe. A Moving Iron "Type is shown in Fig. 5b. The ends of the armature are
clamped between two U-shaped steel yokes within which lie two Ticonal magnets and the
laminated pole pieces with their brass clamping blocks. The metal at the bottom of the
deep slots at either enad of the armature is shaped to form torsion bars which support
the active centre portion of the armature in the gap between the pole pieces. To avoid
trouble with non-torsional deflections these torsion bars, both of which are hollow, are
made as short as possible, consistent with reasonable stress at maximum deflection.
Through the centre of one of them passes the long plain shank of the cutter clamping
screw and, as the thread is carried in an external block, it is easy to remove the
broken parts if this screw should be broken by over-tightening. The shank has a high
torsional compliance so that the presence of the clamping screw does not appreciably
add to the mechanical impedance of the armature.

KNIPE
EDGE

STYLUS»l7

ARMATURE
7k. /ADJUSTING

SCREWS

SR/ KNIFE-EDGE
RETAINING SCREW

(a) Belonged Armature Type-

RECORDING HEADS.

(b) Moving Tron Type-

F16. 9-

The coil is in slots in the faces of the pole pieces, and within the main, or driving,
winding is a second coil which is connected to an intermediate stage of the recording
amplifier so as to provide negative feedback. The voltage across this coil is
proportional to the flux linked, and the amplifier, therefore, is controlled to
compensate for distortion of the flux wave form, On initial assembly the air-gaps
between the armature and the pole pieces are adjusted to 0.005 in., and no further
adjustments are required or provided. It is necessary only to add the damping, which
is done by inserting a film of oil or grease into the bottom air-gaps.

Recorder Uni*. The recorder unit in general use (see Page 7) consists of a heavy cast
iron frame carrying a synchronous alternating current motor, a heavy cast-iron turn-table
and an overhead mechanism carrying the cutting head with its carriage and lead screw.
The motor shaft carries a steel pulley which drives to the inside edge of the turn-table
through a rubber idler wheel. Two sizes of idler wheels are used, one for each speed.
The motor is suspended on rubber, and, with the rubber idlers and heavy turn-table,
vibration is negligible.

/ The
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The cutting stylus may be a steel needle or a jewelled needle, such as a sapphire. For
high quality recording, a sapphire is almost invariably used; it requires careful
handling due to its inherent brittleness.

The heavy turn-table acts as a flywheel and assists in maintaining a constant speed
when cutting. The cutting head is moved across the disc by a feed mechanism which is
operated by worm gears driven by the rotating turn-table. The weight of the cutting
head on the disc is approximately 5 oz. (representing several tons to the square
inch at the point of the stylus) and is adjustable. Upon this adjustment depends
the depth of the groove, and the relative widths of groove and wall. A microscope
is provided for inspecting the cutting stylus and grooves» Audio power required for
the cutting head varies from 400 m to 2 W, according to design and manufacture. [he
impedance of the cutting heads is typical of voice-coils, that is, 2 to l5 ohms,
other types may be 500 ohms.

,,-;_ t."-

HEAVY METAL
FRAME

LEVER FOR RAISING
AND LOWERING
HEAD.

DISC RECORDER UNIT.
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2. 5 Making a Bo0or0ding: A summary of recording operations:

(i) The disc is wiped clean and placed on the turn-table.
(ii) A sapphire cutter is inserted in the out'ting head.
(iii) The overhead mechanism is lowered and the cutting head angles checked.
(iv) A best cut without modulation is made; this cut is examined with a

microscope for depth and to see that the sapphire is in good order.
(v) The modulation level is checked on the volume indicator and if

satisfactory the recording proceeds. A sash brush is handy to keep the swerf
clear of the cutter.
When the programme is finished a groove is cut without modulation. A repeat
groove is also cut, that is, the cutting head is disengaged from the lead
screw and a continuous groove is cub; this prevents the pick-up head: from
leaving the record when replaying»

(vi) At the conclusion of the recording, the disc is examined with the microscope
and if satisfactory, the disc preservative is applied. This liquid hardens
he surface and also applies a wax,

(vii) The diso is now replayed to test that the technical standard is satisfactory.

2. 1 Other Egjnte of Diso Begprding Interest-

(i) A good needle makes a quiet cut and a dull needle makes a noisy cut, that is,
a record with background noise,

(ai) he needle should be inserted with its flat face on the cutting side, that is,
so that it is cutting against the rotation of the disc. The angle of the
needle should be just off the vertical by a few degrees and inclined in such
a. direction that the record rotation will not cause it to dig into the record.

(iii) he balance weight on the cutting needle should be so adjusted that, when the
needle is cutting at normal speed, it produces a thread about the thickness of
a. coarse human hair.

(iv) The input level should always be checked against the manufacturer's
recommendation to avoid overload and underload.

(v) The cutting process should be practically inaudible. A needle that cuts with
a hissing sound will produce a high background noise. The causes of a noisy
cut may be -

(vi) The shavings from most records are highly inflammable, and care should be
taken to avoid danger of fire when cutting discs. It is a good plan to place
cuttings in a metal container as cutting proceeds or to put these into water.

(vii) "Wows," or a rhythmic change in amplitude in disc recording will be caused if
bhe speed of the groove is changed in a rhythmic manner during recording or
play-back. Wows are usually due to a slowing dow or speeding up of the
groove, but may be due to any of a multitude of causes. Typical of these
causes, wow may be due to dynamic unbalance of the table, off-centring of the
record blank, dragging of the record on loud passages, or out-of-roundness of
the rubber idler or driving wheel, owing to its being left in prolonged
contact with the turn-table at one point during periods of idleness.

(iii) A method of observing the frequency/amplitude response of a lateral disc is to
hold the record at an angle to a point source of light. A pattern will be
seen on the disc having a width related to the amplitude of the groove. The
picture on Page 2 gives an example of this method of observing the frequenoy/
amplitude response of a lateral disc. It is, of course, necessary in the
case of a test record that the input level to the recording head be constant
over the test frequency range.

/2.5
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a~ used or faulty needle,
b) old record stock,
c) insufficient irput level.
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2.5 Vertical Hecorading (ii]l and Dale). I vertical recording, bhe cutting stylus moves
in a direction vertical to the plane of the record as the record revolves. This

results in a groove of varying depth.
Some advantages attributed to this
method are -

(i) Closer groove spacing, giving
greater playing time per square inch
of' record surface.

REPRODUCER STYLUS

VERTICAL (ETLL AND DAL) HECORD GROOVE

FIG,6-

(ii) Greater positiveness of the driving
stylus (since it is held in contact
with the record groove) as contrasted
with the slippage of the needle across
the bottom of the groove in the lateral
type.

The general cutting procedure is similar
to the lateral, excepting that the
stylus moves up and down instead of
laterally across the record. This
system has only a limited application
and will not be described further.
'ig. 6 shows this method of recording
and reproducing, and Figs. 7a and 7b
compare the frequency response
characteristics of vertical and
lateral recording systems.
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5.1 When a recording of an event, such as a sporting result or resume, is required, a
Magnetic Recorder is frequently used. Magnetic recording differs from both the
mechanical and optical methods in that the medium suffers no permanent change.
The process consists in magnetising bhe medium to varying degrees along bhe sound
'rack, and these variations can be removed at any time by entirely demagnetising
or magnetically saturating the medium» The variations along the sound track take
the .form of variations in the remanent magnetisation of the magnetic recording
medium, these variations being directly proportional to the instantaneous value of
the signal strength corresponding to that period.

The recording medium can be any material capable of being permanently magnetised to
a varying degree. "Typical of the mediums used are steel wire, steel tape, coated
paper tape, coated plastic tape, coated paper disos and the like.

In operation, the medium is drawn past magnetic cores surrounded by coils through
which the audio currents are passed. These coils magnetise the medium longitudinally
in a fashion varying with the characteristics of the audio currents. The medium
requires no processing and may be played many hundreds of times without deteriorat
ing; after boing demagnetised it may be used again,

3.2 Fig. 8a is a picbure of length of magnetised steel tape and Fig. 8b the elements of
a magnetic recording system,

(a) Magnetisation of Tape-

(

WIPE-OUT
A

RECORDING
B

REPLAY STEEL TAPE

)

(b) piasrmmmatio Sjetoh

TAPE RECORDER.

ET6:8
Although in the following deseription the polarising current is referred to as "D.C."
a number of modern units use H.F. currents in lieu of D.0. The use of H.F. currents
for erasure stabilises the magnetic medium and results in a lower background noise
than the D.C. erasure. The general description which follows is however applicable
to both cases»

In operation (see Fig. 8b), the tape first passes through the wipe-out head (A).
This removes the previous recordings. The wipe-out head has about l0 to 20 mA D. 0.
flowing through it; this gives a magnetising force sufficient to bring bhe tape
o magnetic saturation,

After leaving "A," the tape remains uniformly magnetised and passes into the
recording head "E." This head carries a small polarising current flowing in the

/opposite
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opposite direction to that of the wipe-out head. (This may be compared with the
bias which selects the correct operating point for an amplifier valve.) This
small current (2-3 milliamperes) sets the tape magnetically on the straight part
of its magnetising curve. Superimposed upon this direct current are the alternating
speech currents from the recording amplifier. T'he speech currents will alternately
oppose and assist the polarising current, producing a decrease or increase of
magnetising force on the tape. Since the tape is set on the straight part of the
B/H magnetic curve where linear conditions can be obtained, this will result in a
corresponding increase or decrease of magnetic flux. The alternating speech currents
will bhus be represented on the tape by a variation in the intensity of
magnetisation along its length,
The replay head "g" is similar to the recording head, but has no polarising current.
The windings are connected in series aiding, and the tape, by virtue of the changes
in the state of magnetisation along it, causes changes of flux in the magnetic
circuit of the coils as it passes between them. This induces a voltage into the
coil windings, which corresponds both in frequenoy and amplitude to the input
signal voltage to the recording head. [his output is fed into the amplifying
systems as required, As in the case of discs, equalisers can be used to improve
the noise and response characteristics.

5.3 The following additional details of tape recording systems are of interest. Reference
should be made to Applied Electricity II to refresh the memory regarding hysteresis
loop, remanence, ~/H curves eto., which are fundamental to magnetic recording.
Recording Jieauds. Fig. 9 shows three different types of recording heads and of these
the ring head is used by many manufacturers. Most systems use longitudinal
magnetisation of the tape (see Fig. 8a) and this component is shown in the figure.
The ring head gives the most sharply defined field, whilst as shown by the curves
the double head has a negative field component which could have undesirable effects.

+

Ell)c«i

(a) Ring Jean- (b) Double Pole Piece- (©) Single Pole Pie9e-

RECORDING HEADS.

EoIs+ For explanatory purposes the tape thickness has been increased.
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ep• In the ring head the gap provides for the external flux field necessary for
magnetising the bape. It should be as small as possible and in practice varies from

about 0.005" to 0.001". Fig. l0 shows a
typical design, and the designations generally
adopted. The exact effect of the gap in refer-
ence to type of bias, recording and replaying,
is beyond the scope of these notes. The gap in
a replay head should be small; the tendency is
to use the one head for both recording and
replaying with a gap of 0.001".

{o¥• Magnetic recording must be free from
a5soemnible frequency wow and amplitude wow.
Frequency wow is the result of variations in
speed of the bape. A flywheel is usually•
coupled to the capstan to help in maintaining
a uniform speed,

GAP OF MAGNETIC HEAD.

A = Width
B = Length
C =Depth

FIG. l10.

Amplitude wow is more likely to occur with
magnetic recording than with ordinary disc
recording. Such periodic or random variation
of loudness is due to inequalities in diameter
of wire or uneven density and thickness of
magnetic particles in coated tape, and
variation in mechanical contact between tape
and replay head.

The ear is most sensitive to wow which occurs
between l and 8 c/s; the effect is more
noticeable on high notes than on low
frequencies.

Magnetisation of Jjeads. mhe core of the head is
a separate winding on each, so that when brought

Br
d

H MAX

a

REMANENCE CURVE OF MAGNETIO MATERIAL,
WITH RESULT! ON PURE SINE WAVE INPUT.

FIG. l1.

usually assembled in bwo halves, with
together two gaps are formed. The rear
gap serves to reduce remanence in the
core, and to ensure that it does not
become magnetically saturated. [he
coils are wound to reduce hum pick-up
in the head from the motor, mains
transformer or associated parts,

In spite of precautions, the heads may
become partially magnetised during use,
with an increase in noise level.

Bias. It is essential to have some formepas in order to limit the recording
to a linear portion of the hysteresis
loop» Without bias, reproduction of
speech or music is badly distorted.
Reference to Fig» ll will show this,
It will be seen that the wave form is
distorted by the non-linearity of the
remanence curve.

One of the earliest methods of overcoming
bhis distortion was the application of
D,0. bias to bring the recording
operation to a linear section of the
curve around point c in Fig. lI. By
limiting the level of modulation, an
output of good quality could be obtained.
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Improved methods of D.C. bias recording are shown graphically in Figs. 12 and 13. In
rig 12, DC% bias is applied to bring the magnetic material to saturation, which also
serves to erase any previous traces of recording» Low level output of good wave form is
obtained.

In Fig. l5 an increase of 6 db in the output level is achieved at some sacrifice of
quality. Signal is applied about the point d of the hysteresis loop, and the iron is in
a. neutral magnetic condition during periods of zero input, resulting in the minimum of
background noise during reproduction»

8

D. C. BIAS RECORDING.

FIG. 12.

B

D. 0. BIAS RECORDING. THE BLASING FIELD
I5 SO ADJUSTED THAT THE WIRE OR TAPE
I5 DEMAGNETISED DURING PERIODS OE

ZERO SIGNAL INPUT.
EI9. 15:

riigh rrequenoy Bias. This method of bias results in improved fidelity and higher oubpyb
+m%.. the methods previously desoribed. The theory is beyond the scope af this book. The
frequency of the bias should be several times bhat of the highest recorded audio
frequency to avoid intermodulation. The combination of the audio frequency signal
and HF. bias is outlined in Fig• l4,

A

C

A = Audio signal,
B =H.F. bias,
C = Combination wave.

COMBINATION OF
AUDIO AND
H. F. BIAS.

FI9. 2
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Provided the wave form of the high frequency is pure and the optimum ratio between
signal amplitude and bias amplitude is maintained, a recorded signal of low
distortion will result with high signal-to-noise ratio.

Fig» l5 shows the application of H.F. bias and the resulting wave form.

d

llAx

I
I

» ·-- ---• •-. ----
1
I
I
I
I

H. F. BIAS.

FIG. 15:
A very important factor in the recording process in the demagnetising force, which
acts at the high frequencies and reduces greatly the amplitude of induction in the
magnetic material after it leaves the recording gap. This effect is especially
pronounced at the bias frequency. After the medium leaves the gap, demagnetisation
takes place at bias frequency. A net induction then remains which is the difference
between the positive and negative half-cycles of the bias wave, this difference being
in turn a function of the audio signal. [he remaining induction is shown by the
curve of e-f of Fig• l5. Where the audio signal is zero the medium is almost
completely demagnetised, with the result that the noise level is low. Furthermore,
if the bias amplitude is properly adjusted and the audio signal is not too large,
the audio signal is transferred to the medium according to the, linear portions b and
c of the characteristic curve, with the additional result that the distortion is low.

Sometimes the same oscillator that supplies the bias current is also used to supI
the erasing current; this arrangement has an advantage over two oscillators in bra*
there is no possibility of beats and other undesirable interactions between bias an
erase frequencies.

The current required for erasure is much higher than the bias current.
c

3. l lire Recorder. A combined recording and reproducing unit using steel wire is shown
on Page 16. The unit contains a rectifier, audio amplifier, recording mechanism,
drive motor and associated accessories. [he general scheme of operation is as
described for the tape recorder, the main difference being in the use of h mil
medium carbon steel recording wire instead of tape. Two recording speeds are
provided, giving 33 minutes of recording at high speed (400 r.p.m.) and 66 minutes
at low speed (200 r.p.m. ). During the play-back period, the audio output of the
amplifier is connected to a built-in loud-speaker.
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DISC RECORDER.

TAPE REOORDR (FORIABL).

BACK VIEW.

FRONT VIEW.
WIRE RECORDER (PORTABLE, TITH FLAX BA0K).

RECORDING UNITS.
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3.5 Recent Developments in Tape Recorders. Because of the usefulness of tape recorders,
efforts are being continually directed to effecting improvements in their
performance. A recent development has been an instrument in which the tape consists
of' a plastic film, one side of Which is coated with a ferro-magnetic material.
This tape has less tendency to sag and stretch than does wire under varying
atmospheric conditions, and this materially reduces flutter and wow effects,

The frequency response is flat within 2 db from 30 to 10,000 cs and an improvement
in signal-to-noise ratio has been achieved. The tape speed is about 30 inches
per second and the coils contain about 5,300 ft. of tape giving approximately 20
minutes playing time. Other units giving up to one hours playing time with
coated plastic tape have been developed. Tapes are readily joined with a special
adhesive.

A number of tape units are in use or in the process of being installed in the
A.B. 0. studios throughout Australia and are giving good service.

All tape and wire recorders, however, have one particular disadvantage as compared
with discs, they do not permit convenient programme "spotting." It is much easier
bo mark a certain spot on a disc and a number of spots may be rapidly selected.

3.6 Miscellaneous Notes. The H.F. response of a tape recorder is affected by the
running speed of the tape and some indication of this effect is seen in the following
table.

TYPICAL RESPONSE RANGES.

Eape Resp9nse Range Spool Length of Flaying
Speed z7a Size Tape Time

5-3/4 inches per second 100-3,500 5" 600 ft. 32 minutes
7-1/2 inches per second 50-7,000 74 1,200 ft. 32 minutes
15 inches per second 50-12, 000 11" 3,250 ft. 45 minutes
30 inches per second 30-15,000 11" 3,250 ft. 21-1/2 minutes

The above will naturally vary with the quality of tape, and the width of the
replay gap, but are illustrative.

Paper Diss: An interesting development of magnetic recording is the use of
magnetised paper discs. This system is primarily for office use, such as dictation,
making extracts from discs or tape, etc. The recording medium is a coated paper
disc and the recording head is driven from a drive screw as in disc recording, the
sound track thus being a spiral magnetic track. In replaying the head is also
driven by the drive screw since there is no groove for it to follow.

Erasure is by means of a permanent magnet held in contact with the disc. The
discs are thin and may be mailed in an ordinary envelope, and can be used
several hundred times»

The playing time is usually between 5 and 6 minutes which places some limit on its
usefulness.

/ Tape
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4+ OPTICAL RECORDING.

4 1 The optical or photographic method of recording is used mainly for sound motion films,
but some application of its principles has been tried with portable recorders for

broadcasting use. A brief
reference only will be made,
since the system is not yet
in common use for
broadcasting»

(a) Variable Density Trapk. (b) Variable "idth Track

SOUND TRACKS.

Two types of sound-on-film
records are in common use
today. One type is the
variable density method -
a series of striated
bands as shown in Fig. l6a.
The other type is the
variable with method
shown in Fig. 16b - a
serrated band with tooth
like projections.

Optical recording is a
FTG. 16, constant amplitude method,

that is, for a system
having a uniform frequenoy characteristic, the electrical power input to the
amplifying system is proportional to the amount or amplitude of light falling on the
film in recording. Among the methods of producing such film sound tracks are -

(il Reflecting galvanometer system.
(ii) Flashing-lamp method.

(iii) Light-valve system,

Method (iii) has seen very wide use in studdio, location and newsreel recording,
which use has shown it to be capable of making sound records of high quality. It
can be adapted for either variable-density or variable-width recording

42 In reproducing either the variable-density or variable-width sound films, the light
from a straight incandescent filament is made to Tall on a slit about 0.0015 inches
wide. This image is, in turn, focused on the film as a slit about 0.00l inches
wide. (See Fig. 17.)

P.E.CELL

FILM
PLANE

EXCITING
LAMP

BASIC SOUND-ON-FILM REPRODUCTION CIRCUIT.

FIG. 17
The light which passes through the film falls on the sensitive portion of a photo
elecbric cell. The currents generated by this valve or cell will vary in intensity
and frequency in accordance with the light variations of the film, thus reproducing
as electric currents the original audio frequency modulation»

/5.
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5. REPRODUCTION OF RECORDS .

5. l The reproduction of tape and wire recorders has been referred to in previous paragraphs.
The reproduction of disc type records requires the following equipment -

(1) Pick-up unit.
(ii) Gramophone machines.

The reproducer should be of the constant velocity type, and, provided resonances do
not upset this condition, the electrical output will be similar to that of the
recording head. It is necessary, bherefore, to use electrical networks, that is,
record equalisers, to compensate for the recording characteristic. The desired
compensation required was shown in Fig• 5.

Of the many types of reproducers developed over a number of years, the following
types have general use -

• (ii·. Crystal.
(ii) Moving coil,
(iii) Moving armature.

5. 2 0aNstal Eick-Up• The crystal type has been used extensively, due to its low cost,
high voltage output and low distortion, and has been the best type available.
Fig. 18 shows a typical type. The rear end of the crystal is securely fastened
ad the needle applies a bending motion to the free end. Rubber damping blocks
ere mounted on each side, and serve not only to position the crystal but to control
the frequency response. This type is designed to operate into a high impedance
load of 1/4 megohm. This is not suitable for broadcasting purposes and the
arrangement used is shown in Fig. 19.

CRYSTAL

0 0

o o

60,000/600°

(ll'SHUNTING RESISTANCE
TO ADJUST SLIGHT

RESPONSE DEVIATIONS

L.P.
TI1IFILTER

5-5 K¢

RUBBER
CRYSTAL PICK-UP.

FIG. 18.

CRYSTAL PICK-UP - TYPICAL CONNECTION.

FIG. 19-
The impedance of' 60,000 ohms eff'actively removes the low frequenoy in the response
of the crystal pick-up and the record equaliser applies the correct equalisation,
while the low pass filter cuts off the frequencies above 5,500 0/s. This is done
to reduce the electrical noise produced at the surface of the record. Commercial
discs have a surface of shellac with earth fillers, and, as the steel needle follows
the grooves, a noise is produced which is chiefly of a high frequency nature, thus
the filler reduces this noise without affecting, materially, the programme matter.

5. 3 Moving Doil Fick-u: The principle of this type is similar to the moving coil loud
speaker. Although not in general use, experience has shown that moving coil pick
ups are not robust and the electrical output is low.

Another moving coil type, which is more robust, is somewhat like a simple alternator
in construction. A permanent magnet supplies the field, and the coil (armature in
shape but without the metal centre) is set in rubber at the ends. Although the
needle does not rotate the armature as it does in an alternator, there is a partial
movement, therefore, the electrical action is the same. The output of this type is
low.

/ 5.4
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5. 4 Moving Armature Eiok-UR: Many forms of this type have been produced but, in general,
although they have a satisfactory electrical output, the harmonic distortion is not
easily controlled as the symmetry of the armature in relationship to the poles
determines the degree of the distortion. Fig. 20 shows a Moving Armature Pick-up.

COIL

MUMETAL

ELASTICKi4is

<2 I
I
I

NEEDLE!
IN PLAYING k
P05IT10N, ,--, '

:

IRON SHANK NEEDLE
POSITION WHEN
OFF RECORD

(a) Construction. (b) Details of Needle Holder.

TYPICAL MOVING-ARMATURE TYPE MAGNETIC PICK-UP.

FIG. 20.

In this pick-up, the needle is pushed from side to side by the action of the record
groove, this movement producing a corresponding variation of the armature position.
Each movement of the armature causes a redistribution of flux in the magnetic
field and changes the flux distribution through the coil, inducing a corresponding
e.m.f. in it,

Later types of magnetic pick-ups use a light non-magnetic ribbon placed in a
magnetic field in such a way that the motion of the needle is transmitted to the
ribbon which, in cutting the magnetic field, has a voltage induced into it. The
needle is also mounted in such a manner as to allow it to move in any direction,
either vertical or lateral, thus it suits both lateral and vertical type recordings»

5.5 Requirements for Reproducer. The essential requirements of a satisfactory reproducer
are as follows -

Must not be damaged when dropped on the needle point.
Satisfactory electrical output.
Low harmonic distortion,
Easy means of changing needle.
Low needle stiffness, otherwise needle will not follow the groove modulation,
that is, will not brack.

Weight at needle point should not exceed 1-1/2 ounces.
The arm and head should have sufficient mass, so that the mechanical resonance is
below 50 c/s.

The construction of the arm and head must be mechanically good with low bracking
error.

Electromagnetic fields must not cause excessive electrical noise.
The performance of the reproducer must be constant with time, temperature and
humidity.

The frequency response should be preferably of the constant velocity characteristic
within close limits. Failing this, the response must be of a type which can be
readily equalised. This does not refer to the record equaliser.

5.6 The tone arms on all pick-up devices should be counter-balanced, in order to relieve
the record of unnecessary weight, to reduce wear on the record and to increase

/ the
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the life of the pick-up head. Pick-up heads may be wound to any desired impedance,
50 ohms, 200 ohms and 600 ohms being typical values for conveniently working into
amplifiers. The usual output of a pick-up is -35 to -40 db.

DUAL REPRODUCER UNIT
FOR RADIO STATION.

(Note Faders and Gain Controls •> JD «ze Te

5.7 To minimis e surface noise, a so-called scratch-filter is generally connected
directly across the input transformer or pick-up device to attenuate the high
frequency hissing voltages present at that point. The values of L and C are
usually chosen to resonate at about 5,000 or 6,000 c/s.

Typical magnetic pick-up circuit connections are shown in Fig. 2la and Fig. 2lb shows
the connection of a volume control to a crystal pick-up circuit.

MAGNETIC MAGNETIC
PICK-UPPcx-V},,;

A2,
(a) Megnetio Piek-Up and Serateh-Filter.

CRYSTAL
PICK-UP

(b) Crysta] Piek-Up and Volume Control.

FIG. 2l. REPRODUCER CIRCUITS.
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5. 8 Ga8nophone Needles. Steel needles are used for the replay of records, except in the
recording room where sapphire needles are generally used. The needles used for
commercial discs are of the short thick type, as the longer and thinner the needle
the greater the high frequency attenuation. For the replay of lacquer coated discs
"shadowgraph" steel needles are used. Each of these needles has been examined for
imperfect points by projecting the outline, many times magnified, on to a screen;
an imperfect point would damage the grooves»

5.9 Gramophone Machines. The requirements for a satisfactory machine for studio purposes
are 4le.ngent. fhe main requirements are as follows -

(i) Low acoustic noise,
(ii) Low mechanical vibration.
(iii) High torque, that is, high rotating force.
(iv) Spee must remain constant within close tolerances.
(v) Simple to operate.
(vi) Must operate at both 78 and 33-1/2 r.p.m,

A typical machine includes a synchronous alternating current motor with a speed of
1,500 r.p.m. which drives the 16" turn-table through a steel pulley fitted to the
motor shaft. The turn-table has a soft rubber tyre fitted to the external edge,
and the motor is rubber suspended, To obtain the change of speed, the steel pulley
has two diameters and the motor is lifted or lowered by a simple mechanism. The
rubber is used to attain the first two requirements listed above. The use of
rubber, however, for the drive does not permit constant speed for high loading, but
the speed is satisfactory for the loading of a gramophone reproducer.

Mechanical and acoustic noise is due entirely to the motor. The motor must be of
special design and may be as low as 1/60 H.P. The turn-table of cast aluminium,
generally about 8 lb., ensures almost negligible variations of speed.

5. 10 "racking Error, "Tracking error" is the angle between the tangent to the record
groove A4 the point of needle contact and the needle itself projected into the
plane of the record. In the ideal case, the needle axis and the groove tangent at
the point of' contact should both be in one plane perpendicular to the record
surf'ace, but the use of arms pivoted at one point prevents this, with the result
that damage'to the grooves results and distortion is introduced, unless the
tracking error is maintained at low values. The bent arms and off'set heads on
various types of reproducers are aimed to reduce the tracking error.

The following troubles can be experienced when the error is large -

(i) The needle pressure is exerted mainly on one side wall of the groove,
instead of being equally divided between the groove walls.

(ai) When a large error exists at one point on the record, it will be small
at other points. This means that the shape of the needle will not fit
al1 grooves equally well,

(iii) The needle will not produce sinusoidal modulation vibration from a
sinusoidal groove, thus wave form distortion is produced.

Two methods are used to reduce tracking error -

(i) Make the arm reasonably long»
(ii) Offset the head and adjust to give correct overhang of needle beyond

centre spindle.
/ 6.
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6. 1 Attenuators may be defined as resistance networks used for the purpose of reducing
voltage, current or power in known and controllable amounts. Attenuators can be of

the balaned or unbalanced type, the former
being in general use. Attenuators are
designed for specific impedance conditions,
For instance, 600 ohms is an impedance
generally used for testing purposes, and it
is necessary that an attenuator, to be
used for testing in such a circuit, has a
characteristic impedance (Zo) of 600 ohms.
The impedance of the attenuator will be
600 ohms if measured at, say, the input
terminals, provided the output terminals
are connected to a resistance of 600 ohms
and vice versa. The impedance will be

BALANCED Hi ATTENUATOR. constant for all settings of the attenuator.

Attenuators are of many designs, but five forms, which are in general use, are -

"" type. "H" type (balanced "f").
"r type,
Bridged "" type.
Bridged "H" type.
Matching networks.

KEY TYE ATTENUATOR.

6.2 Fig 22a. shows the circuit of a "" type attenuator with a characteristic impedane
of 600 ohms. The variable arms are controlled from a single control. To increase
he attenuation, the resistance of the series arms Rs is increased, while the
resistance of the shunt Rp arm is decreased. When the attenuation is decreased,
the reverse is the case, and, at zero attenuation, the series arms are short-
oirouited while the shunt arm is open-circuited. In Fig. 22a, where ". " Z,
then the values of arms are -

, =2% 4N
N - 1

Ren = Reg =z*b -
where N = ratio or Eomer absorbed by pad

Power delivered to load.
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6.5 Fig. 22b shows the circuit of e balanced "H" attenuator. It will be seen that this
attenuator is really the, balanced form of the "!" attenuator. The shunt arm is centre
tapped, so that an earth can be connected to reduce longitudinal currents. The
variable arms can be controlled by a single knob, or each decibel value can be key
controlled. For instance, the single knob type could have l0 steps each of db and
the knob could have l0 steps each of 0.5 db, which is a total of 55 db. A key
controlled type could have 8 keys arranged to have the following decibel values -
1, 2, 5, 4, 10, 20, 30 and 4O, which is a total of 1l0 db in l db steps. Other types
have a number of keys and then a knob control to give the fractional values, that is,
10 steps of 0.5 db. This will give ll0 commonly used types for test purposes.

The formula as given for Fig. 22a applies, excepting that the values are halved.

Rs2z

RP
ZA*600° Zs=60o"

CENTRE POINT FOR
BALANCING T0

EARTH IP REQUIRED.
RE2 Zs=602 i

(a) "T" Pad. (b) Balanced "H."

FIG. 22. ATTENUATORS.

6. 4 "u" Typo Attenuator: The "m" or "pi" type attenuator is so called from the
resemblance of its elements to the familiar symbol "", as will be seen from Fig.25
which shows this type of network.

Z1 Z2 Z1s Z2

(a) Unbalanced Type: (b) Balanced "Type.
(s GI1ad 76.°)

FIG. 23. "r ATTENUATORS.

In Fig. 23, when Z1 = Z2 = Z, then -
R3 = O- 2) 2

2+

1 = 1 = 1
f Re Z

(+ 2) -2
N-1 R3

6.5 Choice of I or 1 networks for attenuators may be based on the following considerations

(i) For balanced circuits, the i network becomes a square of four resistances,
while the T network becomes an H network requiring five resistances.

(ii) For variable attenuators for unbalanced circuits controlled by keys switching
individual pads, the switching of T networks can be simpler than for m
networks

/ (ii1)
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(iii) For variable attenuators with rotary controls, TI network construction
may be somewhat simpler than i, but errors at high or low attenuation
due to poor brush contact are less serious with I networks.

6.6 Fig. 24 shows the unbalanced form of the "Bridged P" attenuator, and Fig. 25
shows the balanced ! type.

ZA- Z.1

ZA Z.g

UNBALANCED BRIDGED "T, "

F18. 2-
BALANCED BRIDGED "T. "

FIG. 25,

Although not in general use the unbalanced bridged "T" attenuator has possibilities
for use in fader circuits. It has only two variables and has zero insertion loss
(this will be discussed under "ladder networks"). In addition, the characteristic
impedance is constant irrespective of the attenuator setting. This network is
designed to operate only between equal resistive terminal impedances ZA =Zy = Z.
It is a useful form because only two variable elements are required.

In Fig. 24, R1 = 2; R2 = Z (N - 1); aa 83 = k ij
z

6.7 An example in calculating a bridged attenuator will be worked out to show the use
of' the formula,

Let ZA = ZB 600 ohms,

R1 = 600 ohms.

N = 100 : 1 (that is, 20 db).

R2 = 600 (I00 - 1).

= 600 x 9

= 5,400 ohms.

= 66 5 ohs.

Thus, a Bridged T for a 600 ohm circuit to give 20 db maximum attenuationwould be
as in Fig. 26a, and a Balanced T type as in Fig. 26b.

(a) Unbalanced bridged I, (o) Balanced I:

FIG. 26. EXAMPLE OF ATTENUATOR CALCULATION.
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6. 8 Matching Networks» Although transformers are used extensively for impedance
matching, for testingpurposes use is made of matching networks. For instance,
if a pre-amplifier is to be tested, the 600 ohm oscillator circuit would be
connected by means of' a 600 to 50 ohms matching network. If a transformer
were used instead, it is probable that certain errors would be introduced.
Fig. 27 shows a typical 600 to 50 ohms network with an insertion loss of
16.5 db, which is the minimum loss for this type of network.

(a) Unbalanced.

R

Z1 z2
e- W2 •

(b) Balanced.

FIG, 27.

2

(o) Example:

Networks of this nature have constant impedance conditions and are wound with
non-inductive resistances, so that frequency errors will not be introduced.

For minimum loss padmatching Z1 to Z2 (Z1 Z2), the formula is -

substituting and RI =600(60o 50) = [330,000 = Pl2 Ohms:

600 > 39 ".52 ohsfrom which R2 =- = on s.575

/u.
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7. FADERS AND GAIN CONTROLS.

7.1 Since the earliest days
two or more sources of

MASTER GAIN CONTROL.

(See Fig. 28 also).

PAPER N0. 6.
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of broadcasting, there has always been a need for combining
energy, such as microphones and amplifiers, into a common

load impedance, and of controlling the various levels of
energy relative to and independent of each other. Early
methods of mixing utilised simple or parallel connections
of microphones and associated equipment with consequent
high insertion losses and distortion. The devices which
control the relative levels of energy of each channel
are known as faders, and are simply variable
attenuators which may be smoothly changed over a range
of attenuation from a small minimum to 80 to 100 db,
although 40 to 60 db is a convenient design value. A
Fader, as its name implies, provides the auditory
sensation of a gradually diminishing sound, fading
imperceptibly into the background noise and vanishing
at maximum loss.

The reverse condition is called "fading in," and
the sound is hearad gradually increasing without
any unpleasant jarring of' the auditory system,
which would be the case in a sudden change from
silence to a loud level of sound.

Devices which accept the energy of the combined groups of faders are known as
Master Gain Controls, the actual mixing being done through the connections of the
faders. The master gain control is another attenuator, and is used to regulate the
over-all level of the total output of all channels. Fig. 28 shows a typical
arrangement.

PICK - UPS MIKES
TURNTABLES

OUTSIDE. LINES EGT
CHANNEL

I>

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT FOR FADERS.

FIG. 28.

PLIFIER

LINE

MONITOR
AUDIO
SPARE
SPARE

7.2 Mixing Methods. Mixer and fader control circuits may be of two general types

(i) Electronic devices.
(ii) Resistive devices.
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7.5 Electronio Mixing• Electronic mixers are variable-controlled amplifiers using one
amp.5E5sr or more per channel. The output sides of the amplifiers may be fed through
a. suitable mixing network or commoned together through coupling condensers»
Although seldom used, electronic mixers have a number of advantages -

(o)
(4.4)

(4.14)

Freedom from direct interaction between input circuits, when mixing
bakes place in the output.

Because of the gain available, mixing may be done directly from low
energy sources, such as microphones.

Ease of use with variable equalisation schemes for expansion or
compression circuits.

Some disadvantages are -

co)
<88
(41i)
(iv)

Relatively high initial cost.
High maintenance costs,
Inflexibility caused by power supply requirements.
Greater liability to faulty conditions through component failures.

Fig. 29 shows an electronic mixing circuit,

CHANNEL GAIN
CONTROLS

CHAN.1

CHAN.2

CHAN.3

GHAN.4

MASTER GAIN
CONTROL

Cc / /-------

82-
COMMON
CHANNEL
AMPLIFIER

HT +

ELECTRONIC MIXER.

FIG. 29.

7.4 Resistive Mixers. This type of mixer has the following advantages

(i) Relatively low initial cost.
(aii) Negligible maintenance cost.
(iii) Light weight and compactness.
(iv) Ease of construction»
(v) High flexibility for most purposes.

The disadvantages are

Co)
(1.3)
(iii)

They may not be used for low level mixing without an accompanying
amplifier, if the channel outputs are to go over a loop or line.

Relatively high losses, which must be compensated for by amplifiers.
Noise caused by dirty contacts.

/ Some
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Some points to be considered in design are as follows -

(i) Number of channels required.
(ii) Impedances of inputs and outputs.
(iii) Limits of insertion loss, both maximum and minimum,
(iv) Whether low or high level mixing,
(v) If constant fader impedance required over attenuation range.
(vi) Freedom from interaction between fader attenuators.

(vii) Compactness, weight and initial cost.
(viii) Care in wiring, shielding and screening to avoid extraneous pick-up.

Control networks which include faders and gain controls are of two types -

(i) Unbalanced types.
(ii) Balanced types.

It is usual for faders to be of the unbalanced type, as they are isolated by the
output transformers on one side and an input transformer on the other side.

On the other hand, a master gain control can be either of the balanced or unbalanced
bype.

Faders and Gain Controls. Faders and Gain Controls are generally of the "ladder
type," and a circuit is given in Fig• 30 of one form of this type. One variable
only is needead; thus one arm with a collector ring is all that is needed for
control purposes. As a result, it is possible to reduce the size to small dimensions,
which enables several faders to be mounted in a relatively small space. Earlier
types were 2-3/l inches over-all diameter, but the midget type now available is
only 2-1/4 inches in diameter.

UNBALANCED LADDER NETWORK.

FI6:»9,

The "ladder" type of network is not of the constant impedance type, and a typical
impedance condition is given in Fig. 5l. It will be seen that an appreciable
variation takes place, depending on the attenuator setting. In addition, when the
attenuator is at the zero position, a loss of 6 db still exists. This is the
minimum insertion referred to earlier. This means that, whenever a ladder type
network is wired into a circuit, a loss of 6 db is introduced.

7
I- A
L

14

I ! " MI

l - f °,.....
a &5 s5 25 1 :s. a

ITEaJKOL
OUTPUT IMPEDAJGE

TUT JHPEDAIICE

DECIRIS
SCALE KEADIG

IMPEDANCE AND ATTENUATION OF LADDER NETWORK - 600 0HMS.
FIG. zl-
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The circuit given in Fig, J0 is only one form of this type of network, and, in other
types, a shunt resistance may appear after every third or fourth series resistance.

As show earlier, it is possible to obtain a balanced form of the unbalanced
attenuators. This also applies to ladder networks, and the balanced master gain
control is now available» Physically, master gain controls have the same general
make-up, but two units are mounted in tandem, that is, one behind the other, and
the units are controlled with a single shaft and knob. The minimum insertion loss
is 6 db.

Faders and gain controls have many steps to give a fine control of the attenuation,
and, at the same time, to have as large a control as possible. T'he number of studs
for midget types is either 28 or 5l, and, in the latter type, the range is 45 db in
steps of 1.66 db, and then larger steps are used to taper off to infinity or "off"
position,

7.5 Combining ra0ders: In a broadcast studio, faders are connected in groups of 4 or 6,
and the case of l faders will now be considered.

Fig. 52 shows the usual method; it will be seen that h unbalanced ladder networks
are connected in series-parallel. [This arrangement provides a correct impedance
condition in each direction, and ignores the fact that the impedance of a ladder
network is not constant. This series-parallel arrangement has an insertion loss of
12 db, 6 db due to the fader of any channel, and 6 db to the connections. When
2 or 6 faders are connected together, for instance, in parallel, the impedance
conditions are not satisfactory, and it is necessary to use building out resistances.

Fig. 53 shows the arrangement for two 600 ohm faders connected in parallel and
arranged to have correct impedance conditions. The minimum insertion loss is now
12 db.

600°
CUT2UT

SERIES-PARALLEL CONNECTED FADER.

FI0. 32

PARALLEL CONNECTED FADERS.
BI1r or mo Goo ohs.

FIG.>3-

It will be seen that faders, when connected together, introduce a relatively high
insertion loss, and it is necessary that the associated amplifiers have sufficient
gain to compensate for this loss.
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7.6 Aiming Levels. Mixing may be carried out prior to amplification, in which case it is
termed "low-level" mixing. If mixing is accomplished after amplification, it is

termed "high-level" mixing,
The terms refer to the relative
power af the audio-frequency
signals at the mixing
position. In Fig. 28, mixing
takes place prior to
amplification, and Fig• 5L
shows a high-level mixing
circuit, the amplifiers "8"
being between the
microphones and the mixing
circuits.

. .
E

A CHANNEL FADER UNIT
WITH MASTER GAIN CONTROL.

Low level mixing has the
following disadvantages -

FIG. >4

(i) As the microphone level
is reduced by the amount af
insertion loss of the faders,
the signal to noise ratio
will be reduced by the amount
of this insertion loss,
which can be as high as
12 db for h faders.

(ii) As the level at the
faders is very low, the
faders require to be well
maintained to avoid
contact noise.

It will now be seen why high level mixing is the preferred method of using faders.

Regarding the signal to noise ratio referred to, the ratio that exists at the input
of the pre-amplifier is the signal to noise ratio for the system as a whole and
cannot be improved at any other point. This is due entirely to the low outpnt of
the microphones used in studios. System, in this case, refers to the over-all
circuit from the microphone to the transmitter output.

7. 7 Potentiometers. In Fig• 35 a typical potentiometer to control the amplifier gain
is shown. Radio receiver type of volume controls are not used; usually the

physical make-up of the potentiometer used is
the same as that used for faders« Balanced
potentiometers are used for push-pull
amplifiers.

POTENTIOMETER TYPE GAIN CONTROL.

FIG.>5-

In some cases, only a small range of control
is needead, for instance, in "p" or branching
amplifiers. For these cases, a Yaxley or similar
type switch is used. It should be noted that
potentiometers are mounted directly on the
amplifier as they have a high impedance. On
the other hand, where a control is required away
from the amplifiers, a low impedance type must be
used.

/ Types
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Types of esistances Used. Attenuators, generally, are precision instruments,
and the res.stances are non-inductively wound to close tolerances as low as

0. 25 per cent. On the other hand,
faders an gain controls may have wire
wound resistances, hand wound directly
on to pins of the main base, and
commercial type resistances of the
1/2 watt type are now being used
extensively. This is possible as
faders and gain controls are not of the
precision type, It should be noted
here that values of resistances below
about 250 ohms are usually wire
wound., not made of carbon. This type

Z1 of resistance is also used for
potentiometers.

(1.) Z-
(2) z

d OTNER
{ FADERS

(-1) Z

(n) Z

7.8 Design of Faders, Same points of
interest on the design of combining
faders are given here. Three cases
will be considered.

(il Series mixer circuit.
(ii) Parallel mixer circuit,
(iii) Series-parallel mixer cirouit.

() Series Mixer. A typical series
mixer 5suit ie given in Fig. 36, using
bridged "" faders.

TYPICAL SERIES MIXER CIRCUIT.
Consider n mixer channels, each having

FI_D6, an input impedance Z, each shunted with
a resistor R and supplying a common

load Zr,• It is assumed that constant resistance attenuators are used for faders.
Although bridged "T" attenuators are shown, the use of other types will not affect
the results, providing these other types are designed for the same impedance conditions.

Assuming Z and n are known then -

n
R = Z

n - l

"?
i, = Z 2n - l

Insertion loss (each channel) = 10 10&10 (Zn - l)
in decibel

or, if Zr, and n are know -

2n - l
R =ZL

n(n - l)

2n - lz =2 2n

Insertion loss as before.

/ Consider
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Consider for an example a six-channel system working into 600 ohms, that is,
n =6 and ZI, 600. Find Z, R and insertion loss.

2n - l 1l
R = 2 5Gk _5 * 600 * 5% = a2o oms.

2n - l 1l
2 =zL-i = 600 * g " 183 ohms.

Loss = 10 l0810 (2n - 1) = 10 log l1 = 10;+ decibel.

Thus, the input circuits would require matching transformers unless their
impedance was 180 ohms.

Let Z =600 ohms, others as before.

6
R = 600 x - = 720 ohms.

5

Loss = 10.4 decibel.

36
Z, = 600 x i = 1,960 ohms.

11

In this case, the output impedance is 1,960 ohms, and would need matching to the
amplifier impedance (or whatever equipment following).

(ii) Parallel Mixer. Fig. 37 shows a parallel mixing circuit.

(CH1) Z

{ $zL

I I

! IO'Ve? j
(n-b) z-» !!

I I
o---------''-----------t----~

1
I
I
I(n) Z»

PARALLEL

MIG
CIRCUIT.

FI68. J7

his is a resistance compensated parallel type of mixer of n channels using
constant resistance attenuators. Type "" is shown, but no restriction as to
type need be made here either. In this circuit -

n - l 2n - lR =Z- and Z1, =Z _5 when n and Z are known
n n

R =z, PE -land z =z5" won n and Z1 are know.
or = (L, 2n - 1 2n - 1

The insertion loss is as in the series case.

/ Consider
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Consider the same case as the previous example (n = 6) -

n =6

and. Z = 600 ohms (input impedance)

5then R = 600 x Z 500 ohms

11ana Z1, = 600 x , 183 ohms.

OR n = 6

and Z1, = 600 ohms (output impedance)

then R = 600 " 2 = 1,636 ohms
11

and Z = 600 " 2S - 1,960 ohms.
11

Thus, impedance matching of input or output circuits would be required as in the
series case,

(iii) Series-rarallel Mixer. A simple case only of the series-parallel case will be
considered, say, for example, 16 faders arranged as a series-parallel mixer as
show in Fig• 58, 4 in series and h in parallel, that is, 4 paralleled groups of
h in series.

In this example, let Z of each channel be 600 ohms and also the load impedance
ZL. The formulae for finding the compensating resistances R" and R, and the
insertion loss for each channel are as follows -

Ng
Series compensating resistance Re = Z(Rj, .I-

505 - 1)
Parallel compensating resistanoe R = ZL( M.I 5)

Loss in decibel (each channel) = 20 10&1, (2N" - l)

= 20 10&1 (2N - 1)

where Ng = Number in series = L
= Number in parallel = h

Z = Channel input impedance = 600 ohms

and. ZI, = Load impedance = 600 ohms
h

then Ra = 600 x - 800 ohms

12
Ry = 600x" 19?9 ohms

Decibel = 20 log 7 = 16.9 decibel.
/ Fig. 38.
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8. TEST QUESTIONS.
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1. What is an attenuator; state its desirable characteristics?

2. Sketch the essential parts of a magnetic type recording head. What are the more
important points to be observed in making a recording?

5. What is meant by -

(i) Constant velocity recording?
(ii) Constant amplitude recording?

Which of these methods is in more general use and why?

4. What is the main purpose for the use of each of the following in a Broadcast system -

(i~ Fader.
(ii) Gain control, and
(iii) Mixer unit,

Give a block diagram showing typical use,

5. What does the term "tracking error" refer to as associated with disc recording and
reproducing? What is its main effect?

6. What method is used to improve the signal-noise ratio at the high frequency end of
recording and reproducing systems?

7. Name, describe and compare two commonly used methods of recording programme items.

8. What are the essential requirements of a reproducer? Describe briefly, with a
sketch, one type of pick-up.

REFERENCES.

For additional information on recording and reproducing sound see the books -

Telecommunication Journal of Australia," - Volume 6, No.5, Page 280.
"Telecommunication Journal of Australia," - Volume 7, No.l, Page 45.
"Telecommunication Journal of Australia," - Volume 7, No.5, Page 135.
"Radio Engineering." F. E. Terman,
"Elements of Sound Recording." J. G. Frayne and Halley.
"Recording and Reproduction of Sound." 0. Read.
"Magnetic Recording." S. J. Begun.
"Sound Reproduction. " G. A. Briggs.
"Science and Music." Sir James Jeans.
"Elements of Acoustical Engineering." H. V. Olson,

and the sound motion films -

"Fundamentals of Acoustics."
"Sound Waves and Their Sources."

END OF PAPER.
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l,l Phis Paper covers the requirements associated with the origination, control and
distribution of Radio Programmes insofar as the technioal aspects are concerned.
Each broadoasting organisation of oourse, has its ow particular set up and type
of equipment, but similar general principles apply in each oase. he principal
elements of a Broadcasting System are tabulated below, and Fig. l shows a typical
broadcasting System in block diagrammatio form. The elements of a broadcasting
system are

(1) MICROPHONES -

·(a) Studio,
(b) Eemote Piek-upe,

(2) APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING AND CONVEYING MICROPHONE OUTPUT -

(a) Studio Control Booth -

(A)

(ii~(111
(iv
(v)
(vi)

Preliminary amplifier (pre-amp.).
Microphone mixers.
Studio amplifier.
Volume oontrols or faders.
Volume indicator.
Monitoring speaker.

(b) Bemote Pick-ups_-

(A)
(11)
(111)
(±v)
(v)

Preliminary amplifier.
Volume controls or faders.
Volume indicator,
Monitoring equipment.
Intercommunication (radio, telephone or led line),
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(3) MASTER CONTROL ROOM APPARATUS -

PAPER NO. 7.
PAGE 3.

(a)
(b)
(c)

~:~
(e)

Volume Controls.
Studio Amplifiers,
Rel#ye and Sritohing_ Apparatus,
Network Channel Amplifiers.
Volume Indicator.
Monitoring Facilities,

(4) TELEPHONE FACILITIES TO LOCAL AND DISTANT TRANSMITTING STATIONS IN
THE NETWORKS.

(5) RADIO TRANSMITTER -

Line Amplifier or Limiting Amplifier:
Volume Controls.
Volume Indicators.
Radio Transmitter.
Monitoring Facilities

(i) Monitoring rectifier and speaker.
(ii) Modulation-percentage indicator,

(iii) Carrier frequenoy monitor,
(iv) Modulation monitor (noise and distortion

measurements) •
(e) Aorta] and Coupling Lime.

1,2 By omitting duplication of items,the foregoing list may be rewritten as follows -

Microphones.
Loud-speakers.
Faders and Gain Controls.
Mixers.
Volume Indicators.
Amplifiers,

Switching Schemes.
Programme Transmission Lines to Stations and Centres.
Studios,

Reference to this list will show that microphones, loud-speakers, faders, gain
controls and mixers have been described earlier, and the main principles of amplifiers
have also been discussed. The other items are dealt with in the order in which they
appear in the above list.

2. VOLUME INDICATOR.

2.l The volume level of an @uli9 signal at any particular point in a Broadcasting System
is normally measured by means of a standardised instrument called a "Volume Indicator'
The volume indicator is a direct current instrument fitted with a full wave instrumen'
rectifier.

The Weston High Speed Level Indicator was the recognised standard instrument but was
not satisfactory, as the rapid movement of the pointer was fatiguing to the eye.
In addition, on account of the human element, accurate readings were not always
obtained. This limitation led to the development of a Volume Indicator, particularly
designed for the requirements of broadcasting and the telephone plant which provides
the inter-connecting service among broadcast stations. The Volume Indicator gives
satisfactory correlation of measurements under normal conditions of operation, and
permits rapid and accurate readings.

/ The

(a)

e%
(a)
(o)
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The Volume Indicator consists of at least two parts -

(i) An indicating instrument (see
Fig. 2), and

(ii) An attenuator (see Fig. 3).

As stated previously, it is used for
the indication of volume, and has
become generally known as a "VU' Meter.
(Vu is pronounced "vee-you" and is
customarily written with the lower
case letters,) This word is used for
the numerical expression of volume.
he volume in vu is numerically equal to
the relative strength of the waves in
question in decibels above or below
"reference volume'.

VOLUME INDICATOR.

PIG. 2.

The term vu should not be used to
express results of measurements of
complex waves made with devices having
characteristics differing from those
of the standard Volume Indicator.

IATTENUATO
Ze=

600'
80\8€£

VOLDRE /INDICATOR

7soc"

VOLUME INDICATOR AND ASSOCIATED ATTENUATION NETWORK,

2.° Terms Used.

Volume. his term applies to the strength of speech and music waves and is the
reading given by the Volume Indicator, The Indicator has specific dynamic and other
characteristics, and is calibrated and read in a prescribed manner.

Reference Volume. This is the base of the system of measurement of volume and is the
eels readmme Tor a steady 1,000 c/s wave of l milliwatt power into 600 ohms. (See
paragraph 2.3 also,)

Reference Defleob1On. This is the deflection to the scale point at or near which the
instrument 1a intended normally to be read.

/ Dynamic
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Dynamic Characteristic. If a single frequenoy sinusoidal voltage between 35 and
10,000 c/s and of such amplitude as to give reference deflection under steady state
conditions is suddenly applied, the instrument pointer will reach 99 per cent. of
reference deflection in 0.3 second, " 1.0 per cent., and will then overswing
reference deflection by at least l.0 per cent., and not more than l.5 per cent. The
time required for the instrument pointer to reach its position of rest on the removal
of the voltage is approximately equal to the time of response.

Re@pnse Versus Fr@gUenOy Characteristic. The sensitivity of the volume indicator
w.1l tot depart from that at 1,000 o/s by more than 0.2 db between 35 and 10,000 c/s,
or more than 0.5 db between 25 and 16,000 c/s.

23 Details» A correctly calibrated volume indicator, with its attenuator set at zero
vu, will give reference deflection when connected to a source of single frequency
sinusoidal voltage adjusted to develop l milliwatt in a resistance of 600 ohms, or
with the attenuator set at n when the calibrating power is n db above l mW.

It should be noted here that the volume indicators available at present will not read
O vu when l mW is developed in 600 ohms, and, in fact, the instrument will only rtad
-4 vu. Therefore, to obtain a reading of 0 vu, a power 4 db above l milliwatt must
be developed in the resistance. These remarks only apply provided the attenuator
is out of cirouit.

Me bhod of ReadjnE± The reading is determined by the greatest deflections occurring
in a period of about a minute for programme waves, or a shorter period (for example,
5 to l0 seconds) for message telephone speech waves, excluding not more than one or
two occasional deflections of unusual amplitude.

Impedanoe± The volume indicator is normally used as a bridging instrument, and,
when so used, its impedance must be sufficiently high so as not to influence unduly
the circuit with which it is used. The impedance must not be less than 7,500 ohms
for use on a 600 ohm circuit.

Jarmonio Distortion. When the volume indicator is connected to a simple resistive
circuit through which a sinusoidal wave (between 25 and 8,000 c/s) is being trans
mitted, the root-mean-square sum of the harmonics produced will not exceed 0.2 per
cent«

Ability_to Withstand Overload. Because of the great variation in amplitude which
this indicator may register, it has greater ability to stand overloads than average
instruments. The volume indicator is able to withstand, without injury or effect
on calibration, a momentary overload of ten times the voltage corresponding to
reference deflection, and a continuous overload of five times that voltage.

Sal0• Mwo soales are provided, one calibrated in vu and the other in Percentage
Modulation. [he latter scale is of particular use when the instrument is installed
at radio transmitters.

RADIO I.

Connections he connections for the volume indicator are shown in Fig. 3.
be seen that the attenuator has a characteristic impedance of 3,900 ohms.

It will

2.4 Advantages of the Volume _Indicator. The advantages of the Volume Indicator include -

(i) vu indications.
(ii) Controlled dynamic range.

(iii) Increased scale length.
(iv) Improved legibility (scale).
(v) Less eye strain and fatigue (pointer action).

In addition, the scale card, which is a special buff colour with a minimum number
of markings, reduces eye-strain and fatigue.

/ When
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When the volume indicator is adjusted to read reference level, the programme peaks
are suppressed by approximately 8 db. This means that the peak power is approxi
mately 8 db above the volume indicator reading»

2"5 Until recently, it was customary practice to measure th~ power level of the programme
by means of a decibel meter, which is really an alternating current voltmeter
calibrated to read 0 decibel when placed across a 600 ohm load carrying 0.006 watt.
his corresponds to a voltage of about l.73 volts, the normal understood reference
level (when speaking of power in decibel) being 0.006 watt. Problems involving
volume units are solved exactly as any decibel problems, inasmuch as a change of
any number of vu's corresponds to a change of a similar number of decibel. Ii Q
a•ctbol is taken as 0.00l watt in 600 ohms, the terse yru and deoibel may be su5eeit
uted in any problem,

3 • AMPLIFIERS.

3.l The principles of audio-frequency amplifiers were given in Paper No. 4, but the
general forms of amplifiers as standardised for broadcasting use in Australia will be
described, The alphabetical designations are merely arbitrary and serve as a quicl:
reference guide. (See Fig. l.)

3.2 "E Amplifi9res "E" Amplifier lifts the level of the microphone to a satisfactory
level to permit fading (that is, mixing). The number of "E" amplifiers in a control
booth can be 4 or 6, followed by an equal number of faders. (The "E" amplifier is
also termed "Pre-amplifier'.) The gain averages 30 db, and the output power l0 mW.

"4 Amplifier• "A" Amplifier lifts the programme to a satisfactory level for the
master gain control. This control is used to maintain a satisfactory level to the
transmitters and to other States» Average gain 45 db, output power l0 mW.

"a" Amplifier. "B" Amplifier is a power amplifier which supplies the power to the
fine. ms,db pad is used to smooth out variable impedance conditions which may
exist in the cable circuits between remote studios and the switchroom» Average
gain 45 db.

"C" Amp2if1ere "0" Amplifier bridges the output of the "B" amplifier and supplies
power +s the monitoring loud-speaker in the control booth, A similar unit is in the
studio but is equipped with an "M" type amplifier. Average gain 25 db.

'* Amplifier. "M" Amplifier is the monitoring amplifier and is normally fitted in
the Bottom of the loud-speaker cabinets. Average gain 25 db, output 3 watts.

"r" Amplifier« "p" Amplifier is used to lift the programme due to the equalised
line between the remote studio and the switchroom, Average gain l5 db, output
120 mi,

'O_Amplif1ore "g" Amplifiers serve to distribute the programme to the many points
where monitoring facilities are required, that is, A.B.C. Offices, PM.0. Offices, and
so on. Each amplifier is of the bridging type and has six outputs. Gain 5 db,
6 channels output each 120 mW.

'2 Amplifier. "p" Amplifiers are of the bridging type, with a gain of 5 db.
here is one p" amplifier per channel for distributing the programme to the trans
mitters and network switching scheme. These amplifiers are also used between the
studio switching scheme and the network switching scheme. Output 240 mi.

Branching Amplifier: "Branching Amplifier" is similar to the "D" amplifier, but is
direct current operated. The Branching Amplifier is used to distribute the programme
from programme channels to as many points as required. It has greatest use for
"all station" broadcasts» Gain 5 db.

/ cable
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able Amplifier± "Cable Amplifiers" compensate for the losses introduced by the
equalised cable pairs between the Network Switching Centre and Programme Room,
This amplifier is also direct current operated. Average gain l5 db, output 120 MW.

"v" Amplifier« W" Amplifier is the line amplifier to compensate for the loss
introduced by the equalised permanent line to the transmitter, In addition, this
amplifier has certain characteristics which suppress peaks above a certain pre
determined level to prevent overloading the transmitter, The ''W'! amplifier also
permits the use of a high level into the transmitter, depending on the degree of
limiting used. Gain 60 db, output 240 mW.

The "W" amplifier has an important application in the operation of high frequency
transmitters, where it is desirable to keep the average modulation depth as high as
possible. In medium-wave stations, the aV@E@g° modulation depth is 30 per cent.,
but, in the areas served by these stations, the signal is usually strong when com
pared with a short_wave signal. By increasing the average modulation content of,
the signal, a better signal-to-noise ratio is obtained at the receiver.

The amplifier is really an audio-frequency amplifier with automatic-gain-control.
he degree of limiting or compression is adjustable to suit local requirements.
Fig. 4 shows this action schematically.
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A typical adjustment of the amplifier is as follows -

Tone at programme level (+8 vu) is fed into the limiting amplifier, and its gain
is adjusted until the amplifier is definitely limiting at 90 per cent. modulation.
This condition is indicated when an increase of input to the amplifier produces no
increase in modulation depth. When this adjustment has been made, the line level
is increased by +6 db (by reducing the gain control 6 db) and the amplifier is said
to possess 6 db of limiting. The provision of 3 db of limiting is equivalent to
doubling the transmitter power,

/4.
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4"l Modern studio amplifier systems are designed to work with low-level microphones, such
as the Dynamic, Crystal and Velociby bypes, and special precautions must ba taken to
keep extraneous disturbances from entering the circuits. !o prevent the picking up
of stray electrostatic and magnetic fields by the microphone cable, it must be
thoroughly shielded. [he connecting plugs and sockets must have absolute and firm
contact at all times in order to prevent noises due to variation of contact resist
ance. It is desirable to keep the direct current input resistance of a high-gain
amplifier as low as possible to reduce thermal-agitation voltages.

4,2 Carbon resistors, owing to their construction, should never be used at points carrying
a low programme level,

4.3 Valves for the input circuits should be carefully chosen as regards quiet operation
and microphonic characteristics, and should be shock-mounted if there is a likelihood
of acoustic shock from a near-by loud-speaker. Good non-oxidising valve sockets
should be used.

4.4 A specially shielded and screened transformer should be used in the input circuits of
amplifiers operating at low levels, such as the 'E" type.

4.5 It is preferable to distribute gain over several amplifiers, if a relatively high gain
is required, since stable operation is difficult to obtain in high-gain amplifiers.

4,6 Wires carrying alternating currents, such as leads to power convertors, filaments, etc.,
should be kept away from low level wiring, which, in its turn, should be adequately
screened and shielded.

5. STUDIO AND NETWORK SWITCHING.

5.1 studio oitohim&. Broadcasting centres of necessity have more than one studio
[iscause varf~us types of programme items require different acoustics) and there are
outside broadcasts also to be fed into the main system. It is necessary that any
one or more of these programme originating points can be connected into the. system as
required. To provide this facility, Studio Switching was developed. Its position
in the overall scheme can be seen by reference to Fig. l,

The equipment used ix this scheme consists of standard keys, jacks, lamps, eta., with
telephone facilities and monitoring facilities to other studios as required. Circuit
details are not given, since the scheme may be readily visualised.

5,2 Network Switch1n&» Network Switching is situated at the Switchroom (as shown in
fn4, .J "ad ts connected between the Studio Switching and the Programme Centre or Room.

A number of links is provided between
Network Switching and the Programme
Room in each direction, so that in
coming and outgoing programmes can be
handled. • Network Switching can best
be considered as the terminus for
interstate programme channels, both
send and receive.

A
STUDIOS

D r r J

»A

C

SWITCHING SCHEME BASIC DESIGN.

F10. 3:

2

5.3 Switching Prinoiples. Basically,
all switching is on the principle
shown in Fig. 5. Assuming a switch
or k~y at all the cross-over points
(as indicated by "x" in Fig. 5), it
will be seen that any studio or num
ber of studios can be connected to any
of the outlets, and the cirouits can
be so arranged that one group of
studios can be on one outlet while
another group is on another outlet,
-/m
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In addition, a group of studios may be connected to more than one outlet, if necessary»
The same basic method of connection is used for Network Switching,

In addition to the above, it is usual to have facilities so that the connections can be
Preset', It must be realised that most of the switching is done on a time basis, where
even seconds are important, so that presetting enables an operator to "set up" in advance
the connections for the next programme unit. The operation of a Master Key at the
appropriate time completes the circuits.

The laster Key appears on the Switchroom panel and also in the Control Booth and on the
Announcer's Desk. This key enables the announcer to switch by remote control, and also
provides two other points of operation to ensure that the switching is done at the correct
place and time,

On the switching panels, the push-pull type of telephone key is used, as it requires little
space and is safe in operation, that is, the accidental operation of other keys is less
remote, However, lever type keys have been used in some schemes. Associated with each
key are Indicating Lamps to indicate the circuit conditions, one colour to indicate the
preset condition and another to show when the actual switching has been made,

Also on the panels are lonitoring Keys, so that a loud-speaker can be switched to any out
let, In addition, Volume Indicators are wired across each outlet as is shown in Fig. l,

Two main methods of circuit selection are used, namely, relays and uniselectors, both of
the telephone equipment type. It is usual, however, to use uniselectors to select the
monitoring circuits,

A key-switching system and associated equipment is shown below.

N,B.S. STUDIOS ADELAIDE.
VIEW OF LOCAL AND INTERSTATE SWITCHING PANEL.

RADIO I.
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5.4 Programme Transmission Centre. The Programme Centre or Room is always in the same
building as the Trunk Test Room and is the true terminal of all interstate and intra
state programme channels. As far as the National Broadcasting Service is concerned,
these channels are extended to the Network Switching Centre for switching purposes.

Programme channels are now used by Commercial Stations also, and in much the same
manner the channels are extended to the stations concerned. Insofar as technical
performance is concerned, all Programme channels are under the control of the
Programme Centre.

5.5 Transmitters or Stations. The transmitting stations are connected to the Studio
Switching Centre by means of Permanent Programme Lines, and radiate the programme
matter sent out on these lines by the Studio Switching Centre. The only switching
that a transmitter can do is to change over from the permanent line to the emergency
line when a fault condition occurs.

5.6 Typical Operations. A typical operation of the system shown in Fig. l is as follows -

Consider a programme originating from 2F0 (Sydney) being broadcast by the station
shown in Fig. l, and which ceases at 8 p.m, when the National programme originates
from 3AR (Melbourne). Before 8 p.m,, the interstate channel from Sydney is connected
from the Programme Room to Network Switching via a tie line, and is then extended
through Studio Switching to the 3AR studio. From this point, the programme can be
considered to have originated in that studio, for it is fed through the Control Booth
back to Studio Switching and to the transmitters.

(It should be noted here that the interstate channels to Hobart and Adelaide are ex
tended to the Network Switching Centre where the Sydney programme is connected to them.)

At 7,59 p.m,, 2PC gongs the network off and, in the next minute, all States make local
announcements but are monitoring the circuit from 3AR waiting for the theme music
which introduces the next programme unit.

From what has been said above, Hobart and Adelaide are already connected to the
Network Switching Centre, but Sydney, up to 7.59 p.m., is not, Prior to 7,59 p.m,
a channel is extended from the Network Switching Centre to the Sydney Network
Switching Centre, and from there to the Studio Switching Scheme as well as to
Brisbane. It is seen now that all States are connected to the Melbourne Network
Switching Centre, and can be connected to any Melbourne Studio through the Studio
Switching Scheme.

he minute 7.59 pm, to 8 p.m, is necessary, as the clocks in all States are not
synchronised, and it also allows any one State to finish a local programme.

At 7.,59 p.m., the Network Switching Centre is extended through to the 3AR studio,
and all other national studios hear the 3AR announcements on monitoring headphones.
When the theme is heard, other studios connect their transmitters to the network
and the programme now commences.

From earlier information, it does not follow that the programme must originate at
the 3AR studio. In fact, the programme can originate anywhere in Victoria and, in
addition, any other studio oan take control. However, for purposes of demonstrat
ion, it is assumed that the programme originated at the 3AR studio,

/ 6.
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6. RADIO PROGRAMME TRANSMISSION.

6.l The Broadcasting Network, as it is known today, has only been possible by the use
of trunk lines, both intrastate and interstate, for the transmission of broadcast
programmes. [he National Network extends in Queensland as far north as Atherton
and as far west as Geraldton in Western Australia.

6.2 Programme Channels are of two types -

(i) Br9gramme Physioal Channels. Physical programme channels have a
frequency response from 35 to 5,000 o/s, due to the type of 3
Channel Telephone Carrier Systems operating on the same pair
of wires. In the near future. certain of the more important
channels will be extended to 7,000 c/s.

(ii) Programme Carrier Systeme. On the other hand, programme
carrier systems have a frequency range from 35 to 7,500 0/s,
but are being displaced by JI2 Carrier Telephone Systems which
have a frequenoy range that does not permit the use of both
systems on the same trunk route.

6.3 On any trunk route, due to the attenuation caused by the copper wires, it is necessary
to have an amplifier at about every l20 miles to restore the radio programme level to
normal. hese amplifiers are commonly known as line amplifiers or repeaters, and
Fig. 6a shows a typical arrangement at a Repeater Station. It is seen that the lino
amplifier is only used for the amplification of the Radio Programme, and separate
amplifying equipment is used for the Carrier Telephone Systems.

6.4 At Repeater Stations, provision is usually made for the programme, which normally
passes through the repeater station, to be fed to local broadcast stations. A
Branching Unit is used for this purpose and, as seen from Fig. 6b, this amplifier
operates from a low level and has six outputs. In each output, as required, a line
amplifier is patched in, and the programme is then at a satisfactory level to the next
repeater station and also to the local broadcast stations. It is seen that an
Equaliser is in the circuit before the branching unit. If a branching unit is not
being used, the equaliser is fitted before the line amplifier. Every repeater
section is fitted with an equaliser at the receiving end to restore the frequency
response to a satisfactory condition,

4012 A

HEH1H
LIME

A14PLIPIER

VOL. IND.
- 40 TO +20 db.

LIE
1M EQ.

MOM.
$El.
KEYS

LOCAL
$TATIOK

.1NIour

LIME AMPS,
0-33db 120m

(a) Amplifyine the Programme. (b) Branching the Programme,

REPEATER STATIONS.

FIG. 6.
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6.5 At the Terminal Station, which on interstate routes is the Programme Room, the circuit
arrangement is as shown in Fig. 7,

4IM£
$

"l]vVOL. IND
-A0 TO +20 db

6000
OUTLETS

LIME AMP,
0-53 db 420mW

srL.
KEYS

MON.AMP.
0-40db 3w

FIG. 1:

DRIDGIMG BRANCHING AMPS.
0-5 d% 240 mW,

TERMINAL INSTALLATION.

This is not the same arrangement as used at a Repeater Station. Although the line
amplifier is the same, the splitting arrangement is not, In this case, Branching
Amplifiers are used, one to each outlet, and are bridged across the programme channel
as required. In addition, a Monitoring Amplifier - alternating current operated with
a gain of 40 db - is wired through appropriate switching keys so that any point may
be monitored as desired.

6.6 Lin8-iR Hr9oedUr9« Before a Programme Channel can be used for broadcast purposes, it
{s necessary that it be in the correct direction, as these channels are unidirectional
but can be reversed as desired. When the direction is correct, then a line up is made,
For this purpose, a General Radio Noise and Distortion Set is used, and the line up is
made between the terminals of the channel under test.

The line-up procedure is as follows -

(i) A 1,000 c/s tone is sent to the Programme Channel, and the line amplifier
is adjusted at each repeater so that a level of +8 vu is sent to line.

(ii) A frequency response test is made at selected frequencies between 35 and
5,000 c/s with the aid of an audio frequency oscillator and level indicator,

(iii) A 400 c/s tone is sent to line by the transmitting terminal at a level
of +l4 vu, and the distortion is then measured at the receiving end.

(iv) The 400 c/s tone is then removed and the line terminated at the sending end.

The receiving end then measures the noise and the resultant figure is corrected by
reducing it 6 db. This is necessary as the test was made at a level 6 db above
programme level.

The channel is now ready for use and is extended at each terminal to the switchroom,

The amplifiers, except the monitoring amplifier, operate from the 24 and l30 volt
repeater or terminal batteries, These amplifiers use radio receiving valves, 6J7G
and 6V6 (/GT types, and a power output of 400 mW can be obtained, However, from a
line amplifier only 120 mW is required, while from the branching amplifier a power
of 240 mW is required due to a 3 db pad in the output, [his pad assists to improve
the impedance conditions of the cable pairs to the switchroom and B class stations.

As seen from Fig l, a cable amplifier is used to compensate for the losses introduced
by the equalised cable pairs from the switchroom,

6.7 Er9gramme Levels and Power Output. mhe basio programme level is +8 vu (6.3 mi), but
a level of 16 vu is required to accommodate peaks in programmes.

Since the vu meter is not designed to read peaks, this differenco in level is compen
sated by lining-up with an 8 db pad at transmitter. After completion of lining-up
the pad is removed and the circuit is capable of taking normal level plus peaks to 16
vu. The power capability of the amplifier should be at least 16 vu (40 mW) but to
allow a reasonable margin, amplifiers of 120 mW output are used, / Where
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Where a 3 db pad is to be fitted after the amplifier, the power capability must be
increased to 240 mW. Typical factors, for which the marginal allowance in power
output is made, are

(i) Ageing of valves.
(ii) Reduction of distortion.

(iii) Various impedance conditions.

7. RADIO STUDIOS.

7.l General. As stated previously, one studio is seldom sufficient for a Broadcasting
Station. The variety of programmes handled calls for a number of studios of various
types, such a collection usually being termed a Studio Group. Fig. 8 shows a floor
plan of a typical studio group, including studios of various sizes, control booths,
record library and recording rooms.

STUDIO
A

STUDIO [ARTISTS'
3 RO0M

EM'TRANCE

TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN OF STUDIO BLOCK.

Studio A for Large Symphony Orchestras.
Studio B for Dance Bands and Small Orchestras.
Studios l-4 for Dance Bands and Choirs.
Studios 5-6 for Smaller Bands, Piano Solos and Plays.
Studios 10-12 for Talks and News.

FIG. 8.

The studio group comprises not only a number of rooms specially allocated for the
purpose of being the originating point of a programme, but must be considered as
including permanent and temporary outside sources, such as Town Halls, Churches and
Sports Grounds.

/ within

RADIO I.
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Within the group, one or more programmes may be proceeding at the same time, together
with rehearsals, auditions and recordings. Obviously, such a complex arrangement
requires a central point of control. In some broadcasting systems, this central
point is known as tho Main Announcers! Studio or simply Main Studio; in other systems,
the control is with the combined Network and Studio Switching Systems. The technical
equipment of a studio must provide for the setting up of at least two broadcasting
channels, which are directed from any studio to the main studio and to other outlets,
as discussed under switching schemes. he more important functions of studios will
now be referred to in a little greater detail.

7.2 Announcers* Studio. The Announcers' Studio has the following functions -

(i) Receives the interstate programmes and controls the regional
switching»

(ii) Selects and mixes one of two microphones (announcer and speaker)
and the output of two gramophone pick-ups.

(iii) Transmits programmes originating in the studio block to the network.
(iv) Effects the switching of outlets in association with the control

operator.
(v) Switches outside lines, time signals, gongs, etc., into the programme.

(vi) Monitors programmes, loud-speakers or headphones, and gives necessary
cues to speakers and performers in the studios.

(vii) Requires intercommunication facilities with control booths, switch
etc.

TYPICAL ANNOUNCER'S DESK.
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The majority of programmes originate in studios other than the main studio, but the
control is still with the main studio. In addition, outside broadcasts, such as
those from Sports Grounds and Churches, are controlled in this studio.

The term "Control", as used above, refers to the switching,

The control of programme levels is a function of the Control Booth associated with
this studio.

A typical studio includes the Announcer's Desk, the Speaker's Desk, Monitoring Loud
speakers and Microphones. The Announcer's Desk includes two gramophone machines
with motors remotely controlled by keys mounted on the desk. Keys are provided also
to switch the microphones (including the microphone on the speaker's desk) and to
select monitoring circuits. he Master Switching Key is also included on this desk.
In addition, the usual indicating lamps are provided, one group of which indicates to
bhe announcer the stations connected to that studio.

Certain other facilities are provided in both the control booth and studio. These
facilities include telephone circuits between studio, control booth and switchroom,
as well as a "speakback" microphone in the control booth, so that the operator o*
producer can speak to the studio over the studio monitoring loud-speaker.

3.B.}. STUDIOS, ADELAIDE.

ANNOUNCER! S DESK - CONTROL PANEL.

RADIO I,
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One important Guard Circuit is provided, This circuit provides that, during the time
that the studio is broadcasting gramophone records or programme matter from some
external point, the announcer can monitor the programme on the loud-speaker, but, the
moment a studio microphone is to be used, the loud-speaker is automatically switched
off. At times when the announcer is making local announcements while waiting to
cross to the network, he will use monitoring headphones, Fig. 9 shows the panel of
an Announcer's Desk, illustrating most of the above points.

RED RED

6 ®~ Ek

? ? ? 0 ? 0 ? 0 ? ? 0
K1 K2 K5 K4. K5 K6. K7 g° K9 K10 1.1L

Pu l PU Z A4AUKI G RING

RED WHITE WHITE WHITE

® ® ®0

@ & eQ
LOCAL

RELAY VOLUME INDICATOR SPEAKER. VOL

@ ® ® ~
MIG 1 MIG 2 PU1. P.U.2.

Keys l and 2 connect microphones and associated faders into circuit.
Appropriate red lamp lights,

Keys 3 and 4 connect gramophone pick-ups through faders 5 and 6

Key 5 permits monitoring of main or local programmes on headphones.

Key 6 permits monitoring of main or local programmes on speaker,

Key 7 (down) connects outside broadcast cue line to monitoring circuit,

Key i (up) connects outside broadcast line through.

Keys 8, 9, l0. Speaking and ringing facilities for local telephone lines,
order wires, etc

TYPICAL PANEL LAYOUT OF A REGIONAL TYPB ANNOUNCER'S DESK PANEL,
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7.3 Additional Details. It is apparent that special precautions must be taken to prevent
crosstalk and "singing" between circuits carrying the same programme but at different
levels, for instance, the actual microphone circuit and the monitoring circuits. Low
level circuits are wired in single lead-covered pairs, while other circuits are wired
in lead-covered cables, Rubber covered shielded cable is used from the microphone to
the connecting point, which may be on the skirting board or at a convenient point on
the announcer's desk depending on the purpose of the microphone,

In a typical studio block, there is a vast quantity of telephone equipment, including
relays, uniselectors and indicating lamps, It is necessary to provide power for
this equipment, and it is usual to have a 24 volt battery operated on the floating
principle associated with a Static Rectifier.

All amplifier equipment is alternating current operated from the commercial power
supply, and it is usual to provide a standby engine with alternator fitted with a
governor to ensure a stable frequency and voltage.

7.4 Outside Broadcast Dines. The outside broadcast lines terminate in the switchroom
and can be extended to any studio as required, Permanent lines which have frequent
use are fitted with equalisers to correct the frequency response, while other lines
are equalised, when required, with a variable equaliser,

Facilities are provided at the terminating point of these lines in the switchroom,
so that continuity and insulation can be measured whenever a line is required for
broadcasting. Each line has a jack at the distant end, and this is so wired that
the inner springs loop the line when it is not in use, This jack enables the con
tinuity test to be made at any time, The insulation test between wires would be
made with the outside broadcast operator at the distant end, but the insulation to
earth can be made at any time. The loop resistance of each line is known, so that
the loop test would detect shorts or partial shorts.

As it is usual to provide two lines to
line, while the other is the telephone
case of failure of the programme line.
made later,)

each point, one can be used as the programme
circuit but can be used for broadcasting in

(Further reference to these lines will be

7.5 Control Booth.
seen -

On a typical Control Booth Table, the following equipment is to be

(i) Electric clock,

(ii) Faders and master gain control.

(iii) Volume indicator.

(iv) Switching keys,

(v) Indicating lamps.

(vi) Jacks.

The purpose of the first three need not be discussed here, The switching keys
provide for the monitoring of the various circuits, including the normal control
booth output, outside broadcast lines and incoming lines from the switchroom, [he
keys also provide for the switching of these various circuits, including the time
signal. The indicating lamps show the condition of the switched circuits. Pwo
important keys are the key to extend the "preset" to the announcer's desk and the
master switching key• In addition are facilities to control the "caution" and "on
air" lights outside the studio door,

/ mhe
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The following functions are associated with the Control Booth -

(i) Selecting and mixing a number of sources.
(ii) Control of level from associated studios by means of faders

and volume indicator.

(iii) Effecting the switching of outlets from studio to studio as
required.

(iv) Monitoring the programme originating in the associated studio
and, if desired, from other studios.

(v) Switching outside lines to programmes, and feeding programme
back to outside points when they are "off air" for cue purposes.

(vi) Intercommunication telephone system with switchroom, outside
studios, studios and the announcer within the studio,

(vii) Giving of a warning light to the studio prior to commencement of a
programme, and lighting the "on air" signals in the studio and
outside the doors when broadcasting,

(viii) Talk-back facilities to studio.

(ix) Indicating when circuit conditions, depending on operations
elsewhere, are suitable for the operation of the above facilities.

Some of the above equipment is shown in the pictures in this Paper.

STUDIO AND CONTROL BOOTE. (SLBOURNE.)
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7.6 Syitohro!+ A brief reference was previously made to the switchroom when discussing
switching principles, and the following is a summary of the principal facilities
required at this centre -

(i) Presetting arrangements for switching outlets from one studio
to another,

(ii) Effecting the switching of outlets, if required,

(iii) Testing and equalising outside lines prior to a broadcast and
routing these to a studio.

(iv) Communication with studio control booths, broadcasting outlets,
recording rooms, trunk equipment and test positions.

(v) Routine tests on all studio equipment, for example, frequency
response, distortion and noise, and also on outside line connections.

(vi) Monitoring and observation on all outgoing programmes, as may
be required,

(vii) The control and distribution of time signals and similar automatic
signals.

Typical equipment includes

(i) Line terminating rack,
(ii) Switching panels and relays.

(iii) Amplifier racks similar to the studio racks.
(iv) Branching amplifier racks.
(v) Test equipment rack.

(vi) Power distribution bay.
(vii) Monitoring loud-speakers.

7.7 Some A8Pe0ts of Studio Desi&n. Modern broadcasting studios are treated to give the
exactly desired reverberation time, his is different from the reverberation time
that would be taken as ideal for a concert hall or for direct listening to music.
The proper reverberation time of a given studio is first calculated by formula and
the studio is then treated with sound-absorbing materials to obtain the required
reverberation time.

In designing a studio, it is necessary to keep in mind that any reflection paths
must be broken up in order to avoid the production of standing waves. These
standing waves are due to waves bouncing back and forth between, say, the fl00r
and the ceiling. At some points their effects are additive and at some points
subtractive, the net effect being that of a stationary wave, This effect may be
neutralised by having the ceiling at an angle with respect to the floor, or vice
versa, or by placing a highly absorbent plaque on the floor or ceiling.

Modern studio design aims at the use of little absorbing material, but the use of a
great number of curved surfaces, so that any sound is reflected over a great many
paths. This avoids the setting up of standing waves without the disadvantage of
absorption of sound energy. The effect on reverberation time is to enable the use
of a longreverberation time without producing echo effects. The effect also is
to "liven" the studio by giving a good reproduction of the highest audio frequencies.

Because it is important to keep unwanted sound out of a studio and to keep originating
sounds from getting out into other studios, many studios are 'floated". The basic
principle is a 'room within a room", the inner room having no solid ties with the
outer room, but being spring supported and separated. All connections, such as
lighting conduits, power and air-conditioning systems, must be of a flexible non-sound
transmitting nature.

/ Typical
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7.8 Mis0ellaneous Notes. Some typical studio arrangements are shown in Figs. l0a to l0c.
Fig. ll shows relationship of room volume and reverberation time.

Some pictures of studios are shown on page 24.

DRAPES ON BACK WALL

SHIELDED OR
UNIDIRECTIONAL
MICROPHONE

(a) Set Up for 1lO Piece Symphony Orehegtre-

PIANO

TRUMPETS

(b) Small Orohestra Group with
Voice in Prominence,

SAXOPHONES
0
O YI0LINS

0
0
0

MICROPHONE

(o) panee Orehestra with soloiet Veins Velocity 2iorophone.

FIG. 10. TYPICAL STUDIO ARRANGEMENTS.
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ROOM VOLUME. CUBIC TEET.

SHOWING HOW ROOM VOLUME AFFECTS THE REQUIRED REVERBERATION
TIME FOR SPEECH AND THE RANGE OF REVERBERATION TIME FOR

MUSI9.

FIG. ll.

Table l gives the peak power of various musical instruments playing triple forte
(ere).

Instrument Peak Power Instrument
Peak Power

watts watts

Heavy Orchestra 70 Bass Saxophone 0.3
Large Bass Drum 25 Bass Tuba 0.2
Pipe Organ 13 Bass Viol 0.16
Snare Drum 12 Piccolo 0.08
Cymbals 10 Flute 0.06
Trombone 6 Clarinet 0.05
Piano 0"4 French Horn 0.05
Trumpet 0.3 Triangle 0.05

TABLE 1.

Fig. l2 is of interest in showing the frequency range required for the reproduction of
musical instruments, etc•, without noticeable distortion.

7.9 Dine Equalisers. Long lines and circuits carrying programmes will deliver at their
remote end an output lacking in high frequencies. The attenuation of these high
frequencies is mainly due to the distributed capacity between the conductors,
particularly if there is a section of cable involved. The reactance of this
capacity decreases as the frequency increases and, at high frequencies, approaches a
short circuit.

To correct this defect, adjustable filters called "equalisers" are inserted in the line
as required (see Fig. l). These equalisers are set to attenuate the low frequencies
in exactly the same proportion as the line affects the high frequencies.

' / Radio
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RADIO STUDIO OF YES'ERDAYI

RADIO I.

(Note the different means of endeavoring to improve the acoustical properties of the studio.)

RADIO STUDIO OP ODAYA
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Two common types of equalisers and their effects are shown in Figs. l3a and l3b.
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(a) Shunt Type.

EGUALISER. wITKOUT R
EQUALISER WIYM R

(5) series Type Equaliser tor Particular Freguenoy.

LIA EQUALISERS,

rE0. l3±

C L
WITHOUT EQUALISER

A more detailed treatment of equalisers is found in Long Line Equipment. [he
equaliser is designed to resonate at the high frequency end (the exaot frequency
depending on the quality of service required), and resistance R serves to dampen the
peak whioh ooours at the resonant frequenoy.

The series iypo equaliser (Fig. l3b) is of use in attenuating a particular frequenoy,
which might be due to some characteristic of the line.

The component values are chosen to resonate at the frequency it is desired to
attenuate, and the resistance R is used to dampen the effect at this frequency.

7.10pica? 5gual1sins Procedure. In order to equalise a line, an audio-frequenoy
voltage of constant amplitude is impressed on the line. fhe source is usually a
standard audio-frequenoy oscillator, and its output should oontain negligible value
of harmonios. An isolating attenuator pad is placed between the audio-frequency
output and the line. It is very important that the impedance across the input of
the volume indicator is constant over the entire frequenoy range to be transmitted,
otherwise errors of measurements are introduced.

/ he
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The equaliser is usually placed at the receiving end, and the output of the equaliser
is fed to suitable level measuring equipment. A frequenoy run is then taken and the
received level of each test frequency is noted, in order to furnish an approximate
idea of the equalising required.

he equaliser is then adjusted until the volume indicator at the remote end gives
the same reading, within the prescribed tolerances, for each frequenoy.

Preliminary adjustments of the equaliser resistance at three or four of the most
important frequencies, say at l00, l,000, 3,000 and 5,000 c/s, are made to determine
the approximate value of the resistance required. Fine adjustments are then made
until the response of the line is sufficiently flat over the required frequency range.

8. CONTROL BOOTH CONSOLETTE.

8.1 In some radio systems, the Control Booth equipment has been assembled into "consolette"
form, [his consolette provides a neat and useful arrangement in the case of Public
Address equipment control, and in small transmitter installations where the programmo
facilities are not very extensive.

A block diagram of the facilities provided by a typical consolette is shown in Fig, l4.
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TYPICAL CONTROL BOOTH CONSOLETE.
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9. TEST QUESTIONS,

RADIO I.

l, Why is it necessary to equalise a programme line? Illustrate your answer with a
typical circuit showing its effect by means of a graph.

2" (i) Define the term zero level as applied to a vu meter,

(ii) What were the main reasons leading to the development of this type of
level indicating meter?

3" State the general principles of acoustical design as applied to modern broadcasting
studios, and what are the principal effects to be guarded against?

4, (i) What are the main functions performed by a control booth operator?

(ii) Where is the control booth located in the general broadcasting scheme?

5. What is the function of a "pre-amplifier'? Why is particular attention usually paid to
their design as far as noise is oonoemned?

6" Give a block schematic diagram of a broadoasting network showing the linking up of the
following units -

Microphone (talk studio).
Gramo-unit,
Outside pick-up.
Fading/Mixing unit.
A and B amplifiers.
Master gain control.
Monitoring speaker.
Programme line to transmitter,
Programme amplifiers and monitoring facilities at transmitters.

(Switching facilities, etc,, are not raquip~d to be shown.)

END OF PAPER.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

2. FEEDBACK OSCILLATORS.

3. CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED OSCILLATORS.

4. MAGNETOSTRICTION OSCILLATORS.

5. NEGATIVE RESISTANCE OSCILLATORS ( OR "WO-TERMINAL" OSCILLATORS).
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9. MISCELLANEOUS OSCILLATORS.

10. MISCELLANEOUS CONSIDERATIONS RELATING TO OSCILLATORS.

11. TEST QUESTIONS.

1• INTRODUCTION.

1.1 For radio-communication purposes, an oscillator is defined as a source of alternating
voltage of constant amplitude and of a frequenoy predeterminable by certain circuit
parameters. (See Paper No. 1.) Although the frequency spectrum covered by radio
extends from zero frequenoy to beyond 100,000 Me/s, this Paper is primarily concerned
with oscillators operating within the range up to approximately 30 Mc/s.
Oscillators developed mainly for use at the higher frequencies are treated in lator
notes dealing with these frequency bands.

1.2 Due to its amplifying characteristic, a thermionic valve provides a simple and economic
means of generating oscillations. Once a circuit commences oscillating, it continues
indefinitely when there are no losses, but, due to the damping effect of the losses,
oscillation gradually ceases, unless maintained by external means. That is where the
amplifying action of the valve is useful, since, once the associated circuit is
oscillating, sufficient energy is fed back (from the output circuit to the input circuii
to sustain the oscillations and make up for the energy lost in the circuit. his
additional energy is not available without the amplification.

The feedback is likened to the gentle push given to a swing once it is in operation,
This push serves to make up for the energy lost due to the resistance of the swivels,
wind, eto•, and keeps the swing moving at a steady rate in a constant arc [he valve
also possesses little inertia, that is, it takes little energy to cause it to operate
from a state of rest. In most cases, it is found that there is sufficient residual
charge in the components comprising the circuit to cause oscillations to commence
immediately power is applied.
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Since the power supplies associated with the valve are DC, and the output of the
oscillator is A,C., the oscillator is regarded as a convertor changing DC, to A.C.

1,3 Basio Oscillator Action. A valve oscillator consists essentially of an oscillatory
5Ii6uat (generally a parallel-resonant circuit), a valve amplifier and a feedback
circuit, In the oscillatory or input circuit, electrical oscillations occur
according to the basic laws governing this type of operation, The feedback circuit
takes a part of the energy from the output circuit and impresses it in the form of a
voltage on the grid and cathode (the input circuit) of the valve, This energy is
then amplified and again returned by the anode-cathode circuit to the output circuit,
supplying the losses occurring in the latter and thus keeping it oscillating, he
feedback circuit consists of either capacitive coupling through the grid-anode
capacity of the valve, or inductive coupling through a coil in the grid circuit
magnetically coupled to the output circuit. hus, the valve itself does not
oscillate, but merely amplifies the electrical impulses impressed on its grid from
the oscillatory circuit, and delivers this amplified energy back to the input circuit
to make up for the losses therein, in order to maintain oscillation,

1,4 Basio Oscillator. Fig+
continuous character.

GRID

FILAMENT
SUPPLY

is a basic oscillator circuit capable of producing waves of
The theoretical functioning of this circuit is identical

for almost every form of valve
transmitting-circuit oscillator
and must be carefully analysed.

LI

When the switch in the filament
circuit is closed, electrons
are emitted from the cathode
and are attracted to the anode.
[his electron flow constitutes
a curr~nt which flows through
anode coil Li back to the
cathode. [he current through
coil L1 results in a magnetic
field around the coil.

01 and

As the anode current is
reaching its maximum value, an
expanding magnetic field is
formed around coil Li, and, ·as
the coil L2 is near L1, the
expanding magnetic field induces
an e.m,f, in L2. When the
relationship of the coils is
such that the top of L2 is
positive potential, the grid,

which is connected to this end, is also at positive potential. This positive
potential partly neutralises the space charge between the cathode and anode and allows
more' current to flow in the anode circuit. his increased flow results in a greater
expansion and movement of the field in the same direction about Ll and, consequently,
a greater e,m.f, of the same polarity is induced into L2, resulting in a greater charge
upon the grid, Again, the anode current increases, and a heavier charge is placed
upon the grid. This action continues up to a certain point, depending upon the
characteristics of the valve and the resistance of the circuit,

L1 = anode coil.
L2 = grid coil,
C2 " tuning capacitor,
R1 = grid leak-capacitor combination.

BASIC OSCILLATOP CIRCUIT.

FIG. 1.

As long as the rate of increase of current in LI is progressive, the e.m,f. induced in
L2 increases and the rate of flow of electrons increases, resulting in further increases
in the anode current, However, depending upon the characteristics of the valve and
the resistance of the circuit, the rate of increase in the anode current decreases,
This results in a lower e,m.f. being induced in L2 because the e,m,f, induced in that
coil depends upon the rate of variation of the current through LI,

/ The
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The potential on the grid, therefore, is reduced, and the anode current decreases.
Some of the lines of force surrounding Ll collapse, thus cutting L2 in such a
direction as to reverse the potential on the grid. As a consequence, the anode
current is further reduced and decreases the potential on the grid. Further
reduction in the anode current follows but, due to the characteristics of the valve
and the resistance of the circuit, the rate of decrease of the anode current is
reduced. hus, the anode current rises and falls with a definite frequenoy, the
period of which depends upon the values of the inductance and capacity L2 02 in the
circuit. By using the proper values , a circuit of this type can be arranged to
produce frequencies ranging from the lowest audible range to the highest range in
radio frequencies.

15 In all forms of oscillating systems, especially those in which the frequencies are
high, precautions must be taken.to keep the resistances of the constants low, other

wise the oscillations are apt to
stop• At the higher frequencies,
precautions must be taken against
such additional losses as those due
to high frequency resistance •
losses, dielectric absorption due
to poor insulating materials, eddy
currents and inefficient con
nections,

1.6 Type of Oscillators. mho
following list indicates some of
the many types of oscillators which
have been developed, but a
complete list is outside the scope
of these notes -

Feedback -

Tuned anode,
Tuned-anode tuned-grid.
Hartley,
Colpitts.
Electron coupled.
Push-pull.

Piezo-ele0trio (oryetal),

Magnetostriotign,

Negative Resistance -

Dynatron,
Negative transconductance.
Push-pull.
Negative grid resistance.

Heterodyne or Beat-rreguenoy,

Resistance Tuned,

Multivibrator (Relaxation
oscillator),

RADIO I.

OSCILLATOR AND LOW POWER STAGES.

(LG SE0RT-WAVE STATION),

2agne t ron, Barkhausgn-Kurtz,

and many others for special
applications.
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2. FEEDBACK OSCILLATORS.

RADIO I.

2"1 A feedback oscillator is considered as a tuned feedback amplifier, in which the
amplitude and phase angle of the feedback are such as to cause oscillation, Suppose
that a voltage Ei is applied to the input of an amplifier and that the resulting
output voltage is Eo. When a portion of Eo is applied to the input and in phase
with it, this feedback voltage acts in the same manner as Ei. When feedback is
equal to Ei, then it replaces Ei, and the amplifier continues to deliver the original
output Ro if Ei is now removed. In other words, the amplifier would oscillate at
constant amplitude.

2.2 Tuned-Anode Osoillator. A typioal feedback oscillator of the Tuned-Anode type is
aiow 4a Fig. 2 1a Wioh the feedback is obtainod by mutual coupling between tho grid

and anode coils.

he valve is biased by the grid-leak/capaci
tor combination, which also functions to
make the oscillator self-starting and is
more likely to give a stable operating
point under conditions corresponding to
high efficiency operation. Mhe use of a
grid-leak also tends to make the oscillators
self-adjusting at conditions corresponding
to high efficiency and improves the frequency
stability,

TUNED-ANODE OSCILLATOR.

FIG. 2.

also "Miscellaneous Considerations"

The grid capacitor must have a low reactance
at the oscillator frequenoy so that the
alternating voltage drop is small. The
oapacitor must not be too large, however, or
the oscillations become intermittent. (See

later in this Paper.)

The tuned-grid oscillator is similar to the above, except that the grid coil Lg is
tuned instead of the anode coil La,

2.3 Tuned-Anode/Tuned-Grid 0sci]la*or. A tuned-anode/tuned-grid oscillator is show
schematically in Fig. 3,

lg

g
Ca{lLa.

-=e
TUNED-ANODE/TUNED-GRID OSCILLATOR:

FI9.3-

he grid tuned circuit LgCg and
the anode tuned circuit Laa are
both adjusted to offer an
inductive reactanoe at the fre
quenoy to be generated. he
capacity Cga is usually supplied
by the valve inter~lectrode capaci
ty, although, at lower frequencies,
added shunting capacity is often
required to provide sufficient
feedback.

However, too large a total value
of this capacity is undesirable,
because the circuit does not

oscillate. In general, the output of the valve oscillator increases as Cga increases
up to certain limits, depending upon the valve and cirouits.

The energy fed back from the anode to the grid circuit through Cga causes an A.C.
voltage to be built up across inductance Lg and thus across the grid and cathode.
The valve then acts as an amplifier and develops a correspondingly high voltage in
the anode-cathode circuit and across the oscillatory circuit, thus giving the latter
additional energy and keeping it in sustained oscillation.

/ 2.4
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2.4 Hartley Oscillators, The "Series-Feed" and the "Parallel or Shunt Feed" Hartley
oscillator circuits are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

R.E.C. R.F.C.

C
SERIES-FEED HARTLEY OSCILLATOR.

F10.4:

C

BY-PASS
D' CAPACITOR

C2
SHUNT-FEED HARTLEY OSCILLATOR.

FI0.5-
The difference between the Series-Feed and the Shunt-Feed Hartley Oscillators is
that the anode-supply voltage is connected in series with the anode inductance in
the Series-Feed type, and the tuned anode circuit is in parallel with the voltage
supply fed through the radio-frequenoy choke (R.F.C.) in the Shunt-Feed type. he
shunt method is used frequently, but has a disadvantage that parasitic oscillations
may take place in the feed capacitor and choke. The Hartley oscillator is
frequently used, as the criterion for oscillation is not critical. Ll and L2 are
usually the two parts of a tapped coil, and the position of the tap is used to control
the amplitude of oscillation. The circuit oscillates most readily when the ratio of
L2 to Ll is in the range from approximately 0.6 to 1.0, the ratio increasing with the
amplification factor. Because the tuning capacitor shunts both grid and anode
coils, the Hartley oscillator gives a lower frequency for a given inductance than
either the tuned-anode or the tuned-anode/tuned-grid oscillators.

he grid excitation takes place across the grid coil and the points A and B, owing to
the voltage drop across the inductive reactance of the coil. he proper value of
this reactance depends upon the type of valve used and the grid-excitation voltage
required. The grid excitation in both the series and the parallel feed arrangements
bakes place through the medium of the induced e.m.f. from the anode portion AD of
the coil to the grid portion AB, with the exception that, in the parallel feed
(Fig. 5), the initial excitation takes place through the capacitor 02 in the form
of a dielectric displacement of electrons. This displacement causes a movement of
electrons in the anode coil which produces a magnetic field. Capacitor 02 also
prevents the D.C. component of anode-current flowing in the oscillatory circuit,
thereby allowing only the high-frequency currents to flow in the L and C circuits.

Capacitor C2 must have a low reactance to the operating frequencies to minimise the
drop across it, so that it delivers the proper potential across the anode-excitation
coil. The capacitor must, however, have a sufficiently strong dielectric to with
stand the D.C. and oscillating potentials across it,

2.5 09lpltts 0sci11a*or. Fig, 6 shows the Colpitts circuit which is similar to
Hartley oscillator, except that the coil and capacitor have changed places.
the ratio of 02 to Cl determines the proper operating conditions instead of
ratio of L2 to Ll,

The initial excitation is produced through the anode-blocking capacitor 03 in tho
form of an electron displacement, which, in turn, also produces a displacement in the
capacitor Cl. This results in a potential difference across Cl and C2, which
excites the grid and produces sustained oscillations. The total reactive voltage
across the two capacitors at the points XY is divided by the proper choice of Cl
and 02. In practice, the ratio of 02 to Cl is about 3 : l,

the
Thus,

the

/ one
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One point to be noticed in Figs. 4,
necting the anode-supply voltage.

Y

C2 Rg

b j
-de,

C3

X
BY=PASS

CAPACITOR

5 and 6 is the difference in the method of con-
In Fig, 4 the series-feed method is used, while

in Figs. and 6 the parallel.feed method is
used. Each method has its advantages and
special applications, depending on circuit and
load conditions» In a series feed, the anode
current flows through the output-circuit induct
ance, his arrangement permits the battery
or other power-supply source to be practically
at ground potential as far as A.C. is con
cerned, which is a desirable condition because
it reduces losses and prevents inter-coupling
with other apparatus. However, there is a
disadvantage in that the output coil is at a
high D.0. voltage above ground, necessitating
additional insulation and also extreme care
in the method of coupling to an external load.

In the parallel system, both the above dis
advantages are eliminated, but the choke coil
is required to withstand the full A.C. output
voltage, [his means that some A.C, flows
through the choke coil, R.F.C., and is lost to

the output circuit. This loss is very great unless the impedance of the coil is high,
and the coil must be wound with many turns of wire to produce a large inductance, and,
at the same time, have a low distributed capacitance shunting the winding, A
properly designed choke coil offers from 5,000 to 10,000 ohms impedance at the operat
ing frequenoy, so one or more coils connected in series prevent practically any current
from flowing and thereby greatly reduce the possibility of circuit losses.

OOLFIETS 9S9 TL7AT9R (SHUNT JED):

2.6 Electron-oupled Oscillator. In the electron-coupled oscillator (Fig. 7), the inter
electrode anode-grid capacity is either neutralised or the anode is shielded by the
use of a third screen-grid.

In the latter case, the addition
of a third grid near the anode
acts as an electrostatic screen,
making neutralising unnecessary,
Hence when there is no capacitance
between the anode and control grid
Gl and no other electrostatic or
magnetic relationship exists
between the anode and grid cir
cuits, any oscillations that are
generated in the frequency-con
trolling circuit (Ll, 0l, 02)
affect only the load circuit
through the medium of the electron
flow between the cathode and the
anode. Hence, the variations in
the anode circuit, because of the
electron pulses transmitted to
the anode from the cathode,
generate in the anode circuit a

pulsating D.C, variation of a frequenoy governed by the oscillator circuit, [his,
in turn, produces an alternating voltage in the anode circuit at the same frequenoy,
A study of Fig. 7 shows that the only coupling between the load and oscillator circuits
is that of the electron stream, and this results in an oscillator possessing very
good frequenoy stability,

G3

LI
LOAD

CIRCUIT

FIG. 7.

COUPLING
CAPACITOR

l.

ELECTRON--COUPLED OSCILLATOR.

/ A
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A further point of interest is that the cathode and grids Gl and (2 together form a
Colpitts circuit with the screen grid G2 acting as the anode.

he capacitors 03, 04, 05 and C6 are radio-frequency by-passes to maintain a low
reactance path for the A.C. variations in the load and screen circuits, Rl and C6 are
the grid-leak combination to provide bias and stability, and resistors R2 and R3 decouple
the power supply circuits. Radio-frequency chokes are a suitable alternative to the
resistors,

The initial starting of the oscillations is due to a voltage drop across the split section
of the tuning capacitor 02 at some instant of instability, such as when the cathode or
anode supply circuit is first closed. This potential difference across 02 sets the
oscillatory circuit (Ll, Cl, 02) into oscillation at a definite frequency determined by
the constants -

f=+
zv Fi6

During the initial oscillating pulse in the circuit Ll, Cl, 02, a voltage is built up
across this combination. A part of this voltage is present across Cl which, since the
grid-cathode terminals are connected directly across it, establishes an e.m.f. between
Gl and the cathode, Hence, the alternating voltages built up across the oscillating
circuit vary the grid voltages on (l in accordance with the frequency characteristics of
the circuit, and the grid, in turn, controls the rate at which the electrons impinge
upon the anode.

2.7 Push-Pull Oscillator Oirouit. A typical circuit arrangement of a push-pull oscillator
Ts Ehow. sh fig. 6a ahd an explanatory sketch is show in Fig. 8b. The instantaneous
operation of the valve Vl in Fig. 8b, is through the circuit shown by the solid lines.

RADIO I.

C

R.E.C.

(a) Circuit,

C --i
I
I
ItIHI I

I
I-Il

R.F.C.

(b) Explanatory Diagram.

e

BALANCED OR PUSH-PULL OSCILLATOR.

At the instant of any instability in the anode or cathode circuit, such as is caused by
closing the power-supply circuit, a potential difference Ba is developed across the anode
excitation coil Ll. During the period in which the instability takes place, a momentary
moving of the magnetic field is developed across Ll. In accordance with the laws of
induction, therefore, an e,m.f. Eg is developed across L2. This e,m.f., in turn, excites
the grid G of Vl, Since C and Ll represent a shunted circuit connected across the valve,
the circuit is set into self-oscillation at a frequency depending upon the L-0 constants
of the circuits. After the initial impact to the oscillatory circuit has occured, sus
tained oscillation takes place, resulting in an excitation of both grids 180° out of
phase with each other. By the proper adjustment of the two grid connections to the induct
ance, perfect symmetry or balance is obtained.

[he advantage derived from an arrangement of this kind is greater power output and better
frequenoy stability, owing to the reduction of the valve input and output capacitance,
since, with this arrangement, both valves are effectively in series across the tuned-loal
circuit, [his gradually reduces the circuit losses, due to valve capacitance and makes
the form of oscillation highly desirable for use at high radio frequencies, wher~ large
power-oscillation outputs are required with good frequency stability. / 3,
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3. CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED OSCILLATORS.

RADIO I.

3.1 Although the oscillators just described have good stability, the long period stability
is insufficiently good to render them entirely suitable for use in broadcast brans
mitters, where the tolerances required are approximately I 10 c/s (in the range 500.
1,500 ke/s). Fortunately, an oscillator was developed having its frequency con
trolled by a piezo-electric crystal.

3.2 Crystals. Several crystalline materials, such as quartz, tourmaline, Rochelle salt
and cane sugar, have the property of producing an e.m.f. when the crystal is mechanic
ally strained (compressed or expanded). Furthermore, this action is reversible, so
that, when an electric charge is impressed upon the crystal, the latter changes its
shape. [his remarkable characteristic is called the "piezo-electric affect" and is
present in all the so-called piezo-electric materials to a greater or less degree,
dependent upon the material, upon the form in which it is cut and the manner in which
the electric field is impressed. Rochelle salt is the most active in this property,
but quartz has more mechanical advantages as it is practically unaffected by light
shocks, aging and moisture, here is another advantage which is even more important,
Quartz, due to its extreme hardness and low internal friction when vibrating, has low
damping and consequently a high-Q characteristic. Phis property is the chief
characteristic necessary in the oscillatory circuit of a valve oscillator where great
frequency stability is required, and it is here that the quartz crystal plays a major
role.

RAW QUARTZ.

ms m EI TR III]@SH EI
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An alternating voltage applied across a quartz crystal causes the crystal to vibrate
and, when the frequency of the applied alternating voltage approximates. a frequenoy at
which mechanical resonance exists in the crystal, the amplitude of vibrations is very
large. Any crystal has a number of such resonant frequencies, depending on the
crystal dimensions, type of cut with reference to the axes of the natural crystal, the
mode of mechanical stress and other factors.

3"3 The desirable properties for a piezoelectric resonator are -

(i) Low temperature coefficient (that is, variation of frequenoy with temperature).
(ii) A high piezo-electric activity. ("Activity" indicates the ease with which

the desired oscillations are started.)
(iii) Absence of parasitic oscillations and/or other frequencies near the

required one.

Before proceeding further, one point must be clearly understood. Although the
piece of quartz used as a resonator is generally called a "orystal", it is not a,
whole crystal but only a section of a orystal cut to certain dimensions and
specifications. This sect±on may be a thin slab in rectangular form, or it may be
cut like a disc. The smaller, thinner sections used for very high frequencies are
of circular cut and similar in size to a coin. Still another form, which is used
for precision work but not in commercial transmitters, is a flat ring. In these
notes, the piezo-electric crystal is called a quartz plate, and this term indicates
a thin slab of rectangular or circular form cut from a high-grade quartz crystal
along a particular axis to make it more active piezo-electrically.

3.4 Orymtal Outting and Temperature Coefficient: mhore are many methods of cutting tho
Di4t% rm eh% natural 61yatan, as dhow on page 9, and th~so have boon givon typo
letters such as AT, (I, CI, V, X and Y, The mechanical displacements of two of these
types, when subjectea to a force, are s~own in Figs. 9a and 9b. These sketches
show the method of vibration of the crystal when in operation. (The dimensions are
greatly exaggerated, of course.) Fig, 9o shows the point regarding temperature
coefficient, and the variation of resonant frequency with temperature of three
typical outs, It is noticed how superior the (l is in this regard.
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3.5 ES~al Resonator. When operating as a resonator, the piezo-electric orystal of Fig.
10a is considered equivalent to the electrical circuit shown in Fig. 10b. The series

capacitor C represents the rigidity of
the crystal, the inductor L its mass,
and R the internal resistance due to
internal friction. fhe parallel
capacitor Cl is mostly due to the metal
electrodes of the crystal holder acting
like a oapacitor with the crystal as the
external connections and the grid-cathode
capacitance of the·valve when used.

A method of making electrical connections
to the quartz plate is shown schematically
in Fig. 10a. he quartz plate is
usually placed in a horizontal position
between two metal electrodes or plates.

The lower electrode provides a base for the quartz plate and is an integral part of the
whole mounting. The upper electrode may be spaced above the plate, touch it, or be
clamped to it. The crystal, like a tuning fork, must be permitted a certain amount•of
mechanical freedom in order to oscillate. The early practice was to permit the upper
electrode to rest lightly upon the surface of the plate, a flexible connection being
made to the electrode. he difficulty with this method was that the electrode moved
about and small particles of foreign matter settled under it, resulting in a change of
spacing between the plate and tho electrode. [his condition caused considerable
variation in frequency. fo avoid such variations, the quartz-plate holder is now
constructed so as to clamp the plate rigidly in one position. Each electrode is made
with an uneven surface of rises and depressions. The rises make contact and clamp the
plate, while the depressions provide air spaces between plate and electrode which allow
the plate to oscillate or vibrate.

C
1

R

Cl

X

(s) Crystal.

FIG. 10.

(b) Equivalent 0irouit,

CRYSTAL RESONATOR.

@ •

AUTMAN QUARTZ AND ASSORTMENT OF CRYSTAL HOLDERS.
As a matter of interest, details of a relatively low-frequency quartz crystal
(430 ke/s) are given below

Dimensions
Thickness
Width
Length

Resonant Frequenoy.

Equivalent Electrical
L = 3.3 henrys.
C 0.042 µLr.

Cl = 5,8µF.

0.636 cm.
3.33 om,
2.75 om.

430 ko/s.

Oharaoteristioe (21e. 10b) -
R 4, 500 ohms (very approx.).
Q = 2,300 (very approx.).

/3,6
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3.6 8uartz-?late 0soil18tor. A schematic diagram of. a valve oscillator using a quartz plate
resonator, is shown in Fig. 11.

RADIO I.

4
RI

RADIO FREQ
OUTPUT

..__ ,----*-(\)

€3

OSCILLATOR WITH QUARTZ PLATE RESONATOR.

FIG. 11.

in coupling from a high impedance load do

As previously explained, the valve with its
associated circuits (such as cathode and anode
supply, automatic bias by means of Rl, and tuned
output circuit) constitutes an amplifier. Feed
back to the grid circuit is obtained by the grid
anode capacitance of the valve, he resonant
circuit that determines the operating frequency
of the oscillator is the quartz plate Xl which
is connected across the grid and cathode of the
valve. he resistor R2 acts as a load to the
amplifier, tending to stabilise it against
external load changes and also to provide a
means of coupling for the load. [his resistance
is only a few hundred ohms, so that variations
not appreciably affect the oscillator.

When the anode voltage is suddenly applied to the valve, a surge is produced in the output
circuit charging 02, which tends to discharge through L2 similar to the operation of an
ordinary oscillatory circuit. his action in the output circuit causes a voltage to be
built up across the anode and cathode of the valve, which, through the feedback coupling
of the grid-anode capacitance impresses a voltage upon the grid-cathode circuit and across
the quartz plate. he voltage in the latter circuit sets up an electrostatic field around
the plate, causing it to change shape slightly. As soon as the impressed voltage dies
down, the quartz plate returns to its normal shape and, in so doing, produces a voltage
across the electrodes and across the grid and cathode of the valve. his voltage is
amplified in the anode circuit and some of the energy is fed back again to the grid cir
cuit and the quartz plate, which causes the latter to vibrate or oscillate, thereby
applying a varying voltage to the grid. [his action results in a continuous building-up
process·of the oscillations, until the valve oscillator is delivering its maximum power
to its own and the external load for a given set of operating voltages and circuit con
stants. Actually, the output circuit is not tuned to the ex'ct frequency but to a slightly
higher one, so that it is somewhat inductive at the operating frequency. his condition
provides greater stability and also aids the quartz plate to start vibrating more readily,

3.7 Tri-Tet @uarta Plate 0soi]labor. Fig. 12 shows a favourite oscillator circuit as used by
amateurs and commonly known as the "ri-Tet".

LI Cl

C2

I3
OUTPUT

i-.

FIG. 12. TRI-TE OSCILLATOR.

In this circuit the control
grid, screen-grid and cathode
of a pentode or screen-grid
valve function as a triode
crystal oscillator with the
screen serving as the anode,
while the anode tank circuit
is tuned to a harmonic» his
arrangement is useful when a
relatively high frequency is
required, the crystal dimensions
for which are impractically
small.

In Fig. 12, the resonant circuit
LlCl is tuned to a frequency
slightly higher than the
crystal frequency and offers
an inductive reactance to the
crystal frequency. he
resonant circuit L2O2 is tuned
to a harmonic of the crystal fro
quenoy,

/3.8
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3.8 0ESbel Oven. Where a very fine control of frequency is required, the crystal unit is
mounted in a temperature-controlled oven. A thermostat provides a convenient means
of switching a heating element on and off as the temperature varies between predeter
mined limits. By this means, the frequenoy of a crystal oscillator is controlled to
the extent of a few parts in a million,

4. MAGNETOSTRICTION OSGILLARORS.

4.1 When a body is placed in a magnetic field, stresses are produced within the body
tending to distort it, Inversely, when a body is distorted, there is a change in the
magnetic permeability. Magnetostriction is the name given to this effect. Many metals
and alloys exhibit magnetostriction, but it appears to be most pronounced in alloys of
iron, nickel and chromium, When a rod of this material is magnetically polarised and
placed in a coil carrying A.C. it vibrates longitudinally at the frequonoy of the A.C.
When this frequency is the resonant frequenoy of the rod mechanically, the amplitude of
the effect is large even for very small currents in the coil. [his arrangement is
equivalent to a parallel-tuned circuit coupled by means of the coil into the electric
circuit.

VThe resonant frequenoy = if

where V = velocity of sound
through the rod
(approx. 4 kilo
metres per second)

and L = the length.

MAGNETOSTRICION OSCILLATOR.

FIG. 13.

Good stability (about l part in a million
per degree Centigrade) is obtained, and
thus compares favourably with the crystal
resonator. A typical circuit is shown in
Fig• 13, he capacitor C provides the
feedback required, so that the circuit
resembles the Tuned-Anode/luned-Grid circuit
of Fig. 3 of this Paper.

5. NEGATIVE RESISTANCE OSCILLATORS (OR "TWO-TERMINAL" OSOTLLATCRS).

51 A two terminal circuit element is said to have a 'negative A.C. resistance" when a
positive increment of current through it results in a negative increment of terminal
voltage,

5.2 The Dynatron Oscillator. he dynatron oscillator presents this characteristio of
'negative resistance", which is well-known in the theory of r~generation and which is

also used for other purposes requiring similar
characteristics.

In a regenerative circuit, a portion of the
signal voltage in the anode circuit is fed
back to the grid circuit to overcome losses
in the valve and its associate circuits.
The losses in the circuit are referred to
as the "positive resistance' of the circuit,
and the energy fed back from the anode to

the grid circuit to neutralise the effects of the positive resistance is called the
negative resistance'. When sufficient energy is fed back, the losses due to
positive resistance are so small that the circuit starts to oscillate.

DYNATRON OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT.

FI0. 14:

The circuit arrangement of a screen gri
valve used as a dynatron oscillator is
shown in Fig. 14.

/ The
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he theoretical operation of the dynatron oscillator is described briefly as follows -

When the cathode is heated to incandescence and an anode potential is applied between
the anode and the cathode, the electron flow from the cathode to the anode results,
he screen grid is operated at a higher positive potential than the anode and electrons
arriving at this grid cause an electron flow in the grid circuit of fairly large amp
litude, which is, of course, true in conventional circuits when large signal potentials
are applied to the grid, An important function, however, remains for the electrons
that passed through the grid laterals toward the anode, These electrons on arriving
at the anode cause a breakdow of the surface tension, owing to the collision impacts,
which results in an emission of electrons from the anode surface. [his phenomenon is
known as secondary emission. Now, since the screen grid is at a higher potential than
the anode, the electrons due to secondary emission are attracted to the grid. This
presents a condition in which both the electrons from the cathode and from the anode
(the latter due to secondary emission) are attracted to the grid. Now assume the anode
voltage to be gradually increased. In ordinary valve circuits, an increase in anode
voltage results in an increase in the anode current, but, in this circuit, the gradual
increase in anode voltage reduces the anode-to-cathode current flow, owing to the
neutralising effect at some critical point between the normal electron emission from the
cathode circuit and the secondary electron emission from the anode, When this part
icular point is reached, the anode-to-cathode circuit resistance indicates negative
resistance characteristic when an A.C, potential is applied to the circuit, This
peculiarity is the basis of the action of a dynatron oscillator,

5.3

RC

Negative Transconductance or Transition Oscillator. mhis type of oscillator (Fig. 15)
makes use of the condition that increase of negative suppressor voltage of a pentode

causes more electrons to go to the screen instead of
to the anode, and thus increases the screen current
and decreases the anode current. In other words, the
anode-screen transconductance is negative»

Cc

In Fig. 15 -

L C

Cc
Re
LC
"AB"

Feedback capacitor,
Coupling resistor,
Tuned circuit determining frequenoy, and
Points across which negative resistance appears.

FIG. 15. TRANSITION OSCILLATOR.

54 he two circuits in Figs. 14 and 15 sufficiently
show the principle of operation of Negative-Resistance
Type Oscillators, and the information about Push-Pull
and Negative Grid Resistance types are found in radio
text books.

6. BEAT-FREQUENCY OS0ILLATORS.

6.1 In the Beat-Frequency Oscillator, voltages obtained from two radio-frequency oscillators
operating at slightly different frequencies are combined and applied to a detector or
convertor valve, as shown schematically in Fig 16. The difference-frequency current
that is produced represents the output of the oscillator. The practical value of the
beat-frequency oscillator (B.F.0.) arises from the fact that a small percentage
variation in the frequency of one of the individual oscillators, such as can be
obtained by a single tum of a dial controlling a variable-capacitor, varies the "beat"
or difference frequency output over a considerable range (for example, 10 c/s. to 20 ke/s,)
At the same time, the oscillator output can be made substantially constant as the
frequency is varied.

FIXED -FREQUENCY

11..F. OSCILLATORS .
AUDIO FREQ.DETECTOR OUTPUAMPLIFIER

VARIABLE SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF BEA-FREQUENCY OB0IL-FREQUENCY FIG. 16.

T

LATOR.
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7 . RESISTANCE-TUNED OSCILLATOR (OB BESISTANOB-OAPAGITANOE TUNED OSOLLLATOR).

RADIO I.

7.1 In this type of oscillator, shown in Fig. 17a the frequency is determined by a
resistance-capacitance network that provides regenerative coupling between the output
and the input of a feedback amplifier. Here, the network consists of RI, Cl, R2, 02,
and, by proportioning so that RICI = R202 under all conditions, the ratio of the
voltage developed across the input (Point b) of the amplifier to the voltage existing
across the output (Point a) wries with frequency, as shown in Fig. 17b.

·a°

(a) Circuit.

4 z 1 2 4

RELATIVE FREQUENCY

·05

•04

·Os
Eb

·02 RATIO ii
·01

0
8

ii- ~
~ I""'-.

V ""--

(b) variation or z' with Proquenoy.

FIG. 17- RESISTANCE--CAPACITANCE TUNED OSCILLATOR.

Oscillations tend to take place at the maximum of this curve, which is at a frequenoy
of -

1

2n /hi.a.o1.ez.
e/s.

The amplitude of the oscillations are satisfactorily controlled by using a ballast
lamp to provide the feedback resistance R3. Increase of amplitude raises the current
through the lamp and thus increases its resistance. [his, in turn, increases feed
back, which decreases the gain and thus the amplitude, The result is a substantially
constant amplitude under widely varying conditions and absence of distortion due to
overloading. The frequency generated is inversely proportional to the tuning capacit
ance instead of to the square root of the tuning capacitance as is usual, thus
rendering it possible to cover a frequency range of 10 : l with an ordinary tuning
capacitor as used in broadcast receivers. [he wave-shape is extremely good, frequency
stability is high and the output is virtually constant over very great frequency
ranges,

The oscillations also readily synchronise in harmonic relation with voltages injected
almost anywhere in the circuit, which is a useful property for applications such as
frequency measurements of radio transmitters. / 8.
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8. MULTIVIBRATOR OR RELAXATION OSCILLATOR.
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8"1 The term "Relaxation Oscillator" is applied to those oscillators in which the
frequenoy is controlled by the charge or discharge of a capacitor or inductor through
a resistor. Such oscillators are characterised by highly distorted wave-shapes
and are used to generate short pulse, sawtooth, square or triangular waves according
to the circuit arrangements and details. !he frequency of relaxation oscillators is
also readily controlled by voltages injected into the circuits.

8.2 he Multivibrator is one of a number of types of relaxation oscillators and consists
of a two-stage resistance coupled amplifier, in which the output of the second stage
supplies the input to the first stage, as shown in Fig. 18. Such an arrangement
oscillates, because each valve introduces 180° phase shift. The frequency of oscilla
tions is determined primarily by the time constants of the grid-leak grid-capacitor
arrangements and approximates -

t, o/s.
RgCg + RgCg

The usefulness of the Multivibrator arises from the fact that the wave is so irregular
that harmonics up to at least the several hundredth are present, and that the frequency
is readily controlled by an injected voltage.

8,3 Fig. 19 shows how several multivibrators are used for frequenoy multiplication from a
precision standard. [he accuracy of harmonios is the equivalent accuracy of the
l ke/s input.

.y.-
H.T.

c'

H.T. -.
FIG. 18. MULTIVIBRATO} OE BELAKATION OS0ILLATOR.

HARMONIC OUTPUT
AVAILABLE IN IOkc/s

STEPS TO ABOUT 2000ke/s

PRECISION ~
STANDARD-Ike/ [MULTIVIBRATOR} -I0kc/s
SIGNAL

OUTPUT TUNED TO
LOT HARMONIC

MULTIVIBRATOR

OUTPUT TUNED TO
lOTw HARMONIC

oork-[Eoewanareg]}

'HARMONIC OUTPUT
AVA IL ABLE, 200ke%TO
ABOUT 20,000 ke/
(iN i0oke/ssTEPs}

FT0. 19. SEVERAL MULTIVIBRATORS USED FOR FREQUENOI MULTIPLICATION.
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9. MISCELLANEOUS OSCILLATORS.

RADIO I.

9.1 The Magnetron, Barkhausen, Klystron, etc., oscillators are types developed mainly for
use at ultra-high frequencies, and the discussion of them therefore, is left for
later notes dealing with these frequency bands.

10. MISCELLANEOUS CONSIDERATIONS RELATING TO OSCILLATORS.

10.1 Use of Self-bigs to Limit Amplitude of Oscillation. Reference was mado oarlior to
the use of self-bias, and a more detailed explanation of its effects are given here,

Fixed bias is rarely used in practical oscillators, as it is necessary to limit the
amplitude of oscillations to prevent excessive distortion and frequency instability.

The most common method of limiting the amplitude is by the use of a grid blocking
capacitor and grid-leak resistor, as shown in Fig. 20.

= H.T.

Cg Grid capacitor.
Rg Grid Resistor (or Grid-Leak).

LIMITING THE OSCILLATOR AMPLITUDE.

The initial bias is zero but, as soon as oscilla
tion commences, the grid is driven positive during
a portion of the cycle, and so electrons flow
from the cathode to the grid. During the remain
der of the cycle, these electrons cannot return
to the cathode but can only leak off the capacitor
and grid through the resistor Rg. The trapped
electrons make the potential of the grid negative
with respect to the cathode, thus providing a
bias, The greater the amplitude of oscillation,
the more positive the grid swings and the greater
is the average grid current. hus, the bias
builds up with oscillation amplitude, causing the
transconductance to fall until equilibrium is
established. In this manner, the amplitude is
prevented from becoming too high without making
the quiescent transconductance sufficiently low
to prevent oscillation starting spontaneously when
the power is switched on. Under equilibrium
conditions, grid current flows during only a very
small fraction of a cycle, and the bias closely
approaches the amplitude of the alternating grid
voltage.

FI+_20. Low power loss in the resistor, high-frequency
stability and good wave form call for the use of

a high grid-leak resistance, but it is found that, when the resistance is too high,
oscillation is not continuous. After a number of cycles of oscillation, the bias
becomes so high that the circuit stops oscillating. Because oscillation starts at
a lower bias than that at which it stops, some time elapses while the capacitor dis
charges sufficiently to allow oscillation to recommence, and thus periods of oscilla
tion alternate with periods of rest. This is termed "motorboating" from its
characteristic sound. [he period of motorboating depends upon the time required for
the capacitor to discharge, and thus the "time-constant' of the resistor-capacitor
combinations is of importance. (Time--Constant equals product of grid capacitance
Cg and grid leak resistance Rg.)

/ 10.2
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10.2 Freguemoy Stability:
changes in -
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Undesired changes of frequency result from three major causes;

(±) The Mechanical Arrangement of the Elemente of the Oscillating Girouit. mhoso
changes are produced by vibration, by mechanical, bleat2oatat.a or electro
magnetic forces, or by temperature changes,

Remedy - Careful design and by temperature control.

(ii) The Values of bhe Girouiu Parameters. Likely causes are changes of temperature
in inductors and capacitors, and from variation of load which alters effective
resistance of tuned circuit,

Remeay - Temperature control, use of thermally compensated inductors and
temperature-controlled compensating capacitors. Careful choice and location
of component parts. Use of a "buffer" stage between oscillator and subsequent
stages,

(111) Che Amplification Factor, grid and Anode Resistances and Inter-electrode
Capacitances of the Valve, mhese factors are arfeotea b operating voltages,
cathode emission and electrode spacing.

Remedy - Stabilised power by the use of voltage regulators. he dependence
of frequency upon inter-electrode capacitances are minimised by the use of a
high ratio of tuning capacitance to inductance (high "(" circuit), and by
the use of circuits where the tuning capacitance shunts the inter-electrode
capacitance.

10.3 Blok!Em&» The phenomenon of blocking appears as a sudden stoppage of oscillations,
accompanied by a reversal of grid current and an increase of anode current to a
value much higher than is obtained with the full D.C. supply voltage and zero grid
potential. A high-power valve is usually destroyed by blocking, since the energy
dissipated at the anode is very great. Blocking is caused by operating conditions
that permit secondary emission from the grid at a greater rate than the flow of
electrons to the grid from the cathode. This causes a reversal of grid current,
making the grid positive and increasing the flow of electrons to the anode (a
negative grid reduces this flow). A factor which contributes to this condition is
a high grid leak resistance.

10.4 Effect of Harmonica on Frequency Stability. Harmonic voltages in tho circuits of an
oscillator adversely affect the frequenoy stability. This arises because the
harmonics cross-modulate with one another and with, the fundamental to produce
fundamental frequency currents, which are not necessarily in phase with the fundamental
frequency currents due to normal operation, The phase of the resultant fundamental
frequency current affects the frequency of the oscillator,

10.5 Parasiti0 Oscillations. Parasitic oscillations sre referred to in connection with
4aai5 fsquenoy amplifiers, but they are often present in oscillators and cause
reduction •f power output, spurious frequencies and distortion, Some examples of
the manner i which parasitic oscillations occur are shown in Fig. 21. These
oscillations are most likely to occur when large valves are used, because of the
long leads, large inter-electrode capacitances and relatively large values of trans
conductance involved.

Many other sources of parasitics are found by using this method of simplified drawing,
but these suffice to indicate the need for careful design of oscillator and amplifier
circuits,

In Fig. 21, Lp and Lg are supplied by the one-turn loops from the valve electrodes
through the tuning capacitances back to the cathode. he capacitance for the
parasitic oscillation circuit is supplied by the inter-electrode capacitances Cpk
and Cgk.

/ Fig. 15.
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(ACTUAL)

L

I
e{c
q

I
sec
I

Lg

(PARASITIC)

(a) Hartley Girouit Aoting a9 a 0olpitts
with "L" Supplied by the Grid-Anode

Load:

(PARASITIC)

(5) Tuned-Anode/Tuned-Grid Giroutt showing
the formation of a Parasitic Tuned-
51e/5@EL-rt4 suss:

FIG. 21. PARASITIC OSCILLATIONS.

11. FEST QUESTIONS.

1. Sketch a typical oscillator circuit of the feedback type and briefly outline the
principles of operation.

2. Why is a high ratio of capacitance to inductance desirable in an oscillator oirouit?

3, When an oscillator having a high degree of stability is required, state the points in
design to which you would pay particular attention?

4. What would be the probable effect on a valve in a power oscillator when the grid-leak
resistor is open circuit? Give reasons for your answer?

" What is meant by the terms -

(1) Series feed oscillator?

(1i) Parallel (or shunt) feed oscillator?

(iii) Negative resistance?

(iv) Tank circuit?

END OF PAPER.
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1.1 Previous Papers have dealt with Radio-Frequenoy Amplifiers and Oscillators. Radio
Transmitters are combinations of these items designed to furnish predetermined amounts
of power to radiating systems. For relatively low-power Transmitters (10 kW), the
components required are of simple design, but, for those greater than 10 kW, the
voltages and currents in the final amplifiers of the system necessitate careful
design and workmanship of all components.

The basic circuits shown in the previous Papers, however, still apply, Apart from
actual construction and wiring differences, only the power ratings and breakdown
voltages of the components are different. For example, in a 10 kW transmitter, the
peak power at full modulation is approximately 40 kW, which is a reasonable amount
to deal with, but, in a 100 kW transmitter, the peak power is in the vicinity of
400 kW, which imposes a relatively large strain on the components of the oirouit,

1.2 Radio Transmitters. Transmitters are conveniently discussed as follows -

Fundamental or Elementary Type Transmitter,
Some Design Considerations.
Telegraph Transmitters.
Broadcast (or Telephony) Medium-Frequenoy Transmitter.
Broadcast (or Telephony) High-Frequenoy Transmitter.
Transmitter Adjustments,
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VLG AND VLR RADIO TRANSMITTERS.

2. ELEMENTARY TRANSMITTER,
2,1 Any of the oscillators described previously become an elementary transmitter by suit

ably coupling an aerial system into the circuit. Fig» 1a shows a grid-tuned osc
illator functioning as a Radio trans
mitter,

L1 12

HT4

e se•
(a) Cirouit,

QA0
OT7UT

nnn
8UTT

ARA8ZANA.nnDU0TU7TV7TT
00..
0UTT

(t) Code Signals,

ELEMENTARY RADIO TRANSMITTER,

When the key is depressed, the circuit
is completed for the anode voltage
supply to the oscillator, Oscillations
thus commence at a frequenoy determined
by the values of L3 and 03. L2 and L3
comprise the feedback oirouit for main
baining oscillations, and L2 and L1 form
the output circuit, the impedance of the
aerial circuit acting as the load on the
valve. As long as the key is depressed,
energy is transferred to the aerial and
radiated therefrom. Messages are thus
sent in Morse Code by pulses of radio
froquonoy waves in the form of long or
short trains of oscillations governed
by the operation of the key, as in Fig.lb.

A transmitter of this type, however, has
a number of disadvantages, chief among
which is frequenoy instability due to the
variable load provided by the aerial
system. However, this elementary brans
miter serves to show the principles of
transmission, and from this basic circuit
the larger units are built up• For
telephony, the key is replaced by the

/ secondary
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secondary of a transformer having a microphone circuit in the primary. The results
are not very satisfactory, but the illustration shows how Voice Modulation is
obtained in lieu of Telegraphy,

2,2 he next step to improve the above transmitter is to use an amplifier between the
oscillator and the aerial, This system is shown in Fig. 2, and has a decided ad
vantage over the self-excited oscillator transmitter in that the frequency stability
of the transmitter is greatly improved. Phis improvement is due primarily to the
fact that, in this system, the oscillator is not coupled directly to the aerial and,
therefore, is unaffected by any changes in the aerial-to-ground capacitance. [he
master-oscillator in this particular circuit is of the Hartley type, although any
of the conventional oscillators previously explained can be used with equally
good results, Maximum efficiency is not necessary in the master-oscillator which
is designed to give maximum stability» In the power amplifier, however, circuits
are designed to give maximum efficiency.

--

R.EC. C3 N.C.

cA I
b

%
- I+m
C'

f•RI:
LEAK

seen pp2METHOD OF
GRID BIAS HA.C.FIL.SUPPLY

FIG. 2. MASER-OSCILLATOR POWER-AMPLIFIER TRANSMITTER,

When the aerial-to-ground capacity varies, the reaction upon the power-amplifier
oirouit merely results in a decrease in the radiation efficiency, owing to the change
in the resonance conditions between these two circuits. In practice, ihis decrease
is usually unnoticeable, The frequenoy stability of the transmit/er is, therefore,
much improved by using the master-oscillator power-amplifier system in preference to
the simple oscillator alone as a transmitter.

The master-oscillator power-amplifier system is commonly referred to as the M.O,P,A,
transmitter, The circuit shown here is used on any frequenoy to which the oscilla
tor (or "driver") is tuned,

he advantages of an Oscillator-Amplifier Type Transmitter over a Self-Excited
Oscillator are summarised as follows -

(1) The efficiency of a properly-excited amplifier is greater than that of a
self-excited oscillator, because the amplifier's grid losses are supplied
from a separate source (that is, the oscillator).

(1i) The frequency stability is better, because the oscillator is isolated from
the aerial system and, therefore, is little affected by changes in the
aerial constants»

(iii) Changes in the amplifier anode-supply voltage have negligible effect on the
frequency of the oscillator, so that anode-supply ripple does not result
in frequency modulation, and, when the amplifier valve is keyed, a key
filter with a large time constant can be used without causing a keying
chirp,/ mhe
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The frequency of the oscillations in Fig, 2 is determined by the circuit constants
01, 11, known as the tank oirouit because it aots as a reservoir of radio-fre91eng3
970TE+ ho amount of anode and grid roactance is determined by the number of turns
between the points AB and AC, respectively, hese reactances govern the degree of
radio-frequency grid-voltage excitation E2 across the grid-oathode of the oscillator
valve,

Wen the valve is oscillating at a definite frequency as determined by the constants
L1, C1, the input (grid-cathode) to the power-amplifier valve is connected across a
portion of the inductance L1 so that it is properly excited, In other words, the
high-frequenoy e,m,f, built up across the grid section of the oscillator coil AC is
applied across the input to the amplifier valve through the radio-frequency feed
capacitor C4 and through the common ground connection to the cathodes«

The proper amount of grid excitation across the amplifier valve is determined by the
reactance of the feed capacitor C4 and the point at which the amplifier grid connection
is made on the oscillator ooil, The power amplifier is adjusted to the proper grid
and anode voltage in accordance with the class of amplification in which the valve
is to be operated, namely, Class A, B or C (see Paper No. 4)%

he output circuit, L2, 02, is now adjusted to resonance with the master-oscillator
by an indication of the minimum current in the radio-frequenoy ammeter, R,F.A, in
this oirouit, or by a maximum dip in the reading of the anode milliammeter, mA, after
it has first been neutralised to prevent self-oscillation by properly adjusting the
neutralising capacitor, N.C, (Neutralising is explained in later paragraphs of this
Paper.)

The aerial cirouit is then tuned to resonance by adjusting the coupling and the tuning
inductor 13 for a maximum indication on the aerial radio-frequenoy ammeter,

Capacitor 03 is the anode-blocking and radio-frequenoy by-pass capacitor combined,
05 is the power-amplifier radio-frequency by-pass capacitor, which serves as a low
reactance path for the radio frequencies in the anode circuit to flow through to the
cathode. 05, in conjunction with the radio-frequency choke, isolates the high
frequency currents from the power-supply source, thereby increasing the efficienoy
and stability sf the amplifier circuit,

voDERy BADE0 TRANSMIER.. {B.0uAe.. 5,8.A.2.. (50 kif SE0RE JANE TRANSMITTER, SHEPPATTON,)
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3. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS.
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3"1 Before giving further details of transmitters, several design and operational aspects
common to most types are discussed, These are -

Amplifier Biasing Circuits.
Interstage Coupling Circuits,
Grid and Anode Circuits.
Neutralising Circuits.
Amplifier Adjustments.
Optimum Amplifier Output Conditions.
Aerial Coupling Circuits.
Protection (Equipment and Personnel)"

General considerations only are discussed, as individual transmitters require indiv
idual treatment, Differing designs and applications require special adjustments and
operational treatment, but these notes give a general idea of some of the more import
ant points,

3,2 Amplifier Biasing Qirouits. (Amplification of some remarks made in a short reference
to biasing methods in a previous Paper.) It is necessary to make provision in the
circuit for the application of proper negative grid bias voltage to the grid of the
amplifier valve. (See Figs. 3a, b and c,)

HT+

(a) Battery Bias. (b) Grid Leak.
*

(e) Cathode Biasing.

2Eu. 3e BIASING CIRCUITS

Transmitting valve tables issued by the valve manufacturers indicate the value of
grid bias which is used under representative operating conditions for normal anode
voltage, When the valve is opexated st an anode voltage other than that indicated,
the grid bias is increased or decreased accordingly, In Fig. 2, vhe amplifier i
biased by the fall of potential aoross the resistor K1, which is i series with bho
grid radio-frequency choke. The purpose of tbis choke is to prevsrt +is radio
frequenoy exoitaiion current from leaking to sszth through the grid leak« This
method is called grid leak oz automatic biasing, An alternative method of bissing
is shown by the dotted lines, where a baiter; oi ihe aomreot valve is used to pro
vide the negative grid bias, his method is inown as battery or fixed biasing,

38VERE_5i8g» Betveries have vhe advantage sf giving preoiioally constant voltage
under all conditions of sxoivation or lack of ii, slikough he grid current flow
does have a charging effect which tends to raise vhe baitety volbage. This effeob
inoreases as the internal r~sistane of the batiszy inopsssar-

Besides the constant-voltage festure wiii vaxin; geie vumvxais, battery bias also
protects the amplifier vale or valves in case of emoiisiion failure. This advani

,CUE99E5[Y"* Petr Ge - »•.
ae na uron vu riow ox grid current), fen erottation shops 7vh anode voltage
applied, the anode urveit drops to tsuo or a Lor value. iepencin upon whether
he amplifier is bas.si ia3tad cx rszr to cui-or

Grid-leak
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rid-leak Bias. (rid-leak bias is economical, as batteries are not necessary, and has
the desirable feature that the bias regulates itself in accordance with the amount of
excitation available, thereby tending to give optimum amplifier operation under varying
conditions of excitation. Without excitation, however, there is no grid bias, and,
in the case of valves operating at fairly high voltages, especially those having low and
medium values of amplification factor, a large anode current flows when the excitation
fails while the anode voltage is connected to the valve» [his may seriously damage the
valve if not quickly corrected,

The advantages of battery and grid-leak bias are secured and their disadvantages elimina
ted by using a combination of both, Many circuits have sufficient battery bias to reduce
the amplifier anode current to a safe value should excitation fail, and connected in
series with the battery is a grid leak to obtain the additional bias needed under operat
ing conditions, In general, he leak values recommended in the valve table are used
without change when used in conjunction with a small amount of "safeguarding" battery
bias, The bias power pack, when properly designed, offers the advantages of a battery
grid-leak combination,

When grid-leak bias is used, the bias under operating conditions is calculated by multi
plying the leak resistance by the grid current in amperes» When a battery is in series
with the leak, the battery voltage is added to the voltage obtained by the calculation,

abhode biasing» Transmitting valves are often biased by the method universally used in
receivers ts inserting a resistor of suitable value in series with th~ cathode and using
the voltage drop resulting from the flow of anode current through the resistor as bias,
Correctly applied, this method of biasing combines the self-adjusting features of grid
leak bias with some measure of protection to the valve in case of excitation failure,
The voltage drop in the biasing resistor causes a reduction in anode voltage by the same
amount, however, so that the anode supply is designed to have a terminal voltage equal
to the desired operating anode voltage plus the grid bias voltage, For a valve intended
to be operated with 1,000 volts on the anode and 200 volts negative bias, for example,
the anode supply voltage should be 1,200 volts,

The value of the biasing resistor, R1, in Fig. 30 is calculated for normal operation.
For example, when the valve is rated to draw 130 mA anode current and 20 mA grid current,
and. requires 150 volts grid bias, the resistance required is -

3_150R-" o,
5

= 1,000 ohms,

he anode current which flows without excitation is found from the valve's characteristic
curves» Assume some value of anode current, calculate the bias resulting and then check

with the curves to see if that particular bias value
will cause the assumed anode current to flow, keep
ing in mind the reduction in anode voltage due to

» HT+ bias, The power input is then determined to make
sure it is below the safe anode dissipation rating
of the valve»

LOW
VOLTS +

LOW VOLTAGE ANODE SUPPLY FOR
BIASING A POWER AMPLIFIER.

Other Methods. When conditions permit, power amp
lifier bias is obtained from the anode supply used
for low-power stages. A diagram showing the
essentials is given in Fig, 4. The low-voltage and
high-voltage supplies are not connected together at
negative, as is usually the case, but the positive
terminal of the low-voltage supply is connected to
negative high-voltage, Since this places the oath
ode of the power amplifier and the cathodes of the
low-voltage valves at opposite terminals of the low
voltage supply, a separate well-insulated transformer
winding must be used for the amplifier filament, !he
tapped resistor, used to permit varying the bias, is
the regular bleeder on the low-voltage supply,

FI0. 4± / 3.3
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3"3 Interstage Coupling Circuits. Interstage couplings for audio-frequenoy circuits aro dealt
with in Paper No. 3 of this book, he requirements for radio-frequenoy circuits are
somewhat different, due to the frequencies involved and also because, in most cases, the
input and output circuits are tuned. The problem of coupling is further complicated by
he characteristics of different types, and the various methods of coupling are used to
meet effectively the varying character of the impedance. Some information on this
subject appears earlier, and this is amplified here,

Coupling methods are divided into three different classes

(i) Capacitive or Direct Coupling.
(11) Inductive or Indirect Coupling,

(iii) Transmission Line or Link Coupling,

Cagaoitive or Direct Coupling» In this method, bhe grid oirouit of an amplifier circuit
is coupled to a preceding driver shage by means of a fixed or variable capacitor as
shown in Fig, 5«
DRIVER AMPLIFIER Capacitor C isolates the D.0, power supply from

the grid of the amplifier valve and provides a
low impedance path for the radio-frequency
energy between the valve being driven and the
driver valve, his method of coupling is sim
ple and economical for low-power amplifiers or
exciter stages, but has certain disadvantages
for the coupling of a final amplifier to the
preceding stage. The grid circuit leads in a
neutralised amplifier must be as short as

FI0.b• CAPACITIVE OOUPLTNU. possible, but this is d4ffioult to attain in
the physical arrangement of a high-power amp

lifier with respect to a capacitively coupled driver stage. The radio-frequency choke
in series with the bias supply lead must offer an extremely high impedance to the radio
frequenoy current, and this too is difficult to obtain when the transmitter is operated
on several harmonically related bands. Another disadvantage of capacitive coupling is
the difficulty of adjusting the load on the driver stage. Impedance adjustment can be
accomplished by tapping the coupling lead a part of the way down on the coil of the tuned
stage of the driver anode circuit, However, when this lead is tapped part way down on
the coil, parasitic oscillations (spurious oscillations at a very high frequenoy) become
very troublesome and are difficult to eliminate, If the driver stage has sufficient
power output so that an impedance mismatch can be tolerated, the coupling capacitor is
connected directly to the anode end of the coil and is made small enough in capacitance
(for the particular frequenoy of operation) that not more than normal anode current flows.

he impedance of the grid circuit of a Class C amplifier is as low as a few hundred ohms
in the case of a high mu valve, and ranges from that value up to a few thousand ohms fox
a low mu valve.

Capacitive coupling places the grid-to-cathode capacity of the driven valve directly
across the driver tuned circuit, which reduces the LC ratio and sometimes makes the
radio-frequenoy amplifier difficult to neutralise, because the add!tonal driver stage
circuit capacitances are connected into the grid circuit,

Capacitive coupling is used to advantage in reducing the total number of tuned circuits
in a transmitter to conserve space and cost, It is also used between sbages for

driving pentode amplifiers, as these
AMPLIFIER r" elves normally require relatively

DRIVER Aoo[e= small amounts of grid excitation,

Inductive or Indirect Coupling. mho
driver stage is sometimes coupled
to the amplifier by means of induo
tive coupling, which consists of
two coils electromagnetically
coupled to each other, as shown in
Fig. 6,

FIG. 6. INDUCTIVE COUPLING. / The
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The degree of coupling is controlled by varying the mutual inductance of the two coils
which is accomplished by changing the spacing between the coils.

RADIO I,

Inductive coupling is used extensively for coupling radio-frequenoy amplifiers in
radio receivers and occasionally in radio-frequenoy transmitter circuits. The mech
anical problems involved in adjusting the degree of coupling in a transmitter, however,
makes this system of limited practical value in these circuits.

Transmission line or Link Coupling» A special form of inductive coupling, which 1s
appIod to radio transmitter circuits, is known as link coupling. A low impedance

radio-frequency transmission
line, commonly known as a
"link", couples the two tuned
circuits togethor.. Bach end
of the line is terminated in
one or more turns of wire or
loops wound around the coils
to be coupled together, he
loops are coupled to each
tuned circuit at a point of
zero radio-frequency poten
tial. his nodal point is
at the centre of the tuned
circuit in the case of anode
neutralised push-pull amplif
i0rs, and at the positive "B!
end of the tuned cirouit in
the case of soreen-grid and
grid neutralised amplifiers.
he link coupling turns aro
as close to the nodal point
as possible. A typioal cir
ouit is show in Fig. 7.

DRIVER AMPLIFIER

LOOP LINK LOOP£000

t
+B -C

JI0.I. LINK COUPLING CIRCUIT,

Some of the advantages of link coupling aro -

(1) Eliminates coupling taps on tuned cirouibs.

(ii) Permits the use of "series" power supply connections in both tuned-grid
and tuned-anode circuits, and thereby eliminates the need for radio
frequonoy chokes.

(1ii) Allows separation between transmitter stages of distances up to several
feet without appreciable radio-frequenoy losses,

(iv) Reduces capacitive coupling and thereby makes neutralisation more easily
attainable in radio-frequency amplifiers.

(v) Provides semi- automatio impedance matohing between anode and grid-tuned
circuits, with the result that as much as 50 per cent. greater grid swing
is obtained in comparison with oapaoitive coupling»

The impedance of a link coupling line varies from 75 to 200 ohms, depending upon the
diameter and spacing of the conductors. For example, the impedance of a two-wire
coupling line is determined from the following general formula -

DZo • 276 10&µ ,

where Zo = Characteristic impedance in ohms,

D = Distance between centres of wires in
0entimetres, and,

r = Radius of wire in centimetres.

The above is one of a number of formulae used for calculating the impedance of various
types of transmission lines, and is included for the purpose of illustration,

/ 3.4
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3.4 0rid and Anode Girouits, Reference was made in Paper No, 8 to the types of connections
known as shunt and series-feed. These terms are also applied to distinguish the grid
and anode connections of amplifier valves.

hunt and Series-reed, D.0, grid and anode connections are made either by shunt (parallel)
feed or series-feed systems. Simplified forms of each are shown in Fig. 8.

-C
BIA5 SERIES FEED

ANODE SERIES FEED

8B -€
ANODE SHUNT FEED

SHUNT FEED

FI0. 8. D.C, GRID AND ANODE CIRCUITS.

0r1es-feed is defined as that in which the D.0, connection is made to the grid or
anode circuit at a point of very low radio-frequency potential,

aunt feed is always made up to a point of high,radio-frequency voltage, and always
requires a high impedance radio-frequency choke or resistance in the connection to the
high radio-frequency point, in order to prevent loss of radio-frequency power,

Series feed is used more than shunt feed, since radio-frequency choke coils are usually
omitted and the loss of radio-frequency energy is minimised,

'3.5 Neutralising irouits. The principles of neutralising are referred to in Paper No. 4, and
basic circuits are given. As this is a very important aspect of design and operation,
some further details are now given,

As already explained, the process of neutralising consists of taking some of the radio
frequency voltage from the output or input circuit of the amplifier and introducing it into
the other circuit in such a way that it effectively "bucks" the voltage operating through
the grid-anode capacitance of the valve, thus rendering it impossible for the valve to
supply its own excitation, For complete neutralisation, it is necessary, therefore, that
the neutralising voltage is opposite in phase to the voltage through the grid-anode
capacitance of the valve and equal to it in value.

The out-of-phase voltage is obtained quite readily by using a balanced tank circuit in
either grid or anode, taking the neutralising voltage from the end of the tank opposite
that to which the grid or anode is connected. The amplitude of the neutralising voltage
is regulated by means of a small capacitor, the "neutralising capacitor" having the same
order of capacitance as the grid-anode capacitance of the valve, Circuits in which the
neutralising voltage is obtained from a balanced anode tenk and fed to the grid of the
valve through the neutralising capacitor are called "anode-neutralising" circuits, When
the neutralising voltage is obtained from a balanced grid tank and fed to the anode of the
valve, the circuit is known as a "grid neutralising" circuit,

A neutralising circuit is actually a form of bridge circuit, the grid-anode capacitance of
the valve and the neutralising capacitor forming two capacitive arms, while the halves of
the balanced tank circuit form the other two arms. / Output
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Criss-cross neutralising capacitors. Four valves connected
in parallel push-pull are used in this amplifier.).

ovzPuT COUPLING CIRCUIT OF A 100 kW RADIO TRANSMITTER. (SHEPPARTOJ.)
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Anode-Neutralising Dirouit@e Several anode-neutralising circuits are given in Fig. •
In the circuit shown the tank coil is centre-tapped, with the tank oapaoitor connected

across only the upper half of the coil,
The neutralising portion of the coil is
connected back to the grid of the valve
through the neutralising capacitor, 0n.

I
1-

ta) E
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« I
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he circuit of Fig. 9b is similar,diff
ering, however, in that the tank oapao
itor is connected across all of the tank
coil, This method of connection is
preferable as it tends to keep a battery
voltage balance over a range of frequen
cies. The only reason for using the
circuit of Fig» 9a is to get as high an
impedance as possible in the part of
the tank cirouit included between the
cathode return and anode for the sake of
efficienoy.

In both the circuits already described,
the division of radio-frequency voltage
between anode and neutralising portions
of the circuit is obtained by balancing
the tank coil, In Fig. 9o, the balance
is capacitive, by the use of a split
stator tank capacitor with grounded
rotor, The radio-frequenoy potential
across the tank coil divides in the same
way, a node (point of zero voltage)
appearing at its centre. Hence, the
anode voltage is introduced at the centre
of the coil, Fhe radio-f'reguenoy choke
in the anode voltage lead is for the
purpose of isolating bhe centre of tho
coil from earth for radio-frequenoy,
since an earth through a by-pass capac
itor, when not oxactly at the point of
zero potential, often causes circulating
currents which reduce the anode efficienoy
of the amplifier.

The push-pull neutralising oirouits shown
in Figs, 9d and 9e are know as "cross
neutralised" circuits, the neutralising
capacitors being cross-connected from the
grid of one valve to the anode of the
other. With the proper physical arrange
ment of parts, a more exact balance is
obtained with push-pull than with a
single valve, because both sides of the
circuit are symmetrical. Hence, these
circuits are often easier to neutralise
than single-valve oirouits. The split
capacitor circuit of Fig» 9e is preferred
for push-pull amplifiers.

ANODE HEUTRALISIRG CIRCUITS.

I Grid
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grid Neutralisatio. Typical grid-neutralising civousbs are shown in Fig, 10, These
circuits resemble closely the anode-neutralising circuits, ~xcepi that the neutralising

voliage is obtained from a balanced input tank and
fed to the anode of the valve, The circuit shown in
Fig, 106 is used with capaciiy coupling between driver
and amplifier. Phe grid coupling capacitor, being
large in comparison with the valve and neutralising
capacities in most circuits, has negligible effect on
the operation of the neutralising oirouit,

DRIVER

DRIVER

(a)

AMS

-c 6 a
(b)

Grid neutralising systems are well adapted for use
with transmission line or link-coupled amplifiers,
since the separate grid tank offers a ready means fox
obtaining the neutralising voltage, It is somewhat
harder bo drive a valve wiih a balanced input tank,
however, because oniy half the radio-frequency voltage
developed in the tank is available for the grid-cathode
circvit of the amplifier, This can be overcome to
some extent by using the largest possible I-C ratio in
the grid tank, in order to build up the radio-frequenoy
voltage to the highest possible value. An advantage
of the grid-neutralising systems is the fact that the
single-ended anode tank circuit has high impedance, and
hence gives greater anode efficiency than a balanced
anode tank in which the anode-cathode circuit is
connected across only half the turns or half the
capacitance

Cn +8

(o)

(a)
GRID NEUTRALISING CIRCUITS.

FIG. 10.

Neutralising_ A@justnente. he procedure in neutral.
ising is the same regardless of the valve or circuit
used. fo neutralise satisfactorily, it is essential
that some form of fairly sensitive radio-frequenoy
indicator be available. A flashlight lamp with its
terminals connected to a loop of wire, a neon bulb or
a thermo-galvanometer connected to a wire loop are
suitable,

he first step in neutralising is to disconnect the
anode-voltage from the valve being neutralised, The
cathode of the valve is heated, however, and the
excitation from the preceding stage is fed to its
grid circuit, Couple the radio-frequenoy indica*or
to the anode bank circuit (when a neon bulb is use.,
simply touch the metal base to the anode teriinal),
and tune the anode circuit to resonance, which is
indicated by a maximum readingof the radio-frequenoy
indicator, Then, find the setting of the neutral
ising capacitor which makes the radio frequency in
the anode tank drop to zero. Turning the neutral
ising capacitor probably alters the tuning of the
driver bank slightly, so the preceding stage must
be retuned to resonance,

Now couple the radio-frequency indicator to the anode tank once more and again tune the
anode circuit to resonance, Probably the resonance point occurs at a slightly different
setting, and the second reading on the radio-frequency indicator is lower than the first
one« Retune the preceding stage once more and go through the whole procedure again,
Continue until the radio-frequency indicator gives no reading, when the anode tank circuit
is tuned in the region of resonance, When this has been accomplished, the valve is
neutralised,

/ The
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The aim of neutralising adjustments is to find the setting of the neutralising capao.
itor which eliminates radio frequency in the anode circuit when the anode circuit is
tuned to resonance. It sometimes happens that, while a setting of the neutralising
capacitor is found which gives a definite point of minimum radio frequ~noy in the
anode circuit, the radio frequency is not completely eliminated. [his is probably duo
to stray coupling between the amplifier and driver tank coils, or stray capacitances
between various parts of the amplifier circuit tending to upset the voltage balance.
A better layout with short, widely-spaced leads, or with coils so placed that coupling
between them is minimised - usually when the axes of the coils are at right angles -
should be tried, Shielding of the amplifier often eliminates troubles of this sort,

Neutralising Indicators. In the'neutralising procedure outlined above, the use of a
neon buli or other radio-frequenoy indicator has been assumed. In circuits in which
the neutralising bridge is entirely capacitive, as in those circuits using split..
stator capacitors, touching the neon bulb to a high-potential point of the circuit
often introduces sufficient stray capacity to unbalance the circuit slighily, thus
upsetting the neutralising. This is particularly noticeable with high-power ampli
Tiers, where the excitation voltage is considerable and a slight unbalance gives an in
dication, In such cases, a flashlight lamp and loop of wire tightly coupled to the
bank coil gives a more accurate indication of the exact neutralising point, A
thermo-galvanometer similarly connected to a wire loop has considerably greater
sensitivity,

A D,C, milliammeter connected to read rectified grid current, Fig. 10d, makes a
sensitive neutralising indicator. When the circuit is not completely neutralised,
buning the anode tank circuit through resonance changes the tuning of the grid
circuit and affects its loading, causing a change in the D"0. grid current,
With push-pull amplifiers, or single-ended amplifiers using a tap on the tanlt coil
for neutralisation, the setting of the neutralising capacitor, which leaves the grid
current unaffected as the anode tank is tuned through resonance, is the correct one
When the circuit is slightly out of neutralisation, the grid meter needle gives a nai.
iceable flicker, With single-ended circuits having split-stator neutralisation, Ve
behaviour of the grid meter depends upon the type of valve used. When the valve's
oubpu+ oapacibance is not great enough to upset tle balance, the action of the netex
is the same as in other circuits, With high-capacitance valves, however, the meter
usually shows a gradual rise and fall as the anode tank is tuned through resonances
reaching a maximum right at resonance when the circuit is properly neutralised., A
sharp flicker at resonance shows that the circuit is not neutralised

3.6 Amplifier Adjustments,

Efficiency_and Ou5put. he attainable anode efficiency - the ratio of radio-frequenoy
output to D,C, input - is of great importance in determining the operating conditions
for the amplifier in a radio transmitter. When the safe anode dissipation rating of
the valve is the only consideration, it is desirable to obtain the highest possible
anode efficiency, since the power output is limited solely by the efficiency. For
example, a valve having an anode dissipation rating of 100 watts operating at an anode
efficiency of 90 per cent. could handle a D,0, input of 1,000 watts, giving 900 watts
radio-frequency output, while the same valve at 70 per cent, efficiency could handle a
D"0, input of only 333 watts, giving an output of 233 watts radio frequenoy, Mhe
anode dissipation - the difference between input and output -is the same in both
cases, 100 watts.

There are other considerations, however, which limit the useful anode efficiency.
Assuming that the anode input is not to exceed the manufacturer's ratings for the
valve, the difference between 70 per cent. and 90 per cent, efficiency is not so
great,

/ For
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For instance, taking the same 100 watt valve and assuming that the 70 per cent, efficiency
condition corresponds with the ratings, an efficiency of 90 per cent, increases the output
to only 300 watts (333 watts input)., Fhe additional 67 watts of output, an inorease of.
about 27 per cent,, requires excessively large driving power, because, as shown by Fig. 11,
the efficiency increases very slowly beyond the optimum point, while the reverse is true of
bhe driving power required,

A second factor which limits the usable effic-
1ency is the fact that high values of eff1c
iency are attained only through the use of
high values of load resistance, which, in
burn, require the use of very high anode
voltage« Not all valves are suited to oper
abion at anode voltages much above normal,
while from an economic standpoint a high-volt
age power supply represents greater cost than
the installation of a second valve operating
at lower voltage to give the same order of
power output at lower anode efficienoy.

Most valves are designed for operation as
radio-frequency power amplifiers under average
conditions, where the anode efficienoy is in
the vicinity of 70 per cent. [his corres
ponds to the optimum point on the curves of
Fig. 11. These valves deliver their rated
power output at moderate anode voltages,
considering the size of the valve, and with
fairly low values of driving power. A few

ig DC. GRID CURRENT valves available, however, are operated at
relatively high anode voltages and are pro

FI0.11. EFFIOIANV0I AND DRIVING POTER IN0REASE, vidod with ovoraizo oathodon to withstand
high-voltage operation. Such valves are

operated at moderate anode voltages with normal efficiency or usea for obtaining largo
power outputs at high anotle efficienoy»

Impedenoe abobinE» A load absorbs the most power from a generator souroe when its imped
ano Tggtomdai ts impedanoe of the supply souroe or generator. First take the oase of a

generator with internal resistance "r" fesding a pure resistance
load "R" in a non-reactive circuit as shown in Fig. 12.

POWER AMPLIFICATION

R When the e,m,f, of the source is E, the power dissipated in the load
R is given by -

FIG. 12.
r • 1°a

E
whore the ourrent I " T,s

Now, substituting this value for I

2,°» s*aP- (cy)R--"Er + 2rR + R

1a rss#...m
(° - 2rR + R*) + 4rR (r - R)° , 4rR

z

This expression has a maximum value when its denominator is
EL0»_1a• a minimum, that is, when r - R = O, 6r R. r.

Thus, the output power is a maximum when the load resistance equals the internal resistance
of the supply generator., Where the oirouit is reaotive, it must be adjusted to a non
reactive or resonant condition for correct matching when R = r.

Consider Fig. 13 where - the generator impedanoe s =

and the load 1mpedanoo % [A2.2 / Suppose
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Suppose z to be fixed, and determine the value of Z for the maximum output,
power is given by -

P

Now, output

but I Total Z

E

and 1?

/G-vu.a

°(r + R)? + (x + x)?

(r + R)? + (r + x)?

This expression, shows that, as far as X is concerned, the output (P) is a maximum when
X =-x, Thus, if xis (+) inductive, X is (-) capacitive,

giving P

When both magnitude and phase angle of the lead impedance are adjustable, then the load or
receiving impedance is equal in resistance component and equal and opposite in reactive
component. When only the magnitude of the load is adjustable, then the absolute value of
the load impedance equals the absolute value of the generator (that is, Z = z), In power
work, the matching of impedance to secure the greatest possible power in the load is
seldom necessary, as the overall efficiency under these maximum output conditions is only
50 per cent, Moreover, the voltage regulation is also 50 per cent», only half of the
generator voltage being available across the load. Power generators are usually rated on
a load which gives a comparatively small voltage difference between open and closed
oirouit conditions, the limits being the permissible heating and the efficiency required,

In radio circuits, on the other hand, where the cost of power is small in proportion to
the total expense and the heating losses in conductors are ~asily minimised, extensive
use is made of the fact that the matching of the load assures the maximum transfer of
energy. Voltage regulation is not as nooessary in radio circuits, whore any voltage
condition can be catered for, as in telephone power circuits, where the equipment op~r
ates within narrow voltage limits,

An important method of impedance matching is the use of parallel resonant circuits to
alter the magnitude of a load resistance, luned parallel cirouibs are frequently used
as loads for thermionic valves, and such valves correspond to generators with a high
internal resistanoe. When the load is a "tank" circuit consisting of an inductanoe L
henry with resistance R ohm in parallel with a capacitance C farad, its impedance at
resonance is given by

and it is non-reactive.

UseofAnode-TaptoAdjustforOptimumOutputLoad. when tho ratio of L to 0 provides an
unduly high impedance output, it is possible to
adjugt a tapping on the anode inductance, as show in
Fig% 14, until the load resistance correctly matohes
the valve's internal resistanoo.

FI0. 14.

his prinoiple of impedanoe matohing is'the most
widely applied characteristic of parallel resonant
circuits, and, without this, it is impossible to
obtain appreciable power from transmitting valves
at high frequencies,

/ Parallel
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Parallel ara Series Resonant Oirouite compared es Matching Jpedanoes.
ance of a parallel resonant circuit at resonance is given by -

he imped-

which is always a high impedance for the particular resonant frequency when R is
small,

On the other hand, a series resonant circuit has an impedance Zr = R at resonance,
and this may conveniently be made a very low value for the particular desired
frequenoy«

The use of resonant circui'*s allows correct matching for the desired frequenoy and
discriminates against all other frequencies, Thus, these circuits not only match the
load but also filter the output, Later, it is shown that coupled circuits are used
to provide multiple resonance, which enables several frequencies or a small band of
frequencies to be matched"

It can be shown that to secure sharpness of resonance with a low impedance source or
feeder, series resonance is used in the load, while to secure sharpness with a high
impedance source or feeder, a parallel combination is used, As most supply sources,
such as valves, have a high impedance, parallel resonance is more frequently used
than series resonance, and the methods of calculating it, as given in the above
formulae, should be familiarised,

Tank Cirouits - L-C Ratios, As previously stated, for a given set of operating con
ditions, there is a value of anode load resistance which gives highest efficienoy,
As far as the anode efficiency of the valve itself is concerned, it does not matter
how this load resistance is obtained, that is, the valve works equally well into an
actual resistor or into a tank circuit having any practicable constants, as long as
the resistance or impedance represented by the tank is the desired value at the
desired frequency, However, the relation between the loss of power in the tank
circuit and that in the load is affected by the inherent (unloaded) impedance of the
tank circuit, As power consumed in the tank circuit is a definite loss, the
efficiency of the tank circuit in delivering power from the valve to the external
eirouit is increased by the unloaded tank circuit losses being kept at an absolute
minimum,

The impedance of the tank circuit at resonance is equal to L/RO, where L is the
inductance, 0 the capacitance and R the
resistance+ he higher the tank imped.
ance (that is, the lower its losses), the
greater the transfer efficiency; the
relationship is shown .by the curve of
Fig• 15%
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It is evident that the impedance of the
bank unloaded should be at least ten times
its loaded impedance for high transfer
efficiency. he tank impedance is
raised in two ways - by lowering the
resistance through the construction of
low-loss coils and by careful placement
of parts, or by raising the L-C ratio,
With practical circuits, it is much
easier to raise the tank impedance by
increasing the L-C ratio than by attempt
ing to reduce the resistance»

F10. 15- / Under
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Under normal conditions of operation, with efficiencies of the order of 70 per cent,
and a fairly low value of optimum load impedance, a satisfactory L-C ratio results
when the tank capacitance actually in use is approximately 200 µl at 3.5 Mc/s,
100 µµF at 7 Mc/s, 50 ~u: at 14 Mc/s, and proportionate values at other frequencies,
For this type of operation, higher L-0 ratios give a comparatively slight increase in
transfer efficiency,

3.7 9ptimum Amplifier Output Conditions, Unless handling modulated
frequenoy amplifiers generally operate as Class C Amplifiers,
0lass 8 amplifier is ery amplifier biased beyond out-off.

There are four variable factors that must be balanced and compromised when optimum
output and efficiency are to be obtained from a Class C amplifier. These factors
interact on each other, and it is difficult to obtain the best set of operating con
ditions without a good working knowledge of the way that changes in these four factors
affect the operation of the amplifier,

carrier, radio
Strictly speaking, a

These four factors are -

Grid Bias, Grid Excitation,
Anode Voltage, and Aerial loading,

Grid Bias. In a Class C amplifier, the negative bias applied to the control grid is
always greater than the negative voltage necessary to bring the anode current to zero,
In other words, the bias is always greater than that necessary to produce anode current
cut-off, Cut-off bias is either determined experimentally, or it is calculated
approximately by dividing the actual measured D.C, anode voltage applied to the valve
by the amplification factor of the valve,

Thus, when radio-frequency excitation is not applied to a Class C amplifier, the anode
current is zero, he radio-frequency grid excitation voltage consists of A.C,, so that,
when it is superimposed on the constant negative grid bias, the instantaneous grid
voltage supplied by the preceding driver stage swings alternately more and less negative
about the axis determined by the negative bias voltage (see Fig. 16). When the instan
baneous grid voltage is more negative than the D.C, bias, the anode current remains at
zero and starts to flow only when the instantaneous grid voltage passes the positive
side of the point marked cut-off" in Fig. 16%

DYMAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
GRID VOLTAOE- ANODE CURRENT
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As the grid swings more positive (or less negative, which is the same), the anode current
gradually increases until the grid is at its most positive poin, Then, as the grid
voltage swings back on the nort succeeding negative-half excitation oyoley, the anode
current decreases to zero and remains there for some time, or until the grid again swings
to the positive side of the cut-off, [Thus, it is noted that anode current flows for a
relatively short pulse, and that during most of the cycle the valve is not conducting»
During this portion of the cycle, the valve "cools off", so that the instantaneous anode
current and anode loss is high as long as the average anode loss (measured over a whole
cycle) is kept below the rated anode loss of the valve, It is also noted that the higher
the negative grid bias, the shorter the proportion of each cycle during which anode
current flows» hus, for a given instantaneous anode voltage and anode current, the
anode efficiency rises as the negative bias is raised, However, the power lost in the
grid circuit of a valve is divided between the grid itself and the source of grid bias
(bias voltage times the D,C, grid current), so that raising the negative bias voltage
raises the amount of grid excitation power dissipated in the grid bias supply, and,
therefore, more radio-frequenoy power must be supplied from the preceding driver stage,
Thus, in general, the power gain through a Class C amplifier decreases as the grid bias
is increased,

It may also be said that the power gain decreases as the anode efficiency is raised, as
long as raising the anode voltage is not the cause of the increase in efficienoy»
Raising the anode efficiency of a Class C amplifier is, to a certain point, desirable.
The higher the anode efficiency, the more power output is obtained from a given valve,
as the output from most modern valves is limited largely by the ability of the valve
to dissipate heat, Thus, the smaller the valve loss compared with the power output
(which ratio defines anode efficiency), the more power output is obtained from any given
valve, However, as the required grid driving power increases as the anode efficiency
is raised, it is uneconomical to raise the anode efficiency to the point where 1t takes
more than 10 per cent, of the power output to drive the grid.

It is quite possible to get 90 per cent, anode efficiency from valves, but, in some
cases, 33 per cent, of the power output (applied in the form of radio-frequency grid
excitation to the grid of the final amplifier) is required to obtain this high anode
efficiency, In cases of this kind, it is desirable to use a slightly bigger valve in
the final amplifier, in order to use a smaller valve as the radio-frequency driver of
the final amplifier. As a power gain of 10 usually represents a good compromise for
the average Class C final amplifier, the bias voltage is chosen so that the power
dissipated in the grid circuit is not more than about 10 per cent, of the radio-frequency
power output of the amplifier,

When power gain is the principal objective (as it is in many buffer or radio-frequenoy
driver stages), it is often better to bias the valve Class B instead of Class C. (Class.
B bias ia that amount of bias that brings the anode ourrent praotioa]ly to out-off.)
Class B represents the best compromise where anode efficiencies of about 60 to 70 per cent,
are satisfactory. It is possible with some of the newer high-frequenoy triodes to obtain
a power gain of between 40 and 60 through a radio-frequency amplifier biased to cut-off"
his means that, between a crystal oscillator and a 1 kW final amplifier, only one
buffer-driver stage is necessary.

A fairly accurate rule for experimentally determining the proper amount of negative grid
bias is to start with more bias than necessary, and then gradually reduce it, until the
stage draws the normal maximum D.C. grid current recommended by the valve manufacturer,
It is noted that, for any given amount of grid excitation power, the D.0. grid current
rises as the bias is reduced.

Negative grid bias is best obtained from a combination bias source, except in the caso
of the extremely high µ valves, such as the 203Z, 838, 46, etc,, which can use grid leak
bias alone. Fixed bias about equal to cut-off can be provided from batteries, a separate
bias pack, or from a cathode bias resistor» The balance, when more than out-off bias
is used, is provided from the voltage drop through a grid leak resistor as has been

/ previously
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previously explained. In varying the bias, the resistance of the grid leak is varied.
he actual value of the resistance is not critical. The aim is to use an amount of bias
that brings the grid current to the optimum point,

The bias is roughly adjusted with the anode voltage off, although it will probably be
slightly high as the D.C. grid current usually decreases when the anode voltage is
applied (when the stage is perfectly neutralised), If the grid current increases when
the anode voltage is applied, the stage is regenerative or oscillating» If the grid
current decreases excessively when the anode voltage is applied, the stage is suffering
from degeneration, and, in either case, the neutralisation is not perfect. After
neutralising and then applying the anode voltage, the grid leak resistance is reduced
slightly to restore the D.C. grid current to the proper value, It is usually found
that changes in anode voltage or aerial coupling affect the grid current, so that, when
the aerial coupling is adjusted to the limiting point (when either the anode heats or
the valve draws maximum rated current), some final slight readjustment of grid bias is
necessary.

Grid Excitation. An adjustment of the radio-frequenoy grid excitation is not usually
necessary or desirable in a radio transmitter, This adjustment is usually left at the
maximum obtainable from the oscillator or the preceding buffer stage, and any adjustment
of the effect of the excitation is made by an adjustment of the bias voltage• However,
when a large surplus of radio-frequenoy grid driving power is available, it is advisable
to connect the excitation whilst adjusting the negative bias to a point between 2.5 and
4 times the cut-off value, so that normal grid current is flowing. By the rule of
bias adjustment previously given in the paragraphs on grid bias, the amplifier operates
satisfactorily even though the excess of available grid excitation necessitates raising
the bias to 10 times cut-off value in order to reduce the D.C. grid current to the
normal operating value« However, the use of a grid bias in excess of 4 times cut-off
value is not justified by results, and materially increases the generation of undesirable
radio-frequency harmonics in the output. When link coupling is used, the adjustment of
radio-frequency excitation can be made by adjusting the degree of magnetic coupling
between the coupling link and the tank circuit, When capacitive coupling is used
between the driver and the driven stage, the coupling is adjusted either by reducing the
grid bias on the preceding anode tank or by varying the size of the coupling capacitor
between the driver anode and the grid of the driven stage.

when the driver stage does not draw normal anode current, the coupling to the grid of the
driven stag~ is probably too loose, In this event, the coupling link is moved closer
to the grid tank or the anode tank, When capacitive coupling (Fig. 5) is used, the
size of the grid coupling capacitor is increased to about 0,0001µ F as a maximum. When
the driver still does not draw normal anode current, it is necessary to reduce the
tapping of the driver anode on its anode tank, leaving the grid of the driven stage
connected to the top of the tank.

When the driver stage uses too much anode current, or its anode is excessively heated,
it is necessary to reduce coupling. This is done by the opposite procedure, that is,
by moving the coupling links to loosen the magnetic coupling with the grid' or anode tank,
using fewer turns on the coupling link or, with capacitive coupling, reducing the coupl
ing capacitance or tapping the grid down on the driver tank coil, Tapping the grid
down on the-driver tank sometimes causes undesirable parasitic oscillation, especially
with valves which have secondary and primary emission troubles with the control grid,
In general, link coupling is desirable, due to the fact that a better impedance match
is obtained and a greater transfer of energy is possible from stage to stage.
Capacitive coupling gives good results, but it is difficult to get the grid impedance of
the driven stage reflected back as the proper load impedance on the driver stage, Some
transmitters use capacitive coupling almost entirely, but they have the laboratory
facilities to get the excitation taps, anode voltages, eto., at exactly the right values
to give optimum results. In the absence of such equipment, it is simpler to use the
few extra parts required by link coupling, and so avoid the troubles that can occur when
amplifiers are capacitively coupled by cut-and-try methods,

/ Anode
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Anode Volte&e• In a heavily driven "lass C amplifier, the radio-frequenoy power output
varies approximately as the square of the anode voltage, so that it is desirable to use
fairly high values of anode voltage,

In most transmitting valves, the amount of anode voltage that can be used is limited by
the internal insulation and gas content of the valve itself. For an example, 1,500 volts
are applied to the anode of some types of valves in a continuous wave (unmodulated)
transmitter operating on a frequency below 10 Ni/s, and 1,750 volts are applied to the
anode of other types, However, when operating at this high value of anode voltage, the
anode dissipation must not exceed, even momentarily, the valve rating» Some valves are
not subject to insulation or gas limitations, but it has been determined that there is
little advantage in using more than 3,000-4,500 volts» At higher anode voltages, there
is little gain in efficiency or ease of driving, although tho cost of the higher grade
bank and filter capacitors required for this high voltage, increases,

Here are some basic relationships which must be kept in mind

he higher the anode voltage, the easier a valve is to excite to a given
output and anode efficiency.

The higher the anode voltage, the higher the anode efficiency for a given
output and grid drive,

The higher the anode voltage, the looser the aerial coupling for a given
power output,

The higher the anode voltage and the looser the aerial coupling, the higher
is the circulating current in the tank circuit, It follows that resistance
losses in the tank are more troublesome at high anode voltage,

The higher the anode voltage, the less tank capacitance necessary with a
given amount of circuit merit, or "Q", for a given valve and power
output,

3.8 Aerial Coupling Qirouitg, To some extent, the choice of an aerial coupling system is
aiotated by the type of aerial (and feeder system) to be used,

As with other radio-frequency circuits, there are two possible types of coupling, induct
ive and capacitive, together with their variations» A good aerial coupling system
transfers power with the least possible loss, and discriminates against harmonics to
prevent off-frequency radiations»

Capacitive CouplipE» Capacitive coupling methods for single and two-wire feeders are
shown in Fig, 17,

SINGLE- WIRE
FEEDER

Ia%-we
%JI'5EDER

s_i.%

-.4+H.T. + H.T.

CAPACITIVE COUPLING TO THE AERIAL OR FEEDERS.

FI0, 17.
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The adjustment is simple, as the tap is moved along the tank coil to change the value
of coupling, increasing coupling being indicated by the direction of the arrow. he
single wire feeder can be coupled on either side of the ground point with balanced
tank circuits. While the two-wire line can be coupled to a single-ended tank circuit
by connecting one wire to the ground end of the tank, the inductive coupling system
shown in Fig. 18 is preferable in such a case,

Push-pull amplifiers can be used with
direct capacitive coupling. he
connections are the same as those already
discussed.

(a)
092202. AH.T. gIr"%weesAF-'5°5

(6) -. +H.T. ~ l TW~O-WIRE
FEEDER-

(c)

+ H.T.

(<)

AERIAL

TWO - WIRE
FEEDER

Low-impedance feeder lines usually are
tapped on the coil close to the ground
end, while high-impedance feeder lines
find the optimum coupling point nearer
the anode end of the tank coil.

Inductive Ooupling• Inductive coupling
circuits are shown in Fig. 18. Inductive
coupling is widely used with tuned trans
mission line feeders and also for working
directly into the aerial itself without a
feed system. These circuits are easy to
adjust and readily adaptable to a wide
range of impedance matching,

he circuit of Fig. 18a, which uses series
capacitor tuning, is used for coupling to a
low-impedance point on the aerial system,
Fig, 18b, which uses parallel tuning, is
used for coupling to a high-impedanoe poini
on the aerial system. Coupling increases
by moving the aerial coil closer to the
bank coil in the direction of the arrow.
The coupling with series capacitor tuning
is usually fairly close, and a relatively
small coil is required. With parallel
capacitor tuning, the coupling usually is
quite loose and a large coil with small
tuning capacitance should be used in the
coupling system.

he arrangement of Fig. 18c, used to couple
a transmitter to an aerial, is also parallel
tuned (high-impedance feed point), The
coupling tank may be grounded, as shown by
the dotted lines, provided a short ground
lead is obtained.

The circuit of Fig. 18d is used to couple
a single-ended tank circuit to a balanced
two-wire untuned feeder. The degree of
coupling is changed by moving the coupling
coil in relation to the tank coil, and also
by changing the feeder taps on the coupling
coil.--+ H.T.

INDUCTIVE COUPLING CIRCUITS FOR AERIALS.

PIG. 18,

Adjustment of aerial coupling is dealt with
in the next Paper.
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3,9 Protection (Agvipment and Personnel). Since radio transmitters are really convertors of
energy at relatively low-frequencies to energy at high-frequencies, they require a
primary source of power. his is generally taken from the main distribution systems
and converted to the required voltages and currents by the power supply system assoc
iated with the transmitters (see Radio II), As the transmitter power is increased, the
voltages around the system become more dangerous, and it is necessary to provide adequate
protection to equipment and personnel against damage and/or injury. The main points
to be guarded against are listed under two headings - PERSONNEL, and EQUIPMENT.

Details of circuits to provide the correct sequence of operations and functions are not
necessary, as they vary with the transmitter design, but a general idea of the pre
cautions to be adopted is given,

Personnel" All dangerous potentials must be removed or isolated when the transmitter
is closed down,

Transmitters are usually totally enclosed and are entered only through gates which are
fitted with control contacts. When a gate is opened, the circuit of the high-tension
rectifiers is interrupted (sometimes the bias rectifiers as well) and all dangerous
voltages removed from the transmitter "Caution" and "Danger" notices are also pro
vided where there is a liability of contact with relatively low voltages. Large value
capacitors or capacitors with high voltages, are usually fitted with discharging contacts,
which are operated to prevent a high voltage building up when the capacitor is out of
circuit. This voltage gradually builds up due to dielectric absorption occurring in
the insulating material forming the dielectric. It is necessary, however, that all
personnel engaged on radio transmitters assist the above mechanical and electrical
precautions by the exercise of common sense and care,

Equipment, To avoid damage to equipment, especially costly items such as high-power
valves and rectifiers, protective circuits are required, firstly, to ensure the correct
sequential application of filament, bias and anode voltages, and, secondly, to indicate
faulty conditions and prevent damage therefrom.

It is now becoming customary to use circuit breakers, wherever possible, in lieu of fuses.

Some of the more important protective methods are given briefly hereunder

(4)

(14)

(411)
(iv)
(v)

In the case of water-cooled or forced-air-cooled valves, protection against
the application of filament voltages until the corr~ct rate of water flow
is attained, t

Time delay on mercury-vapour rectifier valves to ensure that mercury has
correct operating temperature before application of high voltage (about
20 minutes starting from cold), also about 1/2 minute delay (automatic)
recover from short breaks in transmission,
ime delay between application of final filament volts and bias.
lime delay between application of bias voltages and high tension voltages.
Fault or guard circuits -

(a) Water or air failure.
(b) Aro back on rectifier valves,

%9
~:~

roached
15 to
to

Overload conditions,
No load conditions,
Filament volts failure,
Bias,
Anode"
Temperature alarm on water or air-cooled systems,

he above are the general conditions met with, but by no means exhaust the protective or
guard circuits required. The type of transmitter used causes variations and additions
to the above, as in the case of a transmitter using Class B modulation, Here, it is
necessary to guard against the removal of the load from the modulator with the modulation
on, a monitoring diode being used to control the high tension, Failure of radio freq
uency causes a relay in the diode circuit to remove the high tension from the modulator,
thus preventing damage to modulator valves» Reference to these protective oirouits
is made again in a later Paper.

/ 4.
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4. RADIO TELEGRAPH TRANSMITTERS.

4"1 Radio Telegraph Transmitters differ
that the keying system is provided

(a)

FIL.

(b) H.7.

iDv KE,v

from Radio Telephone Transmitters primarily 1n
in place of the modulator, and that Class C ampli

fiers are used throughout, even where
linear amplifiers are used in the corres
ponding telephone transmitter. In tele
graph work it is not generally necessary
to have the transmitter particularly free
from noise and hum modulation,

M.T.

------t--➔--t---o"' -•---'--·-KEY For telegraphic transmission, the con
tinuous oscillations (C.W, - as explained
in Paper No, 10 of this book) must be div
ided into the dot and dash trains of the
morse code, A hand key operating at low
or moderate power levels is generally •used,
so that the power that need be controlled
is small« he keying operation is normally
performed with the aid of a relay controlled
by the key, but, in low-power transmitters,
the key is sometimes inserted directly in
the transmitter circuits.

r1L.

(c)

FIL.

4.2 Methodg of Keying» Keying is accom
plished by an arrangement which reduces
the output of the transmitter to zero when
the key is "open" and permits full output
when the key is "closed""

One way of doing this is to fit the key
in series with one of the anode-supply
leads to the valve, as shown in Fig, 198
Wen the key is open the anode power is
cut off and, thus, there is no output,

tli H.Y.

The keying method shown in Fig, 19b is
known as "centre-tap" keying, because the
key is connected between the cathode
centre-tap (which may be the midpoint of
a resistor or a centre tap on the cathode
transformer) and the point where the
negative side of the power supply and the
grid return circuit are connected together,
his system differs from Fig. 19a because,
in addition to breaking the anode supply
from the valve, the key also breaks the
D"0. return circuit from the grid and thus
prevents the flow of grid current,

FJL

In Fig. 19c, the key opens only the D,C,
grid return circuit, leaving the anode
supply connected to the valve, This cir
cuit operates because a break in the D,0,
path between grid and cathode of oscilla
tors or radio-frequenoy power amplifiers

FI9. 19- TYPIOAL KEYING MBTEODS. / causes
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causes electrons to accumulate on the grid, giving it a negative charge which prevents
the flow of anode current, Since the negative voltage which the grid must assume, in
order to prevent anode-current flow, depends upon the valve's amplification factor, this
method of keying is more successful with valves having high µ's, because a smaller
blocking" voltage is required than with lowµvalves, Good insulation in the key is
also a requisite, since poor insulation permits some of the charge to leak off and thus
reduce the negative grid voltage to a value which allows anode current to flow with
the key open, This causes some energy to be radiated during spaces in the keying;
such radiation is termed a "back-wave",

Other grid-blocking keying systems, in which the negative voltage applied to the grid
during keying spaces comes not from natural accumulation of electrons but from a bias
source having a definite voltage, are shown in Figs,19d and 19e%

In Fig. 19d, the grid-blocking voltage is supplied by a battery» When the key'is open,
the full blocking voltage is applied to the grid through the resistor R; when the key is
closed, the blocking voltage is short-circuited as far as the grid of the valve is con
cerned. Resistor R is in the circuit to prevent actual' short-circuiting of the blocking
voltage source, This resistor must be of such value as to limit the current flow to a
few milliamperes when the key is closed - roughly 5,000 ohms for each 50 volts of bias,
The extra bias or blocking voltage required in this keying method depends upon the type
of valve, the anode voltage and the excitation, In normal oscillator or amplifier
stages, a first approximation is a blocking voltage equal to the anode voltage divided by
one-third the amplification factor (u) of the valve, [he actual value of bias required
is usually somewhat greater or less, however, and is best determined by experiment,

The system shown in Fig» 19e is similar to that of Fig, 19d, but, in this method, blocking
bias is obtained from the anode supply through a voltage divider. he centre-tap of the
cathode is connected to the junction of R1 and R2, and the grid return of the negative
side of the power supply, so that, when the key is open, the voltage drop across R2 is
applied as bias to the grid of the valve, With the key closed, R2 is short-circuited,
R1 is the regular power-supply bleeder, he resistance of R2 is about half that of R1
in practically all cases,

In all of these diagrams, the centre-tapped resistor across the cathode supply is usually
omitted when the cathode transformer winding is centre-tapped, In this case, the con
nection shown to the mid-point of the resistor across the cathode supply in Fig, 19, is
made to the centre-bap of the transformer winding, When a secondary battery is used for
the transmitting valve filament, the centre-tapped resistor is omitted, and the connection
which goes to its mid-point should be connected to the negative terminal of the cathode.
The by-pass capacitors across the cathode are not necessary,

The relay in keying systems is sometimes replaced by a valve,
many ways of accomplishing is shown in Fig. 20.

An example of one of the

-•
MEYIG VALYE

bl

With the contacts closed,
the keying valve is biased
beyond cut-off, and normal
operation takes place» When
the key is open, however,
the grid of the keying valve
is slightly positive, caus
ing this valve to draw a
large anode current through
the series resistance R and
hence, to reduce the potential
that is applied to the anode
of V1. This reduces the
output of Vt to a value in
sufficient to drive the grid
of the Class C amplifier
valve V2 above cut-off.

FIG.. 20. KEYING VALVE I Valves
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Valves on the high-powered side of the keyed stage must be operated, so that, with
the exciting voltage removed, the anode current is not sufficient to make the anode
dissipation of the valve excessive, This requires either that the class C amplifier
stages have fixed bias, self-bias or a combination of the two, Grid-leak bias is
seldom permissible.

Unless the oscillator is keyed, the low-powered portions of the transmitter operate
continuously. It is important that this part of the telegraph transmitter is
carefully shielded to prevent radiation during the spacing periods. When such a
"back-wave" has appreciable intensity, it causes severe distortion of the keyed
characters.

4.3 0aoioe of Keying Systems. Although any of the circuits show in Fig. 19 may be used
with any type of oscillator or amplifier, the systems shown at b, o and e are
generally used. Centre-tap keying is positive - bhst is, completely prevents output
during keying spaces - but is more likely to cause key clicks (see paragraph 4.4) than
either of the grid-blocking systems. Keying a high voltage lead as at Fig 19a
causes key- oliks. he method of Fig" 19 is good, but requires an extra source of
voltage for the blocking bias.

With oscillator-type transmitters, either self or crystal controlled, the circuit
chosen must be one which gives clean keying with least tendency toward key olicks,
An actual trial of a few of the circuits soon gives the desired information. In
multi-stage transmitters, the operator has the additional choice of applying the
keying system to one or more stages. It is preferable to let the oscillator in
an oscillator-amplifier set run continuously, keying one or more of the following
amplifier stages, As an alternative, an intermediate stage is key~d, in which
case the output stages, although operative, do not receive excitation during the
keying spaoes and, hence, give no power output, Also, the oscillator itself may
be keyed, an arrangement which is practically a necessity when break-in operation
is to be used at the station,

In general, it is advisable to key in a low-power stage preceding the higher-power
amplifiers. When this is done, key clicks are reduced and there is less possibility
that a back-wave will be emitted, It should be noted, however, that the amplifier
valves following bhe keyed sisge mus+ be provided wabh sufficient negative bias from
a fixed voltage source to out off anode current wen there is no excitation, other
wse the amplifier valves are likely to be damaged,

A separate cathode transformer or winding for the keyed valve is necessary with
centre-hap keying (Fig. 19b) and the blocked-grid arrangement (Fig. 19e) when a
single stage is to be keyed"

4+4 5@¥ fl1oke. A properly designed radio-telegraph transmitter produces radiation in
the form of clean-cut dots and dashes having rounded edges as shown in Fig, 21b"

RADIO I,

-
(a) Code Characters. (b) Envelope of Wave with

no Keg_0li0kg,

RADIO TELEGRAPE SIONAIS,

FIG, 21.

(6) Envelope of Wave with
Key 0li0kg.
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The rapid starting and stopping of power output, however, produces transient oscillations
of very short duration, which do not have a well-defined period but which spread over a
largo portion of the frequenoy spectrum and often cause interference in nearby receivers
tuned to a frequency widely different from that of the transmitter, Interference of this
kind manifests itself in the form of clicks or thumps in the output of the affected
receiver, The interference is usually noticeable only in the immediate vicinity of the
transmitter, seldom travelling more than a few hundred yards except on frequencies within
a few ke/s of the transmitter frequenoy.

To prevent key clicks, it is necessary to prevent the radiation of transient oscillations
caused by keying,

Transients can be prevented by slowing up the rate at which power is applied to the brans
mitter» Provided the "slowing-up" is not too pronounced, the keying is unaffected while
the transient is eliminated. he slowing-up is done at an audio-frequenoy or low-radio
frequenoy rate by introducing an inductor in series with the key, as shown in Fig, 22a, b
and c. This inductor varies from a large radio-frequency choke (about 10 ml) to an iron
cored choke of a few henrys inductance. Experiment is usually necessary to determine the
value of inductance which eliminates the clicks in a particular transmitter. The induct
ance must be large to prevent clicks, but not so large that the crispness of keying is
spoiled.

C2

LI btt
(a) (6)

FIG. 22,

(c)

KEY CLICK FILERS.

(a)

The simple circuit of Fig. 22a, however, is not usually enough in itself to prevent clicks.
Introduction of inductance in series with the key is likely to cause sparking at the key
contacts, a prolific source of the second type of keying transient, It then becomes
necessary to absorb the energy released by the inductance when the key is opened, the
capacitor C and resistor R (Fig, 22b) being provided for this purpose. R is usually vari
able for ease in adjustment. With an inductance of a few henrys at L, C is usually between
0,25 and 1 µF, and R is a variable resistor having a maximum resistance of 50 to 100 ohms.

o90.000.9
TO POWER
SUPPLY

Oscillations arising in the key oircuit - the type that travels over the power wiring - are
further reduced by connecting a second capacitor, as shown at 02 in Fig, 220, in which Ly
01 and R have values corresponding to those in Fig. 22b, 02 is 0.1µF or less, The side
of the circuit which connects to an earth or low-potential part of the transmitter (usually
the negative high-voltage terminal) is indicated by the earth symbol. Another oirouit
which often proves effective is the balanced arrangement shown at Fig. 22d, in which the
inductors are large radio-frequency chokes and the capacitors about 0"1µF each,
These circuits are usually most effective when installed right at the key, with very short
connecting wires., Their purpose is to damp out the transients generated at the key contacts,
so that the oscillations do not get into the keying line. When long leads are used to
connect the key to the click filter, the osoillations which still exist in this part of

the circuit are radiated from the connecting wires...
2
soA,c Erther 0liok-rrevention Methods. "o prov~nt keying transients

• Tmom being carried over house wiring and power lines from the
transmitter to nearby receivers, a filter is installed in the
230-volt line which feeds the power transformers. Such a

m filter is shown in Fig. 23, This filter consists of a pair
of radio-frequenoy choke coils, one in eaoh leg of the line,

R,F, FILTERS FOR POWER LINES, and a pair of capacitors in series across the line with their
mid-connection earthed.

l
I+
T

FI0. 23: / 4.5
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4.5 Schematic Diagrams of Typical Radio-Telegraph Transmitters. Fig. 24 ~hows, in block
schematic form, the manner in which a Radio-Telegraph Transmitter is built up from
a simple keyed oscillator, he main difference between the medium and high-frequenoy
transmitters is the addition of frequenoy multiplying stages. These stages enable
the oscillator crystal to be of a relatively low frequency, which renders manufacture
easier, Crystals are now readily available up to about 7 Mc/s, but the use of the
lower values simplifies oscillator design.

al
(a) Simple Valve Transmitter (Medium and High Frequenoieg)+

(b) Improved Transmitter for ¥odium Freguenoieg»

POWER
AMP

M:: ,.~-

81

-,.s---AMODE H.'t

(c) Low-lower High-rrequemoy Telegraph Transmitter.

FILS

AA.INST_:l

(s Me/s)

BIAS

H.T.

@si
LOW AND MEDIUM

VOLTAGES

(a) High-Power Eigh-rreguenoy Telegraph Transmitter.

1I0. 24. DEVEL0PUENT OF A AADIO TEL}GRAPE TRANSMIT'TEAS.
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Fig, 25 gives the simplified circuit of a transmitter of about 300 watts power suit
able for the medium frequenoy band. It is noticed that the secondary of an audio
transformer is in series with the anode supply to the power amplifier, the primary
being connected to an audio source of 500 c/s. This arrangement places an audible
tone on the keyed morse characters, and renders reception easier (see next Paper),

O8CIL.LATO& 807 BUFFER 807 POWERAMP: RC.A.21I

NEUT.
C0Mo.

KEYCLICKFILTER

VOL'TAG8 DIVIDER

L1 = Oscillator anode inductor (permeability tuned)"
L2 = Buffer anode inductor (permeability tuned)"
L3 = Power amplifier anode induotor (permeability tuned).
L4 = Aerial loading coil,
R1 = Parasitic suppressors.

tu0ven0e DAY'Ye3

TELBORAPE TRANSMITTER (3O0 WAT).

FI9. 25.

The oscillator inoludes an 807 valve followed by an 807 valve as buffer driving a
pair of 211 valves in parallel for the final output, Keying is accomplished via the
keying relay KR, This relay performs two functions when the key is depressed
contacts "1" connect power amplifier output to the aerial, and contacts "2' remove
a short-cirouit from a resistor in the voltage divider circuit. This oirouit is
simplified in Fig. 26, and it is noted that Ri and R2 comprise a bleeder oiroui+ across
he high tension supply. With the key "open", contacts K2 are closed, increasing the
current through the bleeder circuit and reduoing the effective voltage. With the key
"down", contacts K2 are opened, thus inserting the 15,000 ohm resistance in series
with the 20,000 ohm resistance and reduoing the bleeder current.

/ Fig. 26.
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4.6 Figh-rreguenoy Radio-Telegraph Transmitters. Fig. 27 shows a simplified sketch of
a high-frequenoy radio-telegraph transmitter, consisting of the following valves -

Oscillator
Buffer Doubler
2nd Doubler
3rd Doubler
Power Amplifier
(2 Valves in parallel).

Keying is accomplished by short-circuiting the bias resistor R13% This removes
from the grid circuits of all the valves a bias which normally renders them in
operative. his arrangement places only a low voltage across the key. The power
input to the aerial system is about 200-300 watts,

Type 76
Type 6L6
Type 616
Type 6L6
Type 6L6

08c.*r-----------7
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I_

br
l
I'

-----~-_J

SNEE3.BE'D

COMPARTMENT

0sc.
Hr

14, 12 = 09c11.LA1OR0OILS
LS-L5 = ANODE TIMM&COILS
1,6 • AMPLIIER TANK COILS

FIG. 27.
6L.6 POWER AMPLIFIER

HIG-FREQUENCY RADIO-TELEGRAPH TRANSMITTER.
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MODULATED AMPLIFIER
(3 Radioiron 810 valves]

RF. AMPLIFIER No. 2
{I Radiotron 828 valve}

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR
R.E. AMPLIFIER No. K

{both Radiotron 807 valve

Czar- -
Gs1TarrTsest

MODULATOR

500 NATT BROADCAST TRANSMITTER (A.ILLA±),
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5. BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS FOR MEDIUM-FREQUENCY BANDS.
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5"1 Broadcast transmitters represent the highest development of radio-telephone trans
mitters with respect to stability of carrier frequency, band-width, low distortion
and noise, etc, Such transmitters normally include a crystal oscillator followed
by several buffer/amplifier stages, a modulated amplifier and an audio-frequenoy
modulating system, plus accessories such as protection equipment and monitoring
facilities,

5"2 The crystal oscillator of a broadcast transmitter operates at the carrier frequenoy,
and normally uses a zero-temperature-coefficient crystal operating at low-power
level and under conditions such that the greatest frequenoy stability is realised.
(Tolerances for medium frequenoy stations in Australia are ± 20 c/s, but most
stations are kept to within a few c/s.)

5"3 The buffer amplifiers are for the purpose of isolating the crystal from the modul
ated amplifier, and use screen-grid, pentode or neutralised triode valves.

5"4 Modulation is accomplished either in the last stage of radio-frequency amplification,
termed high-level modulation, or at lower power level, then termed low-level modula
tion, In low-level systems, the radio-frequency amplifiers following the modulated
stage are usually high-efficienoy type linear amplifiers, High-level modulation
usually takes the form of anode modulation with a Class B audio amplifier,

A variety of modulation methods (see Paper No, 10) is in use for low-level modula
bion, including anode, conventional control-grid and suppressor-grid modulation, in
this order of popularity, Negative feedback is used to reduce distortion, and is
in common use%

5.5 The main difference between telegraph and telephone transmitters is that telephone
transmitters require some means of impressing bhe programme on the carrier; this
is termed "Modulation".

Fig• 28 shows the development of Broadcast Transmitters in a similar manner to
Fig• 24 for Telegraph Transmitters,

PROGRAMME
INPUT

SPEECH
AMPLIFIER MODULATOR OSCILLATOR TO AERIAL

(a) Simplest Type of Ero@donst Transmitter (Obsolete).

p

CRYSTAL
~nm

BUFFER
a

POWER
OSCILLATOR AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER

I
ROGRAMME» SPEECH n MODULATOR

INPUT AMPLIFIER

(b) Improved Types

PROGRAMME PEECH
INPUT AMP.

FFER 2. ND. MOD. 1sr 2MD.
POWER POWERAMP AMP AMP AMP AMP

Is TO AERIAL

(e) Modern Medium-lresuenoy Transmitter.

FI9. 28. DEVELOPMENT OF BROADCAST TRANSMITTER,
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5.6 As mentioned previously, negative feedback is commonly applied to broadcast transmitters
to improve their performance. The most important practical benefits gained from the use

of negative feedback in transmitters are the reduction
in distortion and in noise modulation, he reduction
in distortion makes it possible to sacrifice linearity
of modulation and amplification for efficienoy, and,
in particular, makes it practicable to use high- effic
ienoy systems which, without feedback, have high dis
bortion, The reduction in noise modulation makes it
possible to use A,C, for heating the filaments in the
radio-frequenoy valves and to use relatively light
filtering in the power supply systems without the hum
modulation exceeding a reasonable value, Fig, 29
shows the application of negative feedback to a radio
telephone transmitter,

MOD.
AMP TO

l'AERIAL
l
I
I
I
I
I

dt l
I

INEAR
}lecrra.l l
a1 ll I_______ ..J

b

AUDIO
FREQ.
AMP.

a

AUDIO
FREQ.
AMP

In operation, a portion of the output wave is rectified
and fed back into the audio-frequency system of the
transmitter in phase opposition to the audio-frequency
voltages being amplified, as shown in Fig. 29. The
consequences are briefly summarised as follows -

he audio gain is reduced, so that more amplification
FI0. 39. FEEDBA0K OIROUTT, is required in the modulator. Amplitude, phaso and

frequenoy distortion generated anywhere within the
loop a, b, o, d in Fig. 29 are reduced as far as their effects upon the transmitter out
put are concerned, and all forms of noise modulation, including hum, induced anywhere in
the part of the transmitter enclosed by the dotted rectangle are likewise discriminated
against" •

The reduction in distortion, noise, etc,, resulting from the use of negative feedback,
ds exactly proportional to the reduction in gain caused by feedback, and is accordingly
commonly measured in this way. In a typical broadcast transmitter, the amount of
feedback is usually approximately 15 to 30 db,

5.7 By way of interes*, in Fig. 30 is given the block diagram of a 10 kW broadcast transmitter
such as 3L0 and 2FC, eto,, and Figs, 31, 32 and 33 show briefly some of the separate
stages, The transmitter is of the low-power modulated type and incorporates feedback,
It must be noted that the modulated amplifier has four valves in push-pull/parallel
arrangement, and the power amplifier is similarly arranged. The valves in the final
amplifier are of the water-cooled type.{--------1vau}r
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6. BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS FOR HIGH-FREQUENOY BANDS.

RADIO I,

6,1 The main differences between these transmitters and those in Section 5 are the
following -

(4) Provision for frequenoy changing (range usually about 6-22 Mo/s).

(41) Provision for aerial switching.

(111) Provision for greater average depth of modulation by the use of limiting
amplifiers, (Sometimes used with M,F, transmitters also,)

he frequency changes required vary from the day to night change for fixed broadoast
coverage to the relatively large number which are required for international
transmissions,

he aerial changes likewise vary according to the type of service being provided,
the number of countries being served and the times of the services.

The transmitters follow the same lines as those previously described, plus the
additions of the requisite number of multiplier stages to bring the crystal
frequency to the carrier frequency. The floor plan of a 10 kW Short-Wave Transmitter
is shown on Page 37.

VLH TRANSMITTER 10 kE (8,1.9.)-
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10 kW SHORT-WAVE TRANSMITTER BLOCK FLOOR PIAN,

6,2 For the purpose of illustration, the schematic diagrams of a 50 kW high-frequenoy
transmitter using high-level modulation are given in rigs. 34, 35, 36, 37 and 38,
Schematic diagrams of some of the stages are included"

lhe aerial switching is shown very simply, Actually, there are three transmitters
sharing access to these aerials, and suitable protective circuits are necessary
to prevent such conditions as two transmitters on one aerial, eto,

The schematic diagrams show that the circuits of high or low-power transmitters
are basically similar,

Detailed descriptions of the circuits and functions are beyond the scope of these
notes, the figures and diagrams being given to add interest to the text,
give an overall idea of the different transmitters,

and to

Fig• 34
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7. RADIO TRANSITTTEE ADJUSTMENT,

RADIO I,

7.1 Some general notes on tuning and adjustment of Radio Transmitters are now given, It
must be understood, however, that these notes are fairly broad and give only a general
idea of the principles involved,

The performance of a transmitter depends to a large extent on correct tuning.

o tune a transmitter effectively, it is necessary that an operator be provided with
the means of listening to the signals. A calibrated frequenoy meter and a monitor
are required in order that the signal is heard while the transmitter is tuned. In
addition to the monitor, an extremely desirable aid to tuning is a "tuning indicator".
One such piece of equipment comprises a radio-frequency meter connected to a single
turn of heavy wire for coupling to the tank coil of the oscillator or amplifier.
his loop is usually about 2 or 3 inches diameter and absorbs a small amount of energy
from the tank coil of the transmitter, which causes a reading on the galvanometer.
With this instrument, it is readily ascertained whether radio-frequency currents are
circulating in the tank circuit. (Paper No, 11 covers Measuring Instruments.)

It is also necessary to provide meters to enable the operating conditions of the
transmitter to be checked. The more important of these meters are D.C. ammeters and
voltmeters to read the anode currents and voltages. These meters enable the power
input to the valves to be calculated and checked, and thus minimise the risk of damage
to valves and equipment right at the start. Another very desirable meter is a thermo
couple ammeter which is connected in the aerial or feeder circuit. When this meter
is connected at a point of maximum current in the aerial (a current antinode), its
reading gives a good indication of changes of power in the aerial with changes in the
transmitter adjustment,

A D,C. ammeter suitably connected in series in the grid bias circuit of an amplifier
provides a convenient method of measuring the rectified grid current. The value of
rectified grid current provides a means of ascertaining the radio-frequency voltage
and power supplied to the grid circuit of the amplifier.

7.2 Tuning tho Oscillator. Hartley Oirouit. mhe solf-excited oscillator of tho Hartley
type shown dh fig. 39 Le used as a master oscillator in some transmitters operating
in the medium wavelength. A description of the adjustment for best output of this
type of equipment is given as a typical case.

Assuming that the correct values of cathode and anode voltage are available, the
first step in adjusting a Hartley oscillator is to disconnect the aerial circuit

from the transmitter and to connect
the voltage to the valve cathode.

A

~ RI _

HARTLEY OSCILLATOR.

FI0. 39.

-.

ct
The· successful functioning of such a
transmitter depends largely on the corr
~ct positioning of the inductance coil
clip connections P, F and G (Fig. 39).
he cathode clip F is usually connected
near to or at the centre of the induct
anoe, and the anode clip P and the
grid clip G are varied until the
correct feedback is secured to maintain
steady oscillation while the tuning
capacitor C is varied from minimum to
maximum values» More turns are usually
included from F to P than from F to G,
The ratio of turns between the grid and
cathode clip are found to be between
1 1 40r 1 : 5.

/ When
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When the inductance clips are placed in the approximately correct positions on the
coil, the high tension voltage is connected. The tuning indicator is loosely coupled
to the inductance and the key closed. When the circuit is oscillating, a reading is
given on the tuning indicator and the anode current is of low value. When the
circuit is not oscillating, the tuning indicator indicates zero and the anode current
is abnormally high, possibly two or three times the rated value, This condition is
harmful to the valve, and the anode high tension supply must be disconnected,

Note that, when oscillators obtain the grid bias from the self-rectification of a
portion of the high-frequency current (grid leak bias), very high anode currents are
obtained when oscillation ceases, whereas with a fixed bias on the grid this is
avoided "

It is now necessary to readjust the inductance taps to obtain oscillation, When the
grid tap is too close to the cathode tap, the valve does not oscillate on account of
the lack of excitation. When the cathode tap is too close to the anode tap, the
excitation is excessive and the efficiency is low.

When the above adjustments have been satisfactorily made, the frequency meter is
loosely coupled to the tank circuit and the latter adjusted by means of the capacitor
C, Fig. 39, to the correct operating frequenoy,

When it is known definitely that the operating frequency is correct, the aerial coil
is connected and very loosely coupled to the tank coil, The aerial is now tuned by
varying the capacitor C1 and increasing the coupling until a reading on the aerial
ammeter is obtained, The aerial coupling is now increased until the valve is drawing
the rated anode current value, This setting, however, is too critical for stable
oscillation, so that aerial coupling is reduced until the point is reached at which
the anode current is about 85 per cent, of the previous value, The frequency is again
checked with«the frequency meter to ensure that the frequency has not shifted with
the change in coupling of the transmitter, After compensating for any frequency
variations, the aerial is retuned for maximum output at the correct value of anode
current for stable operation,

RADIO AUSTRALIA,

(VLC in far corner, VIE in centre, and part cf VLA at left of picture,
Aerial switching panels and control desks are in left foreground and at right,)
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7.3 Tuned Anode Tuned Grid Circuit, In the tuned anode tuned grid circuit of Fig. 40,
the tuned circuit L303 is tuned to a frequency slightly higher than L202, and, under
these conditions, sufficient energy is fed back from the anode circuit to the grid
circuit through the grid anode capacitance of the valve to maintain continuous
oscillation. Failure of oscillation in this circuit is generally associated with an
incorrect value of grid leak and capacitor.

7.4 Crystal Q0soi7labor. The crystal oscillator, Fig. 41, is easy to adjust as there is
little the operator can do to change the frequency or to affect adversely the frequency
stability» Tuning, therefore, becomes chiefly a matter of obtaining the optimum
amount of power from the oscillator,

12

TUNED ANODE TUNED GRID CIRCUIT.

PIG. 40.

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR,

rI0. 41•

Using an anode milliammeter as an indicator of oscillation, the anode current is found
to be steady When the circuit is in the non-oscillating state, but dips when the anode
capacitor is tuned through resonance at the crystal frequenoy. The behaviour of anode
current, when the tank capacitor is varied, is shown in Fig. 42, When the capacitance
is increased from minimum, there is a rather gradual decrease in anode current when

oscillations commence» . Phis decrease
continued until the point A is reached,
when there is a sharp rise in anode curr
ent, followed by cessation of oscillation,
The tuning indicator shows maximum road
ing at point A,

A

MAX. Ci MM.

BEHAVIOUR OF ANODE CURREN!
WITH VARYING TANK CAPACITY.

When power is taken from an oscillator,
the dip in the anode current shown at
resonance is less pronounced. The
greater the power output, the less is
the dip in anode current, When the load
is too great, oscillations cease, [he
greater the loading, the smaller the
voltage fed back to the grid circuit
for excitation purposes, his means that
the radio-fregu~noy voltage across the
grid filament circuit is reduced and
oscillation ceases.

FI0. 42± / 7.5
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7.5 Adjueting the Amplifiere. The 1,9,}.A. Transmitter, men the transmitter boing
adjusted is of the master-oscillator power-anpltF5er type, the next step, after the
adjustment of the oscillator section, is the tuning of the amplifier. In describing
this process, it is assumed that the neutralising has been carried to a satisfactory
conclusion, A valve which is not properly neutralised behaves erratically when the
anode voltage is applied.

The first step is to adjust the driver stage tuning for maximum amplifier grid current,
Then the coupling between the stages is adjusted to give a further increase, if
possible, The driver circuit is retuned to resonance every time the coupling is
changed, no matter what coupling system is used, since a change in coupling is
likely to throw the driver tank circuit slightly off tune. A few minutes spent in
changing coupling and readjusting tuning shows quickly the optimum coupling for
maximum grid current or excitation.

Once the proper grid-coupling adjustment is found, the amplifier anode tank capacitor
ds set approximately at resonance. With the excitation connected, the anode voltage
is then applied and the anode tank circuit tuned to resonance, which is indicated by
a. very pronounced dip in anode current, This effect is explained in paragraph 7,7
This adjustment must be made quickly, since the valve cathode is damaged by continued
application of anode voltage with the tank circuit tuned off resonance, (In prelim
inary adjustments, it is desirable to use low anode voltage until the amplifier is
properly tuned,)

The off resonance anode current is usually muoh higher than the rated anode current
for the valve - sometimes several times as great but at resonance drops to 10 cr 20
per cent, of the rated value, The higher the excitation power, the greater is the
dip in anode current at resonance, When the dip in anode current is not pronouneed,
the excitation may be low or the valve may not be properly neutralised,

BEHAVIOUR OF ANODE CURRENT

WITH TANK TUNING AND LOADING.

FI0. 43•

When bhe tuning process has been
carried this far, the amplifier is
connected to the output lo&d oirouii"
This load circuit 1s the aerial itself,
through the coupling apparatus, or the
grid circuit of a following amplifier,
When the.load is connected, the ampli
fier anode current rises. The anode
bank circuit must be retuned fox
minimum anode current • this "minimum",
however, is no longer the low value
obtained at no load, but a new value
nearer the rated anode current of the
valve • since connecting the load
probably will detune the tank oireuii
to some extent. The coupling to the
load cirouii must be adjusted, so that
the new minimum anode current value
is approximately the rated anode curr
ent of the valve. The typical be-.
haviour of anode current with tank
tuning and loading is shown ±n Fig,
43

/ 7.6
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7.6 A¢justing he Aerial Coupling. The last step in setting the transmitter in operation
is to adjust the aerial coupling,

The fundamental rule in adjusting the aerial coupling is to start with very loose
coupling and then couple tighter in small steps until one of three things occurs -

(i) The anode starts to show colour,

(ii) The anode current reaches the maximum allowable for the particular
valve used, or

(iii) Aerial current stops increasing with an increase in aerial coupling,

When high anode voltage is used, it is probable that anode colour is the first limit
reached. When low anode voltage is used, it is quite possible that the anode curnent
reaches the maximum allowable value before the anode begins to show undue colour,

When the aerial current stops increasing with increases in aerial coupling before
either the anode shows undue colour or the anode current reaches maximum, it indicates
thet there is not sufficient capacity in the anode tank circuit, In other words,
less L and more C must be used to produce resonance.

The question of L to C ratio must be checked, even when anode colour or maximum anode
current is the first limit reached. The L to C ratio is checked by the following
test, une the anode tuning capacitor through resonance, When the maximum aerial
current occurs at exactly the same point as minimum anode current, there is enough
C in the circuit» When maximum aerial current and minimum anode current do not
correspond, then more C and less L is necessary in the anode tank circuit,

In other words, it is seen that the tank tuning is sharp when the aerial is uncoupled,
and the tuning becomes broader as the aerial coupling is increased. When there is
not enough Q (circuit merit) in the tank circuit, it is possible to overcouple the
aerial, which tremendously reduces anode efficienoy and power output,

There can be too much C in the anode tank circuit, and this condition is verified by
measuring the minimum anode current with the aerial uncoupled. When the minimum
unloaded anode current does not fall below 10 per cent, of the anode current when
properly loaded, there is too much loss in the anode tank circuit, When the tank
coil is properly designed and built to have low losses and there are no high resist
ance joints in the tank circuit connections, the chances are that the C is too high,
and more L and less C must be used to produce resonance at the operating frequenoy,

The following rules show the relationship between aerial coupling and the other
circuit parameters,

The tighter the aerial coupling (everything else remaining constant), the higher
the anode current, the greater the power output, the greater the anode loss and the
lower the anode efficienoy.

The tighter the aerial coupling, the more harmonics are radiated, and the lower are
the losses in the anode tank, due to the lower circulating current.

/ 7.7
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7.7 Theory of Adjuetmente. Tuning by the Anode Jilliammeter Dip. In considering the
adjustment of an amplifier stage (Figs. 44 and 45) of a radio transmitter, it is
well to have clear ideas as to what is happening to the radio-frequenoy currents
and how the readings of D,0, meters indicate any particular condition,

FI0. 44•

If purity of radio-frequenoy
output wave form were the
only requirement, all consid
eration of efficienoy, as

represented by the ratio of radio-frequency output to D.C, anode input, could be
neglected and a high mean anode current provided (as indicated by the anode milli
ammeter), about which value the sinusoidal radio-frequency output would fluctuate,
Such conditions sometimes apply in low power devices such as receivers, where high
efficienoy is not important, but, in transmitters using a considerable amount of
power, efficiency becomes important, It is, therefore, customary to sacrifice purity
of output for efficienoy, and to purify the output by the use of output circuits
carefully tuned and designed to provide the optimum impedance only to the desired
frequency component of the distorted radio-frequenoy output, To this end, Class u
amplifiers are usually associated with carefully designed output circuits,

PARALLEL FEED. FIG. 45.

C

H.T.
SERIES FEED.

Two sources of power are supp
lied to the amplifier stage

(i) The radio-frequenoy exoit
ation from the driver or
previous stage,

(ii) The DC, anode input,

In such an amplifier, the anode current is practically zero without radio-frequency
excitation on the grid circuit, but, as soon as excitation is applied, a reading is
obtained on the anode milliammeter, depending on the excitation applied and on the
impedance of the output circuit to the radio-frequency currents produced ther~in,

Consider an amplifier energised from a driver but with its anode nigh tension dis
connected" The radio-frequenoy voltage applied to the grid-cathode circuit of the
valve has the same effect as in the "diode", and rectification is produced giving a
reading on the grid milliammeter which shows the amount of excitation as the coupling
or tuning of the input circuits is adjusted,

Now, knowing that the grid is being adequately excited, the anode high tension
supply is connected" A radio-frequenoy current flows in the anode circuit, its value
depending on the impedance of the circuit, But what does the anode milliammeter
register? Not radio-frequency current, for it is a D.C, meter, It registers the
mean Value of current about which the radio-frequenoy currents fluctuate. (See
FA. a6,J.

MEAN VALUE

MEAN VALUE

DIP IN
mA___ J

Curve 1 with low impedance tank circuit,
Curve 2 with high impedance tank circuit at resonance,

3I0. 46. JAVE PORN AT U IN OIROUITS PIOS. 4A AND 43•
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When considering parallel resonance of a tank circuit, it was explained that such circuits
have a high impedance at resonance.

L(In a parallel resonant cirouit, Z = 5or and, although a high circulating current is
developed in the tank circuit itself, the anode radio-frequency current is a minimum at
resonance, being just sufficient to provide for the losses in the load R")

Anode circuits of amplifiers are designed to give a high impedance at the desired frequency
by having suitably designed tank circuits (with high Q) which are adjusted to resonance»
When off resonance, the impedance of the anode circuit is greatly reduced, being an
inductive impedance when the capacitor value is below the resonant value and capacitive
when it is above the value.

As the capacitor of the anode circuit is adjusted for resonance, the radio-frequency
current is varied in value and phase until at resonance it is a minimum, It has been
seen, however, that with heavily biased amplifiers the I0an anode current is proportional
to the impedance of the circuit, that is, to the amplitude of the radio-frequenoy oscilla
tions; therefore, the anode mill±ammeter gives a valuable indication and shows a dip
(Fig. 43) as the tuning capacitor is passed through resonance.

This may be understood more clearly after studying the curves of a Class C amplifying
valve, provided the fact is appreciated that every alternating or radio-frequenoy current
which does not fluctuate about a zero value is equivalent in all respects to a D.C», and
equal to the °@n value of the A"., plus an A.0. component which fluctuates about a zero
axis% These two components can be separated, so that the alternating or radio-frequency
component passes through one branch of a circuit having a suitable impedance and the
D,C% component passes through another branch, including a meter. It is instructive to trace
these separate branches in a typical amplifier anode cirouit, and sketch the wave form of
the electron flow in the several portions of the circuit.

Such an example is shown in Figs. 46, 47 and 48, which shows also the effect of reducing
the amplitude of the radio-frequency currents.

Curve 1 with low-impedance tank circuit%
Curve 2 with high-impedance tank cirouit at resonance«

WAVE FORM AT B IN CIROUITS FI08, 44 AND 45

WITH LOW IMPEDANCE TANK CIRCUIT'Ia.-----------------------
{DIP I

wrTH HIGH IMPEDAMCE TANK CIRCUIT AT RESONANCE} 1AMEAN MA,UE
OF zf AT "C

PAVE FOHN AT A JN OIRCUITS FIOS. 44 AND 45•
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Now, on coupling the load or aerial circuit to the output tank circuit of the trans
mitter, the impedance is reduced and the anode current is again increased, the
difference in reading being an indication of the power absorbed by the aerial
circuit,

Poyer Tnpu* and Output. Considering the relation of power output and input, the
product of the average values of the anode current and anode voltage is the measure
of the average anode input power, The useful power output is determined graphic
ally by analysing the anode current wave form for the fundamental frequency
component (R.M.S. value) and taking the square of this value by the equivalent
tuned circuit impedance»

A simple method of determining the power output from a radio-frequency power ampli
fier is by making a comparison of the power input conditions which exist when the
amplifier is in a loaded condition and an unloaded condition, An amplifier is said
to be loaded when it is supplying power to an external source, such as an aerial°
or the grid circuit of a following amplifier.

For example, in an amplifier with the aerial disconnected and the tank circuit tuned
to resonance, bhe anode circuit milliammeter reads 30 mA. When the anode voltage
is 1,000 volts, the power input in watts is -

IE " 0.03 x 1,000 = 30 watts,

When the amplifier is loaded by coupling up the aerial, the anode current rises to
150 mA and the power input is now 0.15 x 1,000 150 watts, which is an increase of
150 - 30 = 120 watts,

It is seen that the increased power is being absorbed in the aerial cirouit, but
this does not mean the whole of this power - the 120 watts - is being radiated,
The radiated power is somewhat less than this value, depending upon the aerial
losses (such as leakage, brush discharge, I?R losses, absorption and losses in the
ground connection) and chiefly upon the type of aerial used. However, an indica
tion of the general efficienoy of the aerial system is obtained by this method of
calculation.

he foregoing helps in understanding the operation of the bran~mitt~r shown in
Fig. 49. he operation or the power plant is described 1n Paper No. 9 of Radio II,

The transmitter shown in Fig. 49 is of the master-oscillator power-amplifier type,
also used in ships and mobile service, The master oscillator is of the Hartley
type, while the power amplifier uses two valves in parallel to give the desired
output, The grid bias for the amplifier is developed aoross the 1,000 ohm resistor,
connected to the lower portion of the oscillator tank inductor. Resistors of 100
ohms are connected in each amplifier grid lead. These resistors are not provided
for the purpose of biasing, but to suppress parasitic oscillations at a very high
frequency which are very prevalent in circuits operating with valves in parallel.
It must also be noted that the amplifier tank circuit capacitance is the aerial
to grouna capacitance in this case,

The tank circuit is resonated by varying the positions of the plate and filament..
ground taps. The grid system of neutralising is used in the amplifier,

/ Fig. 49%
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FI9. 49• TYPICAL MARINE TRANSMITTER (500 W)•
8. TEST QUESTIONS.

1" Illustrate two methods of coupling radio-frequenoy amplifiers in a transmitter and
mention their advantages or disadvantages relative to one another,

2. Define the terms shunt-feed and series-feed as applied generally to radio-frequency
amplifiers,

3 Name and briefly explain three essential differences between broadcast transmitters
as used in the medium-frequency and high-frequency bands,

4, Draw a sketch of an elementary one-valve transmitter and outline the principles of
operation,

5% Explain by means of sketches three methods of obtaining grid bias voltages for radio
transmitting valves. Which of these methods increases the liability of damage to
valves? Under what condition would the damage be likely to occur?

6., Draw a block schematic diagram of a low-power medium-frequency broadcast transmitter
designed to provide a high quality service,

7. Briefly describe two methods of coupling the final amplifier to the aerial, and refer
to any particular advantages or disadvantages associated with their use,

8, Feedback is often used to improve the performance of a broadcast transmitter, Explain
briefly a method of applying this and the advantages resulting therefrom.

9 With Fig, 30 as a guide, assemble Figs. 31-33 into a complete transmitter,

10, Assemble Figs. 34-38 in a similar fashion to Question 9.
END OF PAPER,
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1"1 Radio-frequency currents are generated by a transmitter and used to stress effectively
the propagation medium by means of an open oscillatory circuit or aerial designed to
produce radio-frequency electric and magnetic strains in a maximum amount of space.
These strains in space set up radio waves having a predetermined radio frequency, but
move out into space at a constant velocity (3 x 1go metres per second). These waves
are used to convey intelligence from the transmitting station to the receiving station.

Intelligence is usually one of two forms, either telegraphic or telephonic, but both
are concerned with using these radio or high-frequency waves to convey audio or low.
frequenoy effects which, are discerned by the ear. Therefore, the problem is to use
the radiation properties of the radio frequencies to convey the audio-frequency
intelligence. The basic principles involved in the process are outlined briefly
before describing the special equipment used at the transmitter and receiver to enable
the audio-frequency intelligence to be conveyed by the radio-frequency waves and to
be made available in an audio form at the receiver.

2. RADIO TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS.

2.1 The primary radio frequency oscillations sent out from a radio transmitting aerial are
known as the Carrier Wave. This carrier wave provides the means for carrying the
audio frequency, which is the electrical equivalent of the sound to be transmitted,
In the ordinary type of radio receiver, the sound reproducing device is unable to
respond to these radio frequencies, nor could the human ear respond to such radio
frequency vibrations, as they are above the limits of audibility. In order to
produce an audible sound in a receiver, it is necessary to break up the radio-frequency
waves into groups, or to "modulate" these at an audible frequency.

Before dealing with modulation systems and modulation, the several types of emission
are defined. These types are as defined by the International Radio Convention, 1938,
(Cairo).
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2.2 Type 1 Continuous Vaves (O.l.). The radio-frequenoy carrier at the radio station is
usually controlled by a key arranged to suppress emission in its normal position, the
result of keying being the transmission of the radio-frequency carrier in long or
short pulses according to the requirements of the code. (See Fig. 1a.)

HA0A2A8@89808A808A899A89A31TV1VIVI4UV1UL0VTVTVT7 TANA540Viv
FIG. 1a. CONTINUOUS WAVE. (KEY CONTROLLED:)

he method has the merit of simplicity, but requires a special type of receiver to
convert the received radio-frequency signals to an audible note, as the only sound
heard on an ordinary receiver is a slight hissing sound. A receiver having reaction,
or a local oscillator which generates a signal to "beat" with the received carrier and
thus give an audible note, is required to hear these signals,

2.3 Dy9° A? Interrupted Continuous Vaves (I.0.".). mhis name originated from the method of
breaking or interrupting the radio wave at an audio-frequency rate. A dash consists
of a long train of radio-frequency carrier broken into short groups of radio-frequency
oscillations, the number of groups depending on the rate of interruption. For
example, suppose the carrier frequency is 500,000 c/s and a dash of 1 second duration
is sent, then the dash consists of 500,000 complete oscillations (C.W.). When the
carrier is interrupted 1,000 times per second, then the dash consists of 1,000 groups

209,990of radio_frequenoy waves each containing*r> _- 500 radio-frequenoy oscillations
1,000

(I.0.W.). (See Fig. 1b.)

BANN AN, HAAN AAA MR9N
TUT! V0UV UUVU 40TU UVTT $TSUVVTT

FIG. 1b. INTERRUPTED CONTINUOUS WAVE.

Modulated Continuous laves (N.O.l.). phis wavo is similar to the I.0.W., but vhe
chopper is replaced by an audio-frequency modulating note having a sinusoidal wave
form. [his method enables pure reproduction of any note or group of notes or even
speech. (See Fig. 1c.)

PIG. 1c, MODULATED CONTINUOUS WAVE. (EEr 0o3TH0LL8D.)

2.4 Type A} Radio Telephony_ and Broadcasting: mhis is a special case of M.0.W., the
difference being that the carrier wave is radiated continuously during transmission
and that the equipment is designed for high quality service. (See Fig. 1d.)
Reference to Fig. 1d shows that the carrier wave amplitude is not constant, and any
system of modulation which thus affects the carrier is termed Amplitude Modulation,

»AA'N/WI.AU"VS1""UVUy" "uUtvvU]Tay\v\Jvvvv
FIG. 1d. ,0.W. TELEPHONY.
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2.5 Much work has been done in recent years on a system whereby the amplitude of the carrier
is kept constant and the modulating frequency causes a variation of the transmitter
frequency at a rate corresponding to modulating frequency. [his system is known as
Frequenoy Modulation,

2.6 When I.C.W. or M.C.W. signals are received on an aerial, radio-frequency currents in
similar groups or of similar varying amplitude to that in the transmitter aerial flow
in the receiving circuits, which are tuned to provide a minimum circulating impedance,
These currents could be used to operate any thermal device if they were of sufficient
intensity, but, under practical conditions, they are so small in value that amplifi
cation is usually desirable, and even then there is little advantage in using them to
operate any mechanical device. The requirements of radio telephony are the production
of audio-frequency currents in a telephone receiver or loud-speaker, so that the
appropriate sounds are heard by the ear. [his is brought about by making use of the
fact that certain substances and devices have a resistance, which varies with the
amplitude and direction of the applied current. he characteristic curves of a Linear
and a Non-Linear device are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 respectively»

I

1
$
l:z
ILi

I
VOLTAGE E

CHARACTERISTIC CURVE OF
"LINEAR" RESISTANCE.

R.F. CURRENT

VERAGE VALUE I

le
~ VOLTAGE.

I
I

CHARACTERISTIC CURVE OF "NON
LINEAR" DETECTOR.

FI0. >:
Non-linear" devices are known as Detectors, as they "detect' the presence of radio
frequency current by producing a varying D.. equal to the mean value of radio
frequency current passing through these an varying in accordance with the amplitude,
Thus, a detector is used to produce a varying D.C. or an audio current from a circuit
containing radio frequency current of varying amplitude. A detector does this by
distorting the output, because of the non-linearity of its voltage/current curve, and
producing an output which, instead of swinging symmetrically about a steady value,
swings symmetrically about a varying mean value (Fig. 4) which follows the variations
in amplitude of the radio-frequency wave. This varying mean current follows exactly
the intelligence impressed on the transmitter. [he current is passed through a low
frequency circuit of suitable impedance in the output of the detector of a receiver,
in which is incorporated a telephone receiver which follows this fluctuating "mean
value" current and producessound waves therefrom.

/ rig. 4.
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(a) Symmetrical Radio-Freguenoy Received Ourrent.

~ Jr& ~ MEAN VALUE I-adad
(b) Distorted Radio-Frequeno

Steze of a Receiver {Showi
Detector
Meani•

CURVES OF DETECTION.

2.7 Basic Radiation is pictured, as shown in Fig. 5, as a "carrier" of the audio-frequenoy
intelligence.

In the transmitter, the "carrier wave" is MODULATED to produce the variations of ampli
tude which convey the "signal frequency," while, in the receiver, a type of distortion
or partial rectification (know as DETECTION) takes place to produce a current at the
"signal frequency" which actuates the telephone receivers or loud-speakers,

(@) Modulating Ourrent (Audio Freguenoy)-

(b) Carrier yave (Radio Frequengy.)

r- _MODULATION IN
IN*"AOCCogDANCE wITN
'a,I AUDIO FREQUECY

e"
4+, N ,.

6•r' 6 I
8 I

I % / % 2'1
\ %

d
A..
i il*

I \ v
/

i
J),

\

• ', I

I
+CARRIER WAVE

-4$
JoDuLArtoN

ENVELOPE

,%

(e) Modulatins Carrier Wave (Radio Frequenoy).

REQUIREMENTS AOR TIE TRANSMISSION OF INTELLIGENCE.
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3. MODULATION.

3.1 Modulation, therefore, is defined as the process of imparting to the radio-frequency
carrier wave the intelligence it is desired to transmit. There are three types of
modulation now in use -

(i) Amplitude Modulation, in which the carrier frequency remains constant,
but its amplitude is varied in accordance with the level of the applied
audio frequency and at a rate equal to this latter frequency.

(ii) phase Modulation, in which the carrier amplitude remains constant but
the phase angle varies at a rate equal to the applied audio frequency,
the degree of variation depending on the magnitude of the applied
audio frequency,

(iii) Frequ?no¥ Modulation, in which the carrier amplitude remains constant, but
the frequency is periodically varied about the unmodulated value at a
rate equal to the applied audio frequency, the deviation from normal
frequenoy depending on the magnitude of the applied audio frequency,

Types (ii) and (iii) are not dealt with at this stage.

3.2 Amplitude Modulation. he power developed in the tuned circuit of an amplifier, arid
hence the amplitude of the carrier wave, depend on several different factors including
the following -

(i) The value of the H.T. voltage applied to the amplifier anode.
(ii) The steady potential of the grid.

(iii) The relation between the impedance of the tuned circuit and the A.C.
resistance of the valve.

An alteration of any one of these factors produces a change in the carrier amplitude.
It is seen that, when the alteration is an audio-frequency variation whose amplitude
corresponds to that of music or speech vibrations (Fig. 5a), the carrier amplitude is
modulated in amplitude in a similar manner as shown in Fig. 5c,

3•3 Theory_of Amplitude Modulation. The effect of amplitude modulation is explained as
follows. Let the anode circuit of the transmitter (Fig. 6) contain a source of
continuous current and an induced A.C. from the transformer PS. Normally, the anode
receives a supply of "B" battery current, and oscillations of amplitude A (Fig. 7a)
are set up in the aerial, When the key is closed, an A.C. is impressed on the anode

current, and the voltage of the anode varies according to the frequency of this
impressed alternating voltage. When tho peak value of the alternating voltage is in
the same direction as the D.C. anode voltage, the total anode voltage is increased.
When the A.C. cycle reverses, the anode voltage is reduced. The anode voltage, there
fore, can be made to vary between zero and twice the D.0. voltage,

Wen such a transmitter is correctly adjusted, the aerial current varies with the
applied anode voltage. Therefore, in this case, the aerial current varies between
zero and twice the D.C. value, as shown in Fig. Tb. he oscillations represented
are completely modulated and are said to be modulated 100 per cent.

I TWA7ZADRA7
EVUUNUNUUUUUUUUUUU

(a)

.Alta..
TI

SIMPLE CIRCUIT FOR PRODUCING A.M. WAVES.
(b)

AMPLITUDE MODULATED WAVES.

FIG. 6.
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Fig. 8 shows the relation of anode voltage to aerial and anode feed current.
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RELATION OF ANODE VOLTAGE TO AERIAL

AND ANODE FEED CURRENT.

Power is required to cause an aerial
current to vary at audio frequencies,
that is, to modulate the carrier, It
can be shown that, when the aerial current
is caused to vary according to a sine
wave, the power in the aerial increases
according to the following formula -

where P = Power in watts for any degree
of modulation,

(I1) = Aerial current without
modulation,

(I2) = Maximum variation of aerial
current, and

R = Effective aerial resistance in
ohms •

If the carrier is not modulated, the power in the aerial is -

2P = (I1)* R.

With complete modulation, that is, when I1 equals I2, the aerial power from the
previous formula is -

2P= 1.5 (I1)° R.

The 50 per cent. increase in aerial power, which corresponds to approximately 22 per
cent. increase in the aerial current for 100 per cent. modulation, is the additional
power being radiated because of the forced variation of the aerial current due to
modulation. In the above case, the added or sideband power is supplied by external
sources, or by a change in anode circuit efficiency resulting from suitable grid
excitation of the radio-frequency amplifier.

The aerial current from a Class C radio-frequency amplifier is essentially proportional
to the anode current and voltage supplied to the anode of the amplifier valve, so that,
when the anode current is caused to vary, the aerial current varies in the same manner.
his indirect way of causing a variation of aerial current requires considerable power
to modulate the carrier 100 per cent., because of the losses in the radio-frequency
amplifier output valve. The modulation of the anode supply to a Class C radio
frequency amplifier is commonly called anode modulation, and the power for modulation
must be supplied from an external source. Therefore, the greater the efficiency of
the output valve and coupling system, the greater is the output power and corresponding
sideband power. fo determine the modulation efficiency, it is necessary to make a few
calculations on the anode circuit values to determine the power requirements.

As has been previously stated, the anode current, when modulated, is in reality an
A"C. impressed on the steady D.C. supplied to the amplifier valve. {his condition is
represented in Fig. 9, in which Ia is the value of anode current without modulation and
Imax is the maximum audio variation of anode current when modulated, The power
represented by these two currents is found by using the formula -

P1 - Ig; watts.
8

/ Fig. 9
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The anode voltage is known as well as the D.C. value
of the anode current, so that -

P1 = Iala watts

in which Ea = Anode supply voltage,

and Pi = Power input to amplifier valve.

.". Iaka • I°RIa
Eaand R1 = 5,

max*RtSince Ia and Ea are constant, the power required to modulate Ia is* 'watts,

which modulates the anode current I~ per cent. When the modulation is 100 per

cent., Imax = Ia and the power required to modulate in the anode circuit is 50 per
cent•, of the D.C. power to the anode.

3. 4 Percentage Modulation. mhe degree of amplitude
the amplitude variation of the transmitted wave,

PEAK
MODULATED
AMPLITUDE

ZERO
AMPLITUDE

IM = 2lc
le

modulation is desoribed in terms of
and is usually given as a decimal

modulation factor or as a percentage.
The modulation factor expressed in
percentage is 100 times the
maximum departure (positive or
negative) of the envelope of a modu
lated wave from its unmodulated
value divided by its unmodulated
value.

....-------
(a) 100 Per Cent. Modulated.

CARRIER JPE

(b) Lesa than 100 Per Oont. Modulated:

OVER 100 °%

I
CUT-OFF

(e) Over-Modulated.

Fig. 10 shows curves of amplitude
modulation, with the amplitude
relations for determining percentage
modulation shown.

In the form of an equation, the
expression for percentage modulation
is -

GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF AN AMPLITUDE
MODULATED WAVE.

Im - IcPercentage M = ts x 100

where Im = the maximum amplitude of
the positive peak or the maximum
amplitude of the negative peak, an
Ic = the unmodulated carrier
amplitude. In the case of over
modulation shown in (c), the positive
percentage is greater than 100.
However, the negative percentage is
never greater than 100, because the
amplitude cannot become less than
zero. Such a condition results in
a distortion of the wave envelope,
the envelope being the outline of
the radio-frequency cycle peak.

PIG. 10.
/3.5
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3.5 Sideband Frequencies. Whilo it ia usual to modulate a carrier wave by varying its
at.latuas zi th% ae@ired audible frequenoy, it is possible to produce an exactly
equivalent modulated output (where one note only is to be conveyed) by mixing with the
carrier wave another radio-frequency wave slightly different in frequency, and this
mixture is effected at any point. It can be proved mathematically or graphically that
a mixture of two pure waves gives a resultant wave whose amplitude varies at a fre
quency equal to the difference between the two equal amplitude radio-frequency waves.
For instance, a wave with a frequency of 1,000 ke/s, when mixed with a wave having a
frequenoy of 1,001 ke/s or 999 ke/s, is modulated or varied in amplitude with a fro
quenoy of 1 ke/s. his effect is noted when two stations interfere by transmitting
carrier waves with adjacent radio frequencies, and is well-known to all broadcast
listeners. This effect also is produced by feeding the final amplifier from two
master oscillators differing slightly in frequency. Also, it is produced in a 0.W,
receiver, where the extra radio frequency is not mixed with the carrier wave until it
has reached the receiver.

At this stage, it is important to appreciate that a modulated wave is mer0]J a miXUUI
o$ radio-fr0gu@n0y_ VEVeg however it is represented, graphically or mathematically. In
Fae€, an1"oaulatda • Fluctuating radio-frequenoy waves are show to be mixtures of
pure sine waves of constant amplitude, the number and frequency distribution of the
components increasing witn the irregularity or abruptness of the changes in the
amplitude of the combined mixture. his applies no matter how the complex non
sinusoidal wave form is produced.

It is only necessary to mix one frequency with the carrier to produce modulation at
any given note, and sucb "single sideband" systems exist and are becoming more import
ant. These systems have been developed to the stage where the extra or 'sideband"
frequency alone is transmitted, the carrier frequency being provided at the receiver.
However, in the simple modulation system as used in M.C.W. telegraph transmitters and
in broadcast transmitters, it can be shown that the complex varying amplitude wave
modulated by a single note is equivalent in all respects to a mixture of three waves.
When "o" c/g is the radio-frequency carrier frequency and "m" c/s is the modulating
note, the complex modulated wave is equivalent in all respects to thres component pure
sine waves with frequenoy (o - m), c and (c + m) c/s.

Thus, radio frequencies having numerical values equal to the carrier frequency plus and
minus the modulation frequency are produced by the process of amplitude modulation.
These frequencies are symmetrically distributed on both sides of the carrier frequency
in what are called the upper and lower sidebands. At 100 per cent. modulation, the
combined maximum amplitude of the two sidebands is equal to the carrier amplitude or
the maximum amplitude of one sideband is one-half the carrier amplitude. With 100 per
cent, modulation by a single tone, the two sidebands contain one-third of the total
average power.

The sideband view-point in some cases, pr~sents a more desirable picture of amplitude
modulation, as it shows that, during the process of modulation, the modulated signal
appears as three components (or more) on three (or more) different frequencies. This
view-point is shown in Fig. 11.

Assume that a carrier frequency of 1,000 kc/s is modulated by a steady audio frequenoy
of 7.5 ke/s. The process of modulation results in the generation of two additional
frequencies, one of 1,007.5 ke/s and another of 992.5 ke/s. These frequencies are
know as the upper and lower sidebands respectively, As this interaction of frequencies
occurs in the transmitting circuit, these reactions produce a resultant amplitude
change in the output wave form, and its form is as shown in Fig, 11. In other words,
the resultant wave-shape represents the instantaneous sum of the three radio frequencies.

/ Fig. 11
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FIG. 11.

It is this wave which represents the true picture of the modulated output emanating
from the transmitter during the process of modulation. he ratio of the sum of the
two sidebands divided by the carrier frequenoy is generally referred to as the modu
lation factor, expressed

I1 + I2 2ls
ai5i5

The interaction of the sideband frequencies with the carrier frequenoy, produces (on
detection) the resultant or beat frequency. Hence, in the case of 7.5 ke/s
modulation, there are sideband frequencies of 7.5 kc/s above and 7.5 ke/s below that
of the carrier frequency or a band-width of 15 ko/s, but the actual resultant fre
quenoy due to the interactions is 7.5 kc/s. The intelligibility, therefore, is
entirely due to the sideband frequencies and their reactions with the carrier and
not to the carrier frequency alone.

/ 5he
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The power contained in the sidebands depends upon the variations in the amplitude of
the wave. Consequently, when the modulation cycle is complete or 100 per cent., the
maximum amount of power is contained in the sideband. As the intelligence bearing
portion of the modulated wave is not the carrier but the sidebands, it follows that
the greater the sideband amplitude the greater is the useful portion of the wave.
For a wave completely modulated (that is 100 per cent.), two-thirds of the total wave
energy is concentrated in the carrier with the remaining one-third in the sidebands
when the modulating signal is a pure tone. he sideband power varies between this
one-third maximum and zero directly as the square of the modulation degree.

When the sideband power is calculated, it is found that the following relations hold.

Percentage Percentage of Percentage of
Total Power Total PowerModulation. in Carrier. in Sidebands.

0 100 0.0
25 97 3.0
50 89 11.0
75 78 22.0

100 66.6 33.3

(Note. These power relations hold strictly only with a sinusoidal (pure tone) modu
lating signal. For speech modulation, the sideband power values are approximately
halved.)

Hence, in a wave modulated 25 per cent. by a pure tone signal, only 3 per cent. of the
total power is useful power. For 50 per cent, modulation, the useful power is
increased to 11 per cent. of the total with single tone modulation. A 100 per cent.
modulated wave delivers 11 times as much energy as one modulated 25 per cent., as
shown in the above table.

3.6 Amplitude Modulation Methods. Modulation takes place through any of the valve
electrodes. Typical types of modulation are -

(i) Anode modulation,

(ii) Grid modulation,

(iii) Suppressor-grid modulation,

(iv) Screen-grid modulation,

(v) Cathode modulation, and

(vi) Push-pull grid modulation.

Anode Modulation is perhaps the most commonly used, as it provides excellent linearity
up to high degrees of modulation, has low distortion and reasonable efficienoy. A
typical anode-modulated amplifier is the "Heising", and it is essentially an ordinary
Class 0 amplifier in which the modulating voltage is superimposed upon the D.C. anode
supply voltage. his makes the total effective anode voltage consist of the sum
of the D.C. anode-supply voltage and the modulating voltage, and so corresponds to the
desired modulation envelope. Typical circuit arrangements are shown in Figs, 12 and
13, the difference being the use of transformer coupling in Fig. 13, instead of the
choke in Fig. 12. Consider Fig. 12 in which V1 is the modulated amplifier (mod-amp)
and V2 the modulator, In this arrangement, both Vi and V2 receive their anode supply
from a common source through a large choke coil or anode reactor L2. Phe successful
operation of this system depends almost entirely upon the design of the reactor choke
coil.

/ In
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In Fig. 12, the anode power supply for the Class 0 amplifier and modulator valves is
from a common source B1, the anodes being fed through the choke L2 which operates as
a transformer having a 1 : 1 ratio, The modulation frequency voltage developed
across this choke is added to and subtracted from the supply voltage impressed on the
anode of the amplifier valve, giving the resultant modulation as previously indicated.
To maintaiu fidelity at low audio frequencies, the choke L2 must be of high inductance.

CLASS C MODULATED AMP MODULATOR
,.... -------------◄-------------~
ci

I I
I I

vI v 2

INPUT FROM
"8"*"piµIr1µy]4T,"" Lahµ+ ilhe!

IMPUT TO AERIAL
BASIC HEISING ANODE MODULATOR.

FIG. 12.

Resistor R in series with the anode of Vi is provided to operate this valve at a
relatively lower anode potential than that of the modulator valve, so that the
percentage of modulation of the carrier frequency is very high. The capacitor
shunted across this resistor is necessary to allow the low-frequency variations to be
applied to the anode of the radio-frequency amplifier valve. Without this capacitor,
the low-frequenoy variations are taken up by the resistor in the form of IR-drop
losses and serious distortion results.

Fig. 13 is known as the "modified" Heising and has two advantages over Fig. 12,
firstly, the elimination of R and C from the high voltage side of L1 (these must with
stand very high voltages), and, secondly, the transformer is designed to match the
modulators to their load. In this circuit, the valve V1 amplifies the radio-frequency
signal applied to its grid and oathode from the driver stage. C1 is a blocking
capacitor to prevent a D.C. bridge aqross the anode-supply battery B1. LC is the
amplifier tank circuit.

LI CARRIER FREQUENCY WAVE
1° I

vi +

RE ,
DRIVER INPUT FROM IN I
INPUT SPEECH AMP. I I I- -- ' *! L{Lu ihjeI

I L I
+ --"i
0

_L- +..L"
INPUT TO AERIAL

(a) Modified Heising Modulator,

AUDIO FREQUENCY WAVE

(b) Modulating Effect of Aud1g-E'reguoney
Waye on Carrier Frequengy:

A¥ODA MODULATED 9LASS 0 AMPLIFIER,

rI0, 13•
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he valve V2 is the modulator, which is an audio-frequency amplifier. Speech or music from
the preceding speech amplifier is impressed upon the input circuit of this valve. The
modulator output is delivered to transformer !1, the secondary of which is connected in
series with the anode supply to V1. L1 is a radio-frequency choke provided to prevent radio
frequency currents from entering the modulator and power supply. [he modulator is designed
to produce across the secondary of {1 a voltage just equal to that of the anode voltage on Vt
supplied by battery Bi, when the audio-frequency input voltage to V2 just reaches its maximum,

Suppose that the anode-voltage on the valve V1 (Fig. 13a) is 1,000 volts and that, without
modulation, the peak radio-frequency current in the aerial circuit is 1 ampere. [hen, let
an audio-voltage be applied to the input of V2 of such a wave form as shown in the lower
wave of Fig. 13b. When the audio wave starts at point Bon this curve, there is no change
of anode current in V2, hence a voltage is not built up across the secondary (S) of 1»
However, as the audio voltage increases to the point C on the curve, the secondary voltage of
1 increases, finally reaching a maximum of 1,000 volts. Assume that for this half of the
audio wave the secondary voltage is in series, adding to the battery potential of B1, that is
the upper side of the secondary is positive, thus adding to the voltage of B1. The total
voltage on the anode of V1 is now 2,000 volts» With double the anode voltage, the anode
current doubles and the peak radio-frequency currents in the aerial circuit increase. Con
versely, on the other half of the audio wave (from D to F on the curve of Fig. 13b), a second
ary voltage is built up in !1 and is equal to 1,000 volts at the point E, but this voltage
is negative and opposes that of B1. The anode voltage on Vj now totals zero, hence the
anode-current and radio-frequency output-current peaks are zero,

At the point F on the audio wave, the voltage to V2 is zero, there is no voltage induced in
P1 and the valve V1 operates normally with 1,000 volts on the anode. Thus, in passing
through the entire audio cycle, the anode voltage on Vt effectively varies from normal, up
to twice normal, back to normal, down to zero and finally back to normal, completing the
oyele. Accordingly, the carrier-frequency peak currents are caused to vary correspondingly,
that is, the amplitude of tho carrier wave is made to vary in accordance with the audio wave,
his is called amplitude modulation,

In these paragraphs, only 100 per cent. modulation has been considered, in which the peak
values of carrier current vary from zero to twice normal. When the audio-input voltagec 1MAX.is less than that required to produce

i r x----------- this degree of change, then the per-
c{ .-i--------F- ----------- centage of modulation is correspond-
,}ingly loss. [his condition is neces-

E{ e_-----i------ sary, because the changes in the radio
cl I !frequency currents must not only repro-e! e__]_.--_i.-r sent the different frequencies in

IMN { ! i speech or music but must also follow
ii Eb~MOPµ!AIINGi MODULATION ENVELOPE all the variations in amplitude of the
{ i i VOLTAGE I speech or music. The modulating ampli-

I I
l, i !fier together with the modulator must,

j1therefore, have a linear-frequency
j } MODULATING response and a linear-amplitude

VOLTAGE characteristic, and it is these
features which require careful design
of the modulating stage,

A linear-amplitude characteristic means
that a unit change of anode voltage
causes a unit change of radio-frequency
output current. When a curve is
plotted for anode voltage versus output
current for the modulating amplifier,
with the radio input to this stage held

constant, the curve must be practically a straight line» [his type of curve is called a
dynamic" characteristic of the valve» In the development of a radio transmitter many such
curves are plotted, in order to determine the necessary voltage and output impedance to pro
duce this desired straight characteristic,

I
I
I
I
I

AMODE SUPPLY VOLTAGE Eb
FI0. 14. TYPICAL LINEARITY CURVE.

A typical linearity curve is shown in Fig. 14.
/ Adjustment
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Adjustment for {roper Modulation. When anode modulation is to be undistorted, the
radio-frequenoy amplifier's anode circuit must behave as a pure resistance, that is, the
ratio of anode voltage to radio._froquenoy oubpub ourrenb mus+ remain consbant for anode
voltages from zero to twice the operating value. [his condition is only met when the
grid is driven to saturation, that is, when sufficient excitation is applied so that
any addition fails to result in increased output power. Given grid saturation, the
output impedance must be adjusted by varying the coupling to the load (aerial), until
he linear relation between anode voltage and current is obtained at the same time
that the power input and effective modulating resistance called for by the design are
established. Furthermore, this relation is never obtained with the Class C radio
frequency amplifier unless grid bias is secured automatically by means of a grid
resistor. Fixed C-battery bias does not give the necessary change at low instantaneous
anode voltage, where the peak grid voltage almost equals the minimum anode voltage.

Assuming all these conditions to be fulfilled, the output is tested for linearity by
means of a very simple device. [his instrument is essentially a linear rectifier or
detector of the type shown in Fig. 15.

c

DE9DE TTPB CARRIER SHIFT INDICATOR.

PI0, 15:

When modulation is symmetrical, which it must be for distortionless transmission, the
positive peaks of the modulation envelope are the same amplitude as the negative peaks
for corresponding modulation oyoles (refer back to Fig. 5c). In other words, the
envelope amplitude varies equally on both sides of the unmodulated carrier amplitude
value. It follows that the average radio-frequency amplitude during modulation is equa'l
to the unmodulated carrier amplitude. This faot provides a very convenient and certain
method for checking linearity by means of a oarrier shift indicator.

The linear rectifier is coupled to the radio-frequency amplifier under test, and a con
venient deflection is obtained on the meter with the carrier unmodulated. When modu
lation is applied, no change in the rectifier output appears unless the modulation
oharacteristic of the modulating amplifier is non-linear and the modulation oapalili#a
is exceeded. This change in deflection, when it odours, is knew as carrier-shift,
By carrier-shift is meant the shift in the average envelope amplitude during the modu
lation oycle. Carrier-shift is not to be confused with frequency-shift, whioh has
nothing to do with the processes under discussion. A positive shift indicates that
the time-average of the positive half-cycle is greater than that of the negative half
cycle and conversely,

In the interpretation of results, the following points, in conjunction with Fig. 16, are
helpful when testing Class C amplifiers.

(i) A negative shift usually indicates insufficient grid excitation or too high an
output impedance, or both. When it is known from previous tests that grid
saturation exists for the anode voltage in use, then negative shift definitely
indicates a load impedance in excess of the proper value for linearity.

(ii) A positive shift usually denotes too low an output impedance or over-modulation,
which causes the negative peaks to cross the zero axis for an appreciable portion
of the modulation cycle,

/ Fig. 16.
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THAN N°}

CORRECT Z° BUT INSUFFICIENT
EXCITATION

LOW Z° BUT INSUFFICIENT
EXCITATION

Z° = LOAD IMPEDANCE

ANODE VOLTAGE-»

CURVES FOR CLASS C AMPLIFIERS.

FIG. 16.
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Adjusting Output Tppedanoe to the Proper Value. In practice, most radio-frequenoy
amplifiers work into a tuned circuit adjusted for resonance at the working frequenoy.
When resonance exists, the load presented to the valve is a pure resistance having a
numerical value equal to

2 2
X0 XL XLX0 L

zr = S - z-z-5o

Increasing ±he reactance, that is, the number of turns, increases the output impedance,
and vice versa. Increasing the coupling to the load reduces the effective output
impedance, and the converse of this is also true. A fault in some transmitters
designed for audio operation is that high-C output circuits are used, in which case,
to obtain resonance, the inductances are sufficiently small to make it impossible to
adjust the output imp~dance properly.

Roe, The anode load impedanoe may be boo large, especially in high-power brans-
4a4fers where inadequate tank capacitance is provided. As shown in a previous Paper,
there is an optimum L-C ratio, considering excitation requirements, efficiency and
harmonic output. This generally suitable optimum ratio requires bank capacitances of
approximately 200 µµr at 3.5 Mo/s, 100 µµF at 7 Mo/s and 50 uuF at 14 Me/s, the tank
capacitance being inversely proportional to frequenoy.

When the foregoing procedure has been rigorously followed, the modulating amplifier
should be able to do its job properly. The actual modulation degree can be checked
with a cathode-ray oscilloscope, or, approximately, with the usual current-squared
galvanometer, provided a linear rectifier is also used with the latter to ensure that
no oarrier-shift is present. A current-squared instrument, or any other effective
current or voltage indicating device, shows both the increase due to modulation and
carrier-shift at the same time, and there is no way of separating them. [hese methods
of indicating modulation are not satisfactory on anything but steady tone, because of
the inherent inertia of thermo-instruments.

/ arid
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BROADCAST TRANSMITTER (A.M.A.)

Rear entrance showing artificial aerial
(left), modulation transformer and choke,
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Grid Modulation.

muIasets

In this method of modulation, the output of a Class C amplifier is
controlled by varying the grid bias of the valve. A suitable circuit arrangement is

shown in Fig. 17a and consists of an
ordinary Class C amplifier, in which
the effective bias voltage consists of
a D.C. component upon which is super
imposed the alternating modulating
voltage through transformer 1. With
proper circuit proportions, the radio
frequency output voltage of such an
arrangement is made to vary almost
linearly with changes in the effectiveTI MODULATOR

,__.....,..\\\~,o """'"'"'
Eb

(a)

Ee

Circuit.

CUT OFF GRID
BIA5.

(b) Voltage applied to Grid.

(©) Anode Ourront.

GRID MODULATED CLASS C AMPLIFJER AND CURVES SHOWING
DETAILS OF OPERATION.

bias,

For proper operation of a grid-modulated
amplifier, the conditions at the crest
of the modulation cycle correspond to
ordinary Class C operation. The only
other special consideration is that it
is desirable to operate with less grid
excitation or drive than is customary
with Class C amplifier operation.

In designing a grid-modulated amplifier,
a valve is chosen so that the normal
Class C amplifier rating is at least
four times the desired carrier power.
This valve is able to handle the crest
of the modulation cycle when the power
output is four times the carrier power.
The valve is then adjusted for con
ditions at the crest value of the modu
lation cycle in the same manner as any
other Class C amplifier.

FI0. 17

When modulation occurs in this stage,
that is, when audio-frequenoy voltages
are induced in the secondary of trans
former 1 from the modulation, the
audio voltage acts with the fixed grid
bias to make it larger or smaller,
depending upon which half of the oyele
is effective at that particular moment.

Thus, the total grid bias is made to vary in accordance with the audio input, and,
following the normal valve action of grid voltage upon anode current, the anode current
is made to increase when the total negative bias is low and to decrease when the
negative bias is high, These changes of anode current produce corresponding changes
in the radio-frequency output, which is the effect explained under amplitude modula
tion. Therefore, the audio frequency causes a change of the bias, a change of the
anode current, and resulting variations of radio-frequency output corresponding to
the variations in the audio-frequency input voltages - hence the term grid-bias
modulation. One of the advantages ot this system is that, although the modulated
stage may be handling considerable power, very little audio-frequenoy power is required
to modulate it.

he disadvantage of grid modulation is the very low average anode efficienoy. This
is because the crest alternating voltage between the cathode and anode must have a
value less than half the anode supply voltage during unmodulated intervals, when this
alternating voltage is still to be less than the anode supply potential at the crest
of the modulation cycle. As a consequence, the anode efficienev during modulation
conditions is only half as great as for an ordinary Class C amplifier anode modulated.

/ Suppressor
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SUpPr0ss0r-Grid Modulation. he output of a pentode Class 0 amplifier is controlled
by applying to the suppressor-grid a modulating voltage superimposed upon a suitable
bias, as shown in Fig. 18.

FIG. 18.

BY PA5S
FOR R.E ONLY

j
R.EC

......___"='__• Ir------~'~ A.F. INPUT.

SUPPRESSOR-GRID MODULATION.

l-

The operation of this arrangement makes use of the fact that, as the suppressor-grid
potential is made increasingly negative, a virtual cathode is formed between suppressor
and screen. The anode current and hence the output then become less, the more
negative the suppressor voltage.

The anode efficiency is approximately half the efficiency obtained in normal Class C
operation; the overall efficienoy is somewhat less because of the screen-grid losses,

The linearity of modulation is not particularly high. Also, the screen current rises
during the negative portion of the modulation cycle, so that care must be taken to avoid
exceeding the allowable screen dissipation when suppressor-grid modulation is used.

Screen-Grid Modulation. Modulation is occasionally obtained by applying the modulating
voltage to the screen grid of the valve superimposed upon the screen voltage. !his is
analogous to anode modulation of a triode, and requires considerably less modulating
power in proportion to output than with ordinary anode modulation. At the same time,
the modulation characteristic is not particularly linear, and the anode efficiency has
the same low value obtained with control-grid modulation.

Cathode_Modulation. In cathode modulation, the modulating voltage is applied between
the cathode and earth of a Class C amplifier, as shown in Fig. 19. his arrangement
is essentially a combination of control-grid and anode modulation, with the former
predominating• The anode efficienoy, modulating power and carrier power obtainable
from a given valve are accordingly intermediate between the corresponding oases of
pure anode and pure grid modulation, with a tendenoy towards the latter,

BIAS

R.E. BY-PASS

F10. 19:

MODULATING
VOLTAGE

--
9ATHODR MODULATION,

, ......
I

HT+
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rush-rull (rid Modulation. This method of grid modulation is superior to that described
previously, and a typical circuit is given in Fig. 20.

PUSH PULL
INPUT
(R. E)

C 1

AUDIO
INPUT

c2

BIAS

N.C.

HT

cs

HT

REC,

STE
MODULATED

OUT PUT

PUSH-PULL GRID-MODULATED AMPLIFIER.

FIG. 20.

The radio-frequenoy input voltage is impressed upon the grids of V1 and V2 out of
phase, that is, when one grid is negative the other is positive, and the amplified
radio-frequenoy voltage appears across the anodes similarly, but in reverse order.
The output of the valves is delivered to the succeeding stage through the trans-
former I2, which must be tuned to the carrier frequenoy by the centre-tapped capacitor
C5% The secondary of 2 is tuned, and delivers the radio-frequency power to the
resistance Ri and the succeeding stages,

The grid bias is adjusted to anode current cut-off or beyond, depending on the
required operating conditions.

When audio-frequenoy voltages are applied via transformer I1, they are impressed
upon the grids in phase, both grids being either positive or negative at the same
time. Since this in-phase conditionis the same as that previously existing as far
as the grid bias is conoemned, the audio voltages act with the grid bias, adding to
it or subtracting from it, according to which half of the oycle is effective at the
particular instant. fhus, the total grid bias varies in accordance with the audio
input, and, following the normal action of grid voltage upon anode current, the
anode current increases during the positive half-cycles. These changes of anode
current produce corresponding changes in the radio-frequency output, thus the
amplitude of the radio-frequency carrier wave varies in accordance with the applied
audio-frequenoy voltages. One advantage of this system is that, although the
modulated stage is handling considerable power, very little audio power is required
to modulate it.

Comolus40n+ Numerous other oirouits for producing Amplitude Modulation have been
devised, but the foregoing notes show the principles involved,

/ Speech
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SPEECH INPUT BQUIPIBNT RACKS AT H.F. RADIO STATION, LYNDHURST.

4. SPEECH INPUT EQUIPMENT.

4.1 It is convenient at this juncture to refer to some items of equipment installed in the
transmitter building, and known as "Speech Input Equipment". As the name implies, it
is a terminating point for the incoming programmes from the studios, Speech input
equipment also provides a convenient centre for switching programmes, for conducting
modulation and overall response tests, and for connecting an emergency studio to the
transmitter in the event of a breakdown of the circuits from the studios. (Trans
mitters are, in most cases, located some distance from their associated studios.)

4.2 The equipment generally comprises audio-frequency amplifiers, limiting amplifiers, audio
frequency oscillators, local studio amplifiers, gain controls, telephone and monitoring
lines, etc., mounted on suitable racks with power supplies and jack fields. Details
of amplifiers, oscillators, etc., are given in other Papers dealing with Measurements
and Studio and Programme Equipment.

Block schematic circuits of typical speech input equipment are shown in Figs. 21 and 22

/ Typical
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5 • DETECTION OR DEMODULATION.
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5"1 Detection or demodulation is defined as the process of extracting from the modulated
radio-frequency carrier wave the intelligence imparted to it by the process of modula
tion, In broadcasting, this intelligence is of the form of audio-frequency voltages.
In the case of amplitude modulation, detection accordingly means deriving from the
modulated wave a voltage that varies in accordance with the modulation envelope. In
all practical cases, this is accomplished by rectification of the modulated wave.

Three methods are in general use -

(i) Grid-Current or Grid-Leak Detection,
(ii) Anode-Bend Detection, and

(iii) Diode Detection.

5.2 Grid-Leak Detection. In this method, rectification takes place in the grid circuit by
taking advantage of the grid-voltage/grid-current characteristic of the valve. [he
grid-cathode circuit functions, in effect, as a diode rectifier, and the rectified
voltage on the grid is amplified in the anode circuit by ordinary amplifier action.

Fig. 23a shows a typical circuit, Fig. 23b the Eg/la characteristic of a typical valve
and Fig. 23c the limiting action.

I OUTPUT

- +
HT

(a) Circuit.

4

*ERAGE
VALUE la

Eq +
VOLTS

(b) Durves.

LIMIT OF GOOD
RECTIFICATIOM

+

ij"
L.
i

R.F. INPUT

(©) Limiting A0ti9n.

F10. 23- GRID-LEAK DETECTION.

The grid is normally given a slight positive bias which places it in its most sensitive
condition.

/ When
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When a modulated wave is applied to the input.circuit, the positive peaks of the
signal cause the grid to attract electrons. These electrons are confined to the grid,
due to the presence of the grid capacitor, and each positive half-cycle contributes
its quota of electrons. Thus, a negative charge is gradually built up on the grid
which reduces the current in the anode circuit. he grid eventually blocks under
these conditions, so a grid-leak, Rg, is included to allow a percentage of tho electrons
to leak away and prevent tho grid blocking.

he amplitude of each radio-frequenoy peak varies, due to the presence of modulation,
so the electron accumulation varies according to the modulation envelope. hus, the
negative charge on the grid varies according to the modulation. Since the grid
exerts a control on the anode current, this current varies in accordancs with the
modulation envelope, and, due to the normal amplifying properties of the valve, the
output is an amplified rectified version of the input,

As well as the rectified audio voltage, the grid carries radio-frequenoy voltages.
These radio-frequency voltages are greater than the audio voltages, and, therefore,
cause the valve to be overloaded long before the full audio output (that is, full
amplification) has been obtained.

Thus, the input which this type of detector handles is limited and is, in fact, about
40 per cent. of the valve's normal capacity.

With a relatively large input, the working point of the valve moves down towards tho
lower bend, and anode-bend rectification begins to occur. This acts in the opposite
phase to grid detection, and the anode current is due to the additive effects which
introduce serious distortion»

Grid rectification causes a decrease of anode current, and anode rectification causes
an increase of anode current. he resultant limiting aotion is show in Fig. 230.

Time Constant, Regarding the grid-leak-oapacitor combination, it is important to
choose values so that their time constant (CR) is long compared with one cycle of the
carrier frequenoy, but short compared with one oyole of audio frequenoy. The
capacitor should not discharge appreciably between the positive peaks of the radio
frequency wave, but should discharge sufficiently between the audio-frequency peaks ta
preserve the modulation frequenoy. 0g varies between 0.0001 ard 0.00025 µF, and Bg
varies from 1 to 5 megohms.

Advantages of 0rid-Leak Detection.

Good sensitivity to weak signals.
Amplifies the rectified signal.

Disadvantages.

Draws current from input, and therefore, lowers the selectivity.
Cannot handle large signals without distortion.
Cannot supply automatio volume control voltages.

5"3 Anode-Bend Detection, [his title ia derived from the fact that the valve is operated
on th tower end 5f its anode characteristic, that is, near the lower bend. 1he
upper bend could also be used, lut the lower bend is preferable beosuse -

(a.) No grid current flowa, therefore, there is no distortion
or decrease of seleotivity of the previous oirouit by damping.

(di) The current drain of the anode circuit is leas.

In operation, an ordinary amplifier valve ie biased approximately to eut-off.
A radio-frequenoy signal voltage applied ta the grid of suoh a valve givos pulses of
anode current on the positive half-oyoles and no curr~nt on the negative half-oyolem,
as shown in Fig, 24a. [he resultant average anode ourront is then dependant upon t~a
average amplitude of the applied signal, thus giving demodulation or detection.
This current develops an output voltage by being pamod tim~ugh an ordinary audio
coupling system, as show in Fig. 2b, showing the oirauit for a briode, and in Fig.
240 for a pentode.

/ me
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he audio-frequenoy coupling network is similar in design to that used in audio
frequ~noy amplifier coupling, except that it is desirable to insert a radio-frequenoy
filter between the anode in the output, as shown in Figs. z4b and 240.
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(5) Triode,

,Pyeell»
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HT + (ANODE)
dKjloMT, (5.G.)

®O@@SC«

(e) Pentode,

AMODA-BEND JETEOTION.

F10. 24:

Ths bias voltage is obtained from a fixed source, or it is self-bias, In the
latter case, the bias resistor is such that the valve operates at cut-off when the
rated carrier voltage is applied, Resistance coupling is normally used with
pentodes, while transformer ooupling is customary with triodes, Resisiance cupkius
is not used with triodes, since it introduces an A.0./D.0. impedance ratio problem
not present with transformer coupling or with a pentode,
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Advantages of Anode-Bend Detection.

Can handle large inputs as compared with grid-leak detection.
Has infinite input impedance as compared with a diode.
Gives more output voltage in proportion to applied signal than a diode.

Disadvantages.

About one-third as much output voltage as valve acting as Class A amplifier.
Compared to diode -

(i) Has greater distortion.

(ii) More critical as to operating conditions for satisfactory operation.

(iii) Can develop only a limited output voltage without excessive distortion.

(iv) Cannot furnish automatic volume control voltages readily.

Linear Detection. With relatively large inputs, the anode bend detector operates
linearly, that is, the output varies approximately in a linear manner with the input,

glare Lai. In the case of weak signals, however, the valve operates over a curved
portion of its characteristic, and the output current tends to vary as the 'square" of
the input oscillatory voltage. his condition is known as "square-law detection', and
is sometimes made use of for particular requirements, such as single-sideband trans
missions.

5.4 Infinite Impedanoe Detector. A triode valve, self-biased nearly to anode-current cut
off by a large cathode resistance by-passed for radio frequency, comprises what is

termed an "Infinite Impedance
Detector." The circuit is
shown in Fig. 25.

OUTPUT

INFINITE IMPEDANCE DETECTOR.

F10. 25-

When a signal voltage is applied,
the positive peaks of grid volt
age cause pulses of anode cur
rent to flow, which builds up a
voltage across the impedance R
that is only slightly less than
the envelope amplitude. These
pulses act in the RC circuit of
Fig. 25 in much the same manner
as in a diode, with the exception
that the energy is obtained from
the anode supply circuit. he
grid does not draw current, and
therefore, does not load the
preceding circuit, in effect,
presenting an infinite input
impedance to it.

The peak modulation-frequency voltage obtainable across the output without overloading
is quite large, approaching half the anode supply voltage. he infinite input imped
ance detector is subject to negative peak clipping when the degree of modulation
exceeds the A.C./D.C. impedance ratio of the load, For proper operation, this detector
is adjusted so that it operates reasonably close to cut-off when no signal is applied.
It is also necessary that a reasonably large signal voltage be applied when distortion
is to be minimised. The operation, however, is linear up to an output level limited
only by the anode supply voltage.

The bias increases with carrier signal voltage, and follows the modulation up to the
limit when the degree of modulation is
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Where Io = Anode current for zero signal,
Is = Increase in anode current with signal,
M z2 Modulation index,
do =.21f,
f = Modulation frequency, and
R and C are as in Fig. 25.
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By proper choice of R and C, peak clipping is avoided.

A disadvantage 'bf this circuit is its inability to supply voltage for conventional
A.G.0. circuits.

5.5 Diode Detection. [his circuit is, in effect, a half-way rectifier operating under
special conditions, but, whereas an ordinary half-wave rectifier supplies D.C. in
accordance with its A.. input, the diode reproduces the audio-frequency amplitude
variations of its radio-frequency input. (Fig. 26a shows the basic circuit.)

As a result of this latter requirement, the first filter capacitance (C1 in circuit)
must be chosen with two liminations on its capacitance.

(i) A lower limit to ensure that the output does not contain an excessive
percentage of the cyclic variations of the radio-frequenoy input.

(ii) An upper limit set by the necessity of avoiding attenuation of the
higher modulation frequencies.

The circuit operates as follows -

Due to the unidirectional conduction property of a diode, current only flows when the
anode is at a positive potential, that is, during the positive half-cycles of the
applied signal. [his current charges the diode capacitor C1 to the peak value of the
radio-frequency voltage. After reaching its peak, the radio-frequency voltage begins
to fall away and, when the capacitor is not present, the diode output falls with it.
However, the capacitor is discharging relatively slowly through the diode load
resistor, R1, and builds up a potential across it equal to the peak radio-frequency
voltage. Each positive peak thus charges the capacitor to its peak value, and, since
the peak values vary in accordance with the modulation envelope, the voltage across the
resistor R1 varies likewise, reproducing the original modulation voltages. When
modulation is absent, the constant peaks of radio«frequency pulsos (positive half-oyolee}
simply result in a steady voltage being developed across the load. Fig. 26b shows
the above points,

(a) Circuit.

ab * INITIAL CHARGING OF CI
bc * LEAKAGE THROUGH R

DURING NEGATIVE {CYCLES
cd = 2¥ PULSE CHARGE.

(b) Modulated Carrier,

(e) Unmodulated Carrier.

FIG. 26. DIODE DETECTION.
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Although the resultant voltage across the capacitor appears ragged, in practice there
are a great number of radio-frequency cycles for each audio cycle and the curve is
smoother. Fon example, a 1 Mo/s signal with 1 ko/s modulation would have 1,000 cycles
of radio frequency for each cycle of modulation frequenoy.

he ragged form of the rectified current in Fig. 26b constitutes a oyelic ripple, and
its amplitude is dependent on the time constant of the capacitor and leak resistor,
being lowest when large values of capacitance and resistance are used. [his condition
also results in higher D,C. output voltage.

Load Circuit. Fig. 27a shows a diode detection circuit which includes, as well as the
fga ya01, a filter circuit R202, a coupling capacitor and a volume control which is
alternatively a grid leak of fixed value. From a D.C. point of view, the resistor
volume control is isolated from the diode load R1 by means of the capacitor C3, but,
because this capacitor is intended for audio-coupling the volume control is effectively
in parallel with the diode at modulation frequencies. As referred to previously,
there is a DC. voltage, varying at modulation frequency, developed across the diode
load. This variation of the diode load voltage is regarded an an audio-frequency
voltage, and it is this audio-frequency voltage which is fed to the audio amplifier
input across which volume control is shunted through C3%

A.F

(t)

DIODE DETECTION CIRCUITS.

FI0, 27.

It has already been pointed out that volume control is effectively in parallelwith the
diode load at audio frequency• his means that the audio control impedanoe of *the
load circuit is less than its D.0. resistance, because the value of volume control and
the diode load resistor in parallel is always less than that of the diode load resistor
alone" The effect is that the capacitor C1 is discharging into one value of load for
D.C. (that is, the carrier) and into a lower value for AC. (modulation). [his
results in wave form distortion, and, consequently, it is essential that the value of
volume control be kept as high as possible so that its shunting effect on the diode
resistor is kept at a minimum,

Fig. 27b was developed to minimise these effects, and the differences are

Filter resistor R2 and load resistor R1 in series with volume control.

/ Results
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(i) Slight loss of output voltage, but not serious.
(ii) Distortion reduced because audio-input circuit is never shunted across

the full diode lead resistor, that is, better balancing of automatic
control and direct control loading is obtained.

(iii) Audio load is only shunted across that portion of the diode load which
is actually in use,

(iv) Value of filter capacitor 02 may be reduced, since that portion of the
volume control not in use, plus the filter resistor R2, constitutes the
total filter resistance.

Advantages of Diode Detector Circuits.

Less distortion because dynamic characteristic is made more linear than that
of other detectors.

Ability to supply automatic volume control voltage.

Disadvantages.

Draws current from input circuit which reduces selectivity of input tuned circuit,
Requires about 10 volts peak for satisfactory operation.
Gives no amplification (except perhaps in compound valves.)

Detection Bffio1enoy is usually expressed as the ratio -

output voltage developed across load resistor Rt
Voltage r~presented by the envelope of modulated wave.

5.6 Summary of Three Types of Detectors.

GRID-LEAK DETEOTOR.

Advantages.

Very sensitive for small signal voltages.
Amplification, approximating bha when valve used as audio_froguenoy
amplifier, is obtained.

Distortion is not high unless oarrier voltage exceeds about 1 volt,

Disadvantages.

Damping of input circuit due to grid-ourrent and by a resistance component
reflected from tho anode oiruit by the anode-grid capacitance.

Maximum carrier voltage limited, due to the bottom bend of EgIa characteristic.

ANODE-BEND DETECTOR.

here is no damping of the input circuit due to grid current.
Anode-grid capacitance damping is general'ly low, owing to the valve
operating on the low gain bottom bend of the Egla characteristic,

Amplification is obtained from input to output.

Disadvantagea•

Sensitivity is low for saall carrier voltages,
Distortion of audio-frequency modulation is high, erospt for large
carrier input voltages «jth low modulation percentages.

Maximum carrier voltage is limited by grid current.

/ Diode
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DIODE DETECTOR.

AdV6nt8gos,
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Distortion of audio-frequency components of modulation decreases as the
carrier voltage is increased.

The carrier modulation percentage is high without introducing distortion,
provided certain coupling conditions are fulfilled.

Negligible damping of input circuit, except that due to conduction current.
Maximum permissible carrier voltage is almost unlimited.

Disadvantages.

he value represents a loss of amplification. Suitable choice of R101
(Fig. 27) helps to lessen this loss.

Conduction current produces damping of input circuit. [he use of a
high value of R1 reduces this effect.

6. TES QUESTIONS.

1. Explain briefly the theory of amplitude modulation. When an R.F. carrier of 1,280 ko/s
is modulated by a pure tone of 3,600 c/s, what sideband frequencies result?

2., When the unmodulated power of a transmitter is 5,000 watts, what is the peak power
radiated at 100 per cent, modulation by a pure sinusoidal tone, and what is the power
contained in -

(i) the carrier, and
(ii) the upper sideband,

under this condition?

3. Briefly outline the theory of anode modulation and give a typical circuit.

4. Sketch a circuit for obtaining amplitude modulation and outline the operation of the
circuit selected.

5. Describe the anode-bend method of detection, and compare it briefly with one other
method with which you are familiar.

6. Illustrate and explain briefly the principles of a diode detector.

7. What is grid-leak detection? Illustrate your answer.

8, Give a brief definition of the following terms -

Modulation.
Detection.
Sidebands.
Amplitude Modulation.
Linear Detection.
Square-Law Detection.
Types of Radio Emission.
Carrier Shift.
Percentage Modulation.

END OF PAPER.
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5. VALVE CHARACTERISTICS.
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7. MEASUREMENTS OF RADIO-FREQUENCY WAVES AND CIRCUITS.

8. MEASUREMENTS ON AERIALS,

9. MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS.

10. TEST QUESTIONS.

1"1 A brief outline of measurements and tests vsed for radio equipment generally is given
in this Paper. In a branch of science covering such a wide field as Radio, there are
many tests and measurements associated with design and laboratory development, These,
however, are not discussed, since, in a large number of cases, the instruments used
are not readily available for general use, Many of the principles of measuring
instruments are covered in other books of this Course, but, in order to keep a con
tinuity of treatment, these principles are briefly revised in this Paper,
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Meter No. }
(D.C. Milliam
meter and
Ammeter)

0-1 MA. D.C.
0-5 MA.D.C.
0-10 MA. D.C.
0-25 MA. D.C.
0-50 MA, D.C.
0-I00 MA. D.C.
0-250 MA. D.C.
0-500 MA. D.C.
0-1000 MA. D.C.
0-2.5 Amps. D.C.
0-5 Amps. D.C.
0.10 Amps. D.C.
0-25 Amps. D.C.

Meter No. 2
(DD.C. Micro

ammeter and
Voltmeter)

0-2.5 Volts O.C.
0-5 Volts D.C.
0-10 Volts D.C.
0-50 Volts D.C.
0-100 Volts D.C.
0-250 Volts D.C.
0-500 Volts D.C.
0-1000 Volts D.C.
0-5000 Volts D.C,

20,000 ohms
per volt

0-50 Mieroamps
9.100 Microamps
0-250 Microamps
0-500 Microomps

Meter No. 3
(Ohmmeter)

0-500Ohms (5 ohms center)
0.5Q00 Ohms (50 ohms center)
0.59,0QQ Ohms (500 ohms center)
0.500, 000 Ohms (5.000 ohms center)
0-5_Megohms (50,OpO ohms center)
0-50 Megohms (500,000 ohms center)

Meter No. 4
('Wat!meter)

0-300 Watts A.C.
0-600 Watts A.C.
0.1500 Watts A.C.
0-3000 Watts A.C.

Meter No. 5
(A.C. Voit

meter, Output
onl DB meter)
0-5 Volts A.C.
0-10 Volts A.C.
0-25 Volts A.C.
0-50 Volts A.C.
0.100 Volts A.C.
0-250 Volts A.C.
0-500 Volts A.C.
0.1000 Volts A.C.
0-5000 Volts A.C.
Rectifier type

1000 Ohms
per volt

DB Ranges
-10 to +54
?22225:
except 5000
Yolt Ronge

RADIO I•

Meter Ne. 6
(A.C. Milliem
meter and
Ammeter)

0-5 MA.A.C.
0-25 MA.A.C.
0-100 MA. A.C.
0-250 MA. A.C.
0-T000 MA. A.C.
0-2.5 Amps. A.C.
0-5 Amps. A.C.
0-10 Amps. AC,
0-25 Amps. A.C.

THE FUNCTIONS OF OVER 60 SEPARATE INSTRUMENTS ARE COMBINED
IN THIS MODERN MEASURING UNIT!

his complete test unit is adaptable to the testing of electrical appliances,
such as small motors, circuits and radio sets, This unit consists of six
individual instruments, indirectly illuminated, each with a complete set of
ranges, In addition to the wide variety of A.C, and D.C. voltage and current
ranges, a multi-range ohmmeter and a single phase wattmeter have been incor
porated. Also, to meet the need for extreme sensitivity required in testing
circuits where only a small amount of current is available, an instrument is
provided ith a sensitivity of 50 microamperes, providing 20,000 ohms per
volt on all D.C, voltage ranges. [he unit incorporates a rectifier type
instrument for measuring A.0, voltage with a resistance of 1,000 ohms per
volt on rll ranges,

/2.
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2. CURRENT, VOLTAGE AND POWER MEASUREMENTS.

2.1 Measurement of Direct Voltage and Current. Direct voltages and currents of the
magnitudes usually encountered in radio-communication work are measured with instru-

ments of the D'Arsonval (moving coil)
type, Such instruments are rugged, stable
and consume relatively little power, and
are also commercially available in a wide
variety of ranges, types and degrees of
accuracy, Fig. 1 shows this type of
meter,

SPRING FOR LEADING
CURRENT INTO COIL.

MOVING COIL METER.

Voltmeters, as described in other books,
are essentially current instruments pro
vided with a series resistance, [he
power consumed by a voltmeter depends
upon the current sensitivity of the in
strument, and is commonly expressed in
ohms per volt". Thus, when a meter is
rated at "10,000 ohms per volt", it

B2
absorbs $5 watts from the circuit, that

• 1> 1 0,1 mW who ",19 70,006 = u.1 mw when measuring one

200 X 200 1
volt or, 5oo 3 +0,00o 5% = 2o aw ±or

a 200 volt reading.

Mvlbi-Range Voltmeterg. Multipliers are used to extend the range of a voltmeter,
A typical circuit for a voltmeter multiplier is shown in Fig. 2, The resistance
values must be chosen so that, at each position of the switch, the total resistance

in the circuit, including fuse and meter, extends the
range of the meter as required. For high precision in
sinuments, the multiplier resistances are made of wire
having zero temperature co-efficient, such as manganin,

METER

EXTENDING THE RANGE
OF A VOL!METER.

The value of a resistance for use as a multiplier is
determined from the formula

R - Ra (Em 1) ohms

where R Multiplier resistance in series with Vm,

Rm Resistance of meter,

E Full scale deflection with multiplier, and

Em Full scale deflection without multiplier,

When a milliammeter movement is used, Em is ordinarily small compared with E. he
above expression then reduces to -

Rm
R - P(a ohms,

which is satisfactory for general use,
RmThe factor sis a constant of the meter in

ohms per volt, as referred to previously,

/ w1ti-
'
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Multi-Rarge Current Meters, To provide a current measuring instrument with a number
Ff ranges, care mud+ ts taken to arrange the circuit so that contact and fuse resist
ances ar not included in the shunts,

Fig. 3a shows a typical circuit arrangement using individual shunts to provide a curr
ent measuring meter with a number of ranges.

he resistance value of the shunts are calculated from the formula -

Rm Im
Re = T_T, ohms

where Rm Resistance of meter,

Rs Resistance of shunt,

Im Full scale current of meter without shunt, and

I Full scale current of meter with shunt.

he Multiplication Factor of shunts is -

Rs+ Rm
Rs

whoro K = ratio of• full soale ourrent with shunt
full scale current without shunt.

K times

Universal Shunt. Another method of shunting ammeters is by the use of a "universal
shunt", and is show in Fig, 3b. It is seen from the simplified circuit in Fig. 3b that
the relative multiplying ratio is proportional to R/R1, and is independent of both the
meter resistance and also the total shunt resistance R. Hence, when the resistance R
is tapped at points which make R/R1 = 1, 2, 5 and 10, +hen the relative multiplying
factors at these points are 1, 2, 5 and 10 respectively and are the same for any meter,
whatever its resistance.

SIMPLIFIED CCT:

(a) By Individual Shunts. (b) By Universal Shunt.

EXTENDING THE RANGE OF AN AMMETER.

2.2 A,C, Measurements, The problem of measuring A.C, in communication work is complicated
by the wide frequenoy range which must be covered and by the resulting calibration
difficulties.

Typical of the meters used for A"C, measurements are -

Moving-Iron Meter.
Dynamometer.
Rectifier Meter,
Thermo-couple Meter,
Thermionic Valve Meter,
Electrostatic Voltmeter.

/ Moving
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Moving-iron Meter. he iron-vane types of voltmeter aid ammeter are widely used at
power frequencies, and are used to a limited extent on the lower audio frequencies,
These types are relatively inexpensive and are sufficiently accurate for most applio
ations, The magnetic pull is proportional to the square of the current, so that the
meter is insensitive to small currents, and the scale is not uniform, The meters read
R,M.S, values, In one type, the pointer is fixed to an iron vane, which is attracted
by a coil to an extent which depends on the current through the coil (see Fig. 4).
Another type depends on the mutual repulsion between two vanes, one fixed and one
carrying the pointer, he two vanes are magnetised by the same coil, and, with A..,
the repulsion is constant and independent of the polarity of the A.C,

Dn8I0meV©I• The dynamometer type depends on the reaction produced between a movable
and a stationary coil (see Fig. 5). Dynamometer types are more accurate than the
moving-iron type, but they are considerably more expensive and require more operating
energy« Dynamometer instruments are designed for frequencies up to about 1,000 c/s,
but have not a large application, The "Megger" and "Wattmeter" are adaptations of
this design,

000
000
000
oo0

SOLENOID.

~MPING CYLINIER.

POINTER.
000
000
000
000

FIXED COILS,

~I

//
i 4 MOVING COIL.

/ /
I II IzE

FI0, 4, MOVING-IRON METER. FI0. 5• DYNAMOMETER

A.C.

l

Rectifier Meter, In the rectifier meter, the current to be measured is passed through
a Tu.ILawave copper oxide rectifier unit, and the resulting D.C, is shown by a moving
coil D.C, meter (see Fig, 6), Rectifier meters can be built to give full so&le defleo.

tion with A,C. of less than 1 ma, and so make possible
the construction of A"C, voltmeters having sensitivities
of 1,000 ohms per volt and more, he ruggedness and
overload capacity compare favourably with moving-coil
D"C, meters. Variation of rectifier characteristics
with temperature limit the best «curacy to about 5 per
cent, he electrostatic capacity of he reciifioz

DC.METER. element, which partially by-passes the higher audio
frequencies around the rectifier, causes inaccuracy.
One disadvantage of this meter is the comparatively
high-voltage drop, which is approximately 1/2 vo
volt for full soale deflection.

RECTIFIER« SECTIONS.

RECTIFIER METER,

Rectifier meters give an indication which is proportions) to the average ampaivudo
the A,C, wave. These meters are normally calibrated on a sine wave, and the scale
indicates the equivalent effective value of this wave Inaccuracy results when s non
sinusoidal wave form is measured"

Thermo-09uple leiel. his type operates on the principle tao a current flows fr.
mm% 3nots" (3a11sd a thermo-couple) of two different metals «hen the junction is
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heated. The output of the thermo-couple is recorded by a sensitive D.0, micro-ammeter
of the moving-coil type (see Fig, 7). The thermo-couple is the standard method for
measuring currents at audio and radio frequencies, This method is accurate and stable,
and the calibration is independent of frequency up to extremely high frequencies,

15
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(6) Typical Circuit.
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(a) Calibration Curve. (e) Bridge Girouit.

5I0.7. THERMO-COUPLE METER.

The meter shows R,M,S, values, and, when D.0, is used for calibration, it is necessary
to take the average of results obtained with the same DC, flowing through the heater
in opposite directions.

The main disadvantage is the low overload capacity, since currents exceeding full load
rating by more than 50 per cent, may burn out the heater.

Thermionic Valve Meter. mhese meters are covered in Radio II, in connection with
receiver tests and also in Applied Electricity III,

Electrostatic Voltmeter. The electrostatic voltmeter depends for its operation on the
electrostatic attraction between two bodies subject to
a potential difference, The force of attraction is pro
portional to the area of the exposed surface and to the
square of the potential difference, and is inversely
proportional to the distance between, that is

A v°
force ocL,

FIXED PLATE. where A
v
d

area of plates,
potential between plates, and
distance between plates,

A typical design consists of a bank of moving plates,
so provided that the attractive force draws them into
mesh with a bank of fixed plates. The plates are

FI0. E. ELEOTROSTATTO VOLTMETER, usually so shaped that, at low values of potontial, bho
surface areas are sufficiently great to compensate for

the lesser attractive force existant,

Since the attraction varies with the square of the potential, the meters read R.M.S"
values and are suitable for A.0, or D.C,

/ Electrostatic
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Electrostatic voltmeters draw very little power from the circuit being measured and
are, therefore, suitable for measurements in high resistance circuits, and are
designed for use at radio frequencies, The scale is non-linear and contracted at
the lower end, This affects the accuracy, which is of the order of approximately
2 per cent. to 5 per cent, This type of instrument is not generally suitable for
ranges below 100 volts, but is used up to hundreds of kilovolts. One type of
electrostatic voltmeter is shown in Fig. 8,

2.3 Summary of Features of Radio Measuring Meters,

Moving-0oil Meters,

Indicate average value of current,
Reliable, sensitive, flexible and of high precision,
Suitable for D.0. or rectified A.C, only,
Scale, linear,

Bovie-Tron Meters,

Indicate R.1,S. values,
Suitable for A.C, or D.C,
Limited frequency range (usually "commercial" range),
Accuracy moderate»

Bynamometere.

Indicate R.M.S, values,
Suitable for D.0. or A,C,
Non-linear scale,
Sensitivity not as good as moving coil,
Fregueney range limited to about 100 c/s.

Rectifier Meters,

Suitable for AC, generally to upper audio frequencies,
Modern design has extended range to several Mc/s,
Moderate accuracy and stability.
Susceptible to wave form errors and frequenoy errors.

Thermo-00uple leterg,

Sensitivity equivalent to that of the associated moving coil meter,
Indicate R.M,S, values,
Suitable for A,C, and D,C,
Suitable up to high radio frequencies,
Scale non-linear; somewhat sluggish in action.
Do not possess much overload factor of safety,

Thermionic Valve Meters.

High input impedance, therefore negligible power consumption from source,
Moderate accuracy•
Very extensive voltage range,
Frequency range to over 100 Mc/s,
Reasonably linear scale,

Electrostatic Voltmeters,

Suitable for medium and high A.C, and D.0, voltages,
Power consumption negligible,
When calibrated on D.0., electrostatic voltmeters indicate R,M.S, value of A,C,
Can be designed for use at radio frequencies,
Somewhat fragile,/2.4
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Direct Current. Power is measured by determining the voltage i) across the load and
+he current (f) through the load -

Power = EI

Alternatively, a Wattmeter is used, The Wattmeter consists of an instrument based on
the principles of Fig. 5. The interaction of the current and voltage coil fields
produces the torgue required to move the pointer. The scale is calibrated directly
in watts»

Alternating Current (Low Frequencies). At commercial power frequencies and audio
frequenefes up t% about f,0OO c/s, a wattmeter, as referred to above, provides for
reasonably accurate measurement of power, When the circuit has no reactive components,
that is, zero power factor, then the product EI gives the power.

Audio and Radio Ir0gu0mo1es. The usual method of measuring power at radio and audio
Frequenofds ts t measure the effective resistance of the circuit and_}lo RM.S,
current flowing, The power is then calculated from the relation P = IR, This method
gives satisfactory results at all frequencies, since circuit resistance can be
measured with good acciraoy.

3. CIRCUIT CONSTANTS OR PARAMETERS,

3"1 D.C, Resistance. Resistance is measured, as stated in other books of this Course, on
" wEsatsgtone Bridge, by the Voltmeter-Ammeter method or with an Ohmmeter. Other depart
mental books deal with these more thoroughly, and a brief reference only is given here.

Fig, 9a is the basic Bridge Circuit for measuring resistance values and, assuming
R1 - R2, then, when balance condition appears on the galvanometer (zero current), the
unknown resistance R4 is equal to the reading of variable resistance R3, which was
adjusted until balance was obtained, that is -

R1R3 = R2R4 om" R4 _ R1R3
- R2

Another method of measuring resistance is shown in Fig. 9b, The method (1) is used
when the current drawn by the voltmeter is not negligible by comparison with the
current via Rx, and method (ii) is used when the voltage drop in the ammeter is 10E
negligible when compared with the applied voltage.

Ohmmeters are also suitable for making approximate resistance measurements, such as
in servicing radio receivers and similar equipment. Two typical simplified cirouits
are shown in Fig, 90, The arrangement (i) is based on the assumption that the battery
generates a constant voltage during its life, but that internal resistance increases.
To operate, the terminals XX are short-circuited and R is adjusted for full scale
deflection on the meter, The resistance is then placed across XX and the new reading
noted on the meter, Ohmmeters are usually calibrated in ohms to facilitate measure
ments, [he arrangement (ii) operates on the theory that, with use, the battery volt
age drops but the internal resistance is unchanged, These two assumptions contribute
to the inaccuracy factor in the measurements, but the method has a large number of
useful applications,

3"2 A.8e Frigge9. The most satisfactory method of measuring resistance, capacitance,
inductance and mutual inductance of a circuit at audio frequencies is by means of an
A"C, bridge, A,C, bridges are derived from the Wheatstone balance bridge shown in
Fig, a, The A,0, bridge is similar, except that the arms become complex impedances
and bhe source of current is A.C, For general use, a pair of head-phones serves as
a detector,

/ Fig, 9%
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(a) Wheatstone Bridge.

e R

(1)(1£)

(b) Voltmeter/Ammeter Method.

-

Xa/a[a]4!
(4£)

(o) Ohmmeter Method,

FI0.9. MEASURING RESISTANOE-

.
." tr ·•

• ~- • ..
•- 1z

TYPICAL IMPEDANCE BRIDGE,
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There are a large number of A.C, bridges in use, each with some particular application,
but the following types have been selected as representative -

Resonance Bridge.
Owen's Bridge,
Capacity Bridge,

Resonance 5ridge. The Resonance Bridge is used mostly to measure the effective resist
ance of radio apparatus at audio frequencies. This arrangement is shown in Fig. 10,
where the symbols are -

R1 and R2 Ratio arms (or Z1 and Z2),

R3 Variable resistor (or Z3),

Lr Unknown inductor with effoctivo
resistance r, and

C Calibrated variable capacitor.

From this -

The fourth arm Z4 (which includes 0 + Lr)

•FT»7
When' the bridge is balanced -

G) RADIANS.

RESONANCE BRIDGE.

2123 = Z2Z4

or R1R3 = R2[J r2 + (wL -w1
0)

2 ]
FIG. 10.

z
INDUCTANCE

TO BE
MEASURED.

1Now, at resonance, (L = Ar and, eliminating these
then

R1R3 = R2r

( ) R1R3
r (effective resistance of L) = Ii5*

In practice, Ri usually equals R2, thus -

r = R3

Owen Bridge. The Owen Bridge measures inductance
in terms of capacitance, but, in this bridge, the
arms are so arranged that the balance equations
for both resistance and inductance are independent
of frequenoy, provided that the capacitor has low
losses (see Fig. 11).

In Fig. 11 -

OWEN BRIDGE.

FIG. 11,

01 and 02

R2
R3
R4

L1rt

wo standard capacitors (approximately
equal values),

Variable resistor (decade),
Variable resistor (decade),
Variable resistor (decade), and
Inductor of effective resistance ri.

/ Then
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Then Z1 r1 + R2 + joL

PAPER NO. 11.
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1
3 + y.6nj

1

-"ej
Z4 = R4

When the bridge is balanced by successive adjustments of R2 and R3 -

2123 22Z4

or (s1 + R~ + so) doaj • (a3 + so,y) 8
r1 + R2 L5e

•r jeaj + 6% - Ra3 + 5soi)

Equating non-reactive terms and -

L5 - R4R3

or L R3R4O2

Equating reactive terms and -

Z2

r1 + R2
5a7,eej

or rl

• "z%
2402 Ra- 01

OWEN BRIDGE,
(For choke #th D,O. flowing.)

FIG. 12,

C = 21
Q Z2
S Z3

Ce Z4

Unknown capacitor,
Fixed known resistor,
Variable known resistor, and
Standard capacitor,

The Owen Bridge is also used for measur
ing inductance and effective resistance of
a coil carrying D,O. (see Fig. 12). The
equations are the same as before, as is the
method of balancing,

Capacitance Bridge. Fig. 13 shows a
simple Capacitance Bridge for determining
the capacitance value of capacitors other
than electrolytic capacitors. The arms
consist of -

When this bridge is balanced -

CAPACITANCE BRIDGE.

FIG. 13.

2123 22Z4

1 1
•r ga 8 o%

and the unknown capacitanoe C

E (o)
G

/ Electrolytic
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Electro]ybi0 O8paoiuorS. Fig. 14 shows a method of measuring capacitance and effect
ive resistance of an electrolytic capacitor. In this figure -

k K

1-@1
l1-.voe

L Ek ARE
BLOCKING

IMPEDANCES

MEASURING CAPACITANCE OF
ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR.

21 Cx and Rx = Capacitance and effective
resistance bo be measured,

Z2 R1 = Ratio arm,
23 R2 = Ratio arm,
Z4 Rs and Cs = Standard variable resistor and

capacitor.

FI0. 14.

At balance, Z1Z3 = Z2Z4, or

(Rx + -1-) R2 R1 (Rs + -.1-)30cs - jce
R2 R1

R2R: + 7o5 = R1Re + 7dog

Equating non-reactive terms and -

R2Rx = R1Rs

R1Rs
or Rr =-i75

Equating reactive terms and -

R2 R1
saoz " sod

R20#
or 0r = g,

Wagner Barth. When the bridge shown in Fig» 15a is used to measure high impedances
(such as 50,000 ohms and over), the results are usually in error, and the balance
point is affected by placing the hands upon any part of the telephone receivers or
their leads. This is caused by the fact that the neutral arm of the bridge is not at
ground potential, and, as a result, spurious currents flow from the neutral arm to
ground. Difficulties from this action are eliminated by using a Wagner earth to
bring the neutral arm of the bridge to ground potential, as shown in Fig. 15b. he
Wagner earth consists of a potentiometer P of perhaps 500 to 1,000 ohms resistance.
The principal ground capacitances that cause trouble are lumped together as C1 and 02
in Fig» 15b. The low resistance sections a an b of the potentiometer are in shunt
with these capacitances and so practically sh&rt-circuit them,causing the grounding
point to be controlled by the slider on P rather than the capacitanoes to ground.

By adjusting the slider so that *=z', the neutral arm is brought to ground poten

tial, the bridge is balanced without body effects and the results are correct,

WAGNER GROUND.

IJez----iDOUBLE STATOR

(
CAPACITOR )

REQUIRED SOMETIMES

GI, Ca_ BRIDGE
CAPACITANCES

TO GROUND.

(a) (b)

FIG. 15. USING TEE WAGNER BARTE FOR CORRECTION,
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The bridge is first balanced as well as possible without regard to the Wagner earth
adjustment. The switch S in Fig, 15b is then operated so that the telephone receivers
are connected between the neutral arm and ground and the slider on the potentiometer
adjusted until no sound is heard, #hich is an indication that the neutral arm is at
ground potential. The switch S is now returned to its original position, placing the
receivers across the neutral rm, and the balance is completed,

3,3 Mutual Inductance and Coefficient of Coupling. The usual procedure for measuring the
mutual inductance between two coils consists of connecting the two coils in series
and measuring the total inductance of the combination, after which the terminals of
one coil are reversed and the process repeated, The mutual inductance is then one
fourth of the difference of the two measured inductances, (For basic principle of
this, see Paper No. 1, Radio I,

In the case of an auto-transformer, as shown in Fig, 16, the foregoing procedure is
not possible. he following is a suitable method

(1) Measure impedance between and 2 with 3 and 4 open-
circuit = Lp,

3
(ii)PRIMARY Measure impedance between and 2 with 3 and 4 short-

SECONDARY
circuit = Lo,

(411) Measure impedance between 3 and 4 with and 2 open-

2 circuit = Ls,

4 hen M - /C -1aJLa

MUTUAL INDUCTANCE OF also
AUTO-TRANSFORMER• M

Coefficient of coupling = K =

FIG. 16%
/it

3"4 Incremental Inductance. Incremental inductance is the inductance which is offered
to t~e flow of an A,C, superimposed upon a D.,C., and is of particular importance in
audio-frequenoy transformers and filter reactors, Fig. 17 shows the Hay Bridge adapt
ed for this measurement. With this bridge, inductance is measured in terms of resist
ance and capacitance, and balance is obtained by varying Ra and Rb. Phe D.C, is
introduced, measured and controlled in the neutral arm of the bridge, and is not
affected by the process of obtaining a balance,

OSCILLATOR
200-400 C/S

When the bridge is balanced,
the following relations hold

Lx Ra Ro Cb

+ (Rb ax01)
Ra Re Cl,

j -"

e°

o.« 5gee
-- When the losses in the induct.

ance are low -

Lx

and Rx

Ra Ro Cb

Ba at He (uos)°
21 + (Rb a0b)

4µF
MEASUREMENT OF INCREMENTAL INDUCTANCE.

FIG. 17. / 3.5
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3.5 Rea0Vanos. It is more usual to calculate reactanoe from known constants, but it is
approximately evaluated as follows. (See Fig, 18.)

11%•
C

FIG. 18. APPROXIMATE VALUE OF REACTANCE.

When the voltage across the inductor or capacitor is measured by a high-resistance
voltmeter, and the current in the circuit by an ammeter, then, by Ohm's Law •

E
Xt, and Xo = 4

when E is in volts and I is in amperes.

It is apparent from this that the resistance of both the component and ammeter must be
considered, together with any shunting effect of the voltmeter V,

3.6 "Q of a 0oil or Oirouit. "o" is regarded as the figure of merit of a coil or cirouit,
and instruments are designed to measure this characteristic,

In the Q-meter shown schematically in Fig. 19, a small voltage "e" is introduced in
series with a tuned circuit as a voltage drop across a small resistance R. The circuit
is then tuned to resonance, and the voltage E developed across the tuning capacitor is
measured by a valve voltmeter. he circuit Q then equals E/e. he valve voltmeter is
usually calibrated in terms of Q by holding the injected voltage e at a fixed value.

I
L I

I
I
I VALVETO OSCILLATOR C E
I VOLTMETER

I II R Ie I
I !I

-
F10. 19• BASIC CIRCUIT OF Q-METER.

A typical Q-meter usually is provided with a calibrated tuning capacitor, so that the
apparent coil inductance is determined from the capacitor setting and frequency. Care
ful attention to design details minimises errors. Q-meters are frequently used to
measure reactance, resistance or conductance of choke coils, dielectrics, etc., by the
substitution method. The procedure involved consists in making two measurements,
First, a convenient coil is used to form a resonant circuit, and the circuit Q is meas
ured. The unknown impedance is then placed in parallel or series with the coil, 8s

desired, the circuit returned to resonance, and the Q determined again. [he reaotance
of the unknown is given by the change in tuning capacitance required, and the resist
ance or conductance is calculated from the effect on the Q and a knowledge of frequenoy
and tuning capacitance,

/ TYPICAL
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E
TYPICAL Q-METER,

3.7 Parallel Resonant Impedance. A convenient method of experimentally determining the
resonance impedance of a parallel circuit is shown in Fig. 20.

------ ·.--l
I I
I I
dt, :i
''iI I
I I
l..-. 4-.-.

MEASUREMENT OF PARALLEL RESONANT IMPEDANCE.

FIG. 20.
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LC is the circuit to be measured, and the method is based on the fact that the circuit
just commences to oscillate when the impedance of the LO anode circuit is numerically
equal to the "negative resistance" of the valve characteristic. The potentiometers
G and P control the grid bias and anode voltages respectively. A receiver or other
indicating device is loosely coupled to LC to detect the point where oscillation
starts. G and P are adjusted until the circuit is on the verge of oscillation, then
LC is short-circuited by closing the key S, P is varied a few volts above and below
the setting ai which oscillation occurred and the values of anode current are noted,
The values of ( and B are unchanged during this latter adjustment. The slope of the
Ea-Ia curve through the value of Ba where oscillation occurred is the negative resist
ance and is numerically equal to the impedance Zo, If L and C are known, R can be
computed from -

L L
Zo = RC or R = Zo C

that is, Zo Ea1
Ia

Ea?2
Ia2

L
RC

3.8 Measurement of Noise in Resistors. In those items of radio equipment operating at very
low levels, it is of paramount importance to use components which do not contribute
appreciably to the noise level of the circuit, Resistors, unless carefully designed,
are capable of introducing appreciable noise voltages into circuits, To enable resistor
noise-generating capabilities to be measured, the circuit of Fig, 21 has been found
satisfactory in use,

1000
c/$

HIGH-GAIN
AUDIO AMP.

VALVE
VOLTMETER

E X R Quiet resistor, such as a decade
(approximately value of X),

R1 Calibrated potentiometer,

X Resistor under test, and

PIG. 21. MEASURING NOISE IN RESISTORS.

In operation, E is adjusted to the normal operating voltage of the circuit in which the
resistor is to be used"

(o)

(14)

(414)

The switch SW is operated to the down position, thus connecting the resistor
X to the amplifier circuit, The noise generated across the resistor is
thus amplified, and the amplifier gain adjusted to give a convenient
deflection on the valve voltmeter,

The switch SW is then moved to the up position and the potentiometer adjusted
until the valve voltmeter reading is the same as in step (i),

The setting of the calibrated potentiometer (which is calibrated in microvolts)
shows the equivalent RM,S. voltage variation existing across the particular
unknown resistor being tested. It can then be stated that the noise of the
resistor is equivalent to so many microvolts R.M.S. for the particular volt
age drop«

/ 4.
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4 • MISCELLANEOUS MEASUREMENTS,

4.1 Some Other Methods of Measuring Approximate Inductance of a 0oil,

(i) Inductance of a 0oil (so Fig. 22).

PAPER NO. 11.
PAGE 17:

(a) (b)

FIG. 22. MEASURING INDUCTANCE.

When(= frequenoy in radians/second, reactance =L ohms.
Neglecting the voltmeter resistance, the voltage across the coil L IL,

.. . E
I = ts henrys,

when E is in volts and I is in amperes,

(ii) [Three-Voltmeter Method (soe Fig. 23).

The resistance of the inductor is indicated by r.

R1 Standard resistance, The resistance of Vi is very high compared
with R1, Ri approximates impedance of L.

V, Vi and V2 = Voltmeter readings.

Vol+moter readings are plotted in tho form of a graph as in Fig- 231.

(a) Plot along horizontal the value Vt in phase with current I,

(b) With centre A and radius v2, describe an arc AC.

(e) With centre B and radius V, describe an are BC.

(a) Join intersection of arcs to AB by a perpendicular to D.

(e) Call the angle DBC, 0.

from this, V

and Vt 1(R1).

~ is the phase angle of the choke and BC is the impedance,

• »- - AG»1«" /z.
from which

BD resistance r = Z cos ®

CD

this is, I

inductive reactanoe (L

Z sin 8

Z sin 0

Fig
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Fig. 23¢ shows the application of this test to a choke carrying D,C,

I»

Vz
(a) Cirouit,

C L p R¢
I

b I c«* I +3" Ic85 I" I4% I
V=I(P+joL) I ijI

A e!
V = R4I 8 D

(b) Plotting the Headings. (e) 3 Voltmeter Method for Choke with D.O,

FI0. 23. MEASURING INDUCTANCE.

4.2 Substitution Methods of Measuring» Measurements of several fundamental constants or
characteristics are often conveniently carried out by adjusting known constants until
similar effects are obtained with either the known or unknown values in the oirouit,

Three examples have been chosen to illustrate this method, and they serve to indicate
the application of the principle -

Capacitance (low values),
Capacitance, inductance and impedance at radio frequenoy.
Gain or loss.

he substitution method is the most satisfactory method of
0,001 uF and less. This method can be applied to any bridge
circuit capable of measuring capacitance, with results depend
ing on the accuracy of the calibration curve of the standard
capacitor, Fig. 24 shows the circuit arrangements

Oapaoitance Measurement,
measuring capacitances of

WAGNER GRID

CAPACITANCE MEASUREMENT
BY SUBSTITUTION.

F10. 24.

were Ra and Rb = Ratio arms,

Cs Standard capacitor,

Co Any available capacitance a little
larger than Cx, and,

Cx = Unknown capacitor.

Balance by varying Cs (with Cx in parallel) and equalising
the power factors by Ro,

Remove Cx and rebalance by varying Cs.

Unknown capacitance is then the difference between the two
readings of Cs, and is independent of any bridge errors, ag
bridge conditions do not vary.

Radio-Frequenoy Measurements, mhe simplicity and directions
of the substitution method make this the most widely used of
all measuring methods at radio frequencies.

/ Cape9tty-
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9@Pei*J• A calibrated. variable capacitor and the capacitance to be measured are
connected in parallel and used to tune a circuit to resonance at some convenient
frequenoy• The unknown capacitance is then disconnected and the circuit retuned for
resonance.

The unknown capacitance is equal to the change in capacitance of the calibrated
capacitor. The exact frequency is unimportant, but some indication of resonance is
required, such as a meter or heterodyne frequency meter. (The Q-meter is also useful
for this test.)

Apparent Inductance of a Coil, The apparent inductance of a coil is measured by con
necting it across a calibrated variable capacitor and determining the capacitance
required to make the resulting tuned circuit resonant at some particular frequency.

1From the data available, L
6

Another method is to tune a circuit to resonance, then add the coil in parallel and
rebune for resonance.

1L then equals·•5
f(C1 - 02)

where C1 and 02 are the readings of the capacitor,

Gain or Loss, Fig. 25 shows a method of measuring gain or loss by the substitution
method" The main point is to ensure that all impedances are matched, The circuit is
adjusted until the output reading is the same whichever unit is in the circuit.

4.3 Raio-Frequency 0hoke Ooilg, mhe impedance of a radio-frequenoy choke coil can be
represented by a reactance shunted by a resisbance, as shown in Fig. 26.

c.3m
aft« *pig251-" rmlei@A9I

GAIN OR LOSS BY SUBSTITUTION METHOD.

FI0. 25.

B.E. GEOKR COIL EQUIVALENT.

FIG. 26.

The choke coil reactance is obtained by the following procedure - A resonant circuit
containing a variable capacitor is tuned to the frequenoy at which the choke ooil
characteristics are desired, The choke coil is then connected in parallel with the
tuned circuit, and the capacitor adjusted to restore the original resonant frequ~nay.

The equivalent reactance of the choke coil is then -

Reactance Xi -'A0

Where A0 is change in calibrated capacitor required to compensate for the addition
of the choke coil,

/ The
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The equivalent resistance Ri is determined by measuring the parallel resonant impedance
at the same resonant frequency of the tuned circuit before and after the addition of
the choke coil, When the equivalent parallel resistances before and after the addition
of the choke coil are R' and R" then -

R1 R"R'
R" - R'

From these, X

R

2

X1 R1

i + eY
2

R1 X1
2 2

X1 + R1

- [.e
4.4 Resistanoo Variation Method. The resistance variation method of determining the resist

ance of tuned circuits makes use of the fact that, at resonance, the current in a circuit
is equal to the applied voltage divided by the circuit resistance, When the applied
voltage is kept constant, it is then possible to deduce the actual circuit resistance
by the current change that results when a known resistance is added to the circuit,

Circuit arrangements suitable for carrying out the necessary measuring operations are
shown in Fig. 27.

L005E
COUPLING

i':=J ' '0-------
1
I
I
CIRCUIT UNDER TEST

I
DIST.!
el=CAP.

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

i
I
I
I

I
I

- I.I
I

MEASUREMENT OF RADIO-FREQUENCY RESISTANCE
BY RESISTANCE VARIATION METHOD.

F7G. 27.
The circuit under test is loosely coupled to a driving oscillator and has in series with
it a thermo-couple ammeter mA and an adjustable resistor R, The circuit is first tuned
to resonance with the driver, and the current in the milliammeter (Io) is observed when
R is zero, A known amount of resistance is then added by R, the circuit returned to
resonance (if necessary) without changing the coupling to the driver, and the resulting
current noted (I1), The apparent series resistance of the circuit is then given by the
following formula -

t • ( I1 )Apparent series resistance of tuned circuit = RT, _t4

This principle has many applications, for example, measurement of input impedance of
a radio receiver.

/ 5.
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5. VALVE CHARACTERISTIOS,

PAPER NO. 11.
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5"1 The term 'characteristic" is used to designate the graphical relation between two or
more variables, such as voltage and current. As applied to any electrode circuit in
a valve, the characteristic designates the relation between the voltage on an elect
rode and the current flowing in the circuit of that electrode. Another characteristic
of basic importance is the transfer characteristic, which is the relation between the
voltage on an electrode and the current in the circuit of another electrode.

The three characteristics which are generally considered are -

0Ea +)Amplification Factor or µ " gs (Ia constant).

O Ba (s +)Anode Resistance or Ra = zfS (Eg constant),

0Ia (g +)Mutual Conductance or Gm = " Ea (Ea constant),

5.2 As was mentioned in an earlier Paper, it is possible to determine the above graphically
from the characteristic curves of the valves. A high standard of accuracy is not
obtained by this method, however, and it is usually more desirable to measure these
quantities, Two methods are available for this, the choice depending on the desired
accuracy. These methods are

(i) Inoremental method,
(±i) Bridge methods.

5.3 Incremental Method. Fig, 28 shows a circuit for determining valve coefficients by
incremental adjustments of voltages and currents.

BALANCING
OUT BATTERY .

(FOR BALANCING OUT
INITIAL ANODE CURRENT,
IF REQUIRED)

MEASURING VALVE COEFFICIENTS BY INCREMENTAL
ADJUSTMENTS OF ELECTRODE VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS.

FIG. 28,

Although a triode is shown, pentodes or tetrodes are substituted by adding the necessary
meters to the other electrodes as required. Reasonable accuracy is obtained, but the
practical difficulty is that, when the increments are small they cannot be read
accurately without complicating the circuit, and when they are large, the accuracy is
poor because of the requirements of the definitions given above, The exact definitions
call for very small increments,

/ To
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To determine the amplification factor by the incremental method, a convenient increment
is added to the grid bias, say 2 vclts, and the anode voltage is changed until the orig
inal current is restored, Suppose, in this case, the anode voltage change is 20 volts,

20then, by definition, the Amplification Factor would be = 10.

The Anode Resistance is measured similarly by adding an increment to the anode voltage
and reading the resulting increment of anode current. The Mutual Conductance is obtain
ed by adding an increment to the grid bias and noting the change of anode current while
the anode voltage is kept constant"

5.4 Bridge Methodg,

Amplification Factor.

tcy.m

e

Fig, 29 is a circuit by which the Amplification Factor is deter
mined. The value of R1 is about 10 ohms, and R2 is adjusted
for no sound in the head receivers. The value of u is given
by -

p -a%
RN

The capacitor C is sometimes necessary to balance out the
internal valve capacitances and secure a good null point. [he
head receivers are preferably connected to the secondary of
a small step-up transformer offering low primary resistanoe
to the flow of the D,C, component of anode current, Shunting
the receivers across a low resistance choke coil is an alter
native method. The impressed alternating voltage "e" is no
larger than is necessary to secure a good balance,

#node Regisbane» The Anode Resistance is measured by using
the anode cirouit of the valve as the fourth arm of an ordin
ry bridge, as shown in Fig. 30% When the bridge is balanced -

R R2R3
a - p

R3 is about 10,000 ohms, or some value comparable to Ra, and
R2 is fixed at 10 or 100 ohms. 4 balance is secured by vary
ing Ri, which is comparable to R2 1n magnitude. The variable
capacitor C balances out inter-electrode capacitances as

before. When Ra is large, the value of C required may be inconveniently large, in
which case C is shunted across R3. A choke coil or transformer should be used with the
head receivers, as in the case of µ.

JEASURBMENT OF I.•

Mutual Conductance. Mutual Conductance is measured by the arrangement of Fig. 31%

-I4

4yi
e

FI0.39.. MEASUREMENT O7 Ra, FI0. 31. MEASUREUNT O7 Om.
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For a balance -
I1R1 = IaR2 ., HE6_;R2

Ra + R2
AI1R3
Ra +is Ro.

When R2 is neglected in comparison with Ra, the above expression becomes -

a1 - # an2
R1

or ca = F52R3

The variable capacitor 0 is used, as before, to balance out inter-electrode capacitances,
where necessary. The resistance Ri is varied to secure a balance, while R3 is a fixed value
of 1,000 ohms and R2 fixed at 100 ohms, The mutual conductance is usually expressed in
micromhos, so that, with the above values of resistance, Gm in these units is ten times the
setting of R1.

Gm R3R2

Pentode and Screen-Grid Valves. Similar measuring principles are applied to pentode and
screen-grid "Alves, w.th fnor modifications. Typical examples for a pentode are shown in
Fig• 32.

••--I
aim
emu

6, *

--
I
I
I
I
I
I
j- Ri --

(a) Measurement of u!± (b) Measurement of Om,

FIG. 32. MEASUREMENT OF H AND Gm (PHNTODE VALVES),

Typical examples for a soreen-grid valve are show in Fig. 33%

-.
(a) Measurement of iL. (b) Measurement of Ka,

FI9. 33. MEASUREMENT OF H AND AA (SCREEN-GRID VALVES),
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The dynamic resistance of any electrode circuit is measured by making this circuit the un
known arm of a Wheatstone Bridge, Likewise, the mutual conductance between any two elect
rodes is determined by applying the drop in the resistor Ri to one electrode, and balancing
out the resulting current that flows in the circuit of the other electrode by the resistances
R2 and R3. The amplification factor is determined by applying the voltage drop developed
across R1 to one electrode, balancing the resulting effect produced in the other electrode
circuit by a potential developed across R2, and locating the head receivers in the part of
the circuit where the current is to be constant. The methods for balancing the reactive
current in the receivers are the same as in the case of triodes.

he above bridge methods of measuring valve characteristics give reasonably accurate results
for most purposes, More elaborate set-ups are used to obtain greater accuracy, or for
laboratory use, but the description of these is beyond the requirements of these notes,

5.5 Q0NVOrSIon-Transconductanoe. [he conversion-transconductance of frequenoy converter valves
is determined from measurements of the magnitude of a single beat-frequency component
(£1 - f2) or (£1 + f2) of the output current, and of the magnitude of the input voltage of
frequenoy f1.

he direct voltages applied to the electrodes are held constant, the magnitude of the
alternating voltage of frequency f2 is constant, and impedance to the beat frequenoy of
the load in the anode circuit is low compared with the anode resistance of the valve. For
greatest accuracy, the smallest practical input signal voltage of frequency f1 is used in
making these measurements. A circuit diagram suitable for making these measurements is
shown in Fig. 34.

Conversion Conductance Magnitude of (t1 + f2) or (ft- f2)
Magnitude of control-electrode voltage f1

OTHER ELECTRODES
MAINTAINED AT

SPECIFIED VOLTAGES.

z
(F+fz)

F19..34: CONVERSION-TRANSCONDUCTANCE MEASUREMENTS.

A

BRIDGE METHOD FOR MEASURING DIRECT
INTER-ELECTRODE CAPACITANCE.

5,6 Inter-electrode Capacitanoe. Inter-electrode
capacitance is measured with the cathode cold and
with no direct voltages present, The valve is in
its complete form, but not in its socket or holder«

A bridge method for the measurement of direct
inter-electrode capacitance in a triode is shown
in Fig, 35. In this figure, the capacitance Cga
is shown under measurement and is connected across
an arm of the bridge, the other capacitances being
in shunt across the receivers and R2. The other
capacitances are measured in turn by suitable
interchange of connections, the capacitance under
measurement being placed in the upper right arm
of th~ bridge between points A and B,

The resistor R balances the capacitance Cgk (grid
cathode) which is in parallel with R2, and also
corrects any accidental phase shifts present else
where in the bridge, When the bridge is balanced,
the capacitance is -

F10: 32:
Ox = Cga R1 C

R2 / 6.
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6. CHARACTERISTICS OF AUDIO-FREQUENCY WAVES AND CIRCUITS.
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6"1 Measurement of some of the characteristics of audio waves is covered in the Paper on
radio receiver tests in Paper No, 8 of Radio II, together with a description of some
of the instruments. The chief characteristics of audio-frequency waves and circuits
may be regarded as being -

Frequency Variation,

Harmonic Distortion,

Phase Shift,

Signal-Noise Ratio,

Frequency Response,

Power Output of Valves and Amplifiers,

Gain or Loss of Circuits, Components and Networks,

Overload Characteristics,

6 ,2.Fr09u0mo} Variation. There is an imporiant group of measurements which involves the
accurate determination of small frequency differences, Typical of these are the
measurement of radio frequencies by heterodyning to an audio frequency and measuring
small capacitances by the change produced in the freguenoy of an oscillator, where
frequenoy changes of only a few cycles need to be measured. A typical circuit for
making such measurements is shown in Fig» 36%

SOURCE OF
SMALL

FREQUENCY
CHANGES.

AUDIO OSCILLATOR TO
DETERMINE CHANGES

IN DIFFERENCE
FREQUENCY BY
COMPARISON.

AUXILIARY
OSCILLATOR
OF CONSTANT
FREQUENCY

HOW A SMALL CHANGE IN FREQUENCY MAY BE ACCURATELY MEASURED.

FIG. 36.

An auxiliary oscillator of good stability over short time intervals is adjusted until
its frequenoy differs by a convenient amount from the frequency of the oscillator unde:
best, and some means (commonly comparison with an audio-frequenoy oscillator) is used
to measure the difference frequency produced when the two radio-frequenoy oscillations
are applied to a detector» When the frequency of the oscillator under test now changes
by a small amount, even only two or three cycles, the audio-freguenoy beat rate changes
by the same number of cycles, and the difference is accurately determined because it
represents a comparatively large percentage change of the audio frequenoy.

6.3 Harmonic Distortion, A number of methods of measuring or determining harmonio distor.
bion has been developed, and several typicsl methods are described,

/ valve
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Valve Voltmeter Method. This method is shown in Fig. 37, and involves superimposing a
search voltage upon the wave being analysed and then applying the resultant wave to a
full-wave square-law valve voltmeter, In such an arrangement, the volt-meter gives a
steady deflection, depending only upon the effective value of the applied wave. When
the search voltage frequenoy is within a fraction of a cycle of some frequency component
of the unknown wave, then beats are superimposed upon this steady deflection, It is
thus possible to measure the amplitude and frequency of each component of the unknown
wave by varying the search frequency, and noting the frequencies at which beats occur
and the amplitude of the beats,

INPUT

FOR BALANCING
OUTSTEADY ANODE
CURRENTTO
IMPROVE SENSITIVITY.

{vooo?
SEARCH FREQUENCY

FULL-WAVE SQUARE-LAW VALVE VOLTMETER EARMONIG ANALYSER,

FI0. 31.

+64w]1]

This type of harmonic analyser is most satisfactorily calibrated by the substitution
method, that is, by substituting for the unknown wave an adjustable known voltage, which
gives the same amplitude of beats as developed by the unknown wave and has the same
frequenoy. For example, when the search frequency gives beats at 300, 600, 900, 1,200,
eto", 0/s, it is assumed that the fundamental frequency is 300 c/s, and the other
frequencies are the harmonics (2nd, 3rd, eto.). The amplitudes of these beats are noted
and then the instrument is calibrated as described,

Tuned-amplifier or Harmonio Analyser, A complex wave is analysed by applying it to a
tuned amplifier and adjusting the resonant circuits to separate the component to be
measured so that it can be evaluated., This method of analysis is capable of measuring
very small frequenoy components, even when other components of large amplitude are
present. However, the equipment required for this method makes it more suitable for use
in laboratory measurements,

Heterodyne Method of Analysis. mhis method is referred to in Radio II. In this method,
the component to be measured has its frequency increased to a predetermined value by
heterodyne aotion, and is then amplified and measured at this fixed frequenoy. The
amplitude of the harmonic component is obtained by means of a suitable calibration,
while its frequency is determined from the calibration of the tuning dial on the
instrument,

Resonanoe Bridge Method, he total R.MS. value of harmonios contained in a current wave
an be obtained by suppressing the fundamental frequenoy and measuring the remaining por
tion of the wave with the use of a thermo-couple or square-law valve voltmeter, Supp
ression of the fundamental can be accomplished by the use of a high-pass filter, so des
igned that the harmonics lie in the pass band, while the fundamental is severely atten
uated., An alternative arrangement is to use a bridge, or bridged I network, which is
balanced for the fundamental but is unbalanced for harmonics. Examples of such networks
are shown in Fig. 38, and in Fig. 39 is shown a practical distortion meter based on this
principle,

Here, the switch is at first operated to A, and the output indication is observed after
capacitor C and resistor R (Fig. 38b) of the filter network have been adjusted for
fundamental suppression, as indicated by minimum output, Switch S is now operated to B,
and the attenuator is adjusted to give the same output indication as before. [he atten
uator reading is then the R,M,S. distortion in db below the fundamental.

A disadvantage of this method is that it does not discriminate between the individual
harmonics, and also includes any noise and hum that is present. / Fig. 38"
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A and B are circuits resonant
to fundamental frequenoy

(a) Bridge Diroutt.

s10. 38.

LC resonant at fundamental.
R adjusted for fundamental suppression.

(b) Bridged T 0irouit,

RESONANCE METHOD.

DISTORTION-MEASURING SET.r--------------------------,
I
I
I

SOURCEOF BRIDGED-T I

VOLTAGETO - ATTENUATOR 6879505.
N OUTPUT

BEMEASURED, l 0-60 DB. 1l INDICATOR.
' s

I
A BI

I~------------------- ------~

FT10. 39. DISTORTION MEASUETNO SEE BASED ON FI0.. 38%.

ks
'·"eye0mo@ommoon

I II
SET-UP FOR ADUIO-FREQUENOY MEASUREMENTS.
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6.4 Phase Shift, The Cathode-Ray Oscillograph is the most widely used instrument for
obtaining the phase differences between two voltages,

The usual procedure consists in applying one wave to the horizontal deflecting plates
and the other wave to the vertical deflectors, his gives an elliptical pattern on
the cathode-ray oscillograph, the exact character of which depends upon the phase and
relative amplitudes of the voltages concerned. Patterns of typical cases are shown in
Fig, 40, and the phase difference between two waves is given by the formula

sin ~ - ±
where B and A are as in Fig» 40,

The quadrant must be worked out from the orientation of the major axis of the ellipse
and the direction in which the spot travels, Uncertainty as to the direction in which
the spot travels is always eliminated by shifting the phase of one of the deflecting
voltages in a known direction and noting the effect on the pattern.

There are many other ways of determining phase shift, but the above indicates the
principles involved,

P~ASE DIFF.
0°

TYPICAL PHASE SHIFT PATTERNS.

CATHODE-RAY OSCILLOGRAPH, FI0. 40•

6.5 Si1eel-Noise labio, Noise measurements of audio-frequenoy equipment, such as audio
amplifiers, are made to determine the margin by which the noise is below the output
signal, hence the term signal-to-noise ratio, This test is described in connection
with the testing of radio receivers, but the principle applies equally well to other
equipment., Fig, 41 is a typical set-up for measuring noise.

Mc OUTPUT
METER

z-$-0
MEASUREMENT OF NOISE,

FI0» 41.
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Fig• 41 is a typical case of noise measurement, the units used being an oscillator O,
attenuators A and B, X the item under test, an amplifier M (required when noise is
very low), a terminating impedance C and an output measuring meter,

Noise measurements are usually made with reference to some predetermined signal level
and to a reference frequenoy, say, in this case, 1,000 c/s%

The attenuator A is to prevent overloading of the test unit,

ebhod. A 1,000 e/s tone is supplied to X, and the input level adjusted for the rated
output of K, Without further adjustment of the input, attenuator B is adjusted for a
convenient deflection of the output meter, as it is advisable that the attenuation in
B is greater than the anticipated signal-to-noise ratio,

!he tone is then removed from the input of the amplifier under test and the input
circuit terminated in its correct impedance, Attenuator B is then adjusted (reduced)
until the output meter reads the same as before, The difference between the two
settings of "B' is the signal-to-noise ratio in db.

When amplifier M is included, the procedure is similar, B being set as before and the
gain of M being adjusted for a convenient deflection of the output meter.

Noise measuring meters are available for making these measurements, as described in
Paper No. 8, Radio II, in connection with Radio Receivers,

6.6 {r@gueng} Re5}orse. Frequency response or electric fidelity is a measure of bhe relative
am.sf4eat4on (is attenuation) of frequencies within s given band by an empt:fier ox
ob~er item of equipment designed for operation in audio-frequency circuits Frequency
response is a simple measurement, and Fig, 42 shows a typical case.

EI9. 42. PRBGUENOE BESEONBB {OR BEOTEEU {IDEUE}) TEST.

Procedure. After checking that the input and outpui oirouibs of +he item under test
are terminated in their correct impedances, the reference tone is sent from the audio
oscillator (usually 1,000 c/s) and the output adjusted for a convenient output reading,

The audio oscillator is then varied over the desired range of frequencies, with con
stant output from the oscillator. The readings on the output level meter for each
frequency are noted. A curve is then drawn, relating the relative levels of the
different frequencies to the level of the reference frequency»

Amplifiers, attenuators, tone-control circuits, eto., are all tested in this manner
by making the minor modifications required,

6.7 Power Output of Valves and Amplifierg, The power output of valves, amplifiers, eto.,
is measured by the well-established technique of using power output meters having
suitable power and frequency characteristics for the particular case, here are a
number of general precautions which should, however, be observed

(i) In Class A1 amplification, the grid is not driven positive with respect
to the cathode, hence the peak input grid voltage is approximately
equal to the grid bias,

(ii) When the grid is driven positive, the essential characteristics of the
driving circuit should be specified

(iii) he effects of the regulation of the power-suppl; voltages should b~ specified

(iv) The effects of feedback due to common oircuii elements should be considered
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The power output capability of an amplifier is obtained by measurements of gain* a
fixed frequency (usually 400 c/s) and at output levels increasing in steps from a very
low value, The output power is taken as the value at which the gain is 1 db less than
the gain at a very low output,

Fig, 43, which is included for interest, shows a cirouit arrangement for measuring the
undistorted power output of a pentode valve. The power output of the harmonic oompon
ents is also determined. To ensure that any distortion present in the output is not
due to the audio oscillator, a low-pass filter is inserted as shown, When an iron-cored
choke is used for shunt feed in the anode circuit, care must be taken in selection of
the choke to avoid the generation of harmonios in it, due to the non-linear and
hysterebic behaviour of the iron,

AUDIO
0SC.
400-
1O00¢/s

LOW
PASS
FILTER.

FI0. 43. MEASURING TEE UNDISTORTED POBKR OUTPUT O A PRIODE.

AUDIO FREQUENCY LABORATORI,
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6.8 Dain or loss of 0irouite, Components and Networks. mhe measurement of gain usually
has two aspects, one is the determination of the gain at a fixed reference frequenoy,
normally 1 kc/s, while the other is the determination of gain versus frequenoy over
the design range of the unit under test, A suitable set-up is shown in Fig. 44, in
which the gain of an amplifier is compared with the loss in a variable attenuator
network.

ATTEN.
A

ITEM UNDER
TE5T

TT
TERMINATING
NETWORK

Si0
OUTPUT
INDICATOR.

FI0. 44. MEASURING AMPLIFIER GAIN,

Points to be observed are

(i) Impedances of all items must match throughout, or be suitably matched.

(ii) The output meter must not be overloaded.

(1ii) The power fed into the amplifier must not be such as to overload it. This
is prevented by keeping the attenuation of A as high as possible» After
each measurement, the loss in A is increased, say 6 db, and that in B
reduced 6 db without altering the reading of the output meter. Any
alteration of the reading indicates overloading or oscillation.

(iv) The resistance of the voltmeter must be high compared with the cirouit
impedances across which it is connected"

(v) The sensitivity of the voltmeter must be such as to allow readings to be
made at a power level which is within the output capabilities of the
amplif10r»

(vi) The load Z1 must match the 10 db and also the output impedance of B",

When these conditions are observed and the attenuator is adjusted, so that the volt
meter gives the same reading in both positions of the switch, the amplifier gain
equals the sum of the losses in the attenuator and the terminating network. The
voltmeter need not be calibrated, as it is only required to indicate equality of
voltages at two points in the circuit. It is sometimes necessary o connect an
amplifier in front of the voltmeter, in order to meet oondition (v), Provided the
amplifier has a high input impedance and an input transformer for bridging a balan
ced circuit, its frequenoy characteristic does not affect the results obtained. he
attenuators generally available are designed to work between 600 ohm terminations.
Where the amplifier under test is also designed to work between 600 ohm terminations,
the test cirouit is simplified, and the terminating network is then omitted. In the
oase of an amplifier designed to be bridged across a 600 ohm circuit (D amplifier),
the attenuator must be provided with a 600 ohm terminating resistance. In the case
of a microphone pre-amplifier designed to work from, say, a 50 ohm source, the
attenuator must be terminated with a 600/50 ohm matching pad and the pad loss
included with the attenuator loss, Where the load impedance of the amplifier differs
from 600 ohms, the terminating network takes the form either of a matching pad or of
a series or shunt resistor»

In taking s gain frequency characteristic, the gain is observed at the lowest and
highest frequencies in the specified range, and at sufficient frequencies within the
range to ensure that all significant variations of gain are observed.

/ Performance
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Performanog of a Single St0ge. mhe performance of a single stage of a multi-stage
amplifier is determined by te method shown in Fig, 45 In making measurements upon
individual stages of a multi-stage amplifier, it is always absolutely necessary that
the stage in question operates into its normal load and that all subsequent stages of
amplification be in operation, his is because the input impedance of the grid into
which the individual stage operates has considerable effect on the amplification
characteristics, and also because the subsequent stages are the cause of regeneration
that alter the amplification of the stage being investigated. Referring to Fig• 45,
AB is the stage to be measured, The method is first to apply the test voltage across
the input to the stage, that is, across AA, and measure the amplification from this
point to the output., he test voltage is then applied across the output of the stage
being studied, that is, across BB, ana the amplification between this point and the load
is obtained,

A STAGEB
)UNDER TEST I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
A

• I
THERMO-COUPLE METER
OR OTHER SUITABLE
OUTPUT METER.

FI0. 42. METHOD OF TES'TINO INDIVIDUAL AMPLIFIER STAGE.
he ratio of these two amplifications is the gain of the stage between points AA and
BB, The result acrresponds to actual operation, since the stage operates into its
normal load impedance, is subject to the same regenerative action with respect to
subsequent sages of higher power level as in actual operation, and no shunt impedances
that change the amplification characteristic are introduced into the circuit.

OSC.

Attenuator~_ and Networks. The principal test on a network relates to its attenuation,
which is a function of frequenoy.
A suitable set-up is shown in
Fig» 46, where the network loss
is compared with the loss in an
adjustable resistance network of
known loss. Using the set-up
shown, the reference network is
adjusted, so that the same meter
readings are obtained in both
positions of the switch, and the

losses in the reference network and the network under test are then equal, !his test
is repeated at as many frequencies as required,

UNKNOWN

CALIBRATED
VARIABLE
ATTENUATOR

OUTPUT
INDICATING
METER.

F10. 46. MEASUREMENT OF NETWORK LOSS.

Points to be noted are -

(1) The db pad is to make oscillator output impedance immaterial,
(ii) The impedances must be matched throughout, making sure that the network

(unknowm) is working between its correct impedances,
(iii) The variable attenuator must also work between its correct impedances,
(1v) The input power to the whole set-up must not be such as to lead to over

loading of any component.

/ In
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In respect of the last point, the usual testing levels do not cause overheating of any
component, but some networks incorporating iron-cored inductors are apt to give rise to
non-linear distortion when too high a level is applied, It is desirable to test such
networks at a level not higher than that at which they are required to operate,

6,9 Overload Characterisbi0s, The approximate point at which an amplifier overloads in actual
operation Ts a@temfned by relatively simple measurements of the amplifier behaviour,
To test the overload point of an amplifier, a D,C, microammeter is connected in the grid
circuit of the output stage valve, and a sensitive D,C, milliammeter is placed in the
anode circuit, With 1 ke/s input to the amplifier, the gain is increased until either
grid current flows (for a Class A amplifier) or there is a change in Ia, whichever
happens first, Either occurrence indicates overload, Reduce the gain until this effect
disappears, and then measure the power output, This power is then the overload point,
o detect this point in intermediate stages, the same measurement is made to each stage
in turn, or probably a quieter method is to bring the amplifier to the overload point of
the output stage and check each stage with a cathode-ray oscillograph,

Another method suitable for various types of amplifiers is (see Fig, 44) to decrease
attenuator "A" and increase "B", until a decrease of 1 db in "A" requires less than 1 db
to keep the output constant, This is the overload point,

RADIO-FREQUENCY LABORATORI. {ESSEARO) LA}0KATO}TEE)-
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7 . MEASUREMENTS OF RADIO-FREQUENOT WAVES AND CIRCUITS,
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7,1 Transmitters, The more important characteristics of radio transmitters, in regard to
the measurements to be made, are

Power Rating.

Modulation Percentage or Depth.

Carrier Noise.

Distortion,

Spurious Radiations.

Frequenoy Stability.

Wavelength,

Programme Monitoring Facilities.

Frequency Response.

7.2 Bower Rav#n&. The following are methods of measuring the radio-frequenoy power devel
oped by a transmitter

Current-Resistance Meihod. In this method, the current through a know resistance is
measured, a thermo-ammeter and non-inductive resistor being the instruments generally
used "

Photometric Method"
the resistive load.
the same brightness
(See Fig. 47.)

In this method, a lamp filament heated to incandescence provides
he D,0, or A,C, power required to heat this or a similar lamp to

ie a measure of the radio-frequency power dissipated in the load.

LAMP

REE

METER

FT0. 47• PHOTOMETEIG MEASUREMENT OF RADIO-FREQUENGI POWER,
'

Anode Dissipation Method. In this method, the total power delivered to the filament,
grid and anode circuits is measured. The power dissipated by the cooling fluid is
observed, and the difference between this and the total power delivered to the valves
of the output siage gives the radio-frequency power delivered by the transmitter into
the output circuit ana load. The loss in the output circuit is measured and subtrsoted
thus giving the power delivered to the load.

7.3 odulabion Percentage or Depth. In all instruments for modulation measurement, other
than cathode-ray instruments, the first step is the reduction of the radio-frequenoy
voltage under investigation to a D.0, voltage. Audio-frequency variations in the
radio-frequency voltage are then represented by corresponding audio-frequency varia
+ions in the D.C, voltage. This function is carried out by a diode rectifier, am in
Fig. 48,/rg. 4&
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R.E. INPUT

+Y DIODE P
RECTIriER Igw PASS»

Vi FILTER,
6nn.nbei

INPUT CIRCUIT AND DETECTOR.

FI0, 48,

Certain conditions must be observed

(4)

(44)

(41£)

The response of the input cirouit must be uniform over the sideband range
of the wave under investigation (± 20 or 30 kc/s with respect to the
carrier freduenoy when harmonic distortion measurements are being made).
A suitable value of resistance in parallel with the tuning capacitor allows
this condition to be fulfilled over a wide range of carrier frequencies,
even when plug-in coils are used to extend the range.

The load of the diode cirouit must be equivalent to a resistance of constant
value over audio-frequency range, The load resistance must, therefore, be
fairly low, so that its value is not appreciably modified by the shunting
effect of other components of the measuring circuits which follow, The
usual value is from 5,000 to 10,000 ohms

The output must be free from radio-frequenoy components. This r~quires a
two or three stage filter, which must be correctly designed to match the
terminating resistance in order that condition (ii) is fulfilled. (See
Fig. 48.)

(1v) he input voltage must be high enough to ensure that the diode output is
substantially proportional to the radio-frequency input, fhe usual value
is from 50 to 200 volte.

For indicating modulation percentage, a valve voltmeter is used to indicate the peak
A.C, voltage aoross the diode load. his has a series capacitor C1 in its input
circuit to block the D.C. component (Fig. 48), and a phase reversing switch so that
upward and downward peaks of modulation are indicated. (See Fig« 49%)

PHASE
REV.

SWITcn
fol
{ PERCENTAGE MODULATION

PERCENTAGE MODULATION INDICATOR,

FT0. 49.
The radio-frequenoy wave to be investigated is rectified by a diode detector Vt
(see Fig. 48) operated as a linear detector, This gives pulsating D.0, output voltage
that is almost an exact reproduction of the modulation envelope. he average value
of this voltage gives the carrier amplitude and is read on a D.0, microammeter l1.
Any change in this meter reading with variation in the degree of modulation indicates
carrier shift,

/ The
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The peak and trough values of modulation are obtained by separating the modulation
frequency component of the rectifier output and rectifying this audio wave by a second
diode detector V2. This detector is arranged to indicate either positive or negative
peaks, according to the connections, In one typical make of instrument, the voltmeter
diode connections are changed, Another arrangement is to use a phase splitting stage
and take the output as required from the cathode or the anode side. (See Fig. 50)

AMPLIFIER
GAS DISCHARGE

VALVE
G

I
60 c/s

OVER MODULATION
LAMP.

F10. 50. PEAK INDICATOR.

The voltmeter diode develops an output voltage (across a load of several megohms) equal
to the peak A,, input,

The triode and associated meter provide an indication of this voltage. In order that
the arrangement is direct reading, it is necessary that the D.C. output from the carrier
diode be adjusted to a value equal to the peak value of the A.C, voltage which gives
100 per cent, reading. A meter in series with the cathode of the carrier diode carries
an index mark for this purpose (meter M1 of Fig. 48). An alarm circuit is often pro
vided for indicating modulation peaks in excess of a pre-set value,

The equipment required is shown in Fig. 50, and consists of an amplifier V3 so biased
that, when the degree of modulation reaches the maximum allowable level, anode current
begins to flow, This current fires a gas discharge valve G, which then causes current
to pass through the lamp The 60 c/s voltage shown would give a flashing signal more
likely to attract attention, Fig. 51 shows a simplified schematic circuit of this
equipment,

R.F. INPUT

CARRIER

c/$

FI0. 51: BASIC SCHEMATIC CIRCUIT OF MODULATION METER.

OVER-MODULATION
LAMP.
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abhode-ray Oscilloscope Method, mhe Cathode-Ray Ossillo@scope offers a simple means
T oh@eking modulation depth, The results are, in general, less accurate than other
methods, but they are conveniently obtained and the equipment is less expensive, There
are several ways of determining the modulation depth by the cathode-ray oscilloscope,

he peak modulation is readily observed by applying the wave to be investigated to
the vertical deflectors of the tube. he length of line that results with no
modulation corresponds to twice the carrier amplitude, while the length of line with
modulation corresponds to twice the peak amplitude of the modulation envelope.

A very satisfactory method, however, is to apply the modulated carrier to the vertical
deflector plates, and adjust the "timing" frequency of the sweep oscillator to a sub
harmonic of the modulation frequency. In other words, when 1,000 c/s is the modulating
frequenoy, then a sweep frequency of 500 c/s causes 2 audio cycles to appear on the
screen; a sweep of 250 c/s gives 4 audio cycles, etc, When the cathode-ray oscillo
scope is synchronised correctly, a steady pattern appears on the screen, The radio
frequency voltage is seen as a solid illuminated pattern on the screen surrounded by
the audio envelope. The picture is actually a radio wave in action, and, by comparing
the height of the peaks with the unmodulated envelopes, an accurate estimation of
modulation percentage is obtained. Since overmodulation is the condition usually to
be guarded against rather than exact evaluation of percentage modulation, this method
enables a continuous picture of the transmitter performance to be obtained. Fig 52
shows typical patterns obtained by this method.

r 1
•7

LINEAR I
TIMING
WAVE

SYNCHRONISED AT
SUBHARMONIC OF

MODULATING FREQUENCY

MODULATION PATTERNS ON A CATHODE-RAY OSCILLOSCOPE,

mo tr@au
UNMODULATED

ENVELOPE
(R.F. WAVE)

PARTIALLY
MODULATED
ENVELOPE

FULL
MODULATION

OVER
MODULATION

rI0. 52•

Another method is to apply the modulated wave to the vertical deflector plates and a
small portion of the audio output of the modulator to the horizontal plates, instead
of the "timing" frequenoy. This results in the so-called "trapezoid patterns" with
straight sides, from which the degree of modulation is readily calculated. Fig. 53
shows typical patterns obtained by this method, which has the disadvantage that
distortion of the envelope is not observable,

9C9656.06
~,NGI UNMODULATED AOOUT so% 1001. oveR MODULATIOW.

B - AMODULATION PERCENTAGE =$•I K100.

FT0. 53-
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7.4 Carrier Noise. Commutator ripple, A,0, hum and' other carrier noise is compared on a
power basis to a single tone at 100 per cent, effective modulation, and is expressed
in terms of percentage modulation or in db below 100 per cent, modulation,

he basic principle of most methods of measuring transmitter noise is the application
of a tone-modulated carrier wave to a rectifier, adjusting the resultant audio-frequenoy
level to a predetermined value, removing the modulating tone ard measuring the remain
ing noise content of the carrier, A calibrated attenuator and suitably calibrated
meter enable these measurements to be read directly, A typical circuit is shown in
Fig+ 54.

NOISE
r=1 INDICATING

FI0. 54. TYPICAL CARRIER NOISE MEASURING SET-UP.

7.5 Distortion, Measurement of distortion in transmitters is made by modulating the carr
fer fen a sinusoidal tone to the modulation depth desired, rectifying the signal by
a linear rectifier and measuring the resultant audio component. Total distortion is
the general measurement made, but a wave analyser is used when it is desired to
determine individual harmonic values, Fig. 55 shows a method of making this
measurement.

----------- To WAVE ANALYSER
IF DESIRED.

DISTORTION
METER

FT9. 55•

DESIGNEDTOSUPPRESS THE
(
MODULATION PREQUfNCY. )
USUALLY 400 c/s TO IO00</s

TYPICAL TRANSMITTER-DISTORTION MEASURING SET-UP.

7.6 Spur1ous Rad1at10ng. Any radiation from a transmitter, the frequency of which is out
g5as the communfeation band of the transmitter (that is, the normal band-width), is
0onsidered spurious, The following are representative of these radiations

(1) Key C110ks.
(ii~ Parasitic Oso111ations.

(1ii) Harmonics and Subharmonics,
(iv) Higher-Order Modulation Products.

(1) KoX Ol1oks. Key Clicks sre discussed and typioal filter cirouits are
shown for suppressing them, in Paper No. 9 of this book,

(11) Parasitic Osoillat10ns, Parasitic Oscillations are oscillations whose
frequency is not identical with the operating frequenoy. They are due
to faulty design or improper operation,

(1ii) Harmonics_and Subharmonics, These terms refer to any component whose
frequency is an integral multiple or submultiple of the carrier frequency.

Measurements of (1i) and (1ii) are best made with a suitable field intensity measuring
set, which covers the desired frequenoy spectrum. Alternatively, a suitable radio
receiver having a calibrated signal-level meter serves the purpose»

Owing to the irregularity of field intensity patterns, such measurements are made at
several points about the station, all at the same radial distance and approximate
equal angular separation,

/ when
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When the harmonic frequency is high, a measure of the intensity is not always indicat
ive of the interference value, as it sometimes behaves as a "skywave".

A method of determining the harmonic power consists in comparing (by means of a suffic
iently selective measuring set) the unknown harmonic power, which is present with the
fundamental, to a known power of the same frequency, which is supplied and measured in
the absence of the fundamental.

(iv) nigher-Order Modulation Produots. Non-linearity in transmitters produces not
only harmonics of the frequencies being amplified, but also other frequency
components which may fall either inside or outside the communication band
and thus cause interfering effects. These products are due to the presence
in the equipment characteristic of terms of higher order than those required
for normal transmission, hence the designation.

In a typical test, two equal tones, whose total amplitude is assumed to be equivalent
to that of the speech, are applied simultaneously to the transmitter. The higher-order
products which result in this case are steady oscillations, whose intensities are
measured with the aid of a sufficiently selective radio receiver used as a frequency
analyser. Their amplitudes are then expressed in terms of db below each of the
fundamentals.

7.7 Freq1erg} S~ability. This term, as applied to a radio transmitter, is defined as its
Eb31tty 4 mafntafn at a constant value a given carrier frequency, Frequency stabil.
ity is usually expressed as a percentage deviation within which the operating frequency
is maintained. Frequency meters, controlled or calibrated by standard frequency
emissions, are a necessary adjunct to transmitters in some countries, but, insofar as
Australia is concerned, there is maintained a frequency measuring service which
regularly monitors and measures the frequency of each transmission channel originating
a service in Australia, Thus, the responsibility of maintaining transmitters on their
correct frequencies falls on the controllers of this service, and the installing of
suitably designed frequency generating units is the responsibility of the licensee of
the station.

7.8 yavel0ng*a» As mentioned in the previous paragraph, frequenoy stability is of paramouuv
importance, in the broadcast bands especially, but it is often desired to know the
wavelength of an emission without requiring the precise frequenoy. Typical of this is
bhe preliminary lining up of radio transmitters, checking oscillator frequency ranges,
a quick search for parasitic radiations, etc., in locations where a small portable
instrument is desirable.

Such an instrument is a Wavemeter, and many types of these are available with varying
degrees of accuracy, ebo.

In general, wavemeters consist of a tuned circuit with some form of resonance indicator
and a pick-up coil.

TYPICAL WAVEMETER CIRCUIT.

r10. 56-

The basic circuit is show in Fig. 56,
in which L is a plug-in coil (to sllow
for a wide-range instrument), C1 is
the tuning capacitor, and Vi is a low
drain valve acting as a valve volt
meter with the meter M acting ss a
resonance indicator. [he potentio
meter P enables the meter M to be
adjusted to zero as required. In
operation, the circuit is tuned for
maximum reading on the meter, and the
wavelength read either directly off
the soale or from a suitable table

/ 1.9
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7.9 Pr9gramme Monitoring Facilities, These facilities are a very essential part of broad
cast station equipment. In broadcasting technique, "programme monitor audio! ref'ors
to a monitoring check on the audio signal input to the transmitter, whereas "programme
monitor radio" refers to a check on the demodulated signal secured by rectification
of the carrier envelope as produced at the broadcast transmitter output, By switching
from one to the other, the station personnel determine by listening tests and measure
ments, the relative amount of distortion produced in the broadcast station equipment,

These programme monitoring facilities are ·usually provided in a suitably treated
room, such as the control room where the speech input equipment is situated. The
equipment consists of high quality audio-amplifiers and loud-speakers, with assooiated
switching equipment.

Additional to this for "radio" monitoring is a well-designed monitoring rectifier
capable of demodulating the carrier signal as picked up in the output tank circuit
of the transmitter or at the aerial. It is essential that this diode operates linearly
to avoid the introduction of distortion, Fig. 57 is a schematic diagram of these
facilities.,

\
PROGRAMME SPEECH OUTPUT

LINE. INPUT TRANSMITTER TANK
EQPT. cc1µ-

e0•

I AUDIO, DIODE.,

I

PROGRAMME MONITORING FACILITIES,

FI0. 97.

7.10 Fr@}no3 Resp9mse. The frequenoy response of a transmitter is usually measured from
the studio to the output tank circuit, and is made by sending selected frequencies in
the audio-frequency band at a predetermined programme level over the normal programme
line, The output of the diode is measured on the normal programme monitoring equip
ment, and the levels of tha various frequencies are compared to that of 1,000 c/s,
which is the usual reference frequency, Thus, the whole programme circuit is included
in this test,

/ Frequenoy
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• MEASUREMENTS ON AERIALS.

8.1 Measurements are usually made on aerials to determine the following characteristics -

Aerial Resistance«

Radiation Resistance.

Effective Height.

Resonant Frequenoy.

Radiation Output Power,

Radiation Efficienoy,

Effective Aerial Reactanoe.

8,2 Aerial Resistance, here are several methods of determining the resistance of an aerial,
including the resistance-variation method, reactance-variation method, substitution
method and the use of a radio-frequenoy bridge» Two methods of making this measurement
are described"

Resistance-Variation Method. Fig. 58 shows a method of making this measurement, the
apparatus being -

(1) A radio-frequency oscillator covering the
R.F. frequenoy range of the transmitter.
O5C.

(ii) A non-inductive variable resistance net
work R, such as a decade box"

(411) A wavemeter of good accuracy having a
resonance indicator in the form of a
meter"

RESISTANCE-VARIATION MEASUREMENT
OP AERIAL RESISTANCE,

With R at zero resistance, set oscillator at
desired frequenoy. lune wavemeter by capacitor C
for maximum reading on meter (keep this about 1/2
scale by adjusting coupling M). Add resistance in
R until meter reading is half of the previous

reading, The aerial resistance is then equal to the amount of added resistance, The
usual precautions regarding stray couplings, capacitances, eto», must be observed 1n
making this measurement"

910. 58.

Substitution Method, Fig. 59 shows the equipment used for this method of measuring
aerial resistance.

JMJ~l

SUBSTITUTION METHOD OF MEASURING
AERIAL RESISTANCE,

The wavemeter is first grounded, with aerial dis
connected, and reading for maximum indication noted.
The aerial is then connected, and the meter retuned
for maximum indication.

Finally, calibrated reactances and resistances are
added to the wavemeter circuit in parallel until
the same difference in readings is observed, indic
ating the value of resistance and reactance of the
aerial by substitution. [his method is suitable
for high, as well as low, aerial resistance values.

FI0, 59. / For
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For this test the following precautions are necessary

(i) The oscillator must possess sufficient power and regulation to be
unaffected by the wavemeter.

(1i) The standards of impedance and resistance used for substitution must
be essentially free from stray capacitance.

(iii) The readings and adjustments must be made with care.

8.3 Radiation Resistance. It is not practicable to measure radiation resistance directly,
A.but, for aerials up to, the following formula gives reasonably good accuraoy -

2
Rr - 1579 ({)

where X Wavelength in metres,
h = Effective height in metres, and

Rr = Radiation resistance»

8.4 Effeobive height. This term is not ordinarily used with other than low and medium
frequenoy aerials.

Effective height is measured using the aerial as a radiator.
in microvolts per metre is measured at distance d kilometres.
h is then obtained from the formula -

€ d
- 4.ager

he vertical field €
he effective height

where € Microvolts per metre,
d = Dist~nce in km,
f = Frequenoy in ko/s, and
I = Current at the point where power is fed to the apparatus.

8.5 Resonant Fregu@59I• Connect the aerial directly to ground through a radio-frequenoy
current instrument of adequate sensitivity, and couple a variable frequency oscillator
lightly to the system by proximity only. Search for the lowest frequency at which
resonance is indicated by a maximum current,

8.6 Radiation Output Power. The power output or radiation output of tho aerial system is
calculated from the radiation resistance and the aerial current by the usual formula -

Pr = IfRr

where Rr is as discussed in paragraph 8.3. A more direct measurer ent is impracticable.

8.7 Radiet1on Efficienox. mhe radiation efficienoy of an serial is often defined and
calculated by the formula -

Pr
Radiation efficienoy = f

where Pr is as in paragraph &,6.

and. Pi = total power in serial,

Aerial efficiencies are often compared, however, by the field strength at one mile or
km for 1 kW, as mentioned in Paper No. 11 of Radio Il

8"8 Effective Aerial Reactance, When not measured directly wiih a radio-frequenoy impedan
i4dge, aerial reactanoe is measured by resonating the aerial si the desired frequenoy,
using a calibrated inductor or capacitor, At resonanoe, the as isl reactance is
equal and opposite in sign to that of the tuning devise, I
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9.1 Transmission Line Impedance. mhero
impedance of a transmission line,

are diverse methods of measuring the characteristic
A simple but effective method is shown in Fig. 60.

RI

u

*4-FI0, 60", MEASUREMENT OF SURGE IMPEDANCE OF TRANSMISSION LINE.

With this set-up and the switch thrown to the lino position, a trial value of R2 is
inserted. C is adjusted for maximum I2, Then, with the switch thrown in the opposite
position and R1 set to equal R2, the capacitor C is adjusted for maximum I1. By trial,
a combination is found where there is a maximum value of Ii and I2 for the same setting
of C with Ri equal to R2 This value of R is the characteristic or surge impedance of
the line,

9.2 Earnonioe in Aerials. For determining harmonic components of small amplitude in aerials
the following substitution method is useful (see Fig, 61)"

AERIAL A highly selective properly shield
ed radio receiver is coupled to
the aerial system, tuned to the
desired harmonic frequency, and
the gain adjusted until a reason
able deflection is observed in
the detector-anode circuit meter"
The radio transmitter is now tuned
off, and current from an auxiliary
oscillator is passed through the
coil, The amplitude of the aux
iliary oscillator current, which

SUBSTITUTION METHOD FOR AERIAL HARMONIC COMPONENTS &ives the same detector-anode
TT---t:-tr±3t±""-±'°purrent, is then equal to the

amplitude of the unknown current, The auxiliary oscillator current is readily measured,
as it is not combined with currents of other frequencies,

SELECTIVE
RADIO

RECEIVER.

TO TRANS. 1
j

METER IN DETECTOR
ANODE CIRCUIT.

FIG. 61.

9.3 Aerial and Hine Imped0noes. Fig. 62 shows a typical set-up for measuring the impedance
of aerials and transmission lines by the substitution method, The cirouit consists o?
an oscillator with which is associated a calibrated capacitor C, a resistance box R
for high-frequency service and a wavemeter, A sensitive meter is placed in the anode
circuit and provided with a balancing arrangement for balancing out normal anode
current, so that greater accuraoy is obtained in reading small changes,

300%I I
TOUJJKNOWN 52 ~· s1 I
IMPEDENCE. i =ii

*. fl

us?' 1SHIELD, in WAVEMETER
TO CHECK
FREQUENCY.

FI0. 62. MEASUREMENT OF AEHTAT OR TRANSMISSION LINE IMPEDANCE BY SUBSTITUTION werRop.
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Procedure. When impedance is capacitive -

(1) Close S2, open S1"
(ii) Adjust oscillator to proper frequency with wavemeter.

(iii) Balance out D0, anode current.
(iv) Open S2, close S1,
(v) Adjust C until original frequency is restored.

(vi) Adjust R until original anode current is obtained.

Unknown impedance is equivalent to C and R in series.

When impedance is inductive -

(i) Close Si and S2 and set R to zero.
(ii) Adjust for proper frequency as before.

(11i) 0pen S2.
(iv) Adjust C for original frequenoy.
(v) Adjust R for original anode current.

Unknown Reactance

and Series Resistance of Unknown

where A0 is change in capacitance, and C is the capacitance after opening S2.

9,4 Measurement of Modulation {er0en*age. mhere is a method of determining modulation per
con6ago by observing the Fis% 1a 1fne current or circulating current in the modulated
amplifier stage, provided that the load Z is non-reactive for determining the real power.
It is first necessary to prepare a graph or table relating line or circulating current
readings to percentage modulation, using a sinusoidal modulating voltage for this purpose.
Once this graph or table has been prepared, it is only a simple matter to determine the
modulation depth by rating the current and referring to the graph.

This method is based on the following relationship between the average modulated current
and the unmodulated carrier current values -

where Im Average modulated current,
Io Average unmodulated current, and

M Modulation factor= 1~0 where K = percentage modulation.
Im -Io

i%
/1 +

2

Im
For the initial calculation, let Io equal 1 ampere and find the ratio ff for a
sufficient number of values of K to prepare Table "A".

Modulation Percentage Modulation Factor Im
K M Ratio 55

10 per cent" 0.1 1,0025
20 " " 0.2 1.0100
30 11 11 0.3 1.0222
40 11 " 0.4 1.0392
50 II ti 0.5 1.0607
60 " 11 0,6 1.0863
70 11 11 0.7 1.1158
80 II " 0.8 1.1489
90 rt 11 0.9 1.1853

100 " tt 1.0 1.2247

For example -
when M 0.1, Im f 0,1? Foos - 1.0025i% +5=

when M = 0.3,
Im f •.7 7.es - 1.022is - +p-

and when M = 1.0,
Im Fi Ti-J.v.z •i t:.

TABLE "A".
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he value of Io (unmodulated carrier current) for the particular transmitter in use will
be known, and it is multiplied by the ratios found above to give the line or circulating
currents for the particular transmitter, These values are then plotted against modula
tion percentage, and the graph is ready for use as in Fig. 63.

Any significant departures from normal readings are considered as indicating the exist
ence of distortion or other faulty condition, and a further detailed investigation
must be carried out, using the cathode-ray oscilloscope or other check,
EIm
++(AMPS.)
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PERCENT MODULATION
ILLUSTRATING THE RISE IN MODULATED CURRENT WITH MODULATION PERCENTAGE.

l!he process of deriving the given formula is as follows.

The equation of a sinusoidally-modulated wave is shown to be -

where i
Io
£1
f2
M

1 = Io sin 2nf1t + w cos 2n(f1 - £2)t - w* oos 2m(£1 + £2)%

(Carrier) (Lower Sideband) (Upper Sideband)

Instantaneous value of current,
Unmodulated value of current,
Carrier frequenoy,
Modulation frequenoy, and K
Modulation percentage factor = ,An where K percentage modulation. / It
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It is noticed from the above that -

(±)

(41)

he carrier amplitude, Io, is independent of modulating frequency or
percentage,

The sideband amplitudes are equal to half the carrier amplitude when
M= 1 (100 per cent, modulation), and they are proportionately less as
the modulation percentage decreases. Thus, the i@slIu total sideband
power is one-half of the carrier power,

For example, when load impedance is Z then -

(rey 2 f1%°
Upper Sideband Power = z -7z2

(fey 2 1,°
Lower Sideband Power z -gz2

Total Sideband Power
1s°

+ -g %

2
? Ee "2 ( 1 )

2 2
E19) z or5

The sideband power is also proportional to the square of the modulation factor M,

By definition, Io is the unmodulated carrier current, thus (1) is rewritten -

Total Sideband Power=½ M
2

Pc••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (2)

where Pc

Letting Pa

Carrier Power = I7
2

Average modulated power (In Z),

Po = Average carrier power (I6Z),

Ps = Average sideband power, and

Im = Average modulated current,

then Pa Pc + Pe

Po +1° Pe (from (2))2

Po ( +A1°)2

1*z - 1° 1 2
from which 2(1 + 3 M).

p
- 1? ( +1)Dividing by Z, Im"

2

1,°
and +3 =

Io

Im
Io "

I%
di +72 I This
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This is the ratio ayer0ce modulate0 ourrenl; whioh 1s the fo ula quired
average unmoduletaa current wnion is ne 1ormuia require.

In Fig. 63, an example is shown for a case where Io (normal unmodulated current) is
2.,5 amperes, that is -

For 50 per cent, modulation, the meter reads 2.655 amperes,

For 80 per cent, modulation, the meter reads 2.875 amperes, and

For 100 per cent, modulation, the meter reads 3,062 amperes.

10. TEST QUESTIONS,

1. Name three types of meters used in making A,0, measurements at relatively low
frequencies, and describe one of the types selected, ••

2 It is desired to adapt a certain D.C, meter to measure 45 amperes D.0. and also,
by suitable switching, to read 60 volts D.C, If the resistance of the meter is
200 ohms and full scale deflection is obtained when 5 mA is passed through, what
values of shunt and multiplier are required to obtain the desired results?

3 Describe a meter suitable for making current and voltage measurements of good
accuracy at frequencies between 1 ke/s and 30 Mc/s.

4. Explain, and illustrate by a sketch, the principles of the Wheatstone Bridge for
measuring resistance,

5. Describe a bride suitable for measuring inductance at audio frequencies, and
briefly deis* +he opersiior,

6. Under wha! conditions is bhe power measured in an AC, circuit by means of an
ammeter and voltmeter reasonably accurate?

7. Detail a method of measuring the gain of an amplifier and state precautions to be
observed"

8" Illustrate a simpl~ method of measuring the approximate amplification factor of a
valve and briefly describe the procedure. Which method is used when greater
accuracy is desired? (Detailed answer not",required here,)

9, What principal characteristics of audio-frequenoy waves are usually measured to
determine the performance of amplifiers, etc. Give a block schematic diagram of
the set-up for measuring gEf of the characteristics referred to,

10, Describe one method of measuring the power output of a low-power transmitter.

11, What are the more important characteristios of a high-quality broadcast transmitt~r'.

12. Describe one method of measuring the resistance of an aerial system, and state the
general precautions which are adopted when making such measurements.

END OF PAPER.


